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PREFACE
This book is intended as a second course in Euclidean geometry.
Its purpose is to give the reader facility in applying the theorems of
Euclid to the solution of geometrical problems. Each chapter begins
with a brief account of Euclid's theorems and corollaries for simpli-

city of reference, then states and proves a number of important
propositions. Chapters close with a section of miscellaneous problems
of increasing complexity, selected from an immense mass of material
for their usefulness and interest. Hints of solutions for a large number
of problems are also included.

Since this is not intended for the beginner in geometry, such
familiar concepts as point, line, ray, segment, angle, and polygon
are used freely without explicit definition. For the purpose of clarity
rather than rigor the general term line is used to designate sometimes

a ray, sometimes a segment, sometimes the length of a segment;
the meaning intended will be clear from the context.
Definitions of less familiar geometrical concepts, such as those of

modern and space geometry, are added for clarity, and since the
use of symbols might prove an additional difficulty to some readers,
geometrical notation is introduced gradually in each chapter.
January, 1968

M. N. AREF
WILLIAM WERNICK
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CHAPTER 1

TRIANGLES AND POLYGONS
Theorems and Corollaries
LINES AND ANGLES

I.I. If a straight line meets another straight line, the sum of the two adjacent
angles is two right angles.
COROLLARY 1. If any number of straight lines are drawn from a given
point, the sum of the consecutive angles so formed is, four right angles.
COROLLARY 2. If a straight line meets another straight line, the bisectors
of the two adjacent angles are at right angles to one another.

1.2. If the sum of two adjacent angles is two right angles, their noncoincident arms are in the same straight line.
1.3. If two straight lines intersect, the vertically opposite angles are equal.

1.4. If a straight line cuts two other straight lines so as to make the alternate
angles equal, the two straight lines are parallel.

1.5. If a straight line cuts two other straight lines so as to make: (i) two
corresponding angles equal; or (ii) the interior angles, on the same side of the
line, supplementary, the two straight lines are parallel.

1.6. If a straight line intersects two parallel straight lines, it makes: (i)
alternate angles equal; (ii) corresponding angles equal; (iii) two interior
angles on the same side of the line supplementary.
COROLLARY. Two angles whose respective arms are either parallel or
perpendicular to one another are either equal or supplementary.

1.7. Straight lines which are parallel to the same straight line are parallel to
one another.

TRIANGLES AND THEIR CONGRUENCE
1.8. If one side of a triangle is produced, (i) the exterior angle is equal to the
sum of the interior non-adjacent angles; (ii) the sum of the three angles of a
triangle is two right angles.
COROLLARY 1. If two angles of one triangle are respectively equal to two

angles of another triangle, the third angles are equal and the triangles are
equiangular.
COROLLARY 2. If one side of a triangle is produced, the exterior angle is
greater than either of the interior non-adjacent angles.
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COROLLARY 3. The sum of any two angles of a triangle is less than two
right angles.

1.9. If all the sides of a polygon of n sides are produced in order, the sum of
the exterior angles is four right angles.
COROLLARY. The sum of all the interior angles of a polygon of n sides is

(2n - 4) right angles.
1.10. Two triangles are congruent if two sides and the included angle of one
triangle are respectively equal to two sides and the included angle of the other.
1.11. Two triangles are congruent if two angles and a side of one triangle
are respectively equal to two angles and the corresponding side of the other.
1.12. If two sides of a triangle are equal, the angles opposite to these sides are
equal.
COROLLARY 1. The bisector of the vertex angle of an isosceles triangle,

(i) bisects the base; (ii) is perpendicular to the base.
COROLLARY 2. An equilaterial triangle is also equiangular.
1.13. If two angles of a triangle are equal, the sides which subtend these
angles are equal.
COROLLARY. An equiangular triangle is also equilateral.

1.14. Two triangles are congruent if the three sides of one triangle are
respectively equal to the three sides of the other.

1.15. Two right-angled triangles are congruent if the hypotenuse and a side
of one are respectively equal to the hypotenuse and a side of the other.
INEQUALITIES

1.16. If two sides of a triangle are unequal, the greater side has the greater
angle opposite to it.

1.17. If two angles of a triangle are unequal, the greater angle has the greater
side opposite to it.

1.18. Any two sides of a triangle are together greater than the third.
1.19. If two triangles have two sides of the one respectively equal to two sides
of the other and the included angles unequal, then the third side of that with the
greater angle is greater than the third side of the other.
1.20. If two triangles have two sides of the one respectively equal to two sides
of the other, and the third sides unequal, then the angle contained by the sides
of that with the greater base is greater than the corresponding angle of the
other.

1.21. Of all straight lines that can be drawn to a given straight line from a
given external point, (i) the perpendicular is least; (ii) straight lines which
make equal angles with the perpendicular are equal; (iii) one making a greater
angle with the perpendicular is greater than one making a lesser angle.
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COROLLARY. Two and only two straight lines can be drawn to a given
straight line from a given external point, which are equal to one another.
QUADRILATERALS AND OVER FOUR-SIDED POLYGONS

1.22. The opposite sides and angles of a parallelogram are equal, each diagonal bisects the parallelogram, and the diagonals bisect one another.
COROLLARY 1. The distance between a pair of parallel straight lines is
everywhere the same.

COROLLARY 2. The diagonals of a rhombus bisect each other at right
angles.
COROLLARY 3. A square is equilateral.

1.23. A quadrilateral is a parallelogram if (i) one pair of opposite sides are
equal and parallel; (ii) both pairs of opposite sides are equal or parallel;
(iii) both pairs of opposite angles are equal; (iv) the diagonals bisect one
another.

1.24. Two parallelograms are congruent if two sides and the included angle
of one are equal respectively to two sides and the included angle of the other.
COROLLARY. Two rectangles having equal bases and equal altitudes are
congruent.

1.25. If three or more parallel straight lines intercept equal segments on one
transversal, they intercept equal segments on every transversal.
COROLLARY. A line parallel to a base of a trapezoid and bisecting a leg
bisects the other leg also.

1.26. If a line is drawn from the mid point of one side of a triangle parallel
to the second side, it bisects the third side. This line is called a mid-line of a
triangle.
COROLLARY 1. Conversely, a mid-line of a triangle is parallel to the
third side and is equal to half its magnitude.
COROLLARY 2. In any triangle, a mid-line between two sides and the
median to the third side bisect each other.
1.27. In a right triangle, the median from the right vertex to the hypotenuse
is equal to half the hypotenuse.

1.28. If one angle of a right triangle is 30°, the side opposite this angle is
equal to half the hypotenuse.
COROLLARY. Conversely, f one side of a right triangle is half the hypotenuse, the angle opposite to it is 30°.

1.29. The median of a trapezoid is parallel to the parallel bases and is equal
to half their sum.
COROLLARY. The line joining the mid-points of the diagonals of a trapezoid is parallel to the parallel bases and is equal to half their difference.
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1.30. In an isosceles trapezoid, the base angles and the diagonals are equal to
one another.

INTRODUCTION TO CONCURRENCY

1.31. The perpendicular bisectors of the sides of a triangle are concurrent
in a point equidistant from the vertices of the triangle which is the center of the
circumscribed circle and called the circumcenter of the triangle.

1.32. The bisectors of the angles of a triangle are concurrent in a point
equidistant from the sides of the triangle which is the center of the inscribed
circle and called the incenter of the triangle.

COROLLARY 1. The bisector of any interior angle and the external
bisectors of the other, two exterior angles are concurrent in a point outside the
triangle which is equidistant from the sides (or produced) of the triangle and
called an excenter of the triangle.
COROLLARY 2. There are four points equidistant from the three sides of a

triangle: one inside the triangle, which is the incenter, and three outside it,
which are the excenters.

1.33. The altitudes of a triangle are concurrent in a point called the orthocenter of the triangle.

1.34. The medians of a triangle are concurrent in a point I the distance from

each vertex to the mid point of the opposite side. This point is called the
centroid of the triangle.

Solved Problems
1.1. ABC is a triangle having BC = 2 AB. Bisect BC in D and BD in E.
Prove that AD bisects LCAE.
CONSTRUCTION: Draw DF 11 AC to meet AB in F (Fig. 1.)

FIGURE I

Proof: '.' D is the mid-point of BC and DF 11 AC, .'. F is the midpoint of AB (Th. 1.26). Also, AB = BD = ,ABC. .'. BF = BE.

As ABE and DBF are congruent..'. LEAF = LEDF, but /BAD
= /BDA (since BA = BD, Th. 1.12)..'. Subtraction gives LEAD
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= /FDA. But /FDA = /DAC (since, DF 11 AC).

LEAD

= LDAC.
1.2. ABC is a triangle. D and E are any two points on AB and AC. The
bisectors of the angles ABE and ACD meet in F. Show that LBDC +

/BEC = 2 /BFC.
CONSTRUCTION: Join AF and produce it to meet BC in G (Fig. 2).

FIGURE 2

Proof: LBDC is exterior to AADC..'. /BDC = LA + /ACD
(Th. 1.8). Also, /BEC is exterior to AAEB.
LBEC = LA
+ /ABE; hence /BDC + /BEC = 2 /A + LA CD + LABE (1).
Similarly, /s BFG, CFG are exterior to As AFB, AFC. .'. /BFG

+ /CFG = /BFC = LA + } LABE + 4 LACD

(2).

There-

fore, from (1) and (2), /BDC + /BEC = 2 /BFC.
1.3. ABC is a right-angled triangle at A and AB > AC. Bisect BC in D
draw DE perpendicular to the hypotenuse BC to meet the bisector of the right

angle A in E. Prove that (i) AD = DE; (ii) /DAE
CONSTRUCTION: Draw AF,LBC (Fig. 3).

FIGURE 3

(LC - /B).
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Proof: (i) '.' D is the mid-point of BC..'. AD = DB = DC (Th.
1.27). .'. LDAB = LDBA. But, LDBA or FBA = LFAC (since

they are complementary to LFAB)..'. LDAB = LFAC. But since
AO bisects LA, ,', LOAB = LOAC and subtraction gives LOAD
= LOAF.
DE 11 AF (both LBC),
LOAF = Z OED, and
hence LOAD = LOED. .'. AD = DE (Th. 1.13).
(ii) As shown above, LDAB = LDBA or B. Since LFAB = LC

(both complement LFAC), .'. (LFAB - LDAB) = (LC - LB)
= 2 LDAO or LDAE = 4 (LC - LB).
1.4. The sides AB, BC, and AC of a triangle are bisected in F, G and H
respectively. If BE is, drawn perpendicular to AC, prove that LFEG =
LFHG (Fig. 4).

FIGURE 4

Proof:

G and H are the mid-points of BC and AC..'. HG 11 AB

and = its half (Cor. 1, Th. 1.26), or HG 11 FB and equal to it.
Hence FBGH is a O..', LFHG = LB. But AAEB is right angled
at E and F is the mid-point of AB..'. EF = FB..'. LFEB = LFBE
and, similarly, LGEB = LGBE. Therefore, by adding, LFEG

= LB = LFHG.
1.5. In an isosceles triangle ABC, the vertex angle A is ; right angle. Let D
be any point on the base BC and take a point Eon CA so that CE = CD. Join
ED and produce it to meet AB produced in F (Fig. 5). If the bisector of the

LEDC meets AC in R, show that (i) AE = EF; (ii) DR = DC.
Proof: (i) LA = 1 right angle. ',' The sum of the 3 Ls of AABC

= 2 right angles (Th. 1.8), half the difference is LB = LC = 7
right angle. But, in ACED, CE = CD.
LCED = LCDE =
(2 - A) right angle = 4 right angle.
LCED is exterior to the
AAEF, .', LCED = LA + LAFE. But LA = - right angle..'.
LAFE _ ; right angle or LA = LAFE..'. AE = EF (Th. 1.13).
(ii)
LCDE = 4 right angle, .'. LCDR = right angle. But
LC = right angle, hence in the ACDR, the difference from 2 right
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angles would be LCRD = 11 right angle..'. LCRD = LC..'. DR
= DC (Th. 1.13).

FIGURE 5

1.6. The vertex C is a right angle in the triangle ABC. If the points D and E

are taken on the hypotenuse, so that BC = BD and AC = AE, show that
DE equals the sum of the perpendiculars , from D and E on AC and BC
respectively.

CONSTRUCTION: Draw CNIAB and join CD and CE (Fig. 6).
c

FIGURE 6

Proof:
BC = BD.
LBCD = LBDC (Th. 1.12). But
LBCD = LBCN + LNCD and LBDC = LDCA + LA (Th.
1.8). Hence LBCN + LNCD = LDCA + LA (1) and .' CN
lAB,
LBCN = LA (since both complement LNCA) (2).
From (1) and (2),
LNCD = LDCA. But LCND = LCFD

= right angle.
As CND, CFD are congruent.
DN = DF.
Similarly, EN = EG and, by adding, .'. DE = DF + EG.
1.7. The side AB in the rectangle ABCD is twice the side BC. A point P is
taken on the side AB so that BP = AB. Show that BD is perpendicular to
4
CP.
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CONSTRUCTION : Bisect AB in Q and draw QR J AB to meet BD in

R (Fig. 7).
B

P

Q

A

D

C

FIGURE 7
Proof:... AB = 2 BC, .'. BC = BQ. In the AABD, Q is the midpoint of AB and QR 11 AD. .'. R is the mid-point of BD and QR
_ j AD (Th. 1.26, Cor. 1). Since BP = I AB = j AD,
BP
= QR. Therefore, As BQR and CBP are congruent.
LQBR
= LBCP. But since L QBR + LRBC = right angle,
LBCP
+ LRBC = right angle, yielding LBFC = right angle [Th. 1.8(ii)].
Hence BD L CP.

1.8. ABC is a triangle. BF, CG are any two lines drawn from the extremities
of the base BC to meet AC and AB in F and G respectively and intersect in H.

Show that AF + AG > HF + HG.
CONSTRUCTION: Draw HD and HE 11 to AB and AC respectively
(Fig. 8).
A

FIGURE 8

Proof: The figure ADHE is a parallelogram [Th. 1.23(ii)]..'. AD

= HE and AE = DH. In the ADHF, DH + DF > HF (Th. 1.18).
AE + DF> HF (1). Similarly in AEGH, EH + EG > HG or AD

+ EG>HG (2). Adding (1) and (2) gives AE + EG + AD +DF
> HF + HG..'. AF + AG > HF + HG.
1.9. ABCD is a square. The bisector of the LDBA meets the diagonal
AC in F. If CK is drawn perpendicular to BF, intersecting BD in L and
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produced to meet AB in R, prove that AR = 2 SL, where S is the intersection
of the diagonals.
CONSTRUCTION : From S draw ST 11 CR to meet BF in J and AB in

T (Fig. 9).
A

T

R

D

B

C

FIGURE 9

Proof:
CR L BF, .'. ST L BF. As BLK, BRK are congruent
(Th. 1.11)..'. BR = BL. Again As BTJ, BSJare congruent..'. BT
= BS. Hence TR = SL and, since the two diagonals of a square

bisect one another (Th. 1.22), .'. S is the mid-point of AC. But ST is

CR in the AACR..'. T is the mid-point of AR (Th. 1.26)..'. AR
= 2 TR..'. AR = 2SL.
1.10. The side AB in the triangle ABC is greater than AC, and D is the
mid point of BC. From C draw two perpendiculars to the bisectors of the
internal and external vertical angles at A to meet them in F and G respectively.

Prove that (i) DF = j (AB - AC); (ii) DG = j (AB + AC).
CONSTRUCTION : Produce CF, CG to meet AB, BA produced in H

and M (Fig. 10).

FIGURE 10
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Proof: (i) ',' CF is L AF and AF bisects the LA, then the As
AFC, AFH are congruent.
CF = FH and AC = AH. In the
ACBH, D, F are the mid-points of BC and CH. .'. DF
BH

= I (AB - AH) = J (AB - AC).

(ii) Similarly, G is the mid-point of CM, and AC = AM. In the
ACBM, D, G are the mid-points of CB and CM. .'. DG = BM

=I (AB + AM) = J(AB+AC).

1.11. ABC is a triangle and AD is any line drawn from A to the base BC.
From B and C, two perpendiculars BE and CF are drawn to AD or AD
produced. If R is the mid point of BC, prove that RE = RF.

CONSTRUCTION : Produce CF and BE so that CF = FG and BE
= EH, then join AG, BG, AH, and CH (Fig. 11).

B

H

FIGURE I I

Proof: '.' BE I AE and BE = EH (construct). Then As ABE,

AHE are congruent (Th. 1.10)..'. AB = AH and LBAE = LHAE.

Similarly, from the congruent As ACF, AGF: AC = AG and
LCAF = LGAF. Therefore by subtracting, LBAG = LCAH.
Hence As AGB, ACHare congruent..'. BG = CH. In the ACBG, R,
F are the mid-points of CB and CG..'. RF = BG. Similarly, in the
ACBH, RE = I CH. Since BG = CH, .'. RE = RF.
1.12. Any finite displacement of a segment AB can be considered as though
a rotation about a point called the pole. If the length of the segment and the
angle which it rotates are given, describe the method to determine the pole.
What would be the conditions of the angles between the rays around the pole?

ANALYSIS: Let A1B1, A2B2 be the two positions of the given seg-

ment which is rotated a given angle (Fig. 12). Construct the two
perpendicular bisectors CP12, DP12 to A1A2, B1B2 respectively to
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intersect at the required pole P12. Since As A1CP12i A2CP12 are
congruent (Th. 1.10), .'. P12A1 = P12A2 and LAIP12C = LA2P12C
_ I given LAIP12A2. Similarly, P12B1 = P12B2 and LB1P12D
= LB2P12D = j given LB1P12B2, but LAIP12A2 = LB1P12B2
= given..'. LA1P12B1 = LA2P12B2. Hence As A1P12B1, A2P12B2

B,
I

-,

FIGURE 12

are congruent; i.e., A1B1 is rotated around the pole P12 to a new
position A2B2 through the given Ls AIP12A2 or B1P12B2.
SYN'T'HESIS: Join A1A2i B1B2 and construct their 1 bisectors CP12,

DP12 to meet at the required pole P12. Notice that LAIP12B1
= LA2P12B2 = LCP12D. This is called Chasle's theorem.
1.13. ABC is a triangle in which the vertical angle C is 60°. If the bisectors
of the base angles A, B meet BC, AC in P, Q respectively, show that AB

= AQ + BP.
CONSTRUCTION : Take point R on AB so that AR = AQ. Join RP

and RQ. Let AP, BQ intersect in E. Join ER and PQ. Let QR intersect AE in D (Fig. 13).

Proof: Since LC = 60°, .'. LA + LB = 120° (Th. 1.8). Hence
LEAB + LEBA = 60°. .'. LAEB = 120°. .'. LPEB = LQEA
= 60°. Since AR = AQ (construct) and AD bisects LA,
As
ADQ, ADR are congruent (Th. 1.10)..'. DQ = DR and AD

QR.

Hence QE = ER and LQED = LRED = 60°.
LREB
= LPEB =
60°.... EB bisects LB, .'. As EBP, EBR are congruent..'. RB = BP.
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FIGURE 13

1.14. In any quadrilateral the two lines joining the mid points of each pair
of opposite sides meet at one point, with the line joining the mid-points of its
diagonals.
CONSTRUCTION : Let ABCD be the quadrilateral and E, F, G, H, K,

and L the mid-points of its sides and diagonals. Join EF, FG, GH,
HE, EK, KG, GL, LE, FK, KH, HL, and LF (Fig. 14).

FIGURE 14

Proof: In the AABC, E and F are the mid-points of AB and BC..'.
EF AC and equals its half (Th, 1.26. Cor. 1). Also, in the LDAC,
HG AC and equals its half. Hence EF = and 11 HG..'. EFGH is a
parallelogram (Th. 1.23). Therefore, its diagonals EG and FH bisect
one another (Th. 1.22). Similarly, FKHL and EKGL are parallelograms also..'. FH and LK in the first= bisect one another, and EG
and LK in the second= bisect one another also. Since the point of
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intersection of EG, FH, and LK is their mid-point, which cannot be
more than one point, then EG and FH intersect at one point with the
line LK.
1.15. ABC is a triangle. If the bisectors of the two exterior angles B and C

of the triangle meet at D and DE is the perpendicular from D on AB
produced, prove that AE = J the perimeter of the AABC.
CONSTRUCTION : Draw DF and DG 1 s BC and AC produced; then

join DA (Fig. 15).

FIGURE 15

Proof: As DBE and DBF are congruent (Th. 1.11)..'. BE = BF
and DE = DF. Similarly, As DCF and DCG are congruent also.
.'. CF = CG and DG = DF. Hence DE = DG. Therefore, As ADE
and ADG are congruent (Th. 1.15). .'. AE = AG. But AE = AB
+ BE = AB + BF and AG = AC + CF. .'. AE= 4 (AE + AG)

=I(AB +BF+AC+CF) = I (AB + BC + AC).

1.16. AB is a straight line. D and E are any two points on the same side of
AB. Find a point F on AB so that (i) the sum of FD and FE is a minimum;
(ii) the difference between FD and FE is a minimum. When is this impossible?

CONSTRUCTION: (i) Draw EN j. AB; produce EN to M so that
EN = NM. Join MD to cut AB in the required point F (Fig. 16).
Proof: Take another point F' on AB and join EF, EF', F'D, and
F'M. As ENF and MNF are congruent (Th. 1.10)..'. EF = FM.

.'. MD = FD + FE. '.' D and M are two fixed points, the line
joining them is a minimum. This is clear from F, since EF = F'M

(from the congruence of As EF'N and MF'N) but MF' +F'D
> MD in the ADF'M (Th. 1.18).
EF' + F'D > EF + FD.
Hence F is the required point and (FD + FE) is a minimum.

14
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D

B

A

FIGURE 16

CONSTRUCTION: (ii) Join ED. Bisect ED in N, then drawn NF
I ED to meet AB in the required point F. Join FD and FE (Fig. 17).

FIGURE 17

Proof: As FDN and FEN are congruent (Th. 1.10)..'. FD = FE.
Hence their difference will be zero and it is a minimum. This case
will be impossible to solve when ED is 1 AB, where NF will be
11 AB and therefore F cannot be determined.
1.17. Any straight line is drawn from A in the parallelogram ABCD. BE,
CF, DG are Is from the other vertices to this line. Show that if the line lies
outside the parallelogram, then CF = BE + DG, and when the line cuts the
parallelogram, then CF = the difference between BE and DG.
CONSTRUCTION : Join the diagonals AC and BD which intersect in

L. Draw LM I to the line through A (Fig. 18).

(i)

FIGURE 18

(ii)
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Proof: (i) The line lies outside the=ABCD. The diagonals bisect
one another (Th. 1.22)..'. L is the mid-point of AC and BD. In the
trapezoid BDGE, L is the mid-point of BD and LM is 11 to BE and

DG (Ls to the line AG). Hence M is the mid-point of GE and
LM = 4 (BE + DG) (Th. 1.29). Again in the AACF, L is the midpoint of AC and LM is 11 CF (both LAG)..'. M is the mid-point of
AF and LM = 4 CF (Th. 1.26, Cor. 1)..'. CF = BE + DG.

(ii) The line passes through the= ABCD. In the trapezoid
BEDG, L is the mid-point of BD and LM is 11 BE and DG (as shown

above)..'. M is the mid-point of the diagonal GE..'. LM = 4 (BE
- DG) (Th. 1.29, Cor.). But, as shown above, also LM = 4 CF..',
CF = BE - DG.
1.18. ABC is a triangle. AD and AE are two perpendiculars drawn from
A on the bisectors of the base angles of the triangle B and C respectively. Prove

that DE is 11 BC.
CONSTRUCTION : Produce AD and AE to meet BC in F and G (Fig.
19).

FIGURE 19

Proof: As ADB and FDB are congruent, since AD is LDB (Th.
1.11). .'. AD = DF. Similarly, As AEC and GEC are congruent

(Th. 1.11)..'. AE = EG. In the AAFG, D and E are proved to be
the mid-points of AF and AG..'. DE is I FG or BC (Th. 1.26, Cor. 1).
I

1.19. P and Q are two points on either side of the parallel lines AB and CD so

that AB lies between P and CD. Two points L and M are taken on AB and
CD. Find another two points X and Y on AB and CD so that (PX + XY
+ YQ) is a minimum and XY is 11 LM.
CONSTRUCTION: From Q draw QR equal and 11 to LM; then join
PR to cut AB in X. Draw XY I I to LM to meet CD in Y. Hence X and

Y are the two required points (Fig. 20).
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FIGURE 20

Proof: . RQ is equal and II to LM and XY II LM, RQ =, 11 XY
(Th. 1.7). .'. XYQR is a parallelogram. .'. YQ = XR and
XY

= LM, hence the sum of (PX + XY + YQ) = PX + LM = XR
= PR + LM. To prove this is a minimum, let us take X'Y' any

to LM and join X'P, X'R and Y'Q. X'Y' = LM (in
X'R = Y'Q. But in the
AX'PR, (PX' + X'R) > PR (Th. 1.18).
X'Y' = LM. .'.

other

11

1X'Y'ML). Also X'Y'QR is a O.

(PX' + X'Y' + Y'Q) > PR + LM or (PX' + X'Y' + Y'Q) > (PX
Y are the two required points.
+ XY +
1.20. Show that the sum of the two perpendiculars drawn from any point in
the base of an isosceles triangle on both sides is constant.
CONSTRUCTION : Let ABC be the isosceles A and D any point on its

base BC. DE, DF are the Ls on AB and AC. Draw BG L AC, and
DL L BG (Fig. 21).

FIGURE 21

Proof: The figure DLGF is a rectangle (construct). .'. DF = LG.
LBDL = LC.
Again, DL 11 FG (both L BG).
LC = LB

(since AC = AB, Th. 1.12),

LBDL = LB. Also LBED
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= LDLB = right angle. Hence As BED and BLD are congruent
(Th. 1.11)..'. DE = BL. Therefore, DE + DF = BL + LG = BG
= fixed quantity (since BG is J from B on AC and both are fixed).
1.21. Draw a straight line parallel to the base BC of the triangle ABC and
meeting AB and AC (or produced) in D, E so that DE will be equal to (i) the
sum of BD and CE; (ii) their difference.

CONSTRUCTION: Bisect the LB to meet the bisectors of the LC

internally and externally in P and Q. Draw from P and Q the
parallels D1PE1 and QE2D2 to BC to meet AB and AC respectively in
D1, D2 and El, E2. Then E1D1 and E2D2 are the two required lines
(Fig. 22).

FIGURE 22

E1D1 is 11 BC.
LCBP = LBPD1. But LCBP
Proof: (i)
LBPD1 = LPBD1.
BD1 = D1P
= LPBD1 (construct).
(Th. 1.13). Similarly, CE1 = E1P. Hence BD1 + CE1 = D1P
E1D1 is the required first line.
+ E1P =
(ii) In a similar way, '.' QE2D2 is 11 BC, .'. LCBQ = LBQD2.
But LCBQ = LQBD2.
BD2 = QD2.
LBQD2 = LQBD2.
Likewise, CE2 = QE2. .'. BD2 - CE2 = QD2 - QE2 = D2E2. . .

D2E2 is the required second line.
1.22. ABCD is a parallelogram. From D a perpendicular DR is drawn to
AC. BN is drawn II to AC to meet DR produced in N. Join AN to intersect

BC in P. If DRN cuts BC in Q, prove that (i) P is the mid point of BQ;

(ii) AR = BN + RC.
CONSTRUCTION: Draw BS 1 AC, then join CN (Fig. 23).

Proof: (i) As ABS, CDR are congruent (Th. 1.11). .'. AS = CR
and BS = DR. Since the figure BSRN is a rectangle (BS and NR are
both 1 AC), .'. BS = NR. DR = NR. Hence As ADR, ANR are.

congruent (Th. 1.10)..'. LDAR = LRAN. But LDAR = LRCB
= LCBN and LRAN = LPNB (since BN is 11 AC). .'. LCBN
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FIGURE 23

_ /PNB..'. PB = PN. '.' LBNQ = right angle, .'. in the A BNQ,
/PNQ = LPQN (complementary to equal /s).
PQ = PN.
Hence PB = PQ = PN or P is the mid-point of BQ.
(ii) Since BSRN is a rectangle, .'. BN = SR. But AS = CR (as
shown earlier)..'. AR = AS + SR = CR + BN.
1.23. ABC is an isosceles triangle in which the vertical angle A = 120°. If

the base BC is trisected in D and E, prove that ADE is an equilateral
triangle.

CONSTRUCTION: Draw AF and DG Is to BC and AB (Fig. 24).

FIGURE 24

/A = 120° in AABC, .'. /B + /C = 60° (Th. 1.8).
Proof:
But /B = /C since AB = AC (Th. 1.12).
/B = /C = 30°.
ABDG is right angled at G and /B = 30°. .'. DG = I BD (Th.
1.28). '.' AF is L BC and AB = AC, .'. BF = CF (Th. 1.12, Cor. 1).

DF = FE or DF = 4 DE
Since BD = DE = CE (given),
_ BD. .'. DG = DF. As ADG, ADF are congruent (Th. 1.15).
LDAG = LDAF. Similarly, LEAC = LEAF. But since As
ADB, AEC are congruent (Th. 1.10), /DAB = LEAC and AD
= AE. Hence LDAB = /DAF = LEAF = LEAC = 30°. There-

fore, /DAE = 60°, but, since AD = AE, then AADE is an
equilateral triangle.
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1.24. ABC and CBD are two angles each equal to 600. A point 0 is taken
inside the angle ABC and the perpendiculars OP, OQ, and OR are drawn

from 0 to BA, BC, and BD respectively. Show that OR = OP + OQ.
CONSTRUCTION: From 0 draw the line FOG to make an angle 60°
with AB or BC; then drop the two perpendiculars BL and GK from B
and G on FOG and AB respectively (Fig. 25).

FIGURE 25

Proof: Since FOG makes with AB and BC angles = 60°,

.'.

AFBG is equilateral. According to Problem 1.20, OP + OQ = GK

= BL (as the altitudes of an equilateral triangle are equal).
LFGB = LGBD = 60°, .'. BD is 11 FG..'. BROL is a rectangle..'.
LB = OR..'. OR = OP + OQ.
1.25. Construct a right-angled triangle, given the hypotenuse and the
difference between the base angles.

CONSTRUCTION : The hypotenuse BC and the difference of the base

angles LE'AD' are given. Draw LEAD = LE'AD' and take
AD = I BC. Then drop DE I AE and produce DE from both
sides to B and C so that DB = DC = j BC, the given hypotenuse.
Then ABC is the required triangle (Fig. 26).
Proof: According to Problem 1.3, the angle subtended by the
altitude and median from the right-angled vertex to the hypotenuse
equals the difference of the base angles. Also AD is half the hypote-

nuse (Th. 1.27). In the AABC, DA = DB = DC = I given hypotenuse.
LDAB = LDBA and LDAC = LDCA. .'. LDAB
+ LDAC = LBAC = right angle (half the sum of the angles of a

A, Th. 1.8). Again, LEAD = (LC - LB) = given angle.
ABC is the required A.

.'.
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B'

FIGURE 26

1.26. If the three medians of a triangle are known, construct the triangle.
CONSTRUCTION : Draw the QCDG having CD, DG, and CG equal

to C'D', AF' and B'E' the given medians. Draw the medians CJ and
GK in the ACDG to intersect in F. From F draw FA 11 and equal to
DG or the given F'A'. Join AD and produce it to B, so that AD = DB.
Then ABC is the required A (Fig. 27).

FIGURE 27

Proof: Join DF. In the ACDG, F is the point of concurrency of its
medians. Hence FJ = j CF and FK = j FG (Th. 1.34). Since FA is
11 and equal to DG, .'. ADGFis a parallelogram (Th. 1.23)..'. FG is 11
and equal to AD and DB (Th. 1.22). Again, DBGF is also a parallelo-

gram. Therefore, DG and FB bisect one another (Th. 1.22). .'. FJ
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= JB = ,} FB..'. CF = FB or F is the mid-point of BC. But L is the
intersection of the medians CD and AF.
BE is also the third
median (Th. 1.34). ',' DFis 11 and = CE (Th. 1.26, Cor. 1) and also
is 11 and = BG,

BG is 11 and equal to CE. Hence BGCE is another
parallelogram. .'. BFC is one diagonal and BE = CG. Therefore,
the medians of the AABC are equal to the sides of ACDG or equal to
the given medians. Hence ABC is the required A.

1.27. ABC is a triangle. On AB and AC as sides, two squares ABDE and
ACFG are drawn outside the triangle. Show that CD, BF, and the perpendicular from A on BC meet in one point.
CONSTRUCTION : Draw BP
CD. BP produced meets HA (the
I

perpendicular from A on BC) produced in R. Join RC cutting BF in
Q (Fig. 28).
R

FIGURE 28

Proof:

BP is I CD,

/ABP = LBDP (since both are

complementary to LPBD).
LBAE = right angle,
/RAE
+ /BAH = right angle (Th. 1.1). But since AH is L BC, .'. in the

AAHB, /BAH + /ABH = right angle.
/RAE = LABH,
since, in the square ABDE, /BAE = LABD = right angle. By
adding,
/RAE + /BAE = /ABH + /ABD or /RAB
= /CBD. Since also AB = BD, .'. As ABR and BDC are congruent
(Th. 1.11). .'. AR = BC. Again, /RAG = /ACH (since both are

complementary to LCAH), and, since AC = CF in the square
ACFG, then the As ARC and CBF are congruent (Th. 1.10). .'.
/ACR = /CFB.
LACR + /RCF = /ACF = right angle in
the square AF, LCFB + /RCF or /QCF = right angle..'. In the
ACQF, LCQF = right angle or CQ is L BF. Now, in the ABRC,
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RH, CP, and BQ are the altitudes to the sides. Therefore, they are
concurrent (Th. 1.33) ; i.e., All, CD and BF meet in one point.
1.28. If any point D is taken on the base BC of an isosceles triangle ABC and
DEF is drawn perpendicular to the base BC and meets AB and AC or produced

in E and F, show that (DE + DF) is a constant quantity and equals twice
the perpendicular from A to BC.

CONSTRUCTION: Draw AP and AQ Ls BC and DEF respectively.

From B draw BF' I BC to meet CA produced in F' (Fig. 29).

FIGURE 29

Proof: AP is _1 BC in the isosceles AABC. .'. AP bisects LA
(converse Th. 1.12, Cor. 1). But DEF is I AP (both are J_ BC). .'.

LBAP = LAEF and /CAP = LAFE (Th. 1.6). Since LBAP
= LCAP, .'. LAEF = LAFE. .'. AE = AF (in the AAEF, Th.
1.13). But AQ is L EF (construct). .'. the As AEQ and AFQ are
congruent (Th. 1.11) . .'. EQ = QF. Hence (DE + DF) = 2 (DE
+ EQ) = 2DQ. Since AQDP is a rectangle, .'. DQ = AP. Therefore,
(DE + DF) = 2 AP = constant. The extreme case is when D and E
approach the extremities of the base until they coincide with B,
where obviously D'F' = 2 D'Q' = 2 AP = constant.
1.29. Any line is drawn through 0, the point of concurrence of the medians
of a triangle ABC. From A, B, and C three perpendiculars AP, BQ, and CR

are drawn to this line. Show that AP = BQ + CR.
CONSTRUCTION : Let AD and CE be two medians of the AABC.
From D and G, the mid-points of BC, A0 drop DF and GN Ls to the
straight line ROQ (Fig. 30).
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A

FIGURE 30

Proof: The figure BQRC is a trapezoid and D is the mid-point of
CB. Since DF is 11 BQ and CR (,Ls on line ROQ), .'. F is the mid-

point of RQ (Th. 1.25) and DF = J (BQ + CR) (Th. 1.26, Cor. 3).
Now, since 0 is the point of concurrency of the medians of the
AABC, then AO = a AD (Th. 1.34)..'. AO = 2 OD..'. GO = OR
But DF, GN are Ls to ROQ. Hence the two opposite As ODF and
OGN are congruent (Th. 1.11)..'. DF = GN. Again, in the AAOP, G
is the mid-point of AO and GN is 11 AP (,Ls to ROQ). .'. N is the
mid-point of OP and GN = AP (Th. 1.26, Cor. 1). Therefore, AP
= BQ + CR.
1.30. Construct an isosceles trapezoid having given the lengths of its two
parallel sides and a diagonal.

FIGURE 31

ANALYSIS : Suppose ABCD is the required trapezoid (Fig. 31). If

through C, CE is drawn 11 AD, AECD is a0, .'. AE = DC = given
length. Also CE = AD = CB. .'. C lies on the straight line which
bisects EB at right angles. But C also lies on the circle with center A
and radius equal to the given diagonal. Hence,
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SYNTHESIS : From AB the greater of the two given sides, cut off AE

equal to the less; bisect EB in F; from F draw FG L EB. With
center A and radius equal to the given diagonal, describe a circle
cutting FG in C. Join CE, CB, and complete them ED. ABCD will
be the required trapezoid.
Proof: Since DE is a O, .'. DC = AE = given length.
Also DA = EC = CB (from congruency of As BFC, EFC, Th.
1.10) and AB, AC are by construction the required lengths.
1.31. On the sides of a triangle ABC, squares ABDE, ACFG, BCJK are
constructed externally to it. BF, AJ, CD, AK are joined. If FC, DB are
produced to meet AJ, AK in H, I respectively and X, Y are the intersections
of BF, CD with AC, AB respectively, show that X, H are equidistant from C
and Y, I are also equidistant from B. Prove also that the perpendiculars from
A, B, C on GE, DK, FJ respectively intersect in the centroid of the triangle
ABC and that GE, DK, FJ are respectively double the medians from A, B, C.

FIGURE 32

Proof: (i) As ACJ, FCB are congruent (Th. 1.10) (Fig. 32). .'.
LCAJ = LCFB. Since LCHJ = right angle + LCAH and LCXB
LCHJ = LCXB. Hence As ACH,
= right angle + LCFB,
FCX are congruent (Th. 1.11). .'. CX = CH. Similarly, BY = BI.
(ii) Let AP, BQ, CR be the Is from A, B, C on GE, DK, FJ
respectively. Produce PA to meet BC in L and draw BM, CN Ls
PAL. Then As APE, BMA are congruent (Th. 1.11)..'. AP = BM.
Similarly, As APG, CNA are congruent..'. AP = CN = BM. Also
As BML, CNL are congruent..'. BL = CL. Hence PAL is a median
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in AABC. Similarly, QB; RC produced are the other two medians of

AABC. Therefore, they meet at the centroid. Again, from the
congruence of As APE, BMA, .'. PE = MA. Also, PG = NA.

GE = MA + NA = 2 (AN + LN) =2AL.
1.32. The point of concurrence S of the perpendiculars drawn from the middle

points of the sides of a triangle ABC, the orthocenter 0, and the centroid G
are collinear and OG = 2 SG.
CONSTRUCTION: Let D, E be the mid-points of BC, AB. Bisect AO,

CO, AG, GO in H, K, L, M. Join DE, HK, LM (Fig. 33).

FIGURE 33

Proof: HK is 11 and = ED (each being 11 AC and I AC in As AOC,

ABC, Th. 1.26). As ESD, KOH have their corresponding angles
equal. Since their sides are respectively .'. they are congruent and
SD = HO (Th. 1.11). ',' LM = 4 AO = HO, .'. in AAGO, since
L, M are the mid-points of AG, GO, .'. SD = LM = I AO. But G is
the centroid..'. GD = I AG = LG (Th. 1.34) and LSDG = LGLM
(since SD is LM, being 11 AO). .'. As SDG, MLG are congruent
(Th. 1.10)..'. LSGD = LMGL. But they are vertically opposite at
G. .'. SG is in line with GM or GO (converse, Th. 1.3). Also, SG
= MG or OG = 2 SG. The line OGS referred to is the Euler line.

Miscellaneous Exercises
1. Two triangles are congruent if two sides and the enclosed median in one
triangle are respectively equal to two sides and the enclosed median of
the other.
2. The two sides AB, AC in the triangle ABC are produced to D, E res-

pectively so that BD = BC = CE. If BE and CD intersect in F, show

that LBFD = right angle - j LA.
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3. From any point D on the base BC of an isosceles triangle ABC, a perpendicular is drawn to cut BA and CA or produced in M and N. Prove
that AMN is an isosceles triangle.
4. ABC is a triangle in which AB is greater than AC. If D is the middle point
of BC, then the angle CAD will be greater than the angle BAD.

5. The straight line drawn from the middle point of the base of a triangle
at right angles to the base will meet the greater of the two sides, not the
less.

6. ABC is a right-angled triangle at A. The altitude AD is drawn to the
hypotenuse BC. DA and CB are produced to P and Q respectively so
that AP = AB and BQ = AC. Show that CP = AQ.
7. A square is described on the hypotenuse BC of a right-angled triangle
ABC on the opposite side to the triangle. If M is the intersection of the
diagonals of the square and LMN is drawn perpendicular to MA to
meet AB, AC produced in L, N respectively, then BL = AC, CN = AB.
8. Show that the sum of the altitudes of a triangle is less than the sum of its
three sides.
9. On BC as a base, an equilateral triangle ABC and an isosceles triangle
DBC are drawn on the same side of BC such that LD = half LA. Prove

that AD = BC.
10. P is any point inside or outside the triangle ABC. AP, BP, CP are pro-

duced to R, S, T respectively so that AP = PR, BP = PS, CP = PT.
Show that the triangles RST and ABC are equiangular.
11. The interior and exterior angles at C of a triangle ABC are bisected by
CD, CF to meet AB and BA produced in D, F respectively. From D a line

DR is drawn parallel to BC to meet AC in R. Show that FR produced
bisects BC. (Produce DR to meet CF in S.)
12. ABC is an isosceles triangle in which AB = AC. On AB a point G is
taken and on AC produced the distance CH is taken so that BG = CH.
Prove that GH > BC.
13. Construct a triangle having given the base, the difference of the base
angles, and the difference of the other two sides. (Use Problem 1.10).
14. Show that the sum of the three medians in a triangle is less than its
perimeter and greater than I the perimeter.
15. ABC is an isosceles triangle and D any point in the base BC; show that
perpendiculars to BC through the middle points of BD and DC meet
AB, AC in points H, K respectively so that BH = AK and AH = CK.
(Join DH, DK.)
16. The side AB of an equilateral triangle ABC is produced to D so that
BD = 2 AB. A perpendicular DF is drawn from D to CB produced.
Show that FAC is a right angle.
17. On the two arms of a right angle with vertex at A, AB is taken = AD and
also AC = AE, so that B, C are on the same area of LA. Prove that the
perpendicular from A to CD when produced bisects BE.
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18. ABC is an obtuse angle and AB = 2 BC. From G, the middle point of
AB, a perpendicular is drawn to it and from C another perpendicular is
drawn to CB to meet the first one in H. Show that LAHG = } LAHC.
19. Show that the sum of the three bisectors of the angles of a triangle is
greater than half its perimeter.
20. Construct a triangle, having given the base, the vertical angle, and (a)
the sum; (b) the difference of the sides.
21. ABC is a triangle. On AB a point M is taken so that AM = } AB. BC is
bisected in N and AN and CM intersect in R. Show that R is the middle
of AN and that MR = I MC. (Draw NP 11 MC.)
22. A triangle ABC is turned about the vertex A into the position AB'C'; if
AC bisects BY, prove that AB' (produced, if necessary) will bisect CC'.
23. ABCDEF is a hexagon. Prove that its perimeter > I (AD + BE + CF).
24. Any point D is taken in AB one of the equal sides of an isosceles triangle
ABC; DEF is drawn meeting AC produced in F and being bisected by

BC in E. Show that CF = BD.
25. ABCD is a quadrilateral in which AB = CD and LC > LB. Prove that

DB > AC and LA > LD.
26. Prove that the interior angle of a regular pentagon is three times the
exterior angle of a regular decagon. (Use Cor., Th. 1.9.)
27. The vertical angle A in an isosceles triangle ABC is half a right angle.
From A, the altitude AD is drawn to the base BC. If the perpendicular
from C to AB cuts AD in P and meets AB in Q, show that PQ = BQ.
28. A, B, C are three points on a straight line. On AB and AC squares ABDE,

ACFG are described so as to lie on the same side of the straight line.
Show that the straight line through A at right angles to GB bisects EC.

29. Construct a triangle, having given one of its sides and the point of
concurrence of its medians.

30. The sum of the distances (perpendiculars) of the vertices of a triangle
on any straight line is equal to the sum of the distances of the midpoints of the sides of the triangle on the same line. (Use Problems 1.17
and 1.29.)
31. The vertical angle A of an isosceles triangle ABC is } of each of the base
angles. Two points M, N are taken on AB, AC respectively so that

BM = BC = CN. If BN and CM intersect in D, show that LMDN
= LB. (See Problem 1.5.)
32. If any two points F, G are taken inside an acute angle BAC, find two
points P on AB and Q on AC, so that the sum of FP + PQ + QG will be
a minimum.
33. If a triangle and a quadrilateral are drawn on the same base and the

quadrilateral is completely inside the triangle, show that the perimeter of the triangle > the perimeter of the quadrilateral.
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34. P is any point in AB, one of the shorter sides of a given rectangle ABCD.
Show how to construct a rhombus having one of its angular points at P,

and with its other angular points one on each of the other sides of the
rectangle.
35. ABCDE is an irregular pentagon. Prove that if each pair of its sides, when

produced, meet in five points, the sum of the five resulting angles will
be equal to } the sum of the angles of the pentagon.
36. ABC is a triangle in which the angle B = 120°. On AC at the opposite
side of the triangle, an equilateral triangle ACD is described. Show that
DB bisects LB and equals (AB + BC).
37. ABCD is a parallelogram. If the two sides AB and AD are bisected in E,
F respectively, show that CE, CF, when joined, will cut the diagonal BD
into three equal parts.
38. A, B, C are three given points not on the same straight line. Draw a

line to pass through A so that if two perpendiculars are drawn to it
from B and C, then the one from C will be double that from B.
39. ABC is a right-angled triangle at B. On AB and BC two squares ABDE,
BCGH are described outside the triangle. From E, G two perpendiculars
EL, GK are drawn to AC produced. Show that AC = EL + GK.
40. D is the middle point of the base BC of a triangle ABC. Prove that if the
vertical angle A is acute, then 6 AD > the perimeter of the triangle.
41. The bisectors of the angles of any quadrilateral form a second quadri-

lateral, the opposite angles of which are supplementary. If the first
quadrilateral is a parallelogram, the second is a rectangle the diagonals
of which are parallel to the sides of the parallelogram and equal to the
difference of its adjacent sides. If the first quadrilateral is a rectangle,
the second is a square.
42. The straight line AB is trisected in C so that AC is double BC and parallel
lines through A, B, C (all on the same side of AB) meet a given line in
L, M, N. Prove that AL with twice BM is equal to three times CN.

43. Show that the distance (perpendicular) of the centroid of a triangle
from a straight line is equal to the arithmetic mean of the distances of its
vertices from this line. (Use Problem 1.17 and Exercises 30 and 42.)
44. Construct a triangle having given the positions of the middle points of
its three sides.
45. ABC is a triangle in which AC > AB and D is the middle point of the
base BC. From D a straight line DFG is drawn to cut AC in F and BA

produced in G so that LAFG = LAGF. Prove that AF is equal to half

the difference between AC and AB. (Draw AM J DFG and drop
BM 1 AM. Produce BM to meet AC in N. Join MD. Use Problem 1.10. )
46. Show that the sum of the perpendiculars from any point inside an equilateral triangle on its sides is constant and equal to any altitude in the
triangle. (From the point draw a line to any side and use Problem
11

1.20.)
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47. ABC is an equilateral triangle. If the two angles B, C are bisected by
BD, CD and from D two parallels DR, DQ are drawn to AB, AC to
meet BC in R, Q, show that R, Q are the points of trisection of BC.
48. AD, BF, CG are the three medians of a triangle ABC. AR, BR are drawn
parallel to BF, AC and meet in R. Show that R, C, F are collinear and
that RC bisects DC.

49. In a triangle ABC, AB is greater than AC. Find a point P on BC such
that AB - AP = AP - AC. [Apply Problem 1.10, part (ii).]
50. Construct a triangle having given the base, one of the base angles, and
the difference between the other two sides.
51. ABC is an isosceles triangle having LA = 45°. If AD, CF, the two altitudes from A, C on BC, AB respectively, meet in G, prove that AC - FG
= CF.
52. The base angle in an isosceles triangle ABC is three times the vertical
angle A. D is any point on the base BC. On CA the distance CF is taken

= to CD. If FD is joined and produced to meet AB produced in G,
prove that the bisector of the external angle C I I FDG and that FD + FG
> AB. (Use Problem 1.5.)
53. ABC is a right-angled triangle at A. Produce BA and CA to X, Y so that
AX = AC, AY = AC. If XY is bisected in M, show that MA produced is
perpendicular to BC.

54. Construct a triangle having given its perimeter and two base angles.
55. On AB and BC of a triangle ABC, two squares ABDE, BCJK are constructed outside the triangle. Prove that CD AK.
I

56. Prove that any angle of a triangle is either acute, right, or obtuse,
according to whether the median from it to the opposite side is greater
than or equal or less than half this side. State and prove the opposite of
this problem.
57. From a given point P draw three straight lines PA, PB, PC of given
lengths such that A, B, C will be on the same line and AB = BC.
58. ABC is a triangle and AC > AB. From A two straight lines AD, AG are

drawn to meet the base in D, G so that LDAC = LB and LGAB
= LC. Show that DC > BG.
59. Prove by the methods of Chapter 1 that if D, E, F are the feet of the
perpendiculars from A, B, C respectively on the opposite sides of an
acute-angled triangle ABC, then AD, BE, CF bisect the angles of the
pedal triangle DEF.
60. In Exercise 59, if DG, DH are drawn perpendicular to AC, AB and G, H

are joined, prove that GH is equal to half the perimeter of the pedal
triangle DEF. (Produce DG, DH to meet EF in L, M.)
61. Construct a triangle, having given the feet of the perpendiculars on the
sides from the opposite vertices.
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62. ABC is an isosceles triangle in which the vertical angle A = 20°. From
B, a straight line BD is drawn to subtend a 60° angle with BC and meet
AC in D. From C another straight line CF is drawn to subtend a 50°
angle with BC and meet AB in F. DF is joined and produced to meet

CB produced in G. Show that BD = BG. (Draw DR J BC to meet
AB in R. Join RC cutting DB in M, and join MF.)
63. Prove that if pairs of opposite sides of a quadrilateral are produced to
meet in two points, then the bisectors of the two angles at these two
points will subtend an angle which is equal to half the sum of one pair of
opposite angles in the quadrilateral.

64. AB, AC are two straight lines intersecting in A. From D, any point
taken on AC, a straight line DG is drawn paral:el to the bisector of the
angle A. If F is any point on DG, show that the difference between the
perpendiculars drawn from F on AB, AC is fixed.
65. The side AB in a triangle ABC is greater than AC. If the two altitudes
BD, CF are drawn, show that BD > CF.
66. Draw a straight line to subtend equal angles with two given intersecting
lines and bear equal distances from two given points. (From the midpoint of the line joining the two points, draw 1 the bisector of the angle
between the straight lines.)

67. Construct a right-angled triangle, having given the hypotenuse and
the altitude from the right vertex on the hypotenuse.
68. In any triangle the sum of two medians is greater than the third median,
and the median bisecting the greater side is less than the median bisecting the smaller side.
69. Show that the bisector of any angle of a triangle is less than half the sum
of the two surrounding sides.
70. ABCD is a quadrilateral and XY is any straight line. Show that if M is
the intersection of the lines joining the mid-points of the opposite side,
AB, CD and BC, AD, then the sum of the distances of A, B, C, D from
XY will be equal to four times the distance of M from XY.
71. A point is moving on a hypotenuse of a given right-angled triangle. Find

the location of this point such that the line joining the feet of the
perpendiculars from it on the sides of the triangle is minimum.
72. ABCD is a parallelogram. On BC another parallelogram BCA'D' is
described so that AB, BY will be adjacent sides. A third parallelogram
ABD'C' is constructed. Show that AA', CC', DD' are concurrent.

73. ABC is a right-angled triangle at A. D is the middle point of the
hypotenuse BC. Join AD and produce it to E, so that AD = DE. If
the perpendicular from E on BC meets the bisectors of the angles B,
C or produced in F, G, show that (a) EB = EF; (b) EC = EG.
74. Construct a right-angled triangle, having given (a) one of its sides and
the sum of the hypotenuse and second side; (b) one of its sides and the
difference between the hypotenuse and the second side.
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75. ABCD, EBFD are a square and a rectangle having the same diagonal
BD. If A, E are on the same side of BD, then AG is drawn perpendicular

to AE to meet BE (or produced) in G. Prove that BG = ED.
76. ABC is a triangle and AE, BM, CN are its three medians. Produce AE to
D, so that AE = ED and BC from both sides to F, G, so that FB = BC
= CG. Show that the perimeter of each of the triangles ADF, ADG is
equal to twice the sum of the medians of the triangle ABC.
77. The point of intersection of the diagonals of the square described on the
hypotenuse of a right-angled triangle is equally distant from the sides
containing the right angle.

78. 0 is a point inside an equilateral triangle ABC. OA, OB, OC are joined

and on OB is described, on the side remote from A, an equilateral
triangle OBD. Prove that CD is equal to OA.
79. Construct a quadrilateral having given the lengths of its sides and of the
straight line joining the middle points of two of its opposite sides.

80. In a triangle ABC, AC is its greatest side. AB is produced to B' so that
AB' is equal to AC; CB is produced to B" so that CB" is equal to CA:
CB', CB" meet in D. Show that if AB > BC, then AD > CD.
81. ABCD is a parallelogram having AB = 2 BC. The side BC is produced

from both sides to E and F so that BE = BC = CF. Show that AF is
L DE. (Join LG and prove that AGLD is a rhombus.)
82. Show that the centers of all the parallelograms which can be inscribed
in a given quadrilateral so as to have their sides parallel to the diagonals

of the quadrilateral lie in a straight line.
83. D, E, F are the middle points of the sides BC, CA, AB of a triangle ABC.

FG is drawn parallel to BE meeting DE produced in G. Prove that the
sides of the triangle CFG are equal to the medians of the triangle ABC.
84. On the halves of the base of an equilateral triangle, equilateral triangles
are described remote from the vertex. If their vertices are joined to the
vertex of the original triangle, show that the base is trisected by these
lines. (From the vertices draw Ls to the base.)
85. Which of the triangles that have the same vertical angle has the least
perimeter, if two of its sides coincide with the arms of the given angle?
Construct such a triangle if the perimeter is given. (Let A be the given

angle. On one of its arms, take AD = 4 the given perimeter, then
complete the isosceles AADE. The bisectors of Ls A, D meet in G.
Draw BGC 11 DE to meet AD, AE in B, C. Therefore, the isosceles A ABC

is the required triangle with the least given perimeter, since BG + BA
= BD + BA = half the given perimeter, while G is the mid-point of
BC. To show that pABC has the least perimeter, take BB' on AB = CC'
on CE. Join B'C', then B'C' > BC according to Exercise 12. But, since

AB' + AC' = AB + AC, then perimeter of LAB'C' > perimeter of
AABC.)
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86. If the bisectors of two angles of a triangle are equal, then the triangle is
isosceles.

87. If two straight lines are drawn inside a rectangle parallel to one of the

diagonals and at equal distances from it, then the perimeter of the
parallelogram formed by joining the nearer extremities of these two
lines will be constant.
88. Describe the quadrilateral ABCD, given the lengths of the sides in order
and the angle between the two opposite sides AB, CD. (Through B draw
BE parallel and equal to CD.)

89. If the two sides of a quadrilateral are equal, these sides being either
adjacent or opposite, the line joining the middle points of the other
sides makes equal angles with the equal sides.
90. Let 0 be the middle point of AB, the common hypotenuse of two rightangled triangles ACB and ADB. From C, D draw straight lines at right
angles to OC, OD respectively to intersect at P. Show that PC = PD.

91. The perpendicular from any vertex of a regular polygon, having an
even number of sides, to the straight line joining any two other vertices
passes through a fourth vertex of the polygon.
92. D is the middle point of the base BC of an isosceles triangle ABC and E
the foot of the perpendicular from D on AC. Show that the line joining
the middle point of DE to A is perpendicular to BE.
93. In Problem 1.31, if AS, BT, CV, the medians from A to GE, B to DK, C
to FJ in the triangles AGE, BDK, CFJ, are produced inside the triangle
ABC, they will meet at the orthocenter of the triangle ABC and that
CB, CA, AB will be double AS, BT, CV respectively. (Apply a similar
procedure to that of Problem 1.31 as illustrated.)
94. The exterior angles of the triangle ABC are bisected by straight lines
forming a triangle LMN; L, M, N being respectively opposite A, B, C.
If P, Q, R be the orthocenters of the triangles LBC, MCA, NAB respec-

tively, show that the triangle PQR has its sides equal and parallel to
those of ABC. [Let the bisectors of the interior angles of AABC meet in

0 (Th. 1.32). Therefore, OA, OB, OC are Is MN, NL, LM (Th. 1.1,
Cor. 2). Consequently, the figures ARBO, AQCO are Os..'. RB, A0,
QC are equal and 11..'. RBCQ is a O..'. RQ,BCare equal and II. Similarly with PQ, AB and RP, AC.]
95. Show that the perpendiculars from the middle points of the sides of any
triangle to the opposite sides of its pedal triangle are concurrent. (Join
any two vertices of the pedal triangle to the mid-point of the opposite
side of the original triangle and prove these lines are equal.)

CHAPTER 2

AREAS, SQUARES, AND
RECTANGLES
Theorems and Corollaries
AREAS OF POLYGONS

2.35. Parallelograms on the same base and between the same parallels, or
of the same altitude, are equal in area.
COROLLARY. Parallelograms on equal bases and between the same
parallels, or of the same altitude, are equal in area.

2.36. The area of a parallelogram is equal to that of a rectangle whose
adjacent sides are equal to the base and altitude of the parallelogram respectively.

2.37. If a triangle and a parallelogram are on the same base and between the
same parallels, or of the same altitude, the area of the triangle is equal to half
that of the parallelogram.
COROLLARY. If a triangle and a parallelogram are on equal bases, and
between the same parallels or of the same altitude, the area of the triangle is
equal to half that of the parallelogram.

2.38. The area of a triangle is equal to hay. that of a rectangle whose
adjacent sides are respectively equal to the base and altitude of the triangle.

2.39. Triangles on the same, or on equal bases, and between, the same
parallels or of the same altitude, are equal in area.
2.40. Triangles of equal area, which are on equal bases in the same straight
line and on the same side of it, are between the same parallels.
COROLLARY. Triangles of equal area, on the same base, and on the same
side of it are between the same parallels.
2.41. Triangles of equal area, on the same, or on equal bases, are of the same
altitude.

2.42. In every parallelogram, each diagonal bisects its area into two equal
triangles.
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SQUARES AND RECTANGLES RELATED TO LINES AND
TRIANGLES

2.43. The squares on equal straight lines are equal in area, and conversely
equal squares are on equal straight lines.
THEOREMS 2.44 to 2.50. The following identities have been proved true
geometrically.

2.44. x(a + b + c) = xa + xb + xc.
2.45. (a + b) 2 = a(a + b) + b(a + b).
2.46. a(a + b) = a2 + ab.
2.47. (a + b)2 = a2 + 2ab + b2.

2.48. (a+b)(a-b) =a2-b2.
2.49. (a-b)2=a2-2ab+

P.

2.50. (a + b)2 - (a - b) 2 = 4ab.
2.51. In any right-angled triangle, the square on the hypotenuse is equal to the

sum of the squares on the sides containing the right angle. This is called
Pythagoras's theorem.

COROLLARY 1. If N is any point in a straight line AB, or in AB produced, and P any point on the perpendicular, from N to AB, then the difference
of'the squares on AP, BP is equal to the difference of the squares on AN, BN.
COROLLARY 2. The converse of Corollary 1 is true.

2.52. If the square on one side of a triangle is equal to the sum of the squares
on the other sides, then the angle contained by these sides is a right angle.
2.53. In an obtuse-angled triangle, the square on the side opposite the obtuse
angle is greater than the sum of the squares on the sides containing the obtuse
angle, by twice the rectangle contained by either of these sides and the projection,

on this side produced, of the other side adjacent to the obtuse angle.
2.54. In any triangle, the square on the side opposite an acute angle is less than
the sum of the squares on the sides containing the acute angle, by twice the
rectangle contained by either of these sides and the projection on it of the other

side adjacent to the acute angle.
2.55. In any triangle, the sum of the squares on two sides is equal to twice the
square on half the base, together with twice the square on the median which
bisects the base.
COROLLARY 1. If a straight line BC is bisected at D and A is any point
in BC, or BC produced, then the sum of the squares on AB and AC is equal to
twice the sum of the squares on BD and AD.
COROLLARY 2. The sum of the squares on the sides of a parallelogram is
equal to the sum of the squares on its diagonals.
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Solved Problems
2.1. If two equal triangles are on the same base and on opposite sides of it, the
straight line joining their vertices is bisected by their common base, produced if
necessary. Conversely, if the straight line joining the vertices of two triangles on
the same base and on opposite sides of it be bisected by their common base or base

produced, then the two triangles are equal in area.

(i) Let ABC, BCD be the equal triangles. Join AD meeting BC in E.

AE will be equal to ED.
CONSTRUCTION : Draw BE J AC and CF 11 AB. Join FD, AF (Fig.
34).

B

FIGURE 34

Proof: ACFB is a0. AG = GF.
ABFC = AABC (Th. 1.22)
and ABDC = AABC (hypothesis), .'. ABFC = ABDC. ,', FD is
BC (Th. 2.40). But G is the middle point of AF, ,', E is the middle
point of AD in the AAFD (Th. 1.26).
II

(ii) Let AD joining the vertices of the As ABC, DBC be bisected by
BC in E.
CONSTRUCTION : Bisect BC in G. Join AG and produce it to F so that

GF = AG. Join BF, FC, FD.
Proof:... AG = GFand BG = GC, .'. ABFCis a0 (Th. 1.23)..'.

AFBC = AABC. Again, since AE = ED (hypothesis) and AG
= GF,
FD is 1I GE (Th. 1.26, Cor. 1). .'. ABDC = AFBC
= AABC. Hence, in a similar way, it can be shown that:
1. In a triangle ABC, the median from A bisects all straight lines
parallel to BC and terminated by AB and AC or by these produced.
2. If the base of a triangle be divided into any number of equal

parts by straight lines drawn from the vertex, any straight line
parallel to the base, which is terminated by the sides or sides produced, will be divided by these straight lines into the same number of
equal parts.
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2.2. Two triangles are on the same base and between the same parallels.
Prove that the sides or sides produced intercept equal segments on any straight

line parallel to the base. Let ABC, DBC be the triangles. Draw GEHF
parallel to BC meeting AB, AC, DB, DC produced in E, F, G, H respectively.

EF will be equal to GH.

CONSTRUCTION: Through F draw FLK 11 AB; through G draw
GNM CD. Produce BC to L, N and AD to M, K. Join BF, GC (Fig.
35).

G

FIGURE 35

Proof: AABC = ADBC (Th. 2.39). Also, ABCF = ABGC..'. by

adding, AABF = ADGC. Since AABF = 4=AL (Th. 2.37) and
ADGC = J =CM, .'. OAL = 0CM and since they are between the
same 11s NL, MK, :'. they are on equal bases (converse, Th. 2.35)..'.

BL = CN. But EF = BL and GH = CN..'. EF = GH. Similarly, it
can be proved that if two triangles are on equal bases and between
the same parallels, the sides or sides produced intercept equal segments on any straight line parallel to the base.
2.3. Bisect a triangle by a straight line drawn from a given point on one of its
sides.

Let ABC be the given A, P the given point on AC.
CONSTRUCTION: Bisect AC in D. Join PB and draw DE 11 PB. Join

PE, BD. PE will be the required line (Fig. 36).

FIGURE 36
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Proof: '. AD = DC, .'. AADB = ADBC (Th. 2.39)..'. AADB
is J AABC. .,. DE 11 PB, .'. APEB = APDB. Adding APAB to
each,
fig. PABE = AADB = AABC. Hence PE bisects
AABC.
2.4. Trisect a given quadrilateral by means of two straight lines drawn from
(i) one of its vertices; (ii) a given point on one of its sides.
CONSTRUCTION: (i) Let ABCD be the given quadrilateral. Convert

oABCD into an equal ADAE, through the required vertix D, by
drawing CE 11 DB and joining DE. Trisect AE in F, G. Draw FP,
GQ 11 DB. Hence DP, DQ are the two required lines (Fig. 37).

FIGURE 37

Proof:

= ADBP

AF = J AE,
(FP 11 DB),

ADAF = I ADAE.
ADBF
ADAF = oDABP = 1 ADAE

_ } o ABCD.

Similarly, As DPQ, DQC can be easily shown to be each
_ I o ABCD.
CONSTRUCTION: (ii) Convert o into an equal AD'EF through a
given point D' on DC. Trisect EF in P, G. Draw GQ 11 D'B. Hence
D'P, D'Q are the two lines (Fig. 38).
E

C

FIGURE 38

2.5. ABCD is a parallelogram. P, Q are taken on AB, DP so that AP
_ I AB, DQ = I DP. Find the area of AQBC in terms ofLABCD.
CONSTRUCTION: Draw EQF 11 AD and join AQ, BD (Fig. 39).
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FIGURE 39

Proof: '.' DQ = } DP, .'. AADQ = k AADP (Th. 2.39, Cor.).
Again, AP = * AB.
AADP = J AADB. Since AADB = J
OABCD,
LADQ = I x I x JOABCD =lieiABCD. But
OAFED = 2 AADQ..'. OAFED = a 1JABCD. Hence OFBCE

=s

7ABCD.

SinceEF 11 AD and BC and Q lies on EF, .'. AQBC = JOFBCE

(Th. 2.37). Therefore LQBC = J x a = 9 OABCD.
2.6. A square is drawn inside a triangle so that one of its sides coincides with
the base of the triangle and the other two corners lie on the other two sides of the

triangle. Show that twice the area of the triangle is equal to the rectangle
contained by one side of the square and the sum of base of the triangle and the
altitude on this base.
CONSTRUCTION :

Let DEFG be the inscribed square. Draw

AN 1 BC to cut GD in M. Then join CD (Fig. 40).
A

FIGURE 40

Proof: 2 ADBC = CB x DE. Also, 2 AGDC = GD x GF (since
GF = L from C to GD) and 2 AADG = GD x AM. '.' DE = GD,
adding yields 2 (ADBC + AGDC + AADG) = DE (CB + GF
+ AM) = DE (CB + AN) or 2 AABC = DE (CB + AN).
2.7. If E is the point of intersection of the diagonals in the parallelogram
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ABCD and P is any point in the triangle ABE, prove that APDC =

AABP + APBD + APAC.
CONSTRUCTION: Draw QPR 11 AB to meet AD, BC in Q, R respec-

tively (Fig. 41).

FIGURE 41

Proof: AABD = AABP + AAPD + APBD = 1OABCD.
Also, AABC = AABP + ABPC + APAC = JOABCD.
By adding, 2 AABP + AAPD + ABPC + APBD + LPAC
=OABCD (1). But AABP = IOAQRB and APDC =
4ODQRC. .'. AABP + APDC = J 7ABCD (2). Therefore,
the remainder AAPD + ABPC = 4OABCD (3). Subtracting
(3) from (1) gives 2 AABP + APBD + APAC = j OABCD (4).
Now, by equating (2) and (4), APDC = AABP + APBD
+ APAC.
2.8. ABC is a right-angled triangle at A. Two squares ABFG and ACKL
are described on AB and AC outside the triangle. If BK, CF cut AC, AB in

M, N, show that AM = AN.

FIGURE 42

ANALYSIS: Join MN, FM, KN (Fig. 42). Assume AM is equal to

AN; .'. /AMN = LANM = I a right angle = LCAK..'. MN is II
FK (FK is a straight line since LBAC = right angle). .'. AFMN
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= AKMN (Th. 2.39). By adding AOMN, AFOM = AKON. But
this is the case, for AFMB = AFCB, since FB 11 AC (Th. 2.39). Take

away AFOB;
AFMO = AOBC. Similarly, AKNO = AOBC;
AFMO = AKNO. Hence,
SYNTHESIS: . AFMB = AFCB, take AFOB from each; .'.
AFMO = AOBC. Similarly,
AFMO
AKNO = AOBC,
= AKNO.
NM is 11 FK.
AFNM = AKNM.
LAMN

= LMAK =

right angle = LANM..'. AM = AN.

2.9. Construct a parallelogram that will be equal in area and perimeter to a
given triangle.

FIGURE 43

ANALYSIS: Let ABC be the given triangle. Assume that BDEF is
the required O (Fig. 43). Since OBDEFwill be equal in area to the
given AABC, then it should lie on half the base BC and between BC
and the parallel to it through A. Hence D is the mid-point of BC.

CB = 2 DB = DB + EF. Since also OBDEF will be equal in
perimeter to AABC,
AB + AC = 2 DE = DE + FB; i.e.,
DE = I (AB + AC). This is true if DE will be equal to the line
joining the mid-point of BC to the foot of the perpendicular from C or
B on the external bisector of LA (see Problem 1.10). Thus,
SYNTHESIS: Bisect BC in D and draw CH J. the external bisector

of LA. Join DH and draw AF 11 BC. With D as center and DH as
radius, take DE = DH. Then BDEF is the required O.
Proof: Produce CH to meet BA produced in G. Join AD. As ACH,

AGH are congruent (Th. 1.11)..'. CH = HG and AC = AG. In the
AB + AC = DE
ABCG, DH = I BG = I (AB + AC) = DE.

+ BF. Since BC = BD + EF, .'. perimeter ofOBDEF = perimeter of AABC. . AF J BC, OBDEF = AABC = 2 AABD.
2.10. ABC is a triangle, and D, E are any two points on AB, AC respectively.

AB, AC are produced to G, H, so that BG = AD and CH = AE. If BH,
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CG intersect in L and DE, GH are joined, show that ALGH = AADE

+ ALBC.
CONSTRUCTION: Join CD, HD (Fig. 44).
A

FIGURE 44

Proof: AADE = ACDH (have equal bases and altitudes, Th.
But, AADH = AADC + ACDH = AADC + AADE.
Since also AADH = AHBG and AADC = ACBG (Th. 2.39), .'.
AHBG = ACBG + AADE. By subtracting the common ALBG
from As HBG, CBG, .'. ALGH = AADE + ALBC.
2.39).

2.11. ABCD is a parallelogram. From A and C, two parallel lines AE, CF
are drawn to meet BC, AD in E, F. If a line is drawn from E parallel to AC
to meet AB in P, show that PF 11 BD.
CONSTRUCTION: Join PC, PD, BF (Fig. 45).

FIGURE 45

Proof: AAFB = AAFC (on same base and between same parallels,
Th.
2.39)..,. AE 11 FC, .'. AECF is a O. .'. AAFC = AACE (Th.
2.42). .'. AAFB = AACE. Since PACE = AAPC (because PE

II AC) and AAPC = AAPD (since AP 11 DC), .'. AAFB = AAPD.
By subtracting common AAFP from both,
AFPB = AFPD.
Since these two As are on the same base FP, .'. FP 11 BD (Th. 2.40).
2.12. A point D is taken inside a triangle ABC. On the sides of the triangle
ABC, the rectangles BCEF, CAGH, ABKL are drawn outside the triangle
such that the area of each rectangle = twice the area of AABC. Prove that
the sum of the areas of As DEF, DGH, DKL equals four times AABC.
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CONSTRUCTION : Draw DR 1 EF. Join AD, BD, CD (Fig. 46).

FIGURE 46

Proof: ADBF = 4 DBR (Th. 2.38). Also, ADCE = 4 OCR.
By adding, ADBF + ADCE
BCEF. Since ADEF = fig.
ADEF = ADBC + OBCEF
DBFEC - (ADBF + ADCE),
- 4 DBCEF = ADBC + 4 OBCEF. Similarly, ADGH = ADCA
+ I DCAGH and ADKL = ADAB + I DABKL. Since these
rectangles are each = 2 AABC (hypothesis), adding gives ADEF

+ ADGH + ADKL = AABC + 4 (DBCEF + DCAGH +

DABKL) = 4 AABC.
2.13. ABC is a triangle having the angle C a right angle. Equilateral
triangles ADB, AEC are described externally to the triangle ABC and CD is

drawn. Show that AACD = AAEC + } AABC.
CONSTRUCTION: Bisect AB in F, then join EF, CF, EB. Let EF cut
AC in G (Fig. 47).

FIGURE 47
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/BAD = /CAE = 60° (angles of equilateral As),

then adding /CAB to each gives /CAD = /BAE.
Now, As ACD, AEB are congruent (Th. 1.10)..'. They are equal
in area; i.e., AACD = AAEB. But AABC is right.angled at C, and
F is the mid-point of AB..'. CF = AF (Th.
As ECF, EAF
are congruent (Th. 1.14). .'. /CEF = /AEF. Consequently, As
/CGE = /AGE = right
GEC, GEA are congruent (Th. 1.10).

angle. Hence EF 1 AC or 11 CB.
AAEB = AAEF + AFEB
= AAEF + AFEC (since EF 11 CB),
AAEB = o AFCE =
AAEC + AACF = AAEC + 4 AABC. Since AACD = AAEB
(as shown above), .'. AACD = AAEC + I AABC.
2.14. ABC is a triangle right-angled at A. AD is drawn perpendicular to
BC. If two squares BE, CF are described on AB, AC each on the same side of

its base as the triangle ABC, show that the triangle ABC is equal to the
triangle DEF together with the square on AD.
CONSTRUCTION: Draw FG, EH ,1s AD. Join BE, CF (Fig. 48).

FIGURE 48

Proof:

FG 11 BC,

.'. /AFG = /ABC. But /ABC = /CAD

(both are complementary to /BAD). '.' AF = AC (in the square
CF), .'. As AGF, CDA are congruent (Th. 1.11)..'. FG = AD.
Similarly, As ADB, EHA are congruent.
AD = EH = FG.
Now, AAEF = ADEF + AADF + AADE = ADEF + i AD FG
+ 4 AD-EH = ADEF + AD2.
2.15. ABCD is a quadrilateral and G, H are the middle points of AC, DB.
If CB, DA are produced to meet in E, show that AEGH = c ABCD.
CONSTRUCTION: Join GB, GD, HA, HC (Fig. 49).

Proof: .,. G is the mid-point of AC,
AEGC = 4 AAEC (Th.
2.39). Also, ADGC = 4 ADCA. .'. AEGC + ADGC = 4 (RACE

+ ADCA) = I AEDC

(1).

Similarly, ABGC + ADGC =
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FIGURE 49

j rABCD (2). Hence, subtracting (2) from (1), AEBG =
+ AABE. Similarly, AEHD + AHDC = I AEDC and AAHD

+ AHDC = I ABCD. By subtracting, AAHE = + AABE.
Again, AEHC = j AEDC. But AAHE _ I AABE = AEBG.
AEGH + ABGC + AHGC = in ABCD (3) and ABGC
+ AHGC = j cABCH = I c ABCD (4). Hence from (3) and
(4), AEGH = I o ABCD.
2.16. The middle points of the three diagonals of a complete quadrilateral are
collinear.

CONSTRUCTION: Let ABCD be the complete quadrilateral and G,

H, J the middle points of its diagonals AC, BD, EF. Join EG, EH,
FG, FH. Draw EL, FK Is GH, GH produced. Assuming that GH
produced cuts EF in J, the problem is then reduced to prove that J is
the mid-point of EF (Fig. 50).

F

FIGURE 50
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Proof: According to Problem 2.15, AEGH = I DABCD. Similarly,

AFGH = I DABCD. .'. AEGH = AFGH. Since these As are
on the same base GH, .'. their altitudes on GHshould be equal; i.e.,
EL = FK (Th. 2.41). Hence As ELJ, FKJare congruent (Th. 1.11).

.'. EJ = JF or J is the mid-point of EF. Therefore, G, H, J are
collinear.
2.17. ABCD is a square and E is the intersection point of the diagonals. If

N is any point on AE, show that (i) AB2 - BN2 = AN- NC; (ii)
AN2 + NC2 = 2 BN2 (Fig. 51).
B

A

C

D

FIGURE 51

Proof: (i) The diagonals of a square are I and bisect one another.

AE = EC and IBE. AN- NC = AN(NE + EC) = AN(AN
+ 2 NE) = AN2 + 2 AN NE. In AABN, AB2 = BN2 + AN2
+ 2 AN. NE (Th. 2.53). Hence AB2 - BN2 = AN- NC.
COROLLARY 2.17.1. This is also true for any-angled isosceles
triangle ABC having L.B other than a right angle.
(ii)

AN2 = (AE - NE)2 and NC2 = (CE + NE)2 = (AE +

NE)2. Adding gives AN2 + NC2 = 2 (AE2 + NE2) = 2 (BE2 +
NE2) = 2 BN2.
2.18. In any trapezoid, the sum of the squares on the diagonals is equal to the
sum of the squares on the non parallel sides plus twice the rectangle contained
by the parallel sides.

CONSTRUCTION: Draw the Is CF, DG on AB produced (Fig. 52).

FIGURE 52
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Proof: In As ABD, ABC, BD2 = AD2 + AB2 + 2 AB AG,
AC2 = BC2 + AB2 + 2 AB -BF (Th. 2.53). Adding yields BD2
+ AC2 = AD2 + BC2 + 2 AB (AB + AG + BF) or BD2 + AC2
= AD2 + BC2 + 2 AB CD.

2.19. ABC is a right-angled triangle at A. Show that, if AD is the perpendicular from A to the hypotenuse and denoting AB, AC, BC, AD by c, b, a,

e, then 1/e2 = (1/c2) + (1/b2) (Fig. 53).

FIGURE 53

Proof: ae = be = twice AABC. .'. e = be/a or e2 = b2c2/a2.
a2 = b2 + c2 (Th. 2.51), therefore, 1 /e2 =

1 /e2 = a2/b2c2.

(b2 + c2)/b2c2 = (1/c2) + (1/b2).
2.20. Any point P is taken inside or outside triangle ABC. From P perpendiculars PE, PD, PF are drawn to the sides BC, CA, AB respectively. Show that

AF2 + BE2 + CD2 = BF2 + CE2 + AD2. Enunciate and prove the
converse of this theorem.

CONSTRUCTION: Join PA, PB, PC (Fig. 54).
DF

FIGURE 54

Proof: AF2 - BF2 = AP2 - BP2 (Th. 2.51 Cor. 1). Also, BE2
- CE2 = BP2 - CP2 and CD2 - AD2 = CP2 - AP2. Hence adding yields (AF2 - BF2) + (BE2 - CE2) + (CD2 - AD2) = 0 or
AF2 + BE2 + CD2 = BF2 + CE2 + AD2. Now, the converse will
be: If the above expression in a triangle ABC is true, then the perpendiculars through D, E, F are concurrent. This is evident, since
if the Is from E, F meet in P, then PD should be IAC. From the
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above (AF2 - BF2) + (BE2 - CE2) = (AP2 - BP2) + (BP2 CP2) = (AP2 - CP2). Hence the remainders are equal or (CD2
- AD2) = (CP2 - AP2). According to (Th. 2.51, Cor. 2), this is
true when DP is IAC. Therefore, the Is from such points D, E, F
are concurrent.
2.21. ABC is an isosceles triangle having AB = AC. Find (i) point D on

BC so that, if DE is drawn IBC to meet AB in E, then AD2 + DE2
= AB2; (ii) point F on CB produced so that, if FG is IBC to meet AB
produced in G, then AF2 - FG2 = AB2.

FIGURE 55

ANALYSIS: (i) Suppose D is the required point (Fig. 55). Then, AD2

+ DE2 = AB2. According to Problem 2.17(i), AB2 = AD2 +
BD DC. Hence DE2 = BD DC. But this is only true if /CEB
= right angle. Therefore,
SYNTHESIS : Draw CE J , AB and from E draw ED I BC. Then D is

the required point.

FIGURE 56

ANALYSIS: (ii) Suppose F is the required point (Fig. 56). Then

AF2 - FG2 = AB2. In the LABF, AF2 = AB2 + BF2 + 2 BF-
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BM (Th. 2.53) or AF2 -

AB2. Hence FG2 =
BF is made equal to FH and ACGH right-angled at

G. Thus ABGH is isosceles and /BGF = /FGH. But since /BGF

_ /BED = /ECD and /FGH = /FCG,

.'.

/ECD or JCF

_ /FCG. Hence FG = FJ. .'. EF = FJ (since /JEG is a right
angle).

/FEJ = /FJE _ /DEC (since FJ DE). Therefore

FE, DE are equally inclined to CJ, and thus,
SYNTHESIS: Draw CE L AB and produce it to J; then draw EF
making with EJ an /FEJ = /DEC and meeting CB produced in F
which is the required point.
2.22. ABC is a triangle and three squares BCDE, ACFG, ABHK are
constructed on its sides outside the triangle. Show that (i) AB2 + AD2
= AC2 + AE2; (ii) GK2 + CB2 = 2 (AB2 + AC2); (iii) AD2

+BG2+CH2=AE2+BF2+CK2; (iv) GK2+HE2+DF2=

3 (AB2 + BC2 + AC2); (v) area of hexagon GKHEDF = 4 AABC
+ (AB2 + BC2 + AC2).
CONSTRUCTION : Draw AMN I BC, DE and AP
GK. Produce
PA and draw CQ, BR Is to it (Fig. 57).
I

FIGURE 57

Proof: (i) AB2 + AD2 = AM2 + BM2 + AN2 + DN2 (Th. 2.51).
Also, AC2 + AE2 = AM2 + CM2 + AN2 + NE2. Since BM = NE
and DN = CM, .'. AB2 + AD2 = AC + AE2.
(ii) As BAG, KAC are congruent..'. /ABG = /AKC. '.' /AKC

+ /AJK = right angle,
angle. Hence, BG

I

/AJK or /BJL + /ABG = right

CK. Now, in the quadrilateral BCGK, the
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diagonals are 1 to one another. Hence GK2 + CB2 = BK2 + CG2
= 2 (AB2 + AC2).
(iii) According to (i), AB2 + AD2 = AC2 + AE2. Similarly, BC2
+ BG2 = AB2 + BF2 and AC2 + CH2 = BC2 + CK2. Adding
gives AD2 + BG2 + CH2 = AE2 + BF2 + CK2. Alternatively,
BG = CK from congruence of As BAG, KAC above and similarly
it is easily shown that AD = BF and CH = AE. Hence (iii) is true
again.

(iv) As in (ii), HE2 + AC2 = 2 (BC2 + AB2) and DF2 + AB2
= 2 (AC2 + BC2). Therefore, by adding, GK2 + HE2 + DF2
= 3 (AB2 + BC2 + AC2).
(v) According to Problem 1.31(ii), As APG, CQA and As APK,
AQR is a median in AABC,
As CQO,
BRA are congruent.
.'. ACQA + ABRA = AABC = AAPG
+ AAPK = AAGK. Similarly, AABC = ABHE = ACDF. Therefore, hexagon GKHEDF = 4 AABC + (AB2 + BC2 + AC2).

BRO are congruent.

2.23. ABCD is a quadrilateral. E, F are the middle points of the diagonals
AC, BD. If' G is the mid point of EF and P is any point outside the quadri-

lateral, show that AP2 + BP2 + CP2 + DP2 = AG2 + BG2 + CG2
+ DG2 + 4 PG2.
CONSTRUCTION: Join PE, PF (Fig. 58).

FIGURE 58

Proof: In the AAPC, AP2 + PC2 = 2 PE2 + 2AE2 (Th. 2.55).
Similarly, in the APBD, PB2 + PD2 = 2PF2 + 2BF2. Hence, by
adding, AP2 + BP2 + CP2 + DP2 = 2 (PE2 + PF2 + AE2 + BF2)
(1).
In the APEF, 2 (PE2 + PF2) = 4 (PG2 + GF2) = 4 PG2
+ 2GE2 + 2GF2 (2). In As AGC, BGD, AG2 + BG2 + CG2
+ DG2 = 2 (AE2 + BF2) + 2 (GE2 + GF2) (3). Hence, from
these equations, AP2 + BP2 + CP2 + DP2 = AG2 + BG2 + CG2
+ DG2 + 4PG2.
2.24. Divide a straight line into two parts, so.that the rectangle contained by
the whole and one part may be equal to the square on the other part.
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CONSTRUCTION: (i) Let AB be the given straight line. It is required

to divide it internally in K, so that AK2 = AB BK. On AB describe
square ACDB. Bisect AC in E. Join EB and produce CA to G making
EG = EB. On AG describe square AGHK, then K is the required
point. Produce HK to L [Fig. 59 (i)].
N

U

K

A

B

A

K'

B

E
E

L

C

L

(I)

Proof:

C

D

6'

D

FIGURE 59

CA is bisected in E and produced to G, .'. EG2 = CG GA

+ EA2 = EB2 = EA2 + AB2, since EG = EB.

Hence CG GA

= AB2 = fig. AD. But fig. GL = CG GA.
GA = GH, .'. fig. GL.
= fig. AD. Take from each fig. AL. .'. fig. GK = fig. KD or AK2
= AB-BK.
CONSTRUCTION: (ii) To divide the line externally, describe square

ABDC, bisect AC in E. Join EB, and produce AC through C to G',
making EG' = EB. On AG', on the side away from AD, describe
square AG'H'K'. Produce DC to meet H'K' in L' [Fig. 59(ii)]. Then
it can be proved that C'G'- G'A = AB2, as before. Hence fig. G'L'
= fig. AD. Add to each fig. AL'. .'. fig. G'K' = fig. K'D and fig.
K'D = AB BK'. . AB = BD, AB BK' = AK'2.
Algebraic equivalent: If in the previous problem AB'and AK contain

a and x units of length respectively, then a(a - x) = x2; ... x2 + ax
- a2 = 0. Hence AK and AK' correspond to the roots of x in this
quadratic equation.
2.25. ABC and DEF are two triangles, DEF being the greater, which are
so located that each pair of corresponding sides are parallel. From A, C two
perpendiculars AG, CH are drawn to DF, from B, C another two perpendiculars BK, CL are drawn to EF, and from A, B a third pair of perpendicu-

lars AM, BN are drawn to DE. Show that AK2 + BH2 + CM2
= AL2 + BG2 + CN2.
CONSTRUCTION : From A, B, C draw AP'P, QBQ', CR'R Is to each

pair of opposite parallel sides of the As (Fig. 60).
Proof: AK2 + BH2 + CM2 = AP2 + PK2 + BQ2 + QH2 + CR2
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P

FIGURE 6o

+ RM2 (Th. 2.51) (1). Again, AL2 + BG2 + CN2 = AP2 + PL2
+ BQ2 + QG2 + CR2 + RN2 (2). But, since the sides are 11, the
is from A, B, C on the sides of ADEF are the altitudes of AABC.
Hence they meet at one point 0 (Th. 1.33).
According to
Problem 2.20, BP'2 + CQ'2 + AR'2 = CP'2 + AQ'2 + BR'2 or
PK2 + QH2 + RM2 = PL2 + QG2 + RN2. Then subtracting from
(1) and (2), AK2 + BH2 + CM2 = AL2 + BG2 + CN2.
2.26. If in a quadrilateral the sum of the squares on one pair of opposite sides

is equal to the sum of the squares on the other pair, the diagonals will be
perpendicular to one another and the lines joining the middle points of opposite
sides are equal.

CONSTRUCTION: Let ABCD be a quadrilateral in which AB2
+ CD2 = BC2 + AD2, and let E, F, G, H be the middle points of
AB, BC, CD, DA (Fig. 61). Let AC, BD meet in M and draw AR, CP

is BD. Join EF, FG, GH, HE. (P, R must fall on opposite sides of
AC.)

FIGURE 61
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Proof: (i) In the /ABM, AB2 = AM2 + BM2 +

2.53), and in the /CDM, CD2 = CM2 + DM2 +

(Th.

Hence, by adding, AB2 + CD2 = AM2 + BM2 + CM2 + DM2
+
Similarly, AD2 + BC2 = AM2 + BM2
+ CM2 + DM2 - 2BM.PM (Th. 2.54).
AB2

.. 2BMRM + 2DMPM = - 2BMPM
- 2DMRM. .. (PM + RM) (BM + DM) = 0 or PRBD = 0,
+ CD2 = AD2 + BC2,

which is impossible unless PR = 0. Hence P, R coincide with M,
thus making AR, CP one line with AC L DB.
(ii) Since the lines joining the middle points EF, GH are 11 AC and
HE, FG are 11 BD and since AC L DB, EFGH is a rectangle and thus
its diagonals EG, FH are equal.
2.27. ABC is an isosceles triangle in which AB = AC. From C, a perpendi-

cular CD is drawn to AB (Fig. 62). Denoting AB, AC, BC b b, b, a
show that (i) BC2 = 2 ABBD; (ii) CD = (a/2b) 4 b - a .

FIGURE 62

Proof: (i) BC2 = AB2 + AC2 - 2ABAD (Th. 2.54) = 2AB2
- 2AB AD = 2AB(AB - AD) = 2AB BD.
(ii) CD2 = a2 - DB2. '. a2 = 2b BD, .'. BD = a2/2b. .'. CD2
= a2 - (a2/2b)2.
CD = (4a b - a4)/4b2 = (a/2b) 4b2 - a .

2.28. ABC is a triangle and 0 any point. The parallelograms AOBC',
BOCA', COAB' are completed. Show that the lines AA', BB', CC' are
concurrent and that the sum of the squares on their lengths is equal to the sum
of the squares on the sides of the triangle ABC and on the distances of 0 from
its vertices.

CONSTRUCTION: Join A'C', B'C', A'B' (Fig. 63).

Proof: Since AB', BA' are equal and 11 to CO,
ABA'B' is a O.
Also, BCB'C', ACA'C' are Os. ' AA', BB', CC' are diagonals in
these Os taken in pairs, each pair bisects one another and consequently they are concurrent at their middle point Q. Now, AA'2
+ BB'2 = 2 (AB2 + A'B2) = 2 (AB2 + C02). Similarly, AA'2 +
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A

FIGURE 63

CC'2 = 2 (AC2 + A'C2) = 2 (AC2 + B02) and BB'2 + CC'2 = 2(BC2

+ B'C2) = 2 (BC2 + A02). Adding yields AA'2 + BB'2 + CC'2
_ (AB2 + AC2 + BC2) + (A02 + B02 + C02).
Note: This theorem is interesting to consider in three dimensions
by taking point 0 outside the plane of the AABC. Then the diagram
can be interpreted as a plane diagram of a three-dimensional figure.
2.29. ABCD is a square. Perpendiculars AA', BY, CC', DD' are drawn to
any straight line outside the square. Prove that A'A2 + C'C2 - 2 BB'-DD'

= B'B2 + D'D2 - 2 AA'- CC' = area of ABCD.
CONSTRUCTION: Join the diagonals A(', BD, to intersect in 0.
Draw 00' 1 the straight line and the perpendiculars AX, BY, DZ
on 00' or produced; then join A0', CO' (Fig. 64).

FIGURE 64

Proof:
0 is the mid-point of AC, BD, .' according to 1.17,
AA' + CC' = BB' + DD' = 2 00'. Hence (AA' + CC')2 = (BB'
+ DD')2, yielding A'A2 + C'C2 - 2
B'B2 + D'D2 -
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...

A'A2 + C'C2 = AO'2 + CO'2 - 2 A'0'2 =
2 00'2 + 2A02 - 2AX2 = 2 00'2 + 2 OX2 (1), and 2 BB'-DD'
= 2 YO' ZO' = 2 ZO'2 + 2 ZO' ZY = 2 ZO'2 + 4 Z0-Z0'
2 AA' -CC'. Now,

ZY = 2 ZO) =2 00'2 - 2 0Z2 (2), then from (1) and (2), A'A2
+ C'C2 - 2 BB' -DD' = 2 (0X2 + OZ2) (3). . OX = DZ from
congruence of As AOX, ODZ, then (3) becomes A'A2 + C'C2
- 2 BB' -DD' = 2 D02 = AD2 = area of ABCD.
2.30. Describe a square equal to a given rectilinear figure.

CONSTRUCTION : Let ABCDE be the given figure. Convert this
figure into an equal triangle through one of its vertices D, by drawing

CF, EG I BD, AD respectively, where F, G are on AB produced.
ADFG = fig. ABCDE (2.4). Bisect FG in K and draw the rectangle FIJK on FK to meet the 11 from D to AB in IJ. If FK = Fl, then

FJ would be the required square. If not, produce KF to N, so that
FN = Fl. Bisect KN in M, and with M as center and radius MK,
describe a semi-circle KLN. Produce IF to L. Then the square on FL
will be equal to fig. ABCDE. Join LM (Fig. 65).

FIGURE 65

Proof: . M is the mid-point of KN and F is another point on
FM2 = MN2 = ML2.
MN = ML = FM2
+ FL2, .'. FL2 = FK -FN = FK FI = rectangle FJ. But rectangle
FJ = 2 ADFK = ADFG = fig. ABCDE. Hence FL2 = fig.

KN,

ABCDE.
2.31. ABCD is any quadrilateral. Bisect the sides AB, BC, CD and DA in
E, F, G and H respectively. Join EG and FH, which intersect in 0. If the
diagonals AC, BD are bisected in L, M respectively show that (i) LOM is one
straight line and 0 bisects LM; (ii) OA2 + OB2 + OC2 + OD2

= EG2 + FH2 + LM2.
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CONSTRUCTION: Join EH, EF, LB, LD, LE, GL, EM, and GM
(Fig. 66).

FIGURE 66

Proof: (i) Since L, E, G, and Mare the mid-points of AC, AB and
GM = j BC and 11 to it. ThereDC, DB in As ABC, DBC,
fore, LEMG is a0. LOM is one straight line and 0 bisects LM,
GE, FH (see Problem 1.14).
(ii)

In As ABC, ADC, AB2 + BC2 + CD2 + DA2 = 2 BL2

In ABLD, 2 BL2 + 2 DL2 = 4 LM2 +
+ 2 DL2 + 4 AL2.
4 BM2, hence AB2 + BC2 + CD2 + DA2 = AC2 + BD2 + 4 LM2.
Now,

OA2 + OB2 = 2 AE2 + 2 OE2,
OB2 + OC2 = 2 BF2 + 2 OF2,
OC2 + OD2 = 2 CG2 + 2 OG2,
OD2 + OA2 = 2 DH2 + 2 OH2.
4 (OA2 + OB2 + OC2 + OD2)

= 4 (OB2 + OF2 + OG2 + OH2) +
4 (AE2 + BF2 + CG2 + DH2)
= 2 (EG2 + HF2) + (AB2 + BC2 + CD2 +DA2)
= 2 (EG2 + HF2) + (AC2 + BD2 + 4 LM2)
= 2 (EG2 + HF2) + 4 (EF2 + EH2 + LM2)
= 2 (EG2 + HF2) + 8 (OE2 + OH2) + 4 LM2
= 4 (EG2 + FH2 + LM2).
Hence

OA2 + OB2 + OC2 + OD2 = EG2 + FH2 + LM2.
2.32. ABC, DEF are two triangles so located that the perpendiculars from
A, B, C on EF, DF, DE respectively are concurrent. Show that the perpendiculars from D, E, F on BC, CA, AB respectively are also concurrent.
CONSTRUCTION : Let AA', BB', CC' be the three concurrent is from

A, B, C on EF, DF, DE respectively and DD', EE', FF' the other
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three Is from D, E, F on BC, CA, AB respectively. Join AE, AF, BD,
BF, CD, CE (Fig. 67).

FIGURE 67

Proof: According to Problem 2.20, since AA', BB' and CC' are
concurrent,
(B'D2 - B'F2) + (A'F2 - A'E2) + (C'E2 - C'D2)
= 0. Now, in the ABDF, (B'D2 - B'F2) = (BD2 - BF2). Similarly

in As AEF, CDE, (A'F2 - A'E2) = (AF2 - AE2) and (C'E2
- C'D2) = (CE2 - CD2). Adding yields (BD2 - BF2) + (AF2
- AE2) + (CE2 - CD2) = 0. By rearranging, (BD2 - CD2) +
(AF2 - BF2) + (CE - AE2) = 0, which is equal to (D'B2 D'C2) + (F'A2 - F'B2) + (E'C2 - E'A2) = 0. Therefore, according to the converse of Problem 2.20, the perpendiculars DD', EE',
FF' are concurrent.

Miscellaneous Exercises
1. If a square is described on a side of a rhombus, show that the area of this
square is greater than that of the rhombus.
2. Of all parallelograms on the same base and of the same area, that which
is rectangular has the smallest perimeter.
3. ABCD is a square. E, F, G are the middle points of the sides AB, BC, CD

respectively. Prove that AAFG = ADEF. (Both = I ABCD.)
4. APB, ADQ are two straight lines such that the triangles PAQ, BAD are
equal. If the parallelogram ABCD be completed, and BQ joined cutting
CD in R, show that CR = AP.
5. ABC is a triangle. DE is drawn parallel to BC meeting AB, AC or these
produced in D, E respectively. If BE, CD intersect in G, show by means

of Problem 2.2 that AAGD = AAEG and that AG, produced if
necessary, bisects BC.
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6. Construct a parallelogram equal and equiangular to a given parallelogram and having one of its sides equal to a given straight line.
7. In the right-angled triangle ABC, ABDE, ACFG are the squares on the
sides AB, AC containing the right angle. DH, FK are the perpendiculars
from D and F on BC produced. Prove that As DHB, CFK are together
equal to AABC. (Draw AN I BC.)
8. ABC is a triangle and D is the middle of the base BC. If E is any point

inside the triangle, then AABE - PACE = 2 AADE.
9. ABCD, AECF are parallelograms between the same parallels EAD,
BCF. FG is drawn parallel to AC, meeting BA on G. Prove that the As
ABE, ADG are equal.
10. F, D are two points in the side AC of a triangle ABC such that FC is equal
to AD. FG, DE are drawn parallel to AB meeting BC in G, E. Show that

the As ADE, AGF are equal.
11. Convert a given quadrilateral ABCD to another quadrilateral ABCE of
equal area so that the angle BAE will be equal to a given angle.
12. ABC is a triangle and P is any point on AC. Divide the triangle into two
equal parts by a straight line through P parallel to BC.
13. If straight lines be drawn from any point P to the vertices of a parallelo-

gram ABCD, prove that APBD is equal to the sum or difference of
As PAB, PCB according as P is (a) outside; (b) inside the angle ABC
or its vertically opposite angle.
14. Construct a parallelogram equal to a given parallelogram and having its

sides equal to two given straight lines. Show when the problem is
impossible.
15. Find a point 0 inside a triangle ABC such that the triangles OAB, OBC,
OCA are equal.

16. ABCD is a parallelogram. From A is drawn a straight line AEF cutting
BC in E and DC produced in F. Prove that ABEF = ADCE.

17. ABCD is a quadrilateral and E, F are the middle points of AC, BD
respectively. Prove that if the diagonals meet in 0, then (AAOB
+ ACOD) - (AAOD + ABOC) = 4 AEOF.
18. Prove that the parallelogram formed by drawing straight lines through
the vertices of a quadrilateral parallel to its diagonals is double the
quadrilateral. Hence prove that two quadrilaterals are equal if their
diagonals are equal and contain equal angles.
19. ABCD is a rectangle and E, F are any two points on BC, CD respectively.
Show that AAEF = ABCD (Through E, F draw Its to CD,
BC to intersect in G. Join AG.)

20. ABCD is a parallelogram. If AC is bisected in 0 and a straight line MON
is drawn to meet AB, CD in M, N respectively, and OR parallel to AB
meets AN in R, then the As ARM, CRN are equal.
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21. On the sides BC, AC of a right-angled triangle ABC at A, squares BCDE,

ACFG are described. If L is any point taken on AC, show that ADCL
= AFCL and hence deduce-that AADC + AAEB = } BC2.
22. Find the area of an isosceles trapezoid having the base angle equal to
60°, one of its non-parallel sides 12 inches, and its altitude equal to half
the median. (Answer: 216 square inches.)
23. Construct a triangle equal in area to a given triangle ABC, so that (a) it
will have a given altitude; (b) it will have a base on a part of BC or on
BC produced.

24. Show that any line drawn from the mid-point of the median of any
trapezoid and terminated by the parallel sides bisects the trapezoid
into two equal parts.
25. ABCD is a quadrilateral and E, F are the middle points of AB, CD.
Show that if AF, DE intersect in G and CE, BF intersect in H, then the
Ln EGFH = AAGD + ABHC.
26. Inscribe a triangle CDE inside a given triangle ABC so that CD will lie on
the base BC, its vertex E on AB, and be equal to half the triangle ABC.

27. P is a point inside a parallelogram ABCD such that the area of the
quadrilateral PBCD is twice that of the figure PBAD. Find the locus of
P. (Join AC, BD cutting in 0. Trisect AO in P, so that AP = 2 P0.)
28. If through the vertices of a triangle ABC there be drawn three parallel
straight lines AD, BE, CF to meet the opposite sides or sides produced in

D, E, F, then the area of the triangle DEF is double that of ABC.
29. ABC is a triangle. D, E, F are points on BC, CA, AB respectively such
that BD is twice DC, CE twice EA, and AF twice FB. Prove that the
triangle DEF is f of the triangle ABC.
30. The areas of all quadrilateral figures, the sides of which have the same
points of bisection, are equal.
31. Show by a figure how to divide a triangle by a line so that its two parts
may be made to coincide with a parallelogram on the same base as the
triangle and of half its altitude.
32. The diagonals of a trapezoid intersect in the straight line joining the
middle points of its parallel sides.
33. In a given triangle inscribe a parallelogram equal to half the triangle so
that one side is in the same straight line with one side of the triangle and
has one end at a given point in that side.

34. ABC is a right-angled triangle at B. On BC describe an equilateral
triangle BCD outside the triangle ABC and join AD. Show that ABCD
= AACD - LABD. (Bisect BC in F. Join AF, DF.)
35. Two parallelograms ACBD, A'CB'D' have a common angle C. Prove
that DD' passes through the intersection of A'B and AB'.
36. Construct a triangle equal in area to a given triangle so that its vertex
will be equidistant from two given intersecting straight lines.
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37. Prove that the area of a trapezoid is equal to the rectangle contained by
either of the non-parallel sides and the distance between that side and
the middle point of the other side.

38. Describe a triangle equal in area to the sum or difference of two given
triangles.

39. If 0 be any point in the plane of a parallelogram ABCD and the
parallelograms OAEB, OBFC, OCGD, ODHA be completed, then
EFGH is a parallelogram whose area is double that of ABCD.
40. Through any point in the base of a triangle two straight lines are drawn
in given directions terminated by the sides of the triangle. Prove that the
part of the triangle cut off by them will be a maximum when the straight
line joining their extremities is parallel to the base.
41. Through the middle point of the side AB of the triangle ABC, a line is
drawn cutting CA, CB in D, E respectively. A parallel line through C
meets AB or AB produced in F. Prove that the triangles ADF, BEF are
equal.
42. D, E, F are the middle points of the sides BC, CA, AB of a triangle ABC.
FG is drawn parallel to BE meeting DE produced in G. Show that the
sides of the triangle CFG are equal to the medians of the triangle ABC.
Hence show also that the area of the triangle CFG which has its sides
respectively equal to the medians of the triangle ABC is I that of ABC.
43. D, E, F are the middle points of the sides BC, CA, AB of a triangle. Any
line through A meets DE, DF produced if necessary in G, H respectively.
Show that CG is parallel to BH.
44. Two equal and equiangular parallelograms are placed so as to have a
common angle BAC. P, Q are the intersections of their diagonals. If
PQ produced cut AB, AC in M, N respectively, show that PM = QN.
(Let ABDC, AGEF be the, =7s; let G lie between A, B and .'. C between
A, F Join DE and produce it to meet AB, AC produced in R, S. Join GC,
GD, CE.)

45. A', B', C' are the middle points of the sides BC, CA, AB of the triangle
ABC. Through A, B, C are drawn three parallel straight lines meeting
B'C', C'A', A'B' respectively in a, b, c. Prove that be passes through A, ca
through B, and ab through C and that the triangle abc is half the triangle
ABC. (Join Ba, ac.)
46. On the smaller base DC produced of a trapezoid ABCD find a point P so

that if PA is joined, it will divide the trapezoid into two equal parts.
(Convert ABCD into an equal triangle ADG where G is on DC produced
using Problem 2.4. Bisect DG in Q and draw QM 11 BG and cut BC in M.

Hence AM produced meets DG in P.)
47. Squares are described on the sides of a quadrilateral and the adjacent
corners of the squares joined so as to form four triangles. Prove that two
of these triangles are together equal to the other two.

48. Construct a square that will be I of a given square.
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49. If ABCD is a straight line, prove that
50. If two equal straight lines intersect each other anywhere at right angles,
the quadrilateral formed by joining their extremities is equal to half the
square on either line.
51. R is the middle point of the straight line PQ. PL, QM, RN are drawn
perpendicular to another straight line meeting it in L, M, N respectively.
Show that the figure PLMQ =
52. If in an isosceles triangle a perpendicular be let fall from one of the
equal angles on the opposite side, the square on this perpendicular is
greater or less than the square on the line intercepted between the other
equal angle and the perpendicular, by twice the rectangle contained by
the segments of that side, according as the vertical angle of the triangle
is acute or obtuse.
53. BA is divided in C so that the square on AC is equal to the rectangle AB,
BC and produced to D so that AD is twice AC. Show that the square on
BD is five times the square on AB.
54. An equilateral triangle is described, one of whose vertices is at the angle
B of another equilateral triangle ABC, and whose opposite side PQ passes

through C. Prove that BP2 = AB2 + PC QC.
55. On a given straight line describe a rectangle which will be equal to the
difference of the squares on two given straight lines.
56. Any rectangle is half the rectangle contained by the diagonals of the
squares on its adjacent sides.
57. A and B are fixed points, CD a fixed straight line of indefinite length.
Find a point P in CD such that (PA2 + PB2) is a minimum.
58. The squares on the diagonals of any quadrilateral are double the squares
on the lines joining the middle points of the opposite sides. (See Problem
2.31.)

59. Show that the sum of the squares on the distances of any point from the
angular points of a parallelogram is greater than the sum of the squares
on two adjacent sides by four times the square on the line joining the
point to the point of intersection of the diagonals.

60. ABC, DEF are two triangles having the two sides AB, AC equal to the

two sides DE, DF, each to each, and having the angles BAC, EDF
supplementary. Show that BC2 + EF2 = 2 (AB2 + AC2).

61. Two squares ABCD, A'B'C'D' are placed with their sides parallel, AB
parallel to A'B', and so on. Prove that AA'2 + CC'2 = BB'2 + DD'2.
62. On the sides of a quadrilateral, squares are described outward, forming
an eight-sided figure by joining the adjacent corners of consecutive
squares. Prove that the sum of the squares on the eight sides with twice
the squares on the diagonals of the quadrilateral is equal to five times
the sum of the squares on its sides.
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63. The diagonal AC of a square ABCD is produced to E so that CE is equal
to BC. Show that BE2 = AC-AE.
64. ABCD is a parallelogram whose diagonals intersect in 0. OL, OM are

drawn perpendicular to AB, AD meeting them in L, M respectively.
Show that AB AL + AD AM = 2 AO.
65. AB, AC are the equal sides of an isosceles triangle ABC. BD is drawn
perpendicular to AB meeting AC produced in D and the bisector of the
angle A meets BD in E. Prove that the square on AB is equal to the
difference of the rectangles DA, AC and DB, BE.
66. From the vertices of a triangle ABC, three perpendiculars AD, BE, CF
are drawn on any straight line outside ABC. Show that the perpendiculars from D, E, F on BC, CA, AB are concurrent. (Join AE, AF, BD, BF,
CD, CE and apply Problem 2.20, making use of Problem 2.32.)
67. ABCD is a trapezoid having sides AB, CD parallel and the sides AD, BC
perpendicular to each other. E, F, G, H are the middle points of AB, CD,
AD, BC respectively. Prove that the difference of the squares on CD, AB
is equal to four times the rectangle FE, GH.

68. When the perimeter of a parallelogram is given, its area is a maximum
when it is a square. (If the two sides are given, the area is a maximum
when the parallelogram is a rectangle. Hence the question resolves itself
to: Of all rectangles with the same perimeter, the square has the greatest
area.)

69. If P be the orthocenter of the triangle ABC, show that (a) AP2 + BC2

= BP2 + AC2 = CP2 + AB2; (b)
4 A ABC.

70. Prove that three times the sum of the squares on the sides of a triangle
are equal to four times the sum of the squares on its medians.
71. G is the centroid of the triangle ABC and P any point inside or outside
the triangle. Show that (a) AB2 + BC2 + AC2 = 3 (AG2 + BG2 + CG2) ;
(b) PA2 + PB2 + PC2 = AG2 + BG2 + CG2 + 3 PG2.
72. Divide the straight line AB into two parts at C so that the square on AC
may be equal to twice the square on BC and prove that the squares on
AB, BC are together equal to twice the rectangle AB, AC.
73. ABC is any triangle. Find a point P on the base BC so that the difference
of the squares on AB, AC will be equal to
BC in D and

draw AE L BC. Take BP on BC = 2 DE.)
74. ABCD is a quadrilateral in which AC = CD, AD = BC, and LACB is
the supplement of LADC. Show that AB2 = BC2 + CD2 + DA2.
75. D is the foot of the perpendicular from A on the side BC of the triangle
ABC; E is the middle point of AC. Prove that the square on BE is equal
to the sum or difference of the square on half AC and the rectangle BC,
BD, according as the angle B is acute or obtuse.
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76. Find the locus of a point such that the sum of the squares on its distances
from (a) two given points; (b) three given points, may be constant.
77. Of all parallelograms inscribed in a given rectangle, that whose vertices
bisect the sides of the rectangle has the least sum of squares of sides.

78. AB, CD are two straight lines, and F, G the middle points of AC, BD
respectively. H, K are the middle points of AD, BC respectively. Prove
that AB2 + CD2 = 2 (FG2 + HK2). (Join FH, HG, GK, KF.)
79. Prove that the locus of a point such that the sum of the squares on its
distances from the vertices of a quadrilateral is constant is a circle the
center of which coincides with the intersection of the lines joining the
middle points of opposite sides of the quadrilateral.
80. On AB describe the square ABCD, bisect AD in E, and join EB. From
EB cut off EF equal to EA and from BA cut off BG equal to BF. Show
that the rectangle AB, AG is equal to the square on BG.

81. Divide a straight line into two parts so that the square on the whole
line with the square on one part shall be equal to three times the square

on the other part.
82. Construct a right-angled triangle with given hypotenuse such that the
difference of the squares on the sides containing the right angle may be
equal to the square on the perpendicular from the right angle on the
hypotenuse.
83. In Fig. 59(i), GD is joined cutting AB, HL in g, d respectively. Show that
Gg = Dd. If CK, DB produced meet in N, prove also that CK2 + CN2
= 5 AB2.

84. ABC is a right-angled triangle, BAC being the right angle. Any straight
line AO drawn from A meets BCin 0. From B and C, BM, CNare drawn
perpendicular to AO or AO produced. Prove that the squares on AM, AN
are equal to the squares on OM, ON with twice the rectangle BO, OC.

85. Produce AB to C so that the rectangle AB, AC may be equal to the
square on BC.

86. AB, one of the sides of an equilateral triangle ABC, is produced to D so
that BD is equal to twice AB. Prove that the square on CD is equal to
seven times the square on AB.

87. Two right-angled triangles ACB, ADB have a common hypotenuse
AB. AC, BD meet in E, AD, BC in F. Prove that the rectangles AE, EC
and BE, ED are equal, also the rectangles AF, FD and BF, FC.

88. ABC is a triangle having the angle A equal to half a right angle. M, N
are the feet of the perpendiculars from B, C on the opposite sides. Prove
that BC2 = 2 MN2.
89. Given the sum of two lines and also the sum of the squares described on
them. Obtain by a geometric construction the lines themselves.
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90. If a straight line be bisected and produced to any point, the square on
the whole line is equal to the square on the produced part with four
times the rectangle contained by half the line bisected and the line
made up of the half and the produced part.
91. Of all parallelograms of equal perimeter, the sum of the squares on the
diagonals is least in those whose sides are equal.
92. ABCD is a square and E is any point in DC. On AE, BE outside the

triangle AEB are described squares APQE, BRSE. Prove that the
square on QS is less than five times the square on AB by four times the
rectangle DE, DC.

93. If in a quadrilateral the sum of the squares on one pair of opposite
sides is equal to the sum of the squares on the other pair, the lines joining the middle points of opposite sides are equal.
94. On the same base AB and on opposite sides of it are described a rightangled triangle AQB, Q being the right angle, and an equilateral triangle APB. Show that the square on PQ exceeds the square on AB by
twice the rectangle contained by the perpendiculars from P, Q on AB.
(Draw PM, QN 1 AB, then AM = MB = MQ. Draw QR 11 AB meeting PM produced in R.)
95. Show how to inscribe in a given right-angled isosceles triangle a rectangle equal to a given rectilinear figure. When is it impossible to do
this ?

CHAPTER 3

CIRCLES AND TANGENCY
Theorems and Corollaries
DIAMETERS, CHORDS, AND ARCS IN CIRCLES
3.56. (i) The diameter of a circle which bisects a chord is perpendicular to
the chord. (ii) The diameter which is perpendicular to a chord bisects it. (iii)
The perpendicular bisector of any chord contains the center.
COROLLARY. A circle is symmetric with regard to any diameter.
3.57. One circle and only one, can be drawn through three given points not in
the same straight line.
COROLLARY 1. Circles which have three common points coincide.

COROLLARY 2. If 0 is a point within a circle from which three equal
straight lines OA, OB, OC can be drawn to the circumference, then 0 is the
center of the circle.

3.58. In the same circle or in equal circles: (i) If two arcs subtend equal
angles at the center, they are equal. (ii) Conversely, if two arcs are equal, they
subtend equal angles at the center.

3.59. In the same circle or in equal circles: (i) If two arcs are equal, then the
chords of the arcs are equal. (ii) Conversely, if two chords are equal, then the
minor arcs which they cut Of are equal and so are the major arcs. (iii) Equal
arcs, or equal chords, determine equal sectors and equal segments of the circle.

3.60. In the same circle or in equal circles: (i) If two chords are equal, they
are equidistant from the center. (ii) Conversely, if two chords are equidistant
from the center they are equal.
3.61. Two chords of a circle, which do not both pass through the center,
cannot bisect each other. Either chord may be bisected by the other, but they
cannot both be bisected at their point of intersection.
COROLLARY. The diagonals of any parallelogram inscribed in a circle
intersect in the center of the circle.

3.62. If two circles intersect, they cannot have the same center.
3.63. One circle cannot cut another in more than two points.
3.64. The diameter is the greatest chord of a circle and of all others the chord
which is nearer to the center is greater than one more remote, and the greater is
nearer the center than the less.
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ANGLES SUBTENDED BY ARCS IN CIRCLES
3.65. The angle which an arc of a circle subtends at the center is double that
which it subtends at any point on the remaining part of the circumference.
3.66. (i) Angles in the same segment of a circle are equal. (ii) The angle in a
segment which is greater than a semicircle is less than a right angle. (iii) The
angle in a semicircle is a right angle. (iv) The angle in a segment which is less
than a semicircle is greater than a right angle.

3.67. In the same circle or in equal circles, equal arcs subtend equal angles at
the circumference and equal angles at the center.
TANGENTS AND TOUCHING CIRCLES
3.68. One tangent, and only one, can be drawn to a circle at any point on the
circumference, and this tangent is perpendicular to the radius through the
point of contact.
COROLLARY 1. The straight line joining the center of a circle to the point
of contact of a tangent is perpendicular to the tangent.
COROLLARY 2. The perpendicular to a tangent to a circle at the point of
contact passes through the center.
3.69. If two tangents are drawn to a circle from an external point: (i) The
lengths of the tangents from the external point to the points of contact are
equal. (ii) They subtend equal angles at the center of the circle. (iii) They
make equal angles with the straight line joining the given point to the center.

3.70. If A is any point inside or outside a circle with center 0, and OA
or produced cuts the circumference in B, then AB is the shortest distance from
the point A to the circumference of the circle.

3.71. Two circles cannot touch at more than one point, and if they touch, the

point of contact lies in the straight line joining the centers, or in that line
produced.

3.72. If through an extremity of a chord in a circle a straight line is drawn :
(i) If the straight line touches the circle, the angles which it makes with the
chord are equal to the angles in the alternate segments. (ii) Conversely, if
either of the angles which the straight line makes with the chord is equal to the
angle in the alternate segment, the straight line touches the circle.
CYCLIC POLYGONS

3.73. If a quadrilateral is such that one of its sides subtends equal angles at
the extremities of the opposite side, the quadrilateral is cyclic.
COROLLARY 1. The locus of points at which a finite straight line AB
subtends a given angle consists of the arcs of two segments of circles on AB as
base, each containing the given angle.
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COROLLARY 2. The locus of points at which a given straight line AB subtends a right angle is the circle on AB as diameter.
COROLLARY 3. The straight line joining the middle point of the hypotenuse

of a right-angled triangle to the vertex is equal to half the hypotenuse.

3.74. The opposite angles of a quadrilateral inscribed in a circle are supplementary.
COROLLARY. If a side of a quadrilateral inscribed in a circle is produced,
the exterior angle is equal to the interior opposite angle.

3.75. If two opposite angles of a quadrilateral are supplementary, the quadrilateral is cyclic.
COROLLARY. If one side of a quadrilateral is produced and the exterior
angle so formed is equal to the interior opposite angle, then the quadrilateral is
cyclic.

NINE-POINT CIRCLE
3.76. The circle through the middle points of the sides of a triangle passes
through (i) the feet of the perpendiculars from the vertices of the triangle on the
opposite sides; (ii) the middle points of the lines joining the orthocenter to the
vertices. This is called the nine point circle.
COROLLARY. The radius of the nine-point circle of a triangle is equal to
half of the circumcircle.

3.77. (i) The center of the nine-point circle of any triangle is the middle point
of the line joining the circumcenter and orthocenter of the triangle. (ii) The
centroid is a point of trisection of this line.
SQUARES AND RECTANGLES RELATED TO CIRCLES
3.78. (i) If two chords of a circle intersect at a point, either inside or outside
the circle, the rectangle contained by the segments of the one is equal to that
contained by the segments of the other. (ii) When this point is outside the
circle, each of these rectangles is equal to the square on the tangent from the
point of intersection of the chords to the circle.
3.79. If two straight lines intersect, or both being produced intersect, so that
the rectangle contained by the segments of the one is equal to that contained by

the segments of the other, the extremities of the lines are cyclic. This is the
converse of Th. 3.78(i).
3.80. If a chord AB of a circle is produced to any point P and from this point a

straight line PQ is drawn to meet the circle, such that the square on PQ is
equal to the rectangle AP -PB, then the straight line PQ touches the circle at Q.

3.81. In a right-angled triangle ABC in which A is the right angle and BC
is the hypotenuse, if AP is drawn perpendicular to the hypotenuse BC then :

(i) AB2 = BP-BC; (ii) AC2 =

(iii) AP2 = PBPC.
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COROLLARY. If a line BC is divided internally in P, then BC2 = BP BC
+ CP - BC. If it is divided externally in P such that BP is greater than PC,

then BC2 = BP-BC - CP BC.

Solved Problems
3.1. 0 is the center of a circle whose circumference passes through the vertices of
an equilateral triangle ABC. If P is any point taken on the circumference and

AD, BE, CF are three perpendiculars from A, B, C on the tangent from P to
the circle, show that the sum of these perpendiculars is equal to twice the altitude

of the AABC.
CONSTRUCTION: Draw AM I BC; then produce it to meet the

circle in N. Draw the perpendiculars MK, NL on the tangent from P
and join OP (Fig. 68).

FIGURE 68

Proof: Since AM is an altitude in the equilateral AABC, .'. it
bisects the base BC and hence passes through the center of the Q.
Also, OP ,1 tangent DPEF (Th. 3.68, Cor.1). Since AABCis equilateral, .'. OM = MN = # OP.
M is the mid-point of ON.
BCFE is a trapezoid, .'. BE + CF = 2 MK (Th. 1.29). Similarly, in

the trapezoid OPLN, OP + NL = 2 MK. Hence BE + CF = OP
+ NL. Now, in a similar way, the trapezoid ADLN gives AD + NL
= 2 OP. Adding OP to each side, .'. AD + NL + OP = 3 OP..'.

AD+BE+CF=30P=2AM.

3.2. Through one of the points of intersection of two given circles, draw a
straight line terminated by the two circles which will be equal to a given straight
line.

CONSTRUCTION: Let A be one of the points of intersection of Qs
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ABC, ABD; 0, 0' their centers. On 00' as diameter describe semicircle OEO'. With center 0' and distance equal to half the given
straight line, describe an arc of 0 cutting the semi-circle in E. Join
0'E and through A draw CAD 11 0'E. Join OE and produce it to
meet CD in F. Draw 0'G L CD (Fig. 69).

FIGURE 69

Proof:
/OEO' is right [Th. 3.66 (iii)] and CD is 0'E, .'.
/OFA is right. .'. OF is 0'G. Hence EFGO' is a rectangle. .'.
11

11

FG = EO'. But AC is double of AF and AD double of AG..'. CD is
double of FG, i.e., of EO'. .'. CD = given straight line.
COROLLARY. Because CD is twice 0'E, CD will be a maximum when

0'E is a maximum, i.e., when 0'E coincides with 00'. Therefore, the
greatest straight line which can be drawn through A is parallel to the line
joining the centers of the circles and is double that line. We shall leave for the
student the question which is the shortest given straight line that can be used
subject to the given conditions.
3.3. Construct a triangle given a vertex and (i) the circumscribed circle and
center of its incircle; (ii) the circumscribed circle and the orthocenter.

CONSTRUCTION: (i) Consider the vertex A on the given circumfer-

ence. Join AP, P being the given center of the incircle of A. Produce
AP to meet the circumference of the given circumscribed 00 in Q.
From Q draw the two chords QB, QC equal to QP; then ABC is the
required A (Fig. 70).

Proof: '.' QB = QP (construct), .'. /QBP = /QPB..'. /QBC

+ /CBP = /PBA + /PAB. But, since PA bisects /A, .'.
/CBP = /PBA; i.e.,
/PAB = /PAC = /QBC (Th. 3.67).

PB bisects /B, and similarly PC bisects /C. Hence P is the incenter
of AABC and therefore ABC is the required A.
CONSTRUCTION: (ii) Circumcircle 0 and orthocenter D are given.

From the given vertex A on the given circumference, join AD and
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FIGURE 70

produce it to meet the circumference in G. Bisect DG in F and draw
BFC
ADG. Then ABC is the required A.
I

Proof: As BDF, BGF are congruent.
LDBF = LGBF.
LGBF = LGAC,
LDBF = LGAC or LFAE. .. o ABFE is
cyclic (Th. 3.73)..'. LBFA = LBEA = right angle..'. BE ,L AC.
AF I BC, D is the orthocenter of AABC.
3.4. I is the incenter of a triangle ABC and the circumcircle of triangle BIC
cuts AB, AC in D, E respectively. Show that (i) AB = AE and AC = AD.
(ii) I is the orthocenter of the triangle formed by joining the circumcenters of

As BIC, CIA, AIB. (iii) The circumcircle of AABC passes through the
circumcenters of As BIC, CIA, AIB.
CONSTRUCTION : Let P, Q, R be the circumcenters of As BIC, CIA,

AIB respectively. Join IP, IQ, IR and produce them to meet the Os
on BIC, CIA, AIB in F, G, H. Join FG, GH, HF, ID, IE, PB, PC (Fig.
71).
Proof: (i)

BI, AI bisects Ls B, A respectively,
LDBI
= LIBC = LIEC. Therefore, As AIB, AIE are congruent..'. AB

= AE. Similarly, AD = AC.
(ii) Since P is the center and IF is the diameter of OBIC, .'. LICF
= right angle [Th. 3.66 (iii)]. Also, in OCIA, LICG = right angle.
Hence LICF + LICG = 2 right angles. .'. FCG is a straight line
(Th. 1.2). Similarly, GAH, HBF are straight lines. '. P, Q are the
mid-points of IF, IG (since they are centers), .'. PQ is 11 FG. .' IC
L FCG, .'. PQ L IC. Similarly, QR IA and RP ,L IB. Hence I is
the orthocenter of APQR, and AIPF, BIQG, CIRH are straight lines.
(iii)
PB = PI = PC and PR, PQ Is IB, IC, RP, QP bisect
Ls IPB, IPC.
LQPC = i LCPI; i.e., LCPA = 4 LCBA
I
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FIGURE 71

= LQBC..'. fig. PBQC is cyclic (Th. 3.73). Similarly, fig. BCQR is
cyclic. Therefore, BPCQAR is cyclic or the circumcircle of AABC
passes through P, Q, R.

Note: The points F, G, H are the centers of the external Qs of
QABC. Also the circumcircle of LABC, which passes through P, Q,

R, is the nine-point 0 of AFGH (Th. 3.76).
3.5. A, B are the two points of intersection of three circles. From A a straight
line is drawn to meet the circles in D, E, F. If the tangents from D, E meet in

P, those from E, F meet in Q and those from F, D meet in R, show that
PBQR is cyclic.
CONSTRUCTION: Join BD, BA, BE, BF, BR (Fig. 72).

Proof: '.' PE, PD are tangents to the two Os, .'. LPED = LEBA.
LPDE = LDBA [Th. 3.72 (i)]. Hence, LPED + LPDE = EBD.
Since, in the APDE, LPED + LPDE + LDPE = 2 right angles,
.'. LEBD + LDPE = 2 right angles..'. DBEP is cyclic. Similarly,
DBFR is cyclic. Therefore, LBDE = LBPE and LBDF or LBDE
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FIGURE 72

= /BRF [Th. 3.66(i)].

LBPE or BPQ = LBRF or BRQ. .'.

fig. PBQR is cyclic (Th. 3.73).
3.6. Describe a circle of given radius to touch a given straight line so that the
tangents drawn to it from two given points on the straight line will be parallel.
How many solutions are there to this problem and when is it impossible to
describe this circle?

CONSTRUCTION : Let PQ be the given straight line and B, C the
two given points on it. On BC as diameter describe a Q. At distance

from BC = given radius, draw 00' 11 BC and cutting the Q in 0,
0'. Draw OA L BC; then OA = given radius. Then, 0 with 0 as
center and OA as radius will be the required 0 (Fig. 73).

FIGURE 73

Proof: Draw BE, CD tangents to 00.
BA, BE are tangents to
OB bisects LABE. Similarly, OC bisects LACD. Since

00,
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in ABOC, LOBC
LBOC = right angle [Th. 3.66(iii)],
+ LOCB = right angle. Hence LABE + LACD = 2 right angles.

.'. BE 11 CD. Therefore Q with 0 as center and OA the given radius

is the required 0.
(i) In this case there are four solutions, since the 11 line to BC at the
required radius will cut 0 in two points 0, 0' on each side of the line
PQ.

(ii) In the case when 00' touches the 0 at one point, say 0,
its distance from BC = half of BC; i.e., the 0 with 0 as center will
be equal to 0 on BC as diameter. The tangents BE, CD will be IBC
and there will be two Os, one at each side of PQ.
(iii) The solution is impossible, however, if the given radius of the
required 0 is greater than half BC. In this case, the line to BC will
never cut 0 on BC.
3.7. If circles are inscribed inside the six triangles into which a triangle ABC is
divided by its altitudes AD, BE, CF, then the sum of the diameters of these six
circles together with the perimeter of the triangle ABC equals twice the sum of
the altitudes of triangle ABC.

CONSTRUCTION: Let 01, O2 be the inscribed Qs of As ABD, ACD,

touching BC, AD in G, P, H, Q. Join 01G, 01H, 02P, 02Q (Fig. 74).

FIGURE 74

Proof:
01G, 01H are I BD, AD,
01GDH is a square. .'.
01G + 01H = GD + DH = diameter of Q01.
AB = BG
+ AH, .'. diameter of 0°1 + AB = BD + AD. Similarly, in
AADC, diameter of 002 + AC = CD + AD. Adding yields

diameter of 0 01 + diameter of 0 02 + AB + AC = BC + 2 AD (1).

Similarly, diameter of 003 + diameter of 004 + BC + AC
= AB + 2 CF (2), diameter of 005 + diameter of 006 + AB
+ BC = AC + 2 BE (3). Adding (1) to (3) yields diameters of
Qs 01, 02, 03i ..., 06 + (AB + BC + AC) = 2 (AD + BE + CF).
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3.8. ABC is a triangle and AD, BE, CF its altitudes. If P, Q, R are the
middle points of DE, EF, FD respectively, show that the perpendiculars from
P, Q, R on the opposite sides of ' the triangle ABC, AB, BC, CA respectively,
are concurrent.

CONSTRUCTION: Let PX, QY, RZ be the three Ls on AB, BC, CA

respectively. Join PQ, QR, RP. Let 0 be the orthocenter of AABC
(Fig. 75).

D

Y
FIGURE 75

Proof: 0 is the point of concurrence of AD, BE, CF, and DEF is the
A.... LBDO = LBFO = right angle, .'. o BDOF is cyclic
pedal
(Th. 3.75). .'. LFDO = LFBO. Similarly,o CDOE is cyclic. .'.
LEDO = LECO. But since o FBCE is cyclic also,
LFBO

= LECO. Hence LFDO = LEDO; i.e., AD bisects LEDF of the
pedal ADEF. Similarly, BE, CF bisect Ls DEF, DFE. Now, since
LPQY = LADF. Since
PQ II DF and QY II AD (both Is BC),
also QR II DE and QY II AD,
LRQY = LADE.
LADF
= LADE,
LPQY = LRQY. Hence QY bisects LPQR.
Similarly, PX, RZ bisect Ls QPR, PRQ. Therefore, PX, QY, RZ are
the angle bisectors of APQR and consequently they are concurrent
(Th. 1.32).
3.9. AB is a fixed diameter in a circle with center 0. C, D are two given points
on its circumference and on one side of AB. Find a point P on the circumference
so that (i) PC, PD will cut equal distances of AB from 0 whether P is on the

same or opposite side of AB as C, D; (ii) PC, PD will cut a given length
m of AB.

ANALYSIS: (i) Suppose P is the required point. PC, PD or produced

will cut AB in Q, R, where OQ = OR. Join CO and produce it to
meet the circumference in E, then join ER, ED (Fig. 76). Now, from

the congruence of As OQC, ORE, LQCO = LOER. .'. PQ II ER.

LQCE = LPDE (Th. 3.66), .'. in (i) LOER = LPDE. .'.
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(i)

FIGURE 76

(ii)

LOED = LDRE and in (ii) LOER = LPDE..'. OE touches 0
circumscribed on ARDE with center 01 [Th. 3.72(ii)]. Hence OIE

I OE and OIE = 01D. Therefore,
SYNTHESIS : Join CO and produce it to E. Draw E01 L EOC and

make an LED01 = DE01. Then 01 is the center of 0 touching OE
in E. Draw 0 with center 01 and radius OIE to cut AB or produced
in R. Join DR and produce it to meet 00 in the required point P.
Join CP to cut AB in Q. Now, since OE touches Q01, .'. in (ia)
LOED = LDRE. .'. LOER = LPDE = LQCO..'. ER 11 PQ and

LEDP = LECP, .'. LOER =
OQ
LECP. .'. ER 11 PQC. Since COE is a diameter in 00,

in (ib) LOER = LEDR.

= OR.
ANALYSIS: (ii) Let P be the required point. Join PC, PD cutting
AB in Q, R, where QR is the given length m. Draw CS equal and
11 QR (Fig. 77)..'. CQRS is a0..'. SR 11 CQP..'. /DRS = LDPC,

FIGURE 77
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since D, S are two fixed points (because C and length CS are given).
SYNTHESIS: From C draw CS 11 AB and equal to the given length m

on AB. On SD, draw a 0 subtending LSRD = LDPC to cut AB in
R. Join DR and produce it to meet 00 in P. Therefore, SR 11 CP
and CQRS is a .O.'. QR = CS = given length m.
3.10. If the vertex angle A of a triangle ABC is 60°, prove that if 0 is the
circumcenter, D is the orthocenter, E and F are the centers of the inscribed
and escribed circles touching the base BC of the triangle, then OEDF is
cyclic. Show also that 0, D are equidistant from E, F.
CONSTRUCTION: Let AEF cut QO in P. Join OP cutting BC in Q.

Join also A0, OB, BE, BP, PD, BF (Fig. 78).

FIGURE 78

Proof: LBOP = 2 LBAP (Th. 3.65).
AEPF bisects LA,
LBOP = 60°. Since OB = OP,
QOBP is
which = 60°,
equilateral.

Hence PB = P0. . LPEB = LEAB + LEBA = LEAC +
PB = PE = P0. -.-

LEBC = LPBC + LEBC = LEBP,

BE, BF are the internal and external bisectors of LB, they are 1 to
one another. Hence EBF is a right-angled triangle at B and PB = PE.
PB = PE = PF. But P is the mid-point of the arc BC..'. OP 1 BC.

LPBC = PAC = 30°. Since LPBO = 60°, .'. LPBC = I LPBO.
Therefore, PQ = QO. But AD = 2 QO (Problem 1.32). .'. AD
= and 11 OP.
AO = OP, fig. AOPD is a rhombus PO = PD.
Since PO = PE = PB = PF2
P is the center of 0 passing
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through OEDF, and also through B, C, with EF as diameter. Again,

since AOPD is a rhombus, .'. diagonal PA bisects /OPD. '.' PO
= PD, .'. As OPE, DPE are congruent. .'. EO = ED. Similarly,

F0 = FD.

3.11. ABCD is a cyclic quadrilateral inscribed in a circle. E, F, G, H are
the middle points of the arcs AB, BC, CD, DA. P, Q, R, S are the centers of
the circles inscribed in the triangles ABC, BCD, DCA, DBA respectively.
Show that the figure PQRS is a rectangle whose sides are parallel to EG, FH.
CONSTRUCTION : Join AS, BP, AP, PF, BS, SH, CP, PE, DS, SE (Fig.
79).

FIGURE 79

Proof: Let EG, FH meet in T. LFTG is measured by half the sum
of the arcs FG, EH = I the sum of the arcs BC, CD, DA, AB = right
angle..'. EG L FH. Again, APF, BSH, CPE, DSE are straight lines
since they bisect Ls BAC, ABD, BCA, BDA. Also, PB, SA bisect /s
ABC, BAD. Since LCBD = LCAD [Th. 3.66(i)], .'. LCBA

I (/CBA - LDBA) =
.'.
- ADBA = LBAD - /BAC.
(LBAD - LBAC) or LPBA - /SBA = LBAS - LBAP.

Hence /PBS = /PAS..'. fig. BPSA is cyclic (Th. 3.73)..'. LBAP

= LBSP. '.' LBAP or BAF = LBHF, .'. LBSP = /BHF. .'.

fig. PQRS is
PS 1I FH. Similarly, QR 11 FH and PQ, RS I GE.
a rectangle whose sides 11 EG, FH, which are perpendicular to one
another.
3.12. Construct a triangle ABC having given the vertices of the three equilateral triangles described on its sides outside the triangle.
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CONSTRUCTION: Let D, E, F be the given vertices. On DE, EF, FD

describe equilateral As DEG, EFH, FDJ. Then FG, DH, EJ will
intersect in one point L and subtend 120° Ls to each other. Bisect
FE in K. Draw KM to make a 60° angle with FD cutting ELJ in A.
Join AF and make LAFC = 60° meeting DLH in C. Similarly,
join CE and make LECB = 60° meeting GLF in B. Therefore, ABC
is the required A. Draw FN 11 ELJ to meet MAK produced in N
(Fig. 80).

F

/

B

\

FIGURE 8o

LFDJ = LEDG = 60°, adding LFDE gives LEDJ
Proof:
= LGDF. .'. As EDJ, GDF are congruent. .'. LDJE = LDFG.
quadrilateral DJFL is cyclic. .'. LDLF = 120°. Hence EJ, FG
and similarly DH meet in one point at 120° Ls. But LKAF

= LKMF + LMFA = LMFC ('.' LKMF = LAFC = 60°).

Since, also, quadrilateral ALCF is cyclic,

LLCF + LLAF

= 2 right angles. But LLAF + LAFN = 2 right angles (FN 11 AE).

/LCF = LAFN. '.' LCAF = LCLF = 60°,
AAFC is
As DCF, NFA are congruent. .'. DC = FN = AE
(AFNE is a O). Again, quadrilateral LBEC is cyclic.
/LCB
= LLEB and LCLE = LCBE = 60°.
ACBE is equilateral.
Now, As ABE, DBC are congruent ('.' DC = AE). .'. LABE
= /DBC. .'. LCBE = LDBA = 60°. '.' Quadrilateral DBLA is
equilateral.

cyclic, .'. LBDA + LBLA = 2 right angles since LBLA = 120°.

LBDA = 60° also. Hence ADBA is equilateral.
3.13. Construct a triangle having given its nine point circle, orthocenter, and
the difference between the base angles. How many solutions are possible?
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ANALYSIS : Assume ABC is the required A and that 01 is the center

of its nine-point circle, 0 being the orthocenter. Let G be the center
of the circumcircle. Then 01 is the middle point of OG [Th. 3.77(i)].
F, H, J are the mid-points of CB, BA, CA and GF, GH, GJ are L to
these sides of the triangle (Fig. 81). Since ABDE is cyclic, .'. LDAE

FIGURE 81

= LDBE. Also, AHGJ is cyclic. .'. LGAH = LGJH. Since H, J
are the mid-points of AB, AC, .'. HJ jj BC. But GJ jj BE, .'. LGJH
= LDBE (between jjs).
LDAE = LGAH. Since LC - LB
= LBAD - LCAD = given angle, .'. LGAO = given angle. Also
the radius of the nine-point 001 = half that of circumcircle 0 (Th.
3.76, Cor.). Therefore,
SYNTHESIS: Join 001 and produce it to G, so that 001 = 01G. On

OG as a chord, draw a 0 to subtend at the arc OG an LGAO =
given difference between base angles of A. With G as center and
radius = given diameter of 001, draw a 0 cutting QGAO in A.
Join A0 and produce it to meet the nine-point 0 in D. Draw BDC
L AD to meet QG in B, C; then ABC is the required A. Proof is
obvious. If QG cuts 0 on GAO in two points the problem will have
two solutions. In case QG touches 0 on GAO, the problem will then
have only one solution. What would be the condition, if any, for
which there will be no solution?
3.14. 0 is the orthocenter of a triangle ABC, 01 is the center of its circumscribed circle, and D, E, F are the centers of the circles drawn to circumscribe

triangles BOC, COA, AOB. Show that (i) 01 is the orthocenter of triangle

DEF; (ii) 0 is the circumcenter of triangle DEF; (iii) A, B, C are the
circumcenters of triangles EO1F, FO1D, DOZE; (iv) all mentioned eight
triangles have the same nine point circle.
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CONSTRUCTION: Let AP, BQ, CR be the perpendiculars from A, B,

C to corresponding sides of /ABC. Let also FE, FD, DE cut AO, BO,
CO at right angles in X, Y, Z. Join DO1, E01, FO1 to meet the opposite sides of ADEF in L, M, N respectively; then join BF, BO, and
BD (Fig. 82).

FIGURE 82

Proof: (i) '.' D, E are two circumcenters of As BOC, COA, .'. DE
AB L COR, .'.
AB 11 DE. Similarly, EF 1I BC and FD 11 AC.
AB is the common

bisects the common chord CO and ,L to it.

chord in the Qs FBA, ABC, .'. likewise, FO1 L AR..'. FO1 L DE.
Similarly, DO1i E01 when produced are IEF, FD. Hence 01 is the

orthocenter of /DEF.
(ii) '.' LBOC is supplementary to LBAC and BCis a common base,

LBAC = any L on OBOC on other side of BC. .'. LBDG =
LBO1G. Hence Qs BOC, ABC are equal. Similarly, Qs COA, BOA

are each = OABC. .'. BD = BO1 = BF = CE. ... DF L BO,
OD = OF (from congruence of As BDO, BFO). Similarly, OD
= OE. Hence 0 is the circumcenter of /DEF.
(iii) Since Os ABC, AOB, BOC, COA, DEF are equal,

their

radii are equal..'. BD = BO1 = BF. .'. B is the circumcenter of
/FO1D. Similarly, A, C are circumcenters of As EO1F, D01E, and
these eight circles are equal.
(iv) '.' Nine-point 0 of /ABC passes through mid-points of AO,
BO, CO, i.e., X, Y, Z, which are also the mid-points of EF, FD, DE,
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.'. OPQR, the nine-point 0 of AABC, is also the nine-point O of
ADEF. Suppose D01 cuts BC in G. .'. G is the mid-point of BC.
Since OPQR passes through Y, G, Z, which are the mid-points of the

sides of ABOC, .'. OPQR is the nine-point 0 of ABOC and similarly of As COA, AOB. Also, OPQR is the nine-point 0 of As EO1F,
FOLD, DOLE since it passes through the mid-points of their sides.
Therefore, these eight equal circles have the same nine-point OPQR.
3.15. Describe a circle which will pass through a given point P and touch a
given straight line MN and also a given circle ABC.

ANALYSIS: Suppose PP'D is the required Q. Through centers 0, 0'

draw AOBE, 0'D L MN. '.' 0'D is 11 AB, .'. straight line joining AD
passes through F the point of contact of Qs. Join BF, AP. Let AP
meet OPFD again in P' (Fig. 83). '.' Ls BFD, BED are right, hence

FIGURE 83

B, E, D, Fare concyclic..'. AB AE = AF-AD = AP-AP'. .*. P' is a
known point. Therefore, the problem is reduced to a simpler one-to
describe a 0 passing through P and P' and touching MN. Hence,
SYNTHESIS: Find 0 the center of given OABC. Draw AOBE
MN. In AP, produced if necessary, find P' such that the rectangle
AP AP' = rectangle AB AE. This is done by describing OEBP and
producing AP to meet its circumference in P'. Produce APP' to meet
MN in R. Take on AP the distance PP" = RP'. On RP" as diameter
describe a semi-circle, then draw PQ L APP'. Take RD = PQ; then
OPP'D touches MN. Since PQ2 = PP" PR = RP'- RP = RD2, .'. MN
I

touches OPP'D. Join AD and let AD cut the OPP'D in F. Now,
AD-AF = AP-AP'= AB-AE. .'. BEDF is cyclic (Th. 3.79). .'.
F is on QABC.
LO'FD
LAFB = LBED = right angle.
= LO'DF = alternate LOAF = LOFA, .'. OFO' is a straight
line..'. OPP'D touches QABC at F.
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Note : 1. If line AP intersects MN, then two circles can be described
through P, P' touching MN. Also, if the points A, B are interchanged,
P' will occupy a different position and two more circles will be obtained. In this case the contact will be internal. Hence the problem
has four solutions.
2. This is one of a group of related problems known collectively
as the problems of Apollonius. The problem is to construct a 0 either

passing through one or more given points, tangent to one or more
given lines or tangent to one or more given Qs in various combinations. This problem would be PLC, meaning that the required 0
must pass through a given point P, be tangent to a given line L, and

be tangent to a given QC. We have previously considered in
different terminology the more elementary cases PPP and LLL.
3.16. ABCD is a parallelogram. A straight line is drawn through A and
meets CB, CD produced in E, F. Show that
AC2

+ AE-AF.
CONSTRUCTION: Describe circumscribing QCFE. Produce CA to
meet 0 in G. Join GE, GF. Draw DP, BQ to make with AC Ls CDP,
CBQ = Ls FGC, EGC respectively (Fig. 84).

\

B

/

FIGURE 84

Proof:
LCBQ = LEGC, .'. quadrilateral BECQ is cyclic. .'.
L BEG + LBQG = 2 right angles. But LBEG = LFCG + LFGC
Supplementary LCPD = supplementary
= LFCG + LCDP.
LBQC. .'. BQ is 11 DP. '.' ABCD is a O,
AP = CQ. Since
BEGQ is cyclic,
CB -CE = CQ CG. Also, DFGP is cyclic.
CD-CF =
[Th. 3.78(i)]. Adding yields CB-CE + CD-CF
=CG(CQ +CP) =CG-AC
+CD-CF

= AC2 + AE-AF.
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3.17. ABC is any triangle. If AD, AE, AF are the median, bisector of the
vertex angle, and altitude respectively and AG is the external bisector of the
vertex angle, show that (i) 4
(AB - AC) 2; (ii) 4

(AB + AC)2.
CONSTRUCTION: Draw BR, CP is AE, AG or produced respectively. BR, CP produced meet AC, BA in S, Q. Then join RD, RF, PD,
PF. (Fig. 85).

C I

F

I

-\

I

\w

_-

R

FIGURE 85

Proof: (i) From congruence of As ABR, ASR, BR + RS, and AB
= AS. Hence DR is 1 and = # CS or DR = I (AB - AC). Since DR
is 11 ACS, .'. /DRA = /CAE _ /BAE.
Quadrilateral ABRF is
cyclic,

.'. /BAE _ /BFR.

/DRA = /BFR. .'. DR touches

oERF(Th. 3.72)..'. DR2 =

4
(AB - AC)2.
(ii) Similarly, from congruence of As APC, APQ, PC = PQ, AC
= AQ, and /ACP = /AQP. Hence DP is 11 and = I BQ = 4 (AB
+ AC). .'. /AQP = /CPD.
Quadrilateral AFCP is cyclic, .'.

/ACP = /AFP..'. /CPD = /AFP. Adding a right angle gives
/GPD = /DFP = /FGP + /FPG, eliminating common /FPG.
/DPF = /FGP..'. DP touches ®FGP..'. 4 DP2 = 4 DG DF
_ (AB + AC)2.
3.18. AB is a chord at right angles to a diameter CD of a given circle, and
AB is nearer C than D. Draw through C a chord CQ cutting AB in P so that
PQ is a given length.
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ANALYSIS: Suppose CPQ is the required chord, PQ being a given
LCQD

length. Join DQ, and bisect PQ in R (Fig. 86). Now,

cN

FIGURE 86

= right angle, .'. quadrilateral PNDQ is cyclic. .'. CP CQ = CN
CD. Analyzing, (CR - PR) (CR + PR) = CN2 + CN ND. .'. CR2
- PR2 = CN2 + CO2 - NO2. Hence CR2 = CN2 + CO2 + PR2
- NO2, which is known.
Also, CP = (CR - PR) is known. Therefore,
SYNTHESIS : Draw from C the line

CP = 4CN2 + CO2 + PR2 - NO - PR.
This is done geometrically outside the figure and can be easily
followed. Then produce CP until it cuts the circumference in Q.
Hence CPQ is the required chord. The construction of CR can also be
shown on the figure.
3.19. D, E are the points of contact of the inscribed and escribed circles of
any triangle ABC with the side AB. Show that AD DB = AE EB = the
rectangle of the radii of the two circles.

CONSTRUCTION: Let 0, 01 be the centers of the inscribed and
escribed Qs touching side AB of the AABC. Join A0, OB, A01i 01B
and draw a Q through A, 0, B, 01. Produce OD to meet this Q in F
and join FO1 (Fig. 87).
AO, A01 are the bisectors of LA and BO, B01 are the
Proof:

bisectors of LB,

LOA01 = LOB01 = right angle. Hence

quadrilateral AOB01 is cyclic, and 001 is a diameter of this Q..'.
L OFO1 = right angle and EDFO1 is O. .'. E01 = DF..'. AD DB

= OD DF = 0D-E01. Similarly, by producing 01E to meet
0 01A0 at F1 etc., we have AE EB = OD E01.
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FIGURE 87

3.20. AB is a diameter of a circle and CDC' a chord perpendicular to it. A
circle is inscribed in the figure bounded by AD, DC and the arc AC and it
touches AB at E. Show that BE = BC, and hence give a construction for
inscribing this circle.
CONSTRUCTION: Draw diameter POQ

I

AB. Let M be the center

of inscribed 0 touching 00 in K. Draw NME L AB and QR
I NME produced. Let also QM touch CDC' in F. Join MF (Fig.
88). The analysis is carried out for the smaller arc, but could just as
well be extended to the larger arc BC.

FIGURE 88
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Proof: '.' POQ, NME are diameters in the Os 0, M which touch

one another at K, .' PNK, QEK are straight lines ('.' Os M, 0

touch at K). /NKE = right angle = /QRE.

Quadrilateral
KNRQ is cyclic. .'.NE-ER = KE EQ. Hence NE OQ = AE EB.
MEDF is a square, .'. NE = 2 DE. .'. DE-PQ =
AE EB. Hence AE DB = AE EB - AE-ED = DEAB - AE-DE. .'. AE DB = DE EB = DE2 + DE DB. Adding
(DE.DB + DB2) to both sides gives
AB
BE = BC. To construct the inscribed OM, take on
AB the distance BE = BC. Draw FM I AB and = ED; then with
M as center and ME as radius draw the inscribed 0 required. An
illustration of the inscribed OM, on opposite side ofCDC' is also given.
3.21. Construct a triangle having given the base, the median which bisects the
base, and the difference of the base angles.

ANALYSIS: Suppose ABC is the required A. AD is the given median
bisecting the given base BC. Produce AD to meet the circumscribing
00 in E. Draw AF 11 BC and join DO and produce it to meet AF in
G. Join OA, OF, EF, EB, EC (Fig. 89). Now, since D is the mid-point

FIGURE 89

of BC and AF is II BC, .' DOG is IAF. .'. /A OG = /GOF. But

LAOF = 2 /AEF (Th. 3.65). .'. LAOG = LAEF, since LAEF

/AEC - LFEC = /B - /AEB = LB - LC = given.

Hence LAOG = given (LB - LC).

- (/B -LC).Also,

/AOD = 2 right angles

4BD2 = BC2..'. DE = BC2/4 AD

= given. Hence,
SYNTHESIS : Draw the median AD to the given length. Produce it to

E such that DE = BC2/4 AD. On AD as a chord, describe an arc of
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a Q subtending an angle = 2 right angles - (/B - /C). Bisect
AE in L and draw LO I AD to meet this arc in 0. Join OD and
draw BDC _.L to it, cutting the 0 with center 0 and radius OA in B,
C. ABC is then the required A.
3.22. AB, AC are drawn tangents to a circle with center O from any point A.

AB, AC are bisected in D, E. If any point F is taken on DE or produced,
show that AF is equal to the tangent from F to the circle. Prove also that if a
straight line is drawn from F to cut the circle in G, H, then AF will be tangent
to the circle described on the triangle AGH.

CONSTRUCTION: Let FK be the tangent from F to the circle. Join
OB, OF, OD, OA, OK, CB (Fig. 90).

FIGURE 90

Proof: Let OA cut ED in L. Since AB = AC, it is easily shown that
OA is the 1 bisector of BC. '.' D, E are the mid-points of AB, AC, .'.
DE is II BC and hence LAO, since LOBA = right angle (Th. 3.68).

Therefore, D02 = DB2 + B02. But D02 = DL2 + L02. Also,
DB2 = AD2 = AL2 + DL2..'. L02 = AL2 + OK2 (BO = OK) or
L02 - AL2 = OK2. Hence F02 -AF2 = OK2..'. F02 - OK2 =AF2.
Since FK2 = F02 - OK2 (in right-angled triangle FKO), .'. AF
= FK. FK2 =
[Th. 3.78(ii)], .'. AF2 =
Therefore, AF is tangent to the circle described on AAGH (Th. 3.80).
3.23. ABCD is a quadrilateral drawn inside a circle. If BA, CD are
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produced to meet in E and AD, BC in F, prove that the circle with EF as
diameter cuts the first circle orthogonally.

CONSTRUCTION : Let 0 be the center of the QABCD and M be the

center of the 0 with diameter EF which cuts the first one in N.
Make AG meet EFin G, so that LAGE = /ABC. Join OB, ON, OE,
OM, OF, MN (Fig. 91) .

FIGURE 91

Proof: Quadrilateral ABFG is cyclic (Th. 3.75). .'.
3.78(i)]. Since LABC = LADE, .'. LAGE = LADE.
Hence quadrilateral ADGE is cyclic also.
FD -FA = FG -FE.
Adding gives EA EB + FD -FA = EG EF + FG EF = EF2.

OE' = rad.2 00 + EA EB and OF2 = rad.2 00 + FD -FA,

.

OE2+OF2=20B2+EF2=20B2+4ME2=20M2+2ME2.
LONM is
Therefore, OM2 = OB2 + ME2 = ON2 + MN2.
right (Th. 2.52).
ON, MN are radii of both Qs, .'. each is
tangent to the other Q.
Hence 0 on EF as diameter cuts QABCD orthogonally.
3.24. From the middle point C of an arc AB of a circle, a diameter CD is
drawn and also a chord CE which meets the straight line AB in F. If a circle,
drawn with center C to bisect FE, meets BD in G, prove that EF = 2 BG.

CONSTRUCTION: Suppose 0 with center C bisects FE in K. Join
BE, BC, GC (Fig. 92).

Proof: Since CD is a diameter in the QCBD, .'. LDBC = right
angle. Hence in AGBC, CG2 = BG2 + BC2. But CG = CK = radii
in QC.
CK2 = BG2 + BC2 (1).
CK2 = CE2 + EK2 +
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D

FIGURE 92

and CE2 + 2
CE (CE + 2 EK) = CE-CF, .'.
2
CK2 = EK2 + CE.CF (2).
Since /BFE is measured by half the difference of the arcs AC, BE
LBFE = LCBE. .'. CB touches 0 on
or BC, BE, i.e., CE,
ABFE [Th. 3.72(ii)]..'. CB2 =
Hence (2) becomes CK2 = EK2 + CB2 (3). From (1) and (3),

BG=EKorEF=2BG.

3.25. ABC is a triangle drawn in a circle, having AC greater than AB. DE is a
diameter in the circle drawn at a right angle to the base BC, so that A, D are
at the same side of BC. From A a perpendicular AF is drawn to DE. If G is
the point of intersection of DE and BC, show that (i) 4
(AB

+ AC)2; (ii) 4

(AC - AB) 2.
CONSTRUCTION: Draw EP, EQ Ls AC, AB or produced is necessary. Join AE, BE, CE, FP, PG, CD (Fig. 93).
Proof: (i)
DE is a diameter LBC, .'. D, E are the mid-points of

the larger and smaller arcs BC..'. AE bisects LA. Hence As AEP,
AEQ are congruent .'. AP = AQ and EP = EQ. Similarly, As
ECP, EBQ are congruent..'. CP = BQ..'. 2 AP = (AB + AC) and
2 CP = (AC - AB). '.' AF, EP are Is DE, AC respectively, .'.
quadrilateral AFPE is cyclic. .'. LEAP = LEFP. But LEAP or
LECG
EAC = LEDC = LECG. Since ECPG is cyclic c,

= LEPG. Hence LEFP = LEPG. .'. EP touches QPGF. .'.
EP2 = EG EF. Since AP2 = AE2 - EP2 = ED EF - EG EF =
(AB + AC)2.

(ii) Similarly, CP2 = CE2 - EP2 = EG ED - EG EF = EG DF.
4
(AC - AB)2.
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D

FIGURE 93

3.26. Show that in any triangle, the perpendiculars from the vertices to the
opposite sides of its pedal triangle are concurrent and that the area of the
triangle is equal to the product of the radius of the circumscribed circle and half
the perimeter of the pedal triangle.

CONSTRUCTION : ABC is a triangle drawn inside a circle with center

0. AD, BE, CF are the Is to the opposite sides and DEF its pedal
triangle. Join AO, BO, CO cutting EF, FD, DE in G, K, L respectively. Produce AO to meet 0 in N, then join CN, OD, OE, OF (Fig.
94).

FIGURE 94
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Proof: As ACN, CFB have /C = /F = right and /ACN
_ /CBF or CBA..'. /CAN = /BCF. But, since BFEC is a cyclic

.'. /BCF = /BEF = /CAN or EAG. '.' /BEG + /GEA

= right,
/GEA + /EAG = right. .'. AG L EF and passes
through 0. Similarly, BK, CL are Is DF, DE and also pass through
0. Hence AG, BK, CL are concurrent at the center 0. In the quadrilateral AFOE, the diagonals AO, FE are at right angles. .'. quadrilateral AFOE = I AO -FE. Similarly, quadrilateral FBDO = 4 BO
FD and quadrilateral EODC = 4 CO -ED. Hence AABC = quadrilaterals AFOE + FBDO + EODC = # radius AO(FE + FD + ED)

= radius 00 x half the perimeter of pedal ADEF.
3.27. Construct a right-angled triangle having given the hypotenuse and the
bisector of either one of the base angles.
ANALYSIS : Suppose ABC is the required A right-angled at A. Draw

Q with center 0 to circumscribe AABC and bisect /C by CD,
which when produced meets Q 0 in E and the tangent at B in F (Fig.
95). .'. /FBE = /BCE = /ECA = /EBA. .'. /BEC = right

FIGURE 95

angle, i.e., BE L DF,
As BED, BEF, are congruent.
DE
= EF. Draw OG CB to meet CD in G. Since OG 11 BF (both
LCB), .'. G is the mid-point of CF. Hence CD = CG + GD = GF
I

+ GD = 2 GE, which is given. Therefore,
SYNTHESIS: Bisect BO in 01 and describe a circle center 01 and
radius equal to OO1 - (CD/4), which is known, since BC, CD
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are given. From C draw a tangent CK to 001 to cut 0 on OB as
diameter in H, J. With C as center, and radii CH, CJ, draw the arcs
HG, JE to meet 1 from 0 to BC in G, and CG produced in E respec-

tively (i.e., rotating HJ about C to positive GE). Therefore, HK
= CD/4, i.e., I of the given base angle bisector. '.' CH-CJ = CG -CE
= CO CB, .'. quadrilateral EBOG is cyclic (Th. 3.79). .'. LBEG
= LGOC = right. Hence E lies on the 00 with BC as diameter.
Draw LBCE = LECA. Therefore, ABC is the required A.
3.28. D is any point on the diameter AB of a circle, and DC is drawn
perpendicular to AB to meet the circle in C. A semi-circle is described on BD
as diameter on the same side as ABC. A circle with diameter ME is described

to touch DC in E and the two circles in F, G. Show that AB ME = CD2
and hence derive a method of describing the circle MEF.

CONSTRUCTION: Let 0, 01 be the centers of Qs with BD, ME as
diameters. Draw their common tangent at G to meet DC in K. Join
001, OK, 01K, FM, MB, FE, EA. Draw AH L ME produced and
produce CD to meet Q in L (Fig. 96).

FIGURE 96

Proof: KG is L line of centers 001 at G. Also, KO, K01 bisect Ls
DKG, EKG (since KE, KG, KD are tangents to Os 01, 0)..'. OK is

1K01..'. KG2 = OG 01G. EK = KG = KD, .'. DE2 = 4KG2
=4
(1).
Now, since Os ME, AB touch at F and ME, AB are diameters..'.

FMB, FEA are straight lines.

CE EL = FE EA.

LMFE
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= LAHE = right,
quadrilateral FMAH is cyclic. .'. FE EA
= ME EH. But ADEH is a rectangle. .'. AD = HE. .. CE EL
=
MEAD = CE2 + 2 CE-ED (2). Adding (1) and
(2) yields
MEAD = DE2 + CE2 +
or ABME = CD2. Therefore, ME = CD2/AB and DE2 = DB ME
=
Accordingly, in order to describe QOI, take a
distance DE on DC equal to (DB CD /AB), which is known. Draw
EM J. CD and equal to CD2/AB, which is also known. Hence Q on

EM as diameter is the required Q.
3.29. ABC, A'B'C' are equilateral triangles inscribed in two concentric
circles ABCP, A'B'C'P'. Prove that the sum of the squares on PA', PB', PC'
is equal to the sum of the squares on P'A, P'B, P'C.
CONSTRUCTION: Join C'O and produce it to meet A'B' in E; then

join OB', PE, P0, P'O (Fig. 97).

FIGURE 97

Proof: '.' A'B'C' is an equilateral A, .'. C'OE is
bisector of
A'B'. In APA'B', PA'2 + PB'2 = 2 PE2 = 2 EB'2. Adding PC'2 to
both sides, .'. PA'2 + PB'2 + PC'2 = 2 PE2 + 2 EB'2 + PC'2.
OE = i OC', since 0 is the centroid of As A'B'C', ABC, it is easily
proved that PC'2 + 2 PE2 = 3 P02 + 6 OE2.
PA'2 + PB'2
I

+ PC'2 = 2 EB'2 + 3 P02 + 6 OE2 = 2 (EB'2 + OE2) + 3 P02
+ 40E 2 = 2 OB'2 + OC'2 + 3 P02 = 3 (P'02 + P02). Similarly,
P'A2 + P'B2 + P'C2 = 3 (P'02 + P02).
3.30. Four circles are described to touch the sides of a triangle. Show that the
square on the distance between the centers of any two circles with the square
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on the distance between the centers of the other two circles is equal to the square
on the diameter of the circle through the centers of any three.

CONSTRUCTION : Let M, D, E, F be the centers of the inscribed
and escribed Os opposite A, B, C respectively. Join AMD, CMF and

the sides of ADEF and let EN be a diameter in QDEF. Join also
ND, NF (Fig. 98).

FIGURE 98

Proof: AMD, CMF are straight lines bisecting Ls A, C. Also,
EAF, FBD, DCE are straight lines bisecting Ls A, B, C externally.

Hence AMD, CMF are is EAF, DCE. .'. M is the orthocenter of

/DEF. ',' EN is a diameter in ODEF, .'. LNDE = right angle.
ND is 11 CF. Hence FNDM is a O. .'. DN = FM. Hence EN2
= ED2 + DN2 = ED2 + FM2 and, similarly, EN2 = EF2 + MD2
(see Problem 3.14).
3.31. AD, BE, CF are perpendiculars drawn from the vertices of a triangle
ABC on any diameter in its inscribed circle. Show that the perpendiculars DP,
EQ, FR on BC, CA, AB respectively are concurrent.

CONSTRUCTION: Join AE, AF, BD, BF, CD, CE (Fig. 99).
Proof: In ADBC, DP BC.
BP2 - PC2 = DB2 - DC2
I

= BE2 + ED2 - DF2 - FC2. Similarly, CQ2 - QA2 = EC2 - EA2
= EF2 + FC2 - ED2 - AD2 and AR2 - RB2 = AF2 - FB2 = AD2
+ DF 2 - EF 2 - BE 2.
Adding yields (BP2 - PC2) + (CQ2 - QA2) + (AR2 - RB2)
= 0. Therefore, DP, EQ, FR are concurrent (see Problem 2.20).
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FIGURE 99

3.32. D is a fixed point inside a given circle with center 0. AB is a chord in
the circle which always subtends a right angle at D. Show that the rectangle
contained by the two perpendiculars OC, DE on AB is constant and that the
sum of the squares of the perpendiculars on AB from two other fixed points,
which can be determined, is also constant.

CONSTRUCTION: Join OD and bisect it in K. Draw KL 1 AB and
PKQ 11 AB meeting OC, DE or produced in P, Q. Join CD, CK, EK,
OA. (Fig. 100).

FIGURE 100
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EK2
DE (EQ + DQ) = DE2 + 2
Proof: (i)
- DK2. Since LADB = right angle, .'. CD = I AB = AC (Th.
1.27). ... CD2 + C02 = 2 CK2 + 2 DK2 = AC2 + C02 = A02

DK is fixed (since OD is of a fixed length), .'. CK
= constant,
= EK is fixed. Therefore, (EK2 - DK2) or OC DE is constant.
(ii) On OD as diagonal, construct a square OGDF; then F, G are
also fixed points. Draw FM, GN J_s AB and join FKG..'. FM2 + GN2

=2 ((FM + GN)/2)2 + 2 ((FM-GN)/2)2 = 2KL2 + 2KQ2 = 2 EQ2
(FM2 + GN2) is constant.
+ 2 KQ2 = 2 EK2. Since EK is fixed,

Miscellaneous Exercises
1. If the perpendiculars from A, B, Con the opposite sides of the triangle
ABC meet the circumscribed circle in G, H, K, show that the area of
the hexagon AHCGBK is twice that of the triangle ABC.
2. P is the orthocenter of the triangle ABC, D any point in BC. If a circle
be described with center D and radius DP meeting AP produced in E,
then E lies on the circumscribing circle of the triangle.
3. AD the bisector of the angle BAC cuts the base BC in D, and BH a
parallel to AD meets CA produced in H. Prove that the circles circumscribing the triangles BAC, HDC cut AD produced in points equidistant
from A.
4. AB is a fixed chord of a circle, AP, BQ any two chords parallel to each
other. Prove that PQ touches a fixed circle.
5. A straight line LPM meets the lines CX, CY in L, M. At M make the
angle YMD equal to the angle CPM. At C make the angle YCD equal

to the angle PCL and let MD, CD meet in D. Prove that the angles
DLP, PCL are equal.
6. The bisectors of the angles of the triangle ABC inscribed in a circle
intersect in 0 and being produced meet the circle in D, E, F. Prove
that 0 is the orthocenter of the triangle DEF.
7. P is any point on the circumference of a circle which passes through the

center C of another circle. PQ, PR are tangents drawn from P to the
other circle. Show that CP, QR meet on the common chord of the
circles.

8. The angle A of the triangle ABC is a right angle. D is the foot of the
perpendicular from A on BC and DM, DN are drawn perpendicular
to AB, AC respectively. Show that the angles BMC, BNC are equal.

9. Through the point of contact of two given circles which touch each
other, either externally or internally, draw a straight line terminated
by the circles which shall be equal to a given straight line.
10. If two triangles equal in every respect be placed so as entirely to coincide, and one be turned in its plane about one angular point, show that
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the line joining that angular point to the point of intersection of the
opposite sides will bisect the angle between those sides.
11. From a point P inside a triangle ABC perpendiculars PD, PE, PF are

drawn to BC, CA, AB respectively. If the angle EDF is equal to A,
prove that the locus of P is an arc of the circle passing through B, C
and the center of the circle circumscribing ABC.
12. With any point G on the circumference of a circle as center, a circle is
described cutting the former in B, C. From a point H on the second
circle as center, a circle is described touching BC. Prove that the other
tangents from B, C to the third circle intersect on the circumference of
the first circle.
13. A triangle ABC is described in a circle. From a point P on the circumference perpendiculars are drawn to the sides, meeting the circle again
in A', B', C' respectively. Show that AA', BB', CC' are parallel.
14. From the vertices B, C of the triangle ABC perpendiculars BE, CF are

drawn to the opposite sides meeting them in E, F. Show that the
tangents at E, F to the circle through A, E, F intersect in BC.
15. ABC is a triangle, Q any point on the circumscribing circle, QM the
perpendicular from Q on AB. If CQ meets AB in L, and if the diameter
through C meet the pedal of Q in N, prove that C, L, M, N lie on a
circle.

16. The lines joining the points where the bisectors of the angles between
the opposite sides of a quadrilateral inscribed in a circle meet the sides
form a rhombus.
17. A, B, C are any points on the circumference of a circle. D is the middle
point of the arc AB, E the middle point of the arc AC. If the chord DE
cuts the chords AB, AC in F, G respectively, prove that AF = AG.
18. ABC is an arc of a circle whose center is 0. B is the middle point of the
arc, and the whole arc is less than a semi-circumference. From P, any

point in the arc, PM, PN, PQ are drawn perpendicular respectively
to OA, OB3 OC or produced if necessary and NR is drawn perpendicular

to OA. Show that PM and PQ are together double of NR.
19. 0 is the center of the circle inscribed in the triangle ABC. Straight lines

are drawn bisecting AO, BO, CO at right angles. Show that these
straight lines intersect on the circle ABC.
20. A, B, C lie on a circle. Through the center, lines are drawn parallel to
CA, CB meeting the tangents at A, B in D, E respectively. Prove that
DE touches the circle.

21. ABC is a circle whose center is 0. Any circle is described passing
through 0 and cutting the circle ABC in A, B. From any point P on the
circumference of this second circle, straight lines are drawn to A, B
and, produced if necessary, meet the first circle in A', B' respectively.
Prove that AB' is parallel to A'B.
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22. If the chords which bisect two angles of a triangle inscribed in a circle
be equal, prove that either the angles are equal, or the third angle is
equal to the angle of an equilateral triangle.
23. ABC is a triangle inscribed in a circle. From D the middle point of one
of the arcs subtended by BC, perpendiculars are drawn to AB, AC.
Prove that the sum of the distances of the feet of these perpendiculars
from A is equal to the sum or difference of the sides AB, AC according
as A and D are on opposite sides or on the same side of BC.
24. AB is a diameter of a circle, CD a chord perpendicular to AB, DP any
other chord meeting AB in Q. Prove that CA and also CB make equal
angles with CP, CQ.

25. 0 is a point on the circumference of the circle circumscribing the
triangle ABC. Prove that if the perpendiculars dropped from 0 on BC,
CA, AB respectively meet the circle again in a, b, c, the triangle abc is
equal in all respects to ABC.

26. Construct a square such that two of its sides shall pass through two
points B, C respectively and the remaining two intersect in a given point
A.

27. From any point P perpendiculars PA', PB', PC' are drawn to the sides
BC, CA, AB of a triangle, and circles are described about the triangles

PA'B', PB'C', PC'A'. Show that the area of the triangle formed by
joining the centers of these circles is I of the area of the triangle ABC.
28. Draw a straight line cutting two concentric circles such that the chord
of the outer circle will be twice that of the inner.
29. Draw through B, one of two fixed points A, B, a line which will cut the
circle on AB as diameter in C and the perpendicular from A to AB in
D so that BC will be equal to AD.
30. ABC, A'B'C' are two triangles equiangular to each other inscribed in

two concentric circles. Show that the straight lines AA', BB', CC'
form a triangle equiangular with the triangle formed by joining the
feet of the perpendiculars from the vertices of ABC on the opposite
sides.

31. Two circles touch each other externally at C and a straight line in A
and B. AC, BC produced meet the circles again in E, F respectively.
Show that the square on EF is less than the sum of the squares on the
diameters of the circles by the rectangle contained by the diameters.
32. Two circles, lying wholly outside one another, are touched by four
common tangents. Show that if AB be an outer common tangent, the
two inner common tangents meet AB in points P, Q, such that AP is
equal to BQ.
33. Given two parallel straight lines and a point between them, draw a
straight line parallel to a given straight line, the part of which intercepted between the parallels will subtend a given angle at the given
point.
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34. In any triangle ABC if the internal and external bisectors of the angle A
meet the opposite side in I, K respectively and if M be the middle point
of IK, the triangles ACM, BAM are equiangular to each other and MA
touches the circle ABC.
35. The circumference of one circle passes through the center of a second

circle and the circles intersect in A, B. Prove that any two chords
through A, B of the second circle which intersect on the circumference
of the first circle are equal.
36. A circle revolves around a fixed point in its circumference. Show that
the points of contact of tangents to the circle which are parallel to a
fixed line lie on one or other of two fixed circles.
37. Describe a circle with given radius to pass through a given point and
touch a given circle.
38. Of all triangles on the same base and having the same vertical angle,
the isosceles has the greatest perimeter.
39. Two equal circles EAB, FAB intersect in A, B. BE is drawn touching
the circle BAF at B and meeting the circle BAE in E. EA is joined and
produced to meet the circle BAF in F. A line BC'MC is drawn through
B at right angles to EAF, meeting it in M, the circle BAE in C, and the
circle BAF in C'. C'A is joined and produced to meet BE in K. Prove
that KM is parallel to BF.

40. A is a fixed point on a circle. From any point B on the circle, BD is
drawn perpendicular to the diameter through A. Prove that the circle
through A touching the chord BD at B is of constant magnitude.
41. ABC is a triangle and AL, BM, CN, its perpendiculars, meet the circumscribing circle in A', B', C'. S is any point on the circle. Show that
SA', SB', SC' meet BC, CA, AB in points in a straight line which passes
through the orthocenter of the triangle ABC.

42. From a point on a circle three chords are drawn. Prove that the circles

described on these as diameters will intersect in three points in a
straight line.

43. The alternate angles of any polygon of an even number of sides
inscribed in a circle are together equal to a number of right angles
less by two than the number of sides of the polygon.

44. Given a point P either inside or outside a given circle. Show how to
draw through P straight lines PA, PB cutting the circle in A, B containing a given angle so that the circle circumscribing the triangle PAB
will pass through the center of the given circle.
45. A', B', C' are the vertices of equilateral triangles described externally
on the sides of a triangle ABC. Prove that AA', BB', CC' are equal, that
they are equally inclined to each other, and that they are concurrent.
46. The sides of a triangle are cut by a circle concentric with the inscribed
circle, and each vertex of the hexagon formed by the intersections is
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joined to the opposite vertex. Show that the triangle so formed is
equiangular to the triangle formed by the points of contact of the
inscribed circle with the sides.
47. Two equal circles touch at A. A circle of twice the radius is described
having internal contact with one of them at B and cutting the other in
P, Q. Prove that the straight line AB will pass through P or Q.
48. From an external point P tangents are drawn to a circle whose center
is C and CP is joined. If the points of contact be joined with the ends of
the diameter perpendicular to CP, prove that the points of intersection
of the joining lines and the points of contact are equally distant from P.

49. Describe a triangle equiangular to a given triangle whose sides pass
through three given points and whose area shall be a maximum.
50. Show how to draw a pair of equal circles on two parallel sides of a
parallelogram as chords, so as to touch each other, and show that the
circles so drawn on the two pairs of parallel sides intersect at angles
equal to those of the parallelogram.
51. E is the intersection of the diagonals of a quadrilateral inscribed in a
circle. FEG is the chord which is bisected in E. Prove that the part of
this chord intercepted between the opposite sides of the quadrilateral
is also bisected in E.

52. (a) P is the orthocenter of the triangle ABC inscribed in a circle whose
center is 0. If the parallelogram BACG be completed, show that G is a
point on the circumference of the circle which passes through B, P, C,
and hence prove that AP is twice the perpendicular drawn from 0 to
BC.

(b) ABCD is a quadrilateral inscribed in a circle. Prove that the
orthocenters of the triangles ABC, BCD, CDA, DAB lie on an equal
circle.
53. Two segments of circles on the same straight line and on the same side
of it, which contain supplementary angles, intercept equal lengths on
perpendiculars to their common chord.

54. Prove that if two adjacent sides of a square pass through two fixed
points, the diagonal also passes through a fixed point. Hence show how

to describe a square about a given quadrilateral.
55. A', B', C' are the feet of the perpendiculars from the vertices of a triangle
ABC on the opposite sides BC, CA, AB, D, E, F the middle points of

those sides respectively. 0 is the orthocenter and G, H, K the middle
points of A0, BO, CO. Show that GD, HE, FK are equal and concurrent.
56. Through a fixed point which is equidistant from two parallel straight
lines, a straight line is drawn terminated by the two fixed straight lines
and on it as base is described an equilateral triangle. Prove that the
vertex of this triangle will lie on one of two straight lines.
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57. Describe a circle to touch a given circle and a given straight line, and to
have its center in another given straight line.

58. A straight line AB slides between two fixed parallel straight lines to
which it is perpendicular. Find the position of AB when it subtends
the greatest possible angle at a fixed point.
59. Construct a triangle given the base, the vertical angle, and the sum of
the squares on the sides.
60. If a circle touch a given circle and also touch one of its diameters AB at

C, prove that the square on the straight line drawn from C at right
angles to AB to meet the circumference of the given circle is equal to
half the rectangle contained by the diameters of the circles.
61. One diagonal of a quadrilateral inscribed in a circle is bisected by the
other. Show that the squares on the lines joining their point of intersection with the middle points of the sides are together half the square
on the latter diagonal.
62. A circle passing through the vertex A of an equilateral triangle ABC
cuts AB, AC produced in D, E respectively and BC produced both
ways in F, G. Show that the difference between AD and AE is equal to
the difference between BF and CG.
63. A, B are points outside a given circle. C is a point in AB such that the
rectangle AB, AC is equal to the square on the tangent from A to the
circle. CD is drawn to touch the circle in D and AD is drawn cutting
the circle again in E. If BE cut the circle again in F, show that DF is
parallel to AB.
64. CD is a chord of a given circle parallel to a given straight line AB. C is a
point in AB such that the rectangle AB, BG is equal to the square on
the tangent from B to the circle. If DG cuts the circle in F, prove that
AC, BF intersect on the circle.
65. AB is a diameter of a semi-circle on which P and Q are two points.
From AQ, the distance QR is cut off equal to QB. Prove that if AR is
equal to AP, the tangent from Q to the circle around ARP is the side
of a square of which BP is a diameter.
66. A is the center of a circle. PN is a perpendicular let fall on the radius
AB from a point P on the circle. Show that the tangent from P to the
circle of which AB is a diameter is equal to the tangent from B to the
circle of which AN is a diameter.
67. A, B, C, D are four fixed points in a straight line. A circle is described

through A, B and another through C, D to touch the former. Prove
that the point of contact lies on a fixed circle.
68. Two chords AB, CD of a circle intersect at right angles in a point 0
either inside or outside the circle. Prove that the squares on AB, CD
are together less than twice the square on the diameter by four times
the square on the line joining 0 to the center of the circle.
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69. From a point P two tangents PT, PT' are drawn to a given circle
whose center is 0 and a line PAB cutting the circle in A, B. If P0, TT'
intersect in C, prove that TC bisects the angle ACB.
70. If perpendiculars are drawn from the orthocenter of a triangle ABC to
the bisectors of the angle A, their feet are collinear with the middle
point of BC and the nine-point center.
71. ABC is a right-angled triangle at A inscribed in a circle. D is any point
on the smaller arc AC, and DE is drawn perpendicular to BC cutting
AC in F. From F a perpendicular is drawn to AC meeting the circle on
AC as diameter in G. Show that DC = CG.
72. ABCD is a quadrilateral inscribed in a circle and P any point on the
circumference. From P perpendiculars PM, PN, PQ, PR are drawn to
AB, BC, CD, DA respectively. Show that PM-PQ =
73. ABC is a right-angled triangle at A. From any point D on the hypotenuse BC, a perpendicular DFG is drawn to BC to meet AB, AC or produced if necessary in F, G respectively. Show that (a) DF2 = BD - DC
(b) DG2 =
74. ABCD is a concyclic quadrilateral. If BA, CD are produced to meet in K
and also AD, BC in L, show that the square on KI, is equal to the sum of
the squares on the tangents from K and L to the circle.
75. C is the center and AB a diameter of the circle ADEB, and the chord
DE is parallel to AB. Join AD and draw AP perpendicular to AD to
meet ED produced in P and join PC and AE. Show that PC2 = AP2
+ AC2 + AE2.
76. AB is a diameter of a circle with center 0. CD is a chord parallel to
AB. If P is any point on AB and Q is the mid-point of the smaller arc
CD, prove that (a) AP2 = PB2 = CP2 + PD2; (b) CP2 + PD2

-

=2PQ2.

77. If two circles touch externally, show that the square on their common
tangent is equal to the rectangle contained by the diameters.
78. A, B are two fixed points on a diameter of a circle with center C such
that CA = CB. If any chord DAE is drawn through A in the circle,
show that the sum of the squares on the sides of the triangle BDE is
constant.
79. If two chords of a circle intersect at right angles, show that the sum of
the squares on the four segments is equal to the square on the diameter.
80. A circle touches one side BC of a triangle and the other sides AB, AC
produced, the points of contact being D, F, E. If I be the center of the

inscribed circle, prove that the areas of the triangles IAE, IAF are
together equal to that of the triangle ABC.
81. M, N are the centers of two intersecting circles in A, B. From A, CAB,
DAE are drawn at right angles such that D, B lie on the circumference
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of the circle M and C, E on that of circle N. Prove that CB2 + DE2

=4MN2.
82. If from a fixed point T, without a circle whose center is 0, TA, TB
are drawn equally inclined to TO to meet the concave and convex arcs
respectively in A and B, show that AB, TO meet in a fixed point.

83. If the inscribed circle in a right-angled triangle at A touches the
hypotenuse BC at D, then DB DC = the area of triangle ABC.
84. Prove that if three circles intersect, their three common chords are
concurrent.
85. OA, OB are tangents to a given circle whose center is C and CO cuts AB
in D. Prove that any circle through 0, D cuts the given circle orthogonally.

86. Through a point on the smaller of two concentric circles, draw a line
bounded by the circumference of the larger circle and divided into
three equal parts at the points of section of the smaller circle.
87. Describe a circle which will pass through two given points and cut a
given circle orthogonally.
88. If the square on the line joining two points P, Q be equal to the sum of

the squares on the tangents from P, Q to a circle, then Q is on the
straight line joining the points of contact of tangents drawn to the
circle from P.
89. OA, OB are straight lines touching a circle in A, B. OC is drawn perpendicular to AB and bisected in D. DF is drawn touching the circle
in F. Prove that CFO is a right angle.
90. If P be any point in the circumference of a circle described about an
equilateral triangle ABC, show that the sum of the squares on PA, PB,
PC is constant.

91. If 0 be any point in the circumference of the circle inscribed in an
equilateral triangle ABC, prove that the sum of the squares on OA, OB,
OC is constant.
92. The tangents at A, B, the ends of a chord AB of a circle, whose center is
C, intersect in E. Prove that the tangents at the ends of all chords of the
circle which are bisected by AB intersect on the circle whose diameter
is CE.

93. In a circle the arc AB is equal to the arc BC. P is any other point on the
circle. From B let fall BQ, BR perpendiculars on AP, CP respectively.
Show that OQ2 + OR2 = 2 OP2, where 0 is the center of the circle.
94. One circle cuts another at right angles. Show that, if tangents be drawn
from any point in one circle to meet the other, then the chord of contact passes through the opposite extremity of the diameter of which the
first point is one extremity.
95. The circle circumscribing the triangle ABC is touched internally at the
point C by a circle, which also touches the side AB in F and cuts the
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sides BC, AC in D, E. If the tangent at D to the inner circle cuts the
outer circle in G, H, prove that BH, BG, BF are all equal, and that CF
bisects the angle ACB.
96. Two circles, whose centers are A, B, intersect in C, D. E is the middle
point of AB. If F be any point in CD, then the chords intercepted by
the circles on a line through F perpendicular to EF are equal.
97. Describe through two given points a circle such that the chord intercepted by it on a given unlimited straight line may be of given length.
98. ABC is a triangle right-angled at A. From D, any point in the circumference of the circle described on BC as diameter, a perpendicular is
drawn to BC meeting AB in E. From E is drawn a perpendicular to
AB, meeting in F the circle described on AB as diameter. Prove that

BF = BD.
99. Tangents are drawn to a circle at the ends of a chord PQ, and through
0, a point in PQ, a straight line COAB is drawn parallel to one of the
tangents, meeting the other in B and the circle in A, C. Show that if A

bisects OB, then 0 will bisect BC. Show also how to determine the
point 0 that this may be the case.
100. Draw through a given point P a straight line PQR to meet two given
lines in Q, R so that the rectangle PQ, PR will be equal to a given
rectangle.
101. ABC is a triangle, D, E, F the middle points of its sides. With the orthocenter of the triangle as center any circle is described cutting EF, FD,

DE in P, Q, R respectively. Prove that AP = BQ = CR.
102. AB is a chord of a circle whose center is 0. P is a point in AB. If OP be

produced to Q so that the rectangle OP OQ is equal to the square on
the radius of the circle, prove that QA, QB make equal angles with
QO.

103. C is the middle point of AB, a chord of a circle whose center is 0. A
point P is taken in the circumference, whose distance PD from AB is
equal to AC. M is the middle point of PD and CF is drawn parallel to
OM to meet PD in F. Show that CF = FP.
104. A, B are two fixed points taken on a diameter of a semi-circle whose
center is C such that they are equidistant from C. If AP, BQ are two
parallel lines terminated by the circumference, show that
is
constant.
105. D is the middle point of a straight line AB. If AM, BN, DE are tangents

to any circle, show that AM2 + BN2 = 2 (AD2 + DE2).
106. P is any point outside a circle whose center is 0. From P, PA and
PBOC are drawn tangent and transversal through 0 respectively.
Through P and A another circle is drawn tangent to PBC at P, and
intersects the first circle in D. Show that AD produced bisects PE,
where E is the projection of A on BC.
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107. 0, M are the centers of two intersecting circles in A, B. Draw a transversal from A or B to the two circles so that the rectangle of the two
segments contained in the circles is equal to a given rectangle.

108. M, N are the centers of two intersecting circles in A, B. From A a
straight line CAD is drawn and terminated by the circles M, N in C, D

respectively. With C and D as centers, describe two circles to cut
separately the circles N, M orthogonally. Show that these two circles
together with the circle on CD as diameter are concurrent.
109. Describe a triangle ABC having given the rectangle of the sides AB, AC,
the difference of the base angles and the median bisecting the base BC.

110. 0 is the center of a circle and BC is any straight line drawn outside it.
OD is drawn perpendicular to BC; then the distance DE is taken on
OD equal to the tangent from D to the circle. If F is any other point on
BC, show that FE is equal to the tangent from F to the circle.
111. A, B, C, D are points lying in this order in a straight line, and AC = a
inches, CD = b inches, BC = 1 inch. A perpendicular through C to the
line cuts the circle on BD as diameter in E. EFG passes through the
center of the circle on AC as diameter, cutting the circumference in F,
G. Show that the area of the rectangle EF EG is b square inches, and

also that the number of inches in the length of EF is a root of the
equation x2 + ax - b = 0.
112. Two circles are drawn touching the sides AB, AC of a triangle ABC at
the ends of the base BC and also passing through D the middle point of
BC. If E is the other point of intersection of the circles, prove that the
rectangle DA, DE is equal to the square on DC.
113. Construct a triangle given the altitude to the base, the median of the
base, and the rectangle of the other two sides.

114. A, B are fixed points and AC, AD fixed straight lines such that BA
bisects the angle CAD. If any circle through A, B cuts off chords AK,
AL from AC, AD, prove that (AK + AL) is constant.
115. Construct a triangle having given the bisector of the vertical angle,
the rectangle of the sides containing this angle, and the difference of the
base angles.
116. In a given circle, draw two parallel chords from two given points on its

circumference such that their product may be of given value.
117. Draw two intersecting circles having their centers on the same side of

the common chord AB, and draw a diameter of the smaller circle.
Describe a circle within the area common to the two circles, which will

touch them both and have its center in the given diameter. When
will there be two circles fulfilling the given conditions?
118. 0 is any point in the plane of the triangle ABC. Perpendiculars to OA,
OB, OC drawn through A, B, C form another triangle A'B'C'. Prove
that the perpendiculars from A', B', C' on BC, CA, AB respectively meet
in a point 0', and that the center of the circle ABC is the middle point

of 00'.

CHAPTER 4

RATIO AND PROPORTION
Theorems and Corollaries
RATIOS

4.82. A. (i) If alb > 1 and x > 0, then (a + x)/(b + x) < a/b.
(ii) If 0 < alb < 1 and x > 0, then (a + x)/(b + x) > a/b.

If alb = c/d, then b/a = d/c and a/c = b/d.
(i) If alb = c/d, then ad = bc.
(ii) Conversely, if ad = bc, then alb = c/d or a/c = b/d.
D. (i) If alb = b/c, then b2 = ac.
B.

C.

E.

(ii) Conversely, if b2 = ac, then alb = b/c.
If alb = b/c, then a/c = a2/b2 = b2/c2.
then (a + b)/b = (c + d)/d, (a - b)/b
_ (c - d)/d and (a + b)/(a - b) = (c + d)/(c - d).

F.

If alb = c/d,

G.

If alb = x/y and b/c = y/z, then a/c = x/z.
If x/a = y/b = z/c, then each of these ratios = (lx + my
+ nz)/(la + mb + nc), where 1, m, n are any quantities

H.

whatever, positive or negative.

PROPORTION AND SIMILAR POLYGONS

4.83. (i) If a straight line is drawn parallel to one side of a triangle, it
divides the other two sides proportionally. (ii) Conversely, if a straight line
divides two sides of a triangle proportionally, it is parallel to the third side.
COROLLARY. If two straight lines PT, P' T' cut three parallel straight
lines AB, CD, EF at Q, R, S; Q', R', S' respectively, then

QR/RS = Q'R'/R'S' and QS/RS = Q'S'/R'S' and, conversely, if AB is

parallel to EF and QR/RS = Q'R'/R'S' or QS/RS = Q'S'/R'S', then
CD is parallel to AB.
4.84. If two triangles are mutually equiangular, their corresponding sides are
proportional, and the triangles are similar.
4.85. If the three sides of one triangle are proportional to the three sides of
another triangle, the two triangles are mutually equiangular.
4.86. If two triangles have an angle of the one equal to an angle of the other,
and the sides about these equal angles proportional, the triangles are mutually
equiangular and similar.
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4.87. If the straight lines joining a point to the vertices of a given polygon are
divided (all internally or all externally) in the same ratio, the points of division
are the vertices of a polygon which is mutually similar to the given polygon.

4.88. If 0 is any point and ABC
is any polygon, and straight lines
AOA', BOB', COC',
are drawn such that AO : A'O = BO : B'O
= k, then the resulting polygon A'B'C'
= CO: C'O =
is said to
; 0 is the center of homothecy
and k the homothetic ratio. The polygons are similar, and when k equals 1,
be homothetic to the original polygon ABC

congruent.
COROLLARY. If two polygons are similar and similarly placed, the straight

line joining any pair of opposite vertices of one figure is parallel to that joining
the corresponding opposite vertices of the other.
4.89. If a polygon is divided into triangles by lines joining a given point to its
vertices, any similar polygon can be divided into corresponding similar triangles.
4.90. (i) If the vertex angle of a triangle is bisected, internally or externally,
by a straight line which cuts the base, or the base produced, it divides the base,

internally or externally, in the ratio of the other sides of the triangle. (ii)
Conversely, if a straight line through the vertex of a triangle divides the base,

internally or externally, in the ratio of the other sides, it bisects the vertex
angle, internally or externally.
AREAS OF SIMILAR POLYGONS
4.91. The ratio of the areas of two triangles or of two parallelograms of equal
or the same altitude is equal to the ratio of their bases.

4.92. The ratio of the areas of two similar triangles, or of two similar
polygons, is equal to the ratio of the squares on corresponding sides.
COROLLARY. The ratio of'the areas of two similar triangles is equal to the
ratio of (i) the squares of any two corresponding altitudes; (ii) the squares of
any two corresponding medians; (iii) the squares of the bisectors of any two
corresponding angles.
4.93. The areas of two triangles which have an angle of one equal to an angle
of the other are to each other as the products of'the sides including the equal
angles.

COROLLARY. The areas of two triangles that have an angle of one
supplementary to an angle of the other are to each other as the products of the
sides including the supplementary angles.

4.94. If a triangle ABC equals another triangle A'B'C' in area, and the
angle A equals angle A', then AB AC = A'B' A'C'. Conversely, if in two
triangles ABC, A'B'C' angles A, A' are equal and AB AC = A'B' A'C',
then the two triangles are equal.
4.95. If two parallelograms are mutually equiangular, then the ratio of their
areas is equal to the product of the ratios of two pairs of corresponding sides.
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4.96. If ABCD is a parallelogram and E is any point on the diagonal BD
from which FEL and GEK are drawn parallel to AB and BC respectively
and terminated by the sides, then the parallelograms BGEF and DKEL are
similar to ABCD.
4.97. In any right-angled triangle, any rectilinear figure described on the
hypotenuse is equal to the sum of two similar and similarly described figures on
the sides containing the right angle.

RATIO AND PROPORTION IN CIRCLES
4.98. In equal circles, angles either at the centers or at the circumferences
have the same ratio to one another as the arcs on which they intercept; so also
have the sectors.
COROLLARY. The sectors are to each other as their angles.

4.99. If any angle of a triangle is bisected by a straight line which cuts the
base, the rectangle contained by the sides of the triangle is equal to the sum of
the rectangle contained by the segments of the base and the square on the line
which bisects the angle.
4.100. If from any vertex of a triangle a straight line is drawn perpendicular
to the base, the rectangle contained by the sides of the triangle is equal to the
rectangle contained by the perpendicular and the diameter of the circle described
about the triangle.
4.101. Ptolemy General Theorem. The rectangle contained by the diagonals of
a quadrilateral is less than the sum of the rectangles contained by opposite
sides unless a circle can be circumscribed about the quadrilateral, in which case
it is equal to their sum.

THE MEASURE OF A CIRCLE
4.102. The circumferences of any two circles have the same ratio as their
radii.
COROLLARY 1. The ratio of the circumference of any circle to its diameter
is a constant denoted by i and equals approximately 3.14.
COROLLARY 2. If C is the circumference, D the diameter, and R the
radius of a circle, then C = 7rD = 27TR.
COROLLARY 3. If A is the number of degrees in an arc of a circle, or in its

subtended central angle, then the length of the arc may be expressed by
(A/360)2iTR.
4.103. The area of a circle is equal to half the product of its circumference
and radius and expressed by ITR2.
COROLLARY 1. The area of a sector of a circle may be expressed in the
form (A/360)7TR2, where A is the central angle of the sector.

COROLLARY 2. The area of a segment is (i) area of a sector - area of
triangle (if central angle <180°); (ii) area of a sector + area of triangle
(if central angle > 180°).
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COROLLARY 3. The area of any two circles are to each other as the
squares of their radii or as the squares of their diameters.

Solved Problems
4.1. Two straight lines AD, AE are drawn from the vertex A of a triangle
ABC to make equal angles with AB, AC and meet the base BC in D, E. If'D
is nearer to B and E nearer to C, show that AB2 : AC2 = BD .BE : CE -CD.
CONSTRUCTION: On AADE draw a circle cutting AB, AC in F, G.

Join FG, DG (Fig. 101).

iu

E

FIGURE 101

Proof: /FAD = LFGD (in OADE). Also, /GAE _ /GDE.

/FGD = /GDE.
Since /FAD = /GAE (hypothesis),
FG is 11 DE 11 BC. Hence in AABC, BF/AB = CG/AC (Th. 4.83).
BF/CG = AB/AC. Multiplying yields (BF/CG) (AB/AC)
= AB2/AC2. But since BF- AB = BD-BE and CG-AC = CE-CD,
AB2/AC2 = (BD/CE) (BE/CD).
4.2. ABC is any triangle. From the vertices three equal straight lines AD, BE,
CF are drawn to meet BC, CA, AB in D, E, F respectively. If another three
lines are drawn from any point M inside the triangle parallel to these equal
lines and meeting BC, CA, AB in P, Q, R respectively, show that AD = MP

+MQ+MR.
CONSTRUCTION: Draw from M the lines GMH, MJ, MK 11 BC, AC,

AB (Fig. 102).

Proof: In similar As MKP, ABD, MP/AD = MK/AB. Also in
similar As MKJ, ABC, MK/AB = KJ/BC (Th. 4.84)..'. KJ/BC
= MP/AD (1). Similarly, in similar As MQH, BEC, MQ/BE
= MH/BC. Since MJCH is a O, .'. MH = CJ. .'. MQIBE =
CJ/BC (2). Again, in similar As MGR, CBF, MR/CF = MG/BC.
Since MGBK is another=, .'. MG = BK..'. MR/CF = BK/BC (3).
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FIGURE 102

Since AD, BE, CF are equal, adding ratios (1), (2), (3) gives
(MP + MQ + MR) /AD = (KJ + CJ + BK) /BC = BC/BC,..'. AD

=MP+MQ+ MR.

COROLLARY. If from M any point inside an equilateral A perpendiculars
are drawn to the three sides, then the sum of the three perpendiculars is always
equal to any altitude in the triangle (see Exercise 1.46).

4.3. ABCD is a quadrilateral and a transversal line is drawn to cut AB, AD,

CD, BC, AC, BD or produced in E, F, G, H, I, J. Show that EF/GH

_ (FI/GI) (EJ/HJ).

CONSTRUCTION: From D draw the line LDMN 11 HF to meet BC,

BA, CA produced in L, M, N (Fig. 103).

WN

i

D

i

C.

FIGURE 103
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Proof: In similar As FAI, DAN, FI/DN = AF/AD. Also, in similar

As AFE, ADM, EF/DM = AF/AD. .'. EF/DM = FI/DN (1). In
ABLM, EH is 11 LM and BD is a transversal. Hence DM/DL

= EJ/HJ (2). Similarly, in ACLN, HI I LN and CD is a transverDL/GH = DN/GI (3). Multiplying (1), (2), (3) gives
(EF/DM) (DM/DL) (DL/GH) = (FI/DN) (EJ/HJ) (DN/GI). .'.
EF/GH = (FI/HJ) (EJ/GI).
sal.

4.4. Bisect a triangle ABC by (i) a straight line perpendicular to its base BC;
(ii) a straight line parallel to one side; (iii) a straight line parallel to a given
direction.

CONSTRUCTION : (i) Bisect BC in M. Draw MN I CB to meet AC in

N. NP is drawn t to CA cutting the circumference of 0 on CA as
diameter in P. Join CP and take CE on CA = CP. Then perpendicular ED to BC is the required bisector. Draw AF L BC and join AM
(Fig. 104(i)).

(i)

Proof:

FIGURE 104

(ii)

QACM/QACF = CM/CF (Th. 4.91). Since CM/CF

CP2/CA2 = CE2/CA2, .'. QACM/ AACF
= CN/CA =
= CE2/CA2. But ACED/QACF = CE2/CA2, since DE 11 AF (Th.

4.92)..'. ACED = AACM =

AABC.
CONSTRUCTION : (ii) Bisect the base BC in M. Then draw MF L BC

to meet the circle on BC as diameter in F. Join CF and take CD on BC
equal to CF. Draw DE 11 AB meeting AC in E. DE is the required
b sector. Join AM [Fig. 104(ii)].
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Proof: Since M is the mid-point of BC, .'. AACM = j AABC.
AB,
ACDE/ AABC = CD2/CB2 (Th. 4.92)
CM/CB = J..'. ACDE = j AABC.
= CF2/CB2 =
(iii) This is a more general case of (i) and is always possible for
some given direction. Since in Fig. 104(i), if from A a parallel is
drawn to the given direction to cut BC in a point F, a similar con-

Since DE is

11

struction of DE 11 to the line AF can be established as in case (i) by

making MN 11 AF also. From some other given direction, for
example, 11 BC, it may be necessary to use a median other than AM.
4.5. From a given point P in the base BC produced of a triangle ABC, draw a
straight line to cut the sides of the triangle, so that if lines be drawn parallel to
each side from the point where it intersects the other, they shall meet on the base
BC.

ANALYSIS : Suppose PEF be the required line, so that D the point of
intersection of ED drawn 11 AB and FD drawn 11 AC, is in BC (Fig.
105). '.' FB is 11 DE, .'. PB/PD = PF/PE. '.' FD is 11 EC, .'. PD/PC

FIGURE 105

= PF/PE..'. PB/PD = PD/PC. Hence PD is the mean proportional
between PB and PC; i.e., PD2 = PB PC.
SYNTHESIS: On PB as diameter, describe a semi-circle. Draw
CR 1 BP to meet the circle in R. With P as center draw PD = PR;
hence PD2 = PR2 = PB PC or PD is the mean proportional between PB, PC. Then draw DE 11 AB. Join PE and produce it to meet
AB in F. Join DF. DF will be I I AC, '.' PB/PD = PD/PC and PB/PD
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= PF/PE. '.' DE is 11 AB, .'. PD/PC = PF/PE..'. DC/PC = FE/PE.
FD is MAC.

4.6. A, B, C, D are any four points on a straight line. On AB, CD as
diameters, two circles are described and a common tangent EF is drawn to
touch them in E, F respectively and meet AD produced in G. Show that
(i)

(ii) EF2 = AC-BD.
CONSTRUCTION : Let M, N be the centers of the two circles on AB,

CD as diameters. Join AE, BE, ME, CF, DF, NF (Fig. 106).

FIGURE .I06

Proof: (i) Since ME II NF (LEF, Th. 3.68), .'. LAME = LCNF.

LAEH = I LAME and LCFH = I LCNF (Th. 3.72),

LAEH = LCFH.
AE 11 CF. Similarly, BE 11 DF. In AAEG,
AG/AC = EGIEF. Also, in ABEG, BGIBD = EGIEF.
AG/AC
= BG/BD..'. AC BG = BD AG.
(ii) In AAEG, ACIEF = CGIFG. Also, in ABEG, EF/BD =
FG/GD. Since GF2 = GD GC or GC/FG = FG/GD, .'. AC/EF
=
EF2 = AC-BD.
4.7. P and Q are two points in the sides AB, CD respectively of a quadrilateral ABCD such that AP: PB = CQ : QD. Prove that if QA, QB, PC, PD
be joined, the sum of the areas of the triangles QAB, PCD is equal to the
area of the quadrilateral ABCD.
CONSTRUCTION: Join AC, PQ (Fig. 107).
Proof: Assume AP/PB = CQ/QD = a/b.
AAPQ/AQAB

= al(a + b) (Th.4.91)..'. AQAB = AAPQ ((a + b)/a). Similarly,
b) la). Hence,
ACPQ/APCD = a/(a +
by adding, AQAB + APCD = [ AAPQ + ACPQ] ((a + b) la). But
AACQI AACD = a/(a + b)..'. AACD = AACQ ((a + b)/a). Also,
AACD + AABC = [AACQ
AABC = AACP ((a + b)/a).
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+ AACP] ((a + b)/a)..'. AQAB + APCD = AACD + AABC
= quadrilateral ABCD.

FIGURE 107
4.8. A point P is given in the base of a triangle. Show how to draw a straight
line cutting the sides of the triangle and parallel to the base, which will subtend

a right angle at P.
CONSTRUCTION: Let ABC be the given triangle and P is in BC.

Bisect BC in D. With center D and radius DB describe a QBEC.
Produce AP to meet the circle in E and draw PF DE meeting AD in
F. Then draw GFH 11 BC meeting AB, AC in G, H respectively. Join
GP, HP (Fig. 108).

FIGURE I08

Proof: In AABD, AF/FG = AD/DB. Also, in AADE, AF/FP
= AD/DE (Th. 4.83). Since DB = DE (radii in OD), .'. AF/FG
= AE/FP.
FG = FP. Similarly, FH = FP. .' FG = FH (since
AD is a median and GFH is 11 BC), .'. FG = FH = FP. .'. F is the
center of the circle GPH of which GH is a diameter. Hence LGPH is
a right angle.
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4.9. AB is a straight line and C is any point on it. On AB, BC, AC three
equilateral triangles ABD, BCE, ACF are drawn such that the two small
triangles are on the opposite side of the large one. If M, N, L are the centers of
the inscribed circles in these triangles respectively, show that MN = ML.

CONSTRUCTION: Join AM, BM, BN, CN, CD, MD (Fig. 109).

FIGURE 109

Proof: Since MB, NB bisect /s ABD, ABE respectively and
/MBD = /NBC. Similarly, /NCB = /MDB.
each = 60°,
As MBD, NBC are mutually equiangular and hence similar.
MB/BD = NB/BC. Again, /CBD = /NBM = 60°. Hence As
CD/BD = MN/BM. SimiCBD, NBM are similar (Th. 4.86).
larly, ML/AM = CD/AD. Since BD = AD, .'. MN/BM = ML/AM.
BM = AM also, .'. MN = ML.
4.10. Describe an equilateral triangle which will be equal in area to a given
triangle ABC.
CONSTRUCTION: Describe on BC an equilateral triangle BCG. Draw

AE 11 BC meeting CG in E, and EH L CG to meet the semi-circle
described on CG as diameter in H. Take CD = CH on CG and draw
DF II BG. ACDF is the required equilateral A (Fig. 110).
Proof: CH2 = CD2 = CE-CG (Th. 3.81). In ABCG, DF 11 BG,
CE/CG (Th. 4.92).
ACDF/ ACBG = CD2/CG2 =
But ACEB/ ACBG = CE/CG = AABC/ ACBG (Th. 4.91) (since
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ACEB = AABC between the ups AE, BC). Hence ACDF = AABC
and it is an equilateral A (because DF 11 BG). Therefore, ACDF is

the required A.

FIGURE 110

4.11. AB, AC are two radii in a circle with center A making an angle 120°.
Show how to inscribe a circle inside the sector ABC and, if D is the middle
point of the arc BC of the sector, find the ratio of the area of this inscribed
circle to that of the other circle inscribed in the segment BDC.
CONSTRUCTION : Bisect /BAC by AD. Draw DE I AB; then bisect
_

LADE by DF meeting AB in F. FM is drawn LAB meeting AD in
M. Then M is the center of the inscribed Q in the sector ABC whose
radius is MF or MD. Let AD, BC intersect in G and bisect DG in N.
Describe another Q with center N and radius ND inscribed in the
segment BDC (Fig. 111) .

FIGURE III

MF 11 DE, .'. LMFD = LFDE. But /FDE = /FDA
Proof:
(since DF bisects LADE). .'. /MFD = /FDA. .'. MF = MD.
MF L AB and D is the middle point of the arc BC, .'. Q with M
as center and MF = MD as radii touches AB, arc BC, and similarly

AC. In AAMF, LFAM = 60° and /F = right angle. Hence MF
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= //2 AM..'. AM = 2//MF..'. AD = AM + MD = (2/x3)
MF + MF = ((2 + /33)/

) MF..'. OM: OA = MF2:AD2 (Th.

)/0)2 MF2 1 :4.64 (approx.) (1).
AG = 4 AB
Again, in LGBA, /GAB = 60° and AG 1 CB.
= GD..'. ON: QA = ND2 : AD2 = 1 : 16 (2). Hence, dividing
(1) by (2) yields QM : ON = 16 : 4.64 = 3.45: 1 (approx.).
4.103, Cor. 3) =MF2 : ((2 +

4.12. ABCD is a quadrilateral in a circle whose diagonals intersect at right
angles. Through 0 the center of the circle GOG', HOH' are drawn parallel to
AC, BD respectively, meeting AB, CD in G, H and DC, AB, produced in
G', H'. Show that GH, G'H' are parallel to BC, AD respectively.

CONSTRUCTION: Let OG, OH meet BD, AC in E, F respectively.
Produce BA, CD to meet in K. Draw KLM L CA, OG meeting them
in L, M and KPQ 1 BD, OH meeting them in P, Q respectively (Fig.
112).

FIGURE 112

Proof: /ALK = /DPK = right angle and /LAK = /BAC
_ /BDC = /KDP. Hence As LAK, PDK are similar..'. AL/DP
= AK/DK. But As KAC, KDB are also similar..'. AK/DK = AC/BD

= AF/DE (since F, E are the mid-points of AC, BD). .'. AL/DP
= AF/DE or AL/AF = DP/DE..'. (AL + AF) /AF = (DP + DE) /DE
As
or KQ/AF = KM/DE. .'. KQ/KM = AF/DE = FC/BE.
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BEG, CFH are similar, .'. FC/BE =
CH/BG.... As KHQ, KGM are
similar, .'. KQ/KM = KH/KG = CH/BG..'. GH 11 BC [Th. 4.83(ii)].
Again, As AFH', DEG' are similar..'. AH'/DG' = AF/DE = CF/BE
KA KG = KD KH ('.' ADHG is cyclic),
= CH/BG = KH/KG.
KH/KG = KA/KD = AH'/DG'. .'. G'H' II AD.
4.13. Describe a right-angled triangle of given perimeter such that the
rectangle contained by the hypotenuse and one side will be equal to the square
on the other side.

CONSTRUCTION: Let AB be the given perimeter. On AB describe a

semi-circle AEB. Find E such that if ED be drawn LAB, EB = AD.
This is similar to dividing AB in D such that AD2 =
(see
Problem 2.24) (AJ = j AB and JB = JK). Bisect /s EAB, EBA by
AF, BF. Draw FG 11 AE, and FH 11 BE meeting AB in G, H (Fig. 113).

K

--

FIGURE 113

Hence FGH is the required A. (Note that As GFH, AEB are similar.)
Proof: /GFH is right. Also, /GAF = /FAE = alternate

/AFG.
GF = GA. Similarly, HF = HB.
= AB = given perimeter. '.' AB-BE = AE2,

GH + GF + HF

AB/AE = AE/BE
and AB/AE = GH/GF. Also, AE/BE = GF/FH... GH/GF = GF/FH.
Hence GF2 =
4.14. In a triangle ABC, D is the middle point of BC. G, H are the points in
which the inscribed and escribed circles touch BC. E is the foot of the perpendicularfrom A to BC, F the point in which the bisector of the angle A meets BC.
Prove that

CONSTRUCTION: Let M, N be the centers of the inscribed and
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escribed Qs. Join FN, NH, NB, BM, MG. Draw DR L BC meeting
FN in R (Fig. 114).

FIGURE I14

Proof: '.' BM bisects /ABC and BN bisects LCBI, and since AMN

is a straight line bisecting LA,
in AABF, AM/MF = AN/NF
= AB/BF (Th. 4.90). In AAEF,
MG 11 AE (both LBC), .'.
AM/MF = EG/GF. But, since As AFE, HFN are similar, .'. AF/FN
= FE/FH..'. (AF + FN) /FN = (FE + FH) /FH or A N/FN = EH/FH.

EH/FH = EG/GF..'.
4.15. ABC is a right-angled triangle at A, and AD is perpendicular to BC.
M, N are the centers of the circles inscribed in the triangles ABD, ACD. If
ME, NF are drawn parallel to AD meeting AB, AC in E, F respectively,

then AE = AF.
CONSTRUCTION : Let the Qs M, N touch BC, AD in G, H and P, Q

respectively. Join MG, MP, PB, MB, NQ, AN, AH, NH (Fig. 115).

Proof: /MBG = I LB = I /CAD = LNAQ.

right As

MBG, NAQ are similar.
MB/MG = AN/NQ.
MB/MP
= AN/NH. Since LBMG = LANQ,
LBMP = /ANH. .'.
LMBP = /NAH.
As BMP, ANH are similar.
LPBD
_ /HAD. Hence As PBD, HAD are similar..'. BD/DP = AD/HD.
BD -DH = AD -DP = AD -DG.
BD DH/CD - DG = AD/CD = AB/AC. '.' EMG is a straight line
II AD, .'. BD/DG = AB/AE. Similarly, DH/CD = AF/AC. Multiplying, .'. BD DH/CD DG = AB AF/AE AC = AB/AC. .'. AE
= AF.
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FIGURE IIrj

4.16. ABC is a triangle and PQR is the triangle formed by the points of
contact of the inscribed circle with AB, BC, CA respectively. Show that the
product of the three perpendiculars drawn from any point in its circumference
on the sides of triangle ABC is equal to the product of the other three perpen-

diculars drawn from that point on the sides of triangle PQR. If M is the
center of this circle and B T, RS are perpendiculars, to AC, PQ respectively,

MB RS.
CONSTRUCTION: Let D be any point on the inscribed OM. Draw

then

DE, DF, DG Is AB, BC, CA respectively and DH, DK, DL Is PQ,
QR, RP respectively. Join DP, DR, LE, LG, MP. Draw also MN, MO

Ls RS, BT, and let BM cut PQ in J (Fig. 116).

FIGURE I16

Proof: (i) Quadrilaterals DEPL, DGRL are cyclic. .'. LDLE
= LDPE and LDGL = LDRL. LDPE = LDRL or DRP, .'.
LDLE = LDGL. Similarly, LDEL = LDLG. .'. As DLE, DGL
are similar. .'. DL; DE = DG/DL. .', DL2 = DE-DG. Similarly,
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and DK2 =
Multiplying and taking
DL DH DK = DE DF DG.
(ii) As BMO, RMN are similar.
BM/RM = BO/RN, since
/MPB is right and MB is LPQ at
MP2 = MJ. MB = MR2.
MB/MR = MR/MJ = BO/RN.
MB/MR = (MR + BO) l

DH2 =

square roots,

(MJ + RN) _ (TO + BO)/(NS + RN) = BT/RS. .'.
MB RS.

4.17. D, E are two points on the sides AB, AC of a triangle ABC such that

/AED = /B. BE, CD intersect in F and BC, AF are bisected in M, N. If
MN is produced to meet AB, AC or produced in R, Q respectively, show that
AF is a common tangent to the circles circumscribing triangles ARQ, FRQ.

CONSTRUCTION: Bisect AB, AC in G, Hand join NG, NH. Through
N draw LNP, SNT 11 to AB, AC meeting AC, GM, AB, MH in L, P, S,

T respectively (Fig. 117).

FIGURE I17

Proof:,.* GN JJ BFand HN JI CF, .'. /AGN = /ABFand /AHN
= LACF. Since quadrilateral DBCE is cyclic,

/AGN = /AHN.

/ABF = LACF.

/GSN = /A = LHLN,

As GSN,

HLN are similar. .'. NS/NL = GS/HL = NP/PM. .'. NS/AS
= NP/PM, since LASN = /AGM = L NPM. Hence As ASN,
MPNare similar..'. LPMN = LNAS = /NQA (since GM J CAQ).
AN2 = NR-NQ
AN is tangent to ®ARQ [Th. 3.72(ii)].
NF is tangent to ®FRQ (Th. 3.80) ; i.e., AF is a common
=
tangent to ®s circumscribing As ARQ, FRQ.
4.18. Points D, E, F are taken in the sides BC, CA, AB respectively of a
triangle ABC so that BD, CE, AF may be equal. Through D, E, F lines are
drawn parallel to CA, AB, BC so as to form a triangle GHK in which KH is

parallel to BC (Fig. 118). Show that (i)2a - KH : 2b - GH : 2c - GK
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= a : b : c; (ii) area GHK = AABC{2 - (p/a + p/b + p/c)}2, where
a, b, c denote the sides BC, CA, AB respectively and p stands for BD.

Proof: (i)

As ABC, GKH are similar, .'. BC/KH = AC/GH

(2 BC - KH)/BC = (2 AC - GH)/AC = (2 AB GK)/AB. Hence 2a - KH : 2b - GH : 2c - GK = a : b : c.
= AB/GK.

f

(ii) AABC{2 - (p
`

+p+

a

= AABC{2

= AABC{2

2

p )}

b

c

CE

- (B_ + CA

AF

+AB))2

CL

- (BC

+ CB + BC1 2

(BD + CD B+CDL + MH +

+
BC

(BD + CD + DL + CD + BL +
= AABC12 _
KH2

= AABC-

BC 1

2

AGHK

= AABC AABC =
BC2

AGHK.

FIGURE I18

4.19. Given two straight lines OA, OB and two points A, B in them, and
a point P between them. It is required to draw through P a straight line,
XPY, so that XB is parallel to A Y.
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CONSTRUCTION: Join OP. Draw OD making an /DOA = /POB.

Take OD a fourth proportional to OA, OB, OP; i.e., OD/OA =
OB/OP. Then draw on PD a 0 subtending an / = /DOB. If this
Q does not cut OA, it is impossible to solve the problem. If on the
other hand, the Q touches OA, it has one solution, and if Q cuts OA

in two points, it has two solutions. Suppose Q cuts OA in X, X';
join XP and produce it to meet OB in Y; then XB is AY and similarly X'B is II AY' (Fig. 119).

FIGURE I19

Proof:

/OPY = /POX + /PXO = /DOB + PXO

_ /PXD + /PXO = /DXO. Hence As OPY, OXD are similar.

OP/OY = OX/OD. But OB/OP = OD/OA (construct).
by
multiplying, OB/OY = OX/OA..'. XB is 11 AY [Th. 4.83(ii)]. Also,
X'B is 11 AY'.
4.20. If two homothetic triangles (similarly placed) are described such that
one lies completely inside the other and if a third triangle can be constructed to
circumscribe the smaller triangle and has its vertices on the sides of the larger

triangle, then this third triangle will be the mean proportional of the first
two.

CONSTRUCTION: Let ABC, DEF be the two homothetic As and

GHK the third A. Join AE, AF and produce them to meet BC in
M, N; then join AD, FM. Draw DL 11 FE and join FL (Fig. 120).
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FIGURE 120

Proof: ADHF = ADAF (Th. 2.39). Similarly, ADKE = ADAE

and AFGE = AFME. Hence AGHK = AAFM. Also, ADEF
= ALEF.
AGHK

ADEF

AAFM
ADEF

AAFM AM
LLEF

LE

Alt. AAFM from A on BC
Alt. ALEF from L on FE

BC

FE

Since QABC/ QGHK = QABC/ AAFM, also AAFM/ QAMN
= AF/AN = FE/MN and QAMN/QABC = MN/BC..'. AAFM/
QABC = FE/BC = QGHK/ QABC = ADEF/ AGHK. Hence the
result is obvious.
4.21. A, B are the centers of two circles which touch externally. If the two
common tangents CD, EF are drawn to the circles so that C, E lie on circle A,
find the area of the trapezoid CEFD in terms of the radii.

CONSTRUCTION: From G the contact point of Qs, draw the third

common tangent PGQ. Join AB, BF and draw AK, PR Is BF, FE
respectively (Fig. 121).

Proof: Let r, r' be the radii of Qs A, B respectively. Since PGQ
bisects CD, EF, .'. AQCD + APEF = trapezoid CEFD = 2 APEF.
Trapezoid CEFD = PR EF. AB = r + r' and BK = r' - r,
AK2 = AB2 - BK2 = 4 rr'. Hence AK = 2 rr' = EF. Since As
PQR, ABK are similar (GBFQ is cyclic), .'. PR2/PQ2 = AK2/AB2.
... EF = AK = PQ, .'. PR2/EF2 = EF2/AB2. Therefore, PR2/4 rr'
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FIGURE 12 1

= 4 rr'/(r + r') 2 or PR = 4 rr'/(r + r'). Hence trapezoid CEFD

=
8 rr' rr /(r + r').
4.22. From a point P in the base BC of a triangle ABC, PM, PN are
drawn perpendiculars to AB, AC respectively and the parallelogram AMNR is
completed. Show that R lies on a fixed straight line.

CONSTRUCTION: Draw BE, CD Is AC, AB respectively. Complete

the Os ABES, ADCQ. Join QR, QS and draw CFG 11 QR, meeting
NR, ES in F, G. Then QS is the fixed line on which R lies (Fig. 122).
S

FIGURE 122

Proof: If it is shown that QR coincides with QS, then QRS is one

line. Now, RF = QC = AD. .'. FN = DM (since RN = AM). '.'
GE/FN = EC/NC = BC/CP = BD/DM, .'. GE = BD. Hence SG
= AD = QC..'. SGCQ is a O..'. CG 11 QS. Since it is also 11 QR (by
construction),
QR coincides with. QS. But, BE, CD are fixed
alternates of AABC. Hence QRS is also fixed.
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4.23. Circles are described on the sides of a quadrilateral ABCD, whose
diagonals are equal, as diameters. Prove that the four common chords of pairs
of circles on adjacent sides form a rhombus.

CONSTRUCTION : Let ABCD be the original quadrangle and EFGH

be the quadrangle formed by the intersection of the common chords
BPEF, ASGF, ECQH, GDRH. Join PQ, QR, RS (Fig. 123).

FIGURE 123

Proof: Since Qs on AB, BC as diameters intersect on AC ('.'
LAPB = LCPB = right), then P lies on AC or produced. Similarly,
for Qs taken in pairs, their points of intersection lie on AC, BD.
quadrangle ARDS is cyclic,
LQSR = LCAD. Similarly,
quadrangle QCDR is cyclic. .'. LSQR = LACD. Hence As QRS,
CD/AC = QR/QS. Also, As PQR, BCD are
CDA are similar.

similar..'. BD/CD = PR/QR.

BD = AC, .'. PR = QS.
Multiplying yields BD/AC = PR/QS.
Since also As HCR, HDQ are similar, .. HD/QD = HC/CR. But
LHQD = LQSA = right.
HQ II SG. Similarly, HR II EP.
HD/QD = HG/QS and HC/CR =
HG/QS = HE/PR..'.
HG = HE. '. HE II GF (1.SB), .. EFGH is a rhombus. Hence a 0
can be inscribed inside the rhombus EFGH.
4.24. Given the vertical angle of a triangle, the ratio of the radii of the circles
inscribed in the two triangles formed by the line bisecting the vertical angle and
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meeting the base, and the distance between the centers of these circles, construct

the triangle.

CONSTRUCTION: Let BAC be the given vertical angle of A. Bisect

LBAC by AP and Ls BAP, CAP by AQ, AR. On AQ, AR take the
distances AD, AE with the same given ratio of the radii. Between AD,

AE, take the distance MN = given distance between the centers of
inscribed Os and 1 DE. This is done by taking EL = this distance on
DE and drawing LM 11 AR. On MN as diameter, construct a semicircle to cut AP in F. Then draw FB, FC making LMFB = LMFA
and LNFC = LNFA (Fig. 124). Therefore ABC is the required A.

A

FIGURE 124

Proof: Draw the two Os with centers M, N and radii MG, NH

(which are Ls AP). Now, As MGJ, NHJ are similar, and AJ
bisects LMAN. .'. MJ/JN = MG/NH = AM/AN = AD/AE =
given ratio. Since FM, FN bisect Ls AFB, AFC, .'. M, N are the
centers of inscribed Os in As AFB, AFC and ratio of their radii
LAFB
MG : NH = given ratio. Again, LMFN = right.
+ LAFC = 2 right angles. Hence BFC is a straight line touching
Os M, N with MN = given distance.
4.25. ABCD is a quadrilateral inscribed in a circle. BA, CD produced and
AD, BC produced meet in E, F. If G, H, K are the middle points of BD, AC,
EF and M is the intersection of BD, AC, show that (i) AC/BD = 2 HK/EF

= EF/2 GK; (ii) GH/EF = (BD2 - AC2) /2 BD AC. If also from M a
line parallel to BC is drawn meeting AB, CD, AF, EF' in P, Q, R, S, prove

that RS2 = RP RQ.
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CONSTRUCTION. Join FH and produce it to N such that FH = HN;

then join AN, EN (Fig. 125).

FIGURE 125

Proof: (i) From congruence of As AHN, CHF : AN = and (CF.

Hence /NAE = supp. of /NAB = supp. of /ABC = /ADC
= /EDF. In similar As EAC, EDB : AC/BD = AE/ED. Also in
AE/ED = CF/DF.
similar As FDB, FCA : AC/BD = CF/DF.
Hence ED/DF = AE/CF = AE/AN. Therefore, As ANE, DFE are
AC/BD = AE/ED
AE/ED = EN/EF.
similar (Th. 4.86).
= EN/EF = 2 HK/EF. Similarly, AC/BD = EF/2 GK. Therefore,
AC/BD = 2 HK/EF = EF/2 GK.
(ii) Since the mid-points of the three diagonals of a complete
quadrangle are collinear (Problem 2.16) and '.' AC/BD = 2 HK/EF
= F.F/2 GK,

BD2 - AC2 GH
EF
2 `AC
EF 1 or 2 BD AC
BD) 2 EF
(iii) SQ/PQ = CF/BC. Also, QR/QM = CF/BC.
CF/BC =
1

/BD

AC

1(2 GK

2 HK\

(SQ - QR)/(PQ - QM) = RS/PM. Since CF/BC = RM/PM (in
AABF), .'. RM = RS. '.' RQ/RM = RM/RP = FC/FB, .'. RM2 =
RP RQ = RS2.
4.26. If D, D' and E, E' and F, F' are the points where the bisectors of the
interior and exterior angles of a triangle ABC meet the opposite sides BC, CA,
AB or produced in pairs, show that (i) 1 /DD' = 1 /EE' + 1 /FF';
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(ii) a2/DD' = b2/EE' + c2/FF', where a, b, c are the lengths of the sides
BC, BA, respectively (Fig. 126).

FIGURE 126

Proof: (i) BD : C = CD : b [Th. 4.90(i)]. .'. DB + CD : (b + c)
= CD : b..'. CD = ab/(b + c). Similarly, CD' = ab/(c - b). Hence
CD + CD' = DD' = 2 abc/(c2 - b2). Likewise, it can be shown that
EE' = 2 abc/(c2 - a2) andFF' = 2 abc/(a2 - b2T. Assuming c > a
and a > b and considering counterclockwise rotation to be (+ ), then
CB, BA, AC or D'D, FF', EE' have a (+) sign. Therefore, DD' is a

(-) quantity. Hence
1

1

1

1

DD' + EE' + FF' 2abc {b2 - c2 +
1/DD' = 1/EE' + 1 /FF'.
(ii) Similarly,
a2

-

b2

c2

+ -- + - =
DD' EE' FF'

c2 - a2 + a2 - b2} = 0.

1

{a2b2 - a2c2 + b2c2 -

2abc
b2a2 + c2a2 - c2b2} = 0.

.'. a2/DD' = b2/EE' + c2/FF'.
4.27. G, H are the middle points of the diagonals BD, AC of a quadrilateral
ABCD. If GH produced from both sides meets the sides AB, BC, CD, DA in

E, F, J, K respectively, show that (i) AE : EB = FC : FB = CJ : JD

=AK:KD; (ii) HE:HF=HJ:HK=GE:GK=GJ:GF and

if a circle with center M can be inscribed in the quadrilateral ABCD, then
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(iii) ME : MJ = AB : CD; (iv) MF : MK = BC : AD.
CONSTRUCTION: Draw the Ls AN, BO, CL, DT on transversal
FEGHJK (Fig. 127).

FIGURE 127

Proof: (i) Since G is the mid-point of BD, then As BOG, DGTare
congruent..'. BO = D T. Similarly, AN = CL. Now, As BOE, ANE
are similar. .'. AE/BE = AN/BO. Similarly, FC/FB = CL/BO

= AN/BO, CJ/JD = CL/DT = AN/BO, and AK/KD = AN/DT
= AN/BO. Hence AE/BE = FC/FB = CJ/JD = AK/KD.
(ii) Suppose that the previous ratios are denoted (a). Join AG, CG,
BH, HD. Now,

HE
HF

ABEH ABCH
ABEH
ABFH ABFH
ABFH
= ABCH).

BE BC

a-1

BA BF

a+1

(

AABH

Similarly, HJ/HK = GE/GK = GJ/GF = (a - 1)/(a + 1). Hence
these ratios are equal.
(iii) Let the incircle touch the sides AB, BC, CD, DA in P, Q, R, S.

Join MA, MB, MC, MD, MP, MQ, MR, MS. '.' ABEM/ ADJM

= ME BO/MJ D T = ME/MJ.

Similarly,

AAEMI ACJM

= ME/MJ. Hence
ABEM + AAEM
ADJM + ACJM
(since MP = MR).

AAMB

ME

ADMC

MJ

MP AB
MR CD

AB
CD
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(iv) In a similar way to (iii),

AFMC - ABFM ABMC
AMAK - AMDK AAMD

MF
MK

MQ BC
MS AD

BC
AD

(since MQ = MS).
4.28. If 0 is the center of the circumscribed circle of the triangle ABC, I is
the center of the inscribed circle, Ia is the center of the escribed circle opposite
to A, R, r, ra are the radii of these three circles in order, and N is the center of

the ninepointcircle, then (i) OI2 = R2 - 2 Rr; (ii) OIa2 = R2 + 2 Rra;
(iii) IN = I R - r; (iv) IaN = j R + ra; (v) R2 - OG2
{AB2 + BC2 + CA2}, where G is the centroid of the triangle ABC.

=

CONSTRUCTION: (i) Join AIIa cutting the 00 in D. DO produced

meets the circumference of QO in E. Join CE, CD, IF (F point of
contact of QI and AC) and produce 01 from both sides to meet the
circumference in M, X (Fig. 128).
J

E

FIGURE 128
.'.AI-CD
Proof: As AIF, EDC are similar. .'. AI/DE = IF/CD.
= IF-DE. '.' CD = DI (see Problem 3.10), .'. AI-DI = 2 Rr. Since
AI-DI
(ii) Produce Ia0 to meet the circumference of Q0 in J, L and join
IaK (K point of contact of Qla and AC produced). Again, As AIaK,
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EDC are similar.
Ala/DE = KIa/CD. .'. AI, -CD = KIa, DE
= 2 Rra,.
CD = Dla,
AIa DIa = IaJ 1aL = OIa2 - R2. .'.
OIa2 = R2 + 2 Rra.
(iii) H is the orthocenter of /ABC. Join MH, OH and produce
the latter to meet 00 in P, Q. Produce alt. A Tto meet 00 also in S.
N is the middle point of OH [Th. 3.77(i)], .'. in AOIH, 012

+HI2=2IN2+2NH2.

012=R2-2Rr and H12=2r2

- AH HT, .'. 2 H12 = 4r 2 - AH HS and 2NH2 = 4 OH2 = 4 R2
- AH HT..'. By adding, 2 (R2 - 2 Rr) + 4 r2 - AH HS = 41N2

+ R2 -

from which IN = -1 R - r.
(iv) Join HIa. In /OIaH, O1,2 + HI a2 = 2 IaN2 + 2 NH2. .'.
2(R 2 + 2 Rra) + 4ra2 - AH HS = 41,N2 + R2 - AH HS, from
which IaN = 4 R + ra.
(v) G is the point of trisection of OH [Th. 3.77(ii)]. Since A02
+ B02 + C02 = AG2 + BG2 + CG2 + 3 OG2 (easily proved), .'
3 R2 - 3 OG2 = AG2 + BG2 + CG2 = s (AB2 + BC2 + CA2).
Hence R2 - OG2 = 9 {AB2 + BC2 + CA 21.
4.29. AA', BB', CC' are the altitudes of a triangle ABC. D, E, F are the
centers of the inscribed circles in the triangles AB'C', BC'A', CA'B'. If the
inscribed circle in the triangle ABC touches BC, CA, AB in L, M, N respectively, show that the sides of the triangle DEF are equal and parallel to
those of triangle LMN.
CONSTRUCTION: Produce LO to meet AB in G (0 being the incenter

of /ABC). Join ADO, BEO, CFO, NE, MF, EA' (ADO, etc., are
straight lines, since they bisect Ls A, etc.) (Fig. 129).

FIGURE 129

Proof: Quadrangle AC'A'C is cyclic..'. LC'A'B = LA. Since EA'
bisects LC'A'B and ADO bisects LA, LEA'B = LBAO = 4 LA.
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Since, also, BEO bisects LB, .'. As ABO, A'BE are similar. .'.
BA'/BA = BE/BO. '.' LOG 11 AA' (both being IBC), .'. BL/BG
= BA'/BA. '.' BL = BN, .'. BN/BG = BA'/BA = BE/BO. .'.
NE jj LOG. In ABOG, .'. BN/BG = NE/GO = BL/BG = LO/GO
(BEO bisects /B)..'. NE = LO. Hence NE = and LO. Similarly,
MF = and 11 LO or NE. Therefore, NEFILI is a0. .'. FE = and jj
MN. Similarly with DF, NL and DE, ML.
4.30. In a triangle ABC, Q is the point of intersection of AF and BN where
F and N are the points of contact of the escribed circles opposite A and B with
BC and AC respectively, I the center of the inscribed circle, D the middle point

of BC, G the centroid, H the orthocenter, 0 the center of the circumscribed

circle. If DI is produced to meet AH in E, show that (i) AE = radius of
inscribed circle; (ii) AQ is parallel and equal to 2 ID; (iii) Q, G, I are
collinear and, QG = 2 IG; (iv) H, Q, 0, I are the vertices of a trapezoid one
of whose parallel sides is double the other and whose diagonals intersect in G.

CONSTRUCTION: (i) Let Qs I, M touch AC, BC or produced in K, L

and J, F. Join IK, ML, IJ, MF, AIM. Produce JI to meet AF in X
(Fig. 130).

FIGURE 130

AI/AM = IK/ML, since
1K 11 ML,
Proof: In AAML,
IX/MF
MF 11 JX (IBC). .'. In AAMF, AI/AM = IX/MF.
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= IK/ML. '.' MF = ML, .'. IX = IK. Hence X lies on the inscribed QI. '.' BF = CJ and D is the mid-point of BC, .'. D is also
the mid-point of FJ.
Also I is the mid-point of JX. .'. DI 11 AF. But JX AHP. .'.

AXLE is a0. .'. AE = IX = radius of QI.
(ii) Bisect AC in R and join IR, RD. '.' DI 11 AF and similarly
RI 11 BN and since RD 11 AB, .'. As IRD, QBA are similar. Therefore, ID/AQ = RD/AB = J or AQ is 11 and = 2 ID.

(iii) Join AD cutting QI in G. As AQG, DIG are similar. .'.
AQ/DI = AG/DG = 2 [from (ii)]. Hence AG = 2 DG, but AD is a
median in AABC. .'. G is the centroid and Q, G, I are collinear.
Since also AQ/DI = QG/IG = 2, .'. QG = 2 IG.
(iv) According to [Th. 3.77(ii)], 0, G, H are collinear and HG
= 2 GO. Since QG = 2 IG, .'. As GQH, GIO are similar (Th. 4.86).
HQ = 2 10 and to it, since the diagonals QI, HO intersect in G.
Hence HQOI is the required trapezoid.

Miscellaneous Exercises
1. On the sides AB, AC of a triangle ABC, points D, E are taken such that
AD is to DB as CE to EA. If the lines CD, BE intersect in F, the triangle
BFC will be equal in area to the quadrilateral ADFE.

2. If 0 is the center of the inscribed circle of the triangle ABC, and AO
meets BC in D, prove that AO : OD = (AB + AC) : BC.
3. From any point on the circumference of a circle perpendiculars are
drawn to two tangents to the circle and their chord of contact. Prove
that the perpendicular on the chord is a mean proportional between
the other two perpendiculars.
4. The inscribed circle touches the side BC of the triangle ABC in D. An
escribed circle touches BC in E. Show that the foot of the perpendicular
from E on AD lies on the escribed circle.

5. A straight line is drawn from a vertex of a triangle to the point where
the escribed circle touches the base. Show that if tangents be drawn to
the inscribed circle at the points of intersection, one of them will be
parallel to the base.
6. ABEC is a straight line harmonically divided; i.e., AB : AC = BE : EC.
If through E a straight line is drawn meeting parallels through B, C in
D and Q, and if AQ cuts DB produced in P, show that BP = BD.

7. If a circle PDG touches another circle ABC externally in D and a
chord AB extended in P, and if CE is perpendicular to AB at its middle
point E and on the same side of PAB as the circle PDG, prove that the

rectangle contained by CE and the diameter of PDG = PAPB.
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8. ABC, DEF are two straight lines AD, BE, CF being parallel to one
another. Prove that if AF passes through the middle point of BE, then
CD will also pass through that point.
9. ABCD is a rectangle inscribed in a circle. AD is produced to any point
E. EC is joined and produced to cut the circle and AB produced in F, G
respectively. Prove that
EG2 : BD2.
10. If AD, BE, CF are any three concurrent straight lines drawn from the
vertices of a triangle ABC to the opposite sides and M is their point of

concurrency, then DM/DA + EM/EB = FM/FC = 1.
11. DE is any straight line parallel to the side AC of a triangle ABC meeting
BC, AB in D, E. If a point F is taken on AC such that the triangles ABF,
BED are equal and FG is drawn parallel to AB meeting BC in G, show
that BD is a mean proportional between BC, BG. (Join AG, GE, AD and
show that GE 11 AD.)

12. ABCD is a quadrilateral inscribed in a circle and E is the intersection
of the diagonals. Show that BE : DE = AB BC : AD CD.
13. If a circle is drawn passing through the corner A of a parallelogram
ABCD and cutting AB, AC, AD in P, Q, R respectively, then
AP AB + AR AD. (Join PR, QR and draw CG making with AD
produced LDGC = LAQR. Another solution apply Ptolemy's
theorem to APQR.)
14. Circles are drawn on the sides of a right-angled triangle ABC at A, as
diameters. From A any transversal is drawn cutting circles on AB, BC,
CA-in F, G, H. Show that FG = AH.

15. ABC is a triangle and lines are drawn through B and C to meet the
opposite sides in E, F. If BE, CF intersect in a point on the median from
A, show that EF is parallel to BC.

16. Show that if on the sides of a right-angled triangle ABC, similar triangles are described so that their angles opposite to the sides AB, BC,
CA are equal, then the triangle on the hypotenuse is equal to the sum
of the other two triangles. (Let LA = right angle, ABD, BCE, ACF be
the equiangular As. Draw AG 1 BC and join GE. Then show that
AABD = ABGE.)
17. In the triangle ABC, AD, BE, CF are the altitudes and EM, FN are the
perpendiculars from E, Fon BC. Show that ACED : ABFD = CM : BN.

18. Show that the rectangle contained by the perpendiculars from the
extremities of the base in a triangle to the external bisector of the
vertex angle is equal to the rectangle contained by the perpendiculars
from the middle point of the base to the same external bisector and to
the internal bisector of the vertex angle.
19. The side AKLB of a rectangle ABCD is three times the side AD. If K, L

are the points of trisection of AB, and BD meets KC in R, prove that
C, R, L, B lie on a circle.
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20. ABCD is a quadrilateral inscribed in a circle. If the bisectors of the
angles CAD, CBD meet in G, show that AG : BG = AD + AC : BD
+ BC.
21. ABCD is a trapezoid whose parallel sides CD, AB have a ratio of 2 : 5.
If DE, CL are drawn parallel to BC, AD meeting AB in E, L and DE,
cutting AC, CL in H, G, show that ACGH = 8/105 trapezoid ABCD.

22. Show that the lines joining the vertices of a triangle to the points of
contact of the inscribed circle with the opposite sides are concurrent
and that these lines are bisected by the lines joining the middle points
of the opposite sides to the center of the incircle.
23. ABC is a triangle inscribed in a circle. If the altitudes AD, BE, CF are
produced to meet the circle in X, Y, Z respectively, show that AX/AD
+ BY/BE + CZ/CF = 4. (Join BX and use Exercise 10.)
24. If a, b, c are the lengths of the sides of a triangle ABC and if the internal
bisectors of the angles A, B, C meet BC, CA, AB in X, Y, Z and assuming

s is half the perimeter of the triangle, prove that (a) AX2 = be {1
AABC/(a + b)(b + c)(c
- [a2/(b + c)21}; (b) AX-BY-CZ =
+ a) ; (c) AXYZ/ AABC = 2 abc/(a + b) (b + c) (c + a).

25. Find the radius of the circle inscribed in a rhombus whose diagonals
are 2a and 2b.
26. M, N are the centers of two circles intersecting in A, B. From any point

C on the circumference of either one of the circles, a tangent CD is
drawn to the other. Show that (CD2 :
is constant. (Let c be
on circle N, CD tangent to circle M. Produce CA to meet circle M in E,
then join EB, AB, MN, BM, BN.)

27. Divide a given arc of a circle into two parts so that the chords of the
parts are in a given ratio.
28. Through two fixed points on the circumference of a circle draw two
parallel chords which will be to each other in a given ratio.
29. ABC is a triangle inscribed in a circle. From A straight lines AD, AE are

drawn parallel to the tangents at B, C respectively, meeting BC produced if necessary in D, E. Prove that BD : CE = AB2 : AC2.
30. In Problem 2.8, show that AM is a mean proportional between MC,
BN.
31. ABC is an equilateral triangle inscribed in a circle and D any point on
the circumference. If BD, AD produced meet AC, CB or produced in E,
F and DC cuts AB in G, prove that (a) triangles ABF, CDF, BAE, CDE
are similar; (b) BG : CE = CG2 : BE2.

32. Prove by ratio and proportion that the middle points of the three
diagonals of a complete quadrilateral are collinear. (See Problem 2.16.
Complete 7s AECK, EBLD. Join EK, EL, DL, FL, LK. Prove that
KLF is a straight line. Hence GHJ is one line 11 KLF.)
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33. DM, DR are two tangents to a circle from a point D. From D a line is

drawn parallel to another tangent from any point A on the circle,
meeting AM, AR produced in B, C. Show that BMRC is cyclic, and find

the center of its circle.
34. In an equilateral triangle draw a straight line parallel to one of the
sides so as to divide the triangle into two parts whose areas are proportional to the squares on lines equal to their perimeters.
35. AB is a diameter of a semi-circle whose center is 0. AO is bisected in C
and on AC, CB as diameters two semi-circles are inscribed in the first

one. If DE is a common tangent to the smaller semi-circles and produced to meet BA produced in M, show that AC = 2 AM.
36. CD, CE are tangents to a circle from any point C. AB is a chord in the
circle bisected by DE. If AG, AH, BM, BN are perpendiculars to both
tangents CD, CE from A, B, show that
(Use
Exercise 3.)
37. ABC is a triangle. Two circles are described passing through B, C such
that one touches AB in B and the other touches AC in C. If the circles
cut AB, AC or produced in F, G, show that (a) BG I CF; (b) AG : AF
= AB3 : AC3.

38. (a) Construct a triangle given the base, the area, and the sum of the
sides; (b) construct a triangle given the base, the area, and the difference of the sides. (Use Problem 3.25.)
39. ABCD is a quadrilateral and F, G, H are three points on AD, BD, CD
respectively such that AF : FD = BG : GD = CH : HD. If M, N, L are
the middle points of AB, AC, BC respectively, prove that FL, GN, HM
are concurrent. (Join the sides of the triangles FGH, MNL and show
that they are homothetic.)

40. A straight line bisects the base BC of a triangle ABC, passes through
the center of the inscribed circle, and meets at P a straight line drawn
through A parallel to the base. Show that AP = # (AB - AC.)
41. A circle cuts the sides BC, CA, AB of a triangle ABC in six points A', A",

B', B", C', C" respectively and the perpendiculars to the respective
sides at three of these points are concurrent. Show that those erected at
the other three points are also concurrent.
42. From the vertex A of a triangle ABC, AD and AE are drawn to the base
making with AB, AC two equal angles. Show that AB2 : AC2 = BD-BE
: CD CE.

43. Two straight lines BP, CQ are drawn from B, C of a triangle ABC to
meet the opposite sides in P, Q and intersect on the altitude AD in E.
Show that AD bisects the angle PDQ.

44. From a given point on the circumference of a given circle, draw two
chords so as to be in a given ratio and to contain a given angle.
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45. A point D is taken in the side AB of a triangle ABC, and DC is drawn.
It is required to draw a straight line EFparallel to BC and meeting AB,
AC in E, F so that the quadrilateral EBCF may be equal to the triangle
DBC. (In AB take AE the mean property between AB, AD and draw
EF 11 BC.)

46. Divide a triangle into any number of equal parts by straight lines
parallel to the base.
47. ABCD is a parallelogram; APQ is drawn cutting BC and DC produced

in P, Q. If the angle ABP' be made equal to the angle ADQ', BP'
= BP and DQ' = DQ, prove that the angles PBP', QDQ', P'AQ' are
all equal and that AP' : AQ' = AP : AQ.
48. If two of the sides of a quadrilateral are parallel, show that the difference of the squares on the two diagonals is to the difference of the

squares on the non-parallel sides as the sum of the lengths of the
parallel sides is to their difference.
49. ABCD is a rhombus and any straight line is drawn from C to cut AB,
AD produced in F, G. Show that 1/AB = 1/AF + 1/AG.

50. D, E are the points of intersection of two circles of which one is fixed
and the other passes always through fixed points A, B. Prove that the
ratio
BD -BE) is constant. (Produce AD, BE to cut a fixed
circle in L, R. Join LE, RD.)
51. AD, BE, CF, the perpendiculars from the vertices of a triangle on the
opposite sides, intersect in 0. Prove that A0 -AB = AE x diameter of

the circumscribed circle and OB OC = OD x diameter of the circumscribed circle.

52. Construct a quadrilateral ABCD given the four sides and the area.
[Produce BC to E such that BC/BE = AD/AB. Draw CG, EF ,1s AB,
and CH L AD. Prove that 2 AD(BF + DH) = AB2 + BC2 - AD2
- DC2 = given. ,', (BF + DH) is given. Also, 2 tiABCD = AD(CH
(CH + EF) is given, also BE is given.]
+ EF).
53. AB, AC are the sides of a regular pentagon and a regular decagon
inscribed in a circle with center 0. The angle AOC is bisected by a
straight line which meets AB in D. Prove that the triangles ABC, ACD

are similar, also the triangles AOB, DOB. Thence prove that AB2
= AC2 +A 02.
54. From the vertex of a triangle draw a line to the base so that it may be a

mean proportional between the segments of the base. (Describe a
circle about given AABC and find its center 0. On OA describe a semi-

circle ODA cutting BC in D. Draw chord ADE and show that AD2
= AD-DE = BD-DC.)
55. Two circles touch externally in C. If any point D is taken without them
such that the radii AC, BC subtend equal angles at D and DE, DF are
DC2.
tangents to the circles, then
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56. Two triangles which have one angle of the one equal to one angle of the

other, and are to one another in the ratio of the squares of the sides
opposite those angles, are similar to each other.
57. Two circles touch in 0, and a straight line cuts one in A, B, the other in

C, D. Show that OB OC : OA OD = BC : AD. (Draw the common
tangent OK meeting AB in K and CE, AF L BO, DO respectively.)
58. From the vertex A of a triangle ABC inscribed in a circle, a tangent AD
is drawn to touch the circle at A and meet the base BC produced in D.

From D another tangent DE is drawn touching the circle at E. BML
is drawn parallel to AD meeting AE, AC or produced in M, L. Show

that BM = ML.
59. E is the middle point of the side BC of a square ABCD, 0 is the intersection of its diagonals, F the middle point of AE, G the centroid of the

triangle ABE. If OG cut AE in H, prove that the square ABCD
60. AB, the diameter of a circle, is trisected in C, D. PCQ, PDR are two

chords of the circle and QR meets AB produced in N. Prove that
PC2 : PD2 = NR : NQ. (From Q draw QF 11 PDR meeting AB in F.)
61. Construct a triangle having given the radius of its circumscribed circle
and the radii of two of the four circles touching the sides.
62. ABC is a triangle. Find a point D on AB such that if a parallel DE to
the base BC be drawn to meet AC in E, then DE2 = BD2 + CE2.

63. Construct a triangle on a given base and with a given vertical angle
such that the base may be a mean proportional between the sides.
Show that the problem is possible only when the given angle is not
greater than 60°.
64. Show that any two diagonals of a regular pentagon cut each other in
extreme and mean ratio.
65. ABC is a triangle inscribed in a circle. If the bisector of the vertex
angle BAC meets the base BC in D and the circumference in E and is
bisected in D, show that AB2 = 2 BD2 and AC2 = 2 CD2.

66. Construct a triangle given the base and the vertex angle so that the
rectangle contained by the sides may be a maximum.
67. Construct a triangle given the base, the vertical angle, and the ratio
between the perimeter and the altitude to that base.
68. A circle is described about an isosceles triangle. Prove that the distance
of any point in the arc subtended by the base opposite the vertex from
the vertex bears a constant ratio to the sum of its distances from the
other two vertices.

69. Through a given point P in the base BC of a triangle ABC, draw a
straight line to cut the sides AB, AC in R, Q respectively so that BR will
be equal to CQ.
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70. Three circles touch each other internally at the same point. Prove that
the tangents drawn from any point on the largest circle to the other
two circles bear to one another a constant ratio.
71. Prove that the side of a regular polygon of twelve sides inscribed in a
circle is a mean proportional between the radius of the circle and the
difference between the diameter of the circle and the side of an equi-

lateral triangle inscribed in the circle. (Let ABC be the equilateral
triangle inscribed in circle 0. Draw diameter AOD and join BD.
Bisect arc BD in F and join FB, FO, BO. FB will be the side of a twelvesided regular polygon.)

72. ABC is a triangle; the sides AB, AC are cut proportionally in the points
D, E. From any point Pin BC two straight lines PQ and PR are drawn
meeting AB or AB produced in Q, R, and always intercepting a portion
QR which is equal to AD. Also, PQ', PR' are drawn meeting AC or AC

produced in Q', R', and always intercepting a portion Q'R' which is
equal to AE. Show that the sum of the areas PQR, PQ'R', is constant.
73. Prove that the straight line drawn from a vertex of a triangle to the
center of the inscribed circle divides the line joining the orthocenter
to the center of the circumscribed circle into segments, which are in the
ratio of the perpendicular from the center of the circumscribed circle on
the opposite side of the triangle to the radius of the nine-point circle.

74. Three circles have a common chord, and from any point in one, tangents are drawn to the other two. Prove that the ratio of these tangents
is constant.

75. From the point of contact of two circles which touch internally are
drawn any two chords at right angles, one in each circle. Prove that the

straight line joining their other extremities passes through a fixed
point. (Let QABEwith center 0 touch QADCwith center O' internally
at A. Let AEC, AB be chords 1 each other. Produce AB to D; BE, DC
are diameters, and let BC cut 00' in G. Show that G is a fixed point.

76. AD is drawn perpendicular to the hypotenuse BC of a right-angled
triangle ABC. On BC, AB similar triangles BEC, AGB are similarly
described so that the angles CBE, ABG are equal; DE is drawn. Prove
that the triangles ABG, BDE are equal.
77. From a point T a tangent is drawn to each of two concentric circles,
and through the common center C, CPR' is drawn parallel to the bisector of the exterior angle at T, meeting the tangents in R, R'. Show
that the ratio of CR to CR' is independent of the position of T.
78. ABD is the diameter of a semi-circle ACD, and ABC is a right angle. E
any point on the chord AC inside the semi-circle is joined to B, and CF

is drawn cutting AD in F and making the angle BCF equal to the
angle ABE. Prove that AE : EC = BF : BD.
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79. Show how to draw through a given point in a side of a triangle a
straight line dividing the triangle in a given ratio. (In BA take BD so
that BD : AB in the given ratio. Let D be between B and P the given
point in AB. Draw DE HICP; DE will be the required line.)

80. Two parallelograms ABCD, A'BC'D' have a common angle at B. If
AC' and DD' meet in 0, prove that OD' : OD = fig. A'BC'D' : fig.
ABCD.

81. A, B are the centers of two circles and DEFG is a transversal cutting the
circles A, B in D, E and F, G respectively such that the ratio DE : FG is
fixed. Two tangents DP, GP are drawn to the circles A, B respectively.
Show that DP : GP is a constant ratio.

82. Given the three altitudes of a triangle, construct the triangle.

83. Construct a triangle equal to a given triangle and having one of its
angles equal to an angle of the triangle and the sides containing this
angle in a given ratio.
84. Two circles intersect in A, B. The chords BC, BD are drawn touching
the circles at B, and the points D, C are joined to A. Prove that AC, AD

are to each other in the ratio of the squares of the diameters of the
circles.

85. Two fixed circles touch externally at A, and a third passes through A
and cuts the other two orthogonally in P, Q. Prove that the straight
line PQ passes through a fixed point.

86. If the base of a triangle be a mean proportional between the sides,
prove that the bisectors of the angles at the base will cut off on the
sides segments measured from the vertex such that their sum is equal to
the base.

87. If perpendiculars be drawn from any point on the circumference of a
circle to the sides of an inscribed quadrilateral, the rectangle contained
by the perpendiculars on two opposite sides is equal to the rectangle
contained by the other two perpendiculars.

88. Prove that any straight line drawn from the orthocenter of a triangle
to the circumference of the circumscribing circle is bisected by the
nine-point circle.
89. The opposite sides AB, DC of a quadrilateral ABCD are divided in a
given ratio at E and F so that AE : EB = DF : FC, and the other pair
of opposite sides BC, AD are divided at G, H in another given ratio so
that BG : GC = AH : HD. Show that the point of intersection of EF

and GH divides GH in the first of the given ratios and EF in the
second.

90. Construct a triangle similar to a given triangle and having its vertices
on three given parallel lines.
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91. Divide a quadrilateral in a given ratio by a straight line drawn from a
given point in one of its sides. (Let ABCD be the given quadrilateral
and P given point in CD. Convert ABCD into an equal triangle in area
through P by drawing CE II PB and DF II PA meeting AB produced in
E, F.
LPEF = c2ABCD [see Problem 2.4(ii)]. Divide EF in the
given ratio by point Q. Hence PQ is the required line.)
92. ABCD is a quadrilateral of which the sides AB, DC meet in P and the
sides AD, BC in Q. Prove that PA PC : PB PD = QA QC: QB QD.
(Draw BE 11 AQ meeting PC in E and DF II AP meeting CQ in F.)
93. Two escribed circles of the triangle ABC are drawn, one touching AB,
AC produced in D, E respectively, the other touching BA, BC produced
in F, G. Through D the diameter DH is drawn. Prove that (a) AF =
BD; (b) HC produced passes through F. (Use Problem 4.30.)
94. Construct a triangle given the base, the difference between the base
angles, and the rectangle contained by the sides.
95. Divide a triangle by a straight line drawn through a given point into

(a) two equal parts; (b) two parts of which the areas have a given
ratio. [(a) Let D be the given point inside LABC. Join AD and make
AE subtend LBAE = LCAD. Take AE such that AD AE = J AB AC.

Join DE and construct on it an arc of Q subtending L = LEAC. If
this arc cuts AB in F, F', then two solutions are possible by joining FD,

F'D.]
96. ABC is a triangle whose sides AB, BC, CA are in ratio of 4 : 5 : 6. Show

that LB = 2 LC.
97. ABC is a triangle inscribed in a circle. If through A another circle is
described cutting the first one, AB, AC in E, D, G, show that AB : AC
= EB + EG : EC + ED. (Join AE and draw CM II AE.)

98. Construct an isosceles triangle having given its vertex angle and the
area.
99. ABC is a right-angled triangle with the right angle at A. If AD, AE are
the altitude and bisector of the right angle and F is the middle point of
BC, show that (AB + AC) 2 : AB2 + AC2 = FD : FE.
100. Construct a triangle having given the area and angles. [Let the given
area of a triangle be a2. Construct any triangle AB'C' similar to the
required triangle, the angles being given. Produce AB' to D' so that
B'D' _ J C'D the altitude of AAB'C'. On AD' as diameter, describe a
semi-circle which is cut by perpendicular B'E to AD' in E. Produce
B'E to F such that B'F = a (side of square equal in area to triangle).
AE produced meets FR which is _L BF in R. RB is LAD' produced
and BC 11 B'C'. Hence ABC is the required triangle.]

101. ABC is an equilateral triangle and D any point in BC. Show that if AL

be drawn perpendicular to BC and BM, CN perpendicular to AD,
then AL2 = BM2 + CN2 + BMCN.
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102. 0 is a point inside a triangle ABC. Lines are drawn from the middle
points of BC, CA, AB parallel to OA, OB, OC respectively. Prove that
they meet in a point 0' and that, whatever be the position of 0, 00'
passes through a fixed point and is divided by it in the ratio of 2 : 1.
103. In Fig. 59, prove that EK produced passes through one of the points of
trisection of BH.
104. H1, H2, H3, H4 and G1, G2, G3, G4 are the orthocenters and centroids of
the four triangles BCD, ACD, ABD, ABC formed by the cyclic quadri-

lateral ABCD. Show that the two figures ABCD and H1H2H3H4 are
congruent, also that G1G2G3G4 and H1H2H3H4 are similar.

105. Two equal circles having centers A, B touch at C. A point D, in AB
produced, is the center of a third circle passing through C. Take a
common tangent (other than that at C) to the circles whose centers are
A and D, and let P and Q be the points of contact. Draw the line CQ
cutting the circle with center B in M and produce it.to meet in N the
tangent to this circle at E which is diametrically opposite to C. Show

that EN = PQ and CM = QN.
106. If two semi-circles are on opposite sides of the same straight line, and
the radius of the greater is the diameter of the less, draw the greatest

straight line perpendicular to the diameter and terminated by the
circles. (Let ADB, AEC be the semi-circles, AC = CB. Bisect AC in F
and trisect FC in G so that GC = 2 FG. Draw DGE L AC. Hence DE is
the greatest line.)
107. ABC, A'B'C' are two similar triangles. In BC, CA, AB points D, E, F are
taken and B'C', C'A', A'B' are divided in D', E', F' similarly to BC, CA,

AB respectively so that BD : DC = B'D' : D'C', etc. Prove that the
triangles DEF, D'E'F' are similar and that if the straight lines drawn
through D, E, F at right angles to BC, CA, AB respectively are concurrent, so also are the corresponding straight lines drawn from D', E',

F'.
108. ABCD is a quadrilateral of which the angles A and B are right angles. A

point L is taken in AB such that AL : LB = AD : BC. Show that
PD2, where P is the middle point of
LP2 = 2
DC.

109. Two circles touch each other internally at 0 and a chord ABCD is
drawn. The tangent at A intersects the tangents at B and C in G, E.
The tangent at D intersects the tangents at B and C in F, H. Prove that
OA bisects the angle GOE and that EFGH can be inscribed in a circle
which touches both given circles at 0.

110. Construct a circle which will cut three straight lines at given angles.
(Let AB, BC, CA forming LABC be the given lines. With any point 0
as center describe a circle. Draw radius OM J. the direction of BC;
make LMOD = LMOE = angle at which the required circle is to cut
BC. ',' DE is LOM, .', DE is 11 BE and.% the angle which tangent at D
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QDME cuts DE at the same angle at
which the required circle is to cut BC. Similar chords FG, HK of circle
DME may be found 11 BA, AC and cutting circle DME at the same
given angles.)

CHAPTER 5

LOCI AND TRANSVERSALS
Definitions and Theorems
Loci
Definition: If any and every point on a line, part of a line, or group of lines
whether straight or curved satisfy an assigned condition and no other point
does so, then that line, part of a line, or group of lines is called the locus of the
point satisfying that condition.

Among the most important loci are:
5.1. The locus of a point at a given distance from a given point is the circumference of the circle having the given point as center and the given distance as

radius.

5.2. The locus of a point at a given distance from a given straight line is a
pair of straight lines parallel to the given line, one on each side of it.
5.3. The locus of a point equidistant, from two given points is the straight line
bisecting at right angles the line joining the given points.
5.4. The locus of a point equidistant from two given intersecting lines is the
two bisectors of the angles formed by the two given lines.

5.5. The locus of a point from which tangents of given length or subtending
a given angle are drawn to a given circle is another circle concentric with the
given one.

5.6. The locus of a point which subtends a given angle at a given line is an arc
of a circle passing through the ends of the given line. If this is a right angle
then the locus will be the circle on the given line as diameter.

Some of the most frequently used loci are:
5.7. The locus of the mid-points of the chords of given length drawn in a given
circle is a circle concentric with the given one and touching the chords at these
points.

5.8. The locus of a point the sum of the squares of whose distances from two
given points is constant is a circle with the mid point between the given points as
center.

5.9. The locus of a point the dference of the squares of whose distances from
two given points is constant is a straight line perpendicular to the line joining
the two given points.
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5.10. The locus of a point the ratio of whose distances from two fixed points is

constant is a circle, called the Apollonius circle.
TRANSVERSALS

5.11. Ceva's theorem: Any three straight lines drawn through the vertices of a
triangle so as to intersect in the same point either inside or outside the triangle

divide the sides into segments such that the product of three non-adjacent
segments is equal to the product of the other three.
5.12. Conversely, if three straight lines drawn through the vertices of a triangle
cut the sides themselves, or one side and the other two produced, so that the
product of three non-adjacent segments is equal to the product of the others, the
three lines are concurrent.

5.13. Menelaus' theorem: If the sides or sides produced of a triangle be cut by
a transversal, the product of three non-adjacent segments is equal to the product
of the other three.
5.14. Conversely, if three points be taken on two sides and a side produced of a

triangle, or on all three sides produced, such that the product of three nonadjacent segments is equal to the product of the others, the three points are
collinear.

Solved Problems
5.1. Find the locus of a point the sum of whose distances from two given
intersecting straight lines is equal to a given length.

ANALYSIS: Let AOB, COD be the given intersecting straight lines
and X the given length (Fig. 131) . Between OA, OC place the straight

FIGURE 131

line GK = X and 1 to OA. This is done by taking EN = X on any
line LN L OA and drawing EG 11 OA. Then GK = EN = X. Cut off
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OH = OG and join GH. Hence in the isosceles AOGH, the sum of
the L distances of any point in GH from OA, OC is equal to GK (see
Problem 1.20). Therefore, every point in GH satisfies the required
condition.
Also, no point within the angle AOC not in GH has the sum of its
distances from OA, OC equal to X.
Proof: Take any such point P. Through P draw LPM 11 GH; draw

LN L AO. Then the sum of the Idistances of P to OA, OC = LN.
But LN is not equal to GK or X, since LNKG cannot be a rectangle
because NK meets LG and 0. And if we take OR, OQ each equal to
OG and join GR, RQ, QH, it can be shown in the same way that
every point on the lines GR, RQ, QH (and no other) has the sum of
its I- distances from AB, CD equal to X. Therefore the perimeter of
the rectangle GHQR is the required locus.
5.2. ABCD is a quadrilateral and P is a point inside it such that the sum of
the squares on PA, PB, PC, PD is constant. Show that the locus of P is a
circle and find its center.
CONSTRUCTION : Bisect AB, BC, CD, DA in E, F, G, H respectively.

Join EG, FH to intersect in 0. Then 0 is the center of the locus 0 of
P whose radius is OP (Fig. 132).

FIGURE 132

Proof: Join PE, PG, OA, OB, OC, OD. 0 is the mid-point of EG,

FH (see Problem 1.14). AP2 + PB2 = 2 (PE2 + AE2) and PC2
+ PD2 = 2 (PG2 + DG2)..'. AP2 + PB2 + PC2 + PD2 = 2 (PE2

+ PG2 + AE2 + DG2) = 4 (P02 + OG2) + 2 (AE2 + DG2)
= 4 P02 + OA2 + OB2 + OC2 + OD2 = constant. Since 0 is the
mid-point of EG, FH and hence fixed and OA, OB, OC, OD are fixed

lengths, .'. PO is fixed in length..'. Locus of P is 0 with 0 as center
and PO as radius.
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5.3. From any point P on the circumference of a circle circumscribing a triangle

ABC perpendiculars PD, PE are let fall on the sides AB, BC. Prove that the
locus of the center of the circle circumscribing the triangle PDE is a circle.

CONSTRUCTION: Join PB and bisect it in M, which will be the
center of 0 circumscribing APDE. Join OB and with OB as diameter draw a 0 which is the required locus of M (Fig. 133).

FIGURE 133

Proof: As will be seen later, DE is the Simson line of P with respect

to QABC. Since LPDB + LPEB = 2 right angles, .'. quadrangle
PDBE is cyclic. Hence 0 circumscribing APDE will pass through
B. .'. PB is a diameter of OPDE. Since the L from 0 the circumPB. '.' OB is a radius of
center of AABC bisects PB, .'. OM is
I

QABC and fixed in position and length, .'. the locus of M, the circumcenter of APDE, is a circle with OB as diameter.
5.4. M and N are the centers of two circles which intersect each other orthogonally at A, B. Through A a common chord CAD is drawn to the circles M,
N meeting them in C, D respectively. Find the locus of the middle point of CD.

CONSTRUCTION: Join MN and on it as diameter construct a Q
which will be the locus of E the mid-point of CAD. Draw MG, NK Ls

to CAD and join ME, EN, MA, AN (Fig. 134).

Proof: Since Qs cut orthogonally,

MA is L AN. :.MN2

= MA2 + AN2. '.' E, G, K are the mid-points of CAD, CA, AD, .'.

CG+GE=AE+AD.

2GE+AE=AE+2AK.

GE

= AK. Again, MA2 + AN2 = MG2 + AG2 + KN2 + AK2 = (MG2
+ GE2) + (KE2 + KN2) = EM2 + EN2 = MN2..'. MEN is a right
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FIGURE 134

angle. '.' MN is fixed, hence Q on MN as a diameter is the locus of
E for all locations of CAD.
5.5. PQ is a chord in a fixed circle such that the sum of the squares on the
tangents from P, Q to another fixed circle is always constant. Show that the
locus of R the middle point of PQ is a straight line.

CONSTRUCTION : Let M be the center of the 0, where PQ is a
chord and PC, QD are the tangents to another 0 center N. From R
draw RS l to MN and this will be the locus of R. Join MP, MR, NP,
NQ, NC, ND, NR (Fig. 135).

FIGURE 135

Proof: PN2 + NQ2 = PC2 + CN2 + QD2 + DN2. But (PC2
+ QD2) is constant and CN = DN = fixed radii.
PN2 + NQ2
= constant = 2 NR2 + 2 PR2 = 2 NR2 + 2 PM2 - 2 RM2. But
PM is fixed also..'. NR2 - RM2 = constant. Since M, N are fixed

centers, .'. locus of R is the

I

RS on MN (see Problem 5.9).
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5.6. If the rectangle ABCD can rotate about the fixed corner A such that
B, D move along the circumference of a given circle whose center is 0, find the
locus of the remaining corner C.

CONSTRUCTION: Join the diagonals AC, BD to intersect in E. Then

the locus of C is a concentric Q with 0 as center and OC as radius.
Join OA, OD, OE (Fig. 136).

Proof: Since E is the mid-point of AC, BD, and OE is 1 BD, .',
A02 + OC2 = 2 OE2 + 2 AE2 = 2 OE2 + 2 DE2 = 2 DO2.
OC2 = 2 DO2 - A02 = constant (since DO, AO are fixed). .' 0 is
a fixed center, .'. the locus of C is a concentric Q with center 0 and
radius = 2 DO - A02.
5.7. A circle of constant magnitude passes through a fixed point A and inter-

sects two fixed straight lines AB, AC in B, C. Prove that the locus of the
orthocenter of the triangle ABC is a circle.

CONSTRUCTION: Let H be the orthocenter of AABC, and 0 be the
center of QABC. Join OC and drop OD I BC. With A as center and
AH as radius construct a 0 to be the locus of H (Fig. 137).
Proof: Since the 00 is of constant magnitude and A, AF, AL are
fixed in position, then BC is of constant magnitude. '. OD is _L BC,

LDOC = LBAC. Since OD
D is the mid-point of BC.
= CD cot DOC = CD cot BAC and OD = AH (see Problem
BC is fixed in length
AH = 2 CD cot A = BC cot A.
1.32),
and LA is constant, .'. AH is a fixed length. But, since A is a fixed

point, the locus of H is a 0 with A as center and (BC -cot A) as
radius.
5.8. Through a fixed point 0 any straight line OPQ is drawn cutting a fixed
circle M in P and Q. On OP, OQ as chords are described two circles touching
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FIGURE 137

the fixed circle at P, Q. Prove that the two circles so described intersect on
another fixed circle.

CONSTRUCTION : Let this point of intersection be S. Join OS, PS,

QS and draw PR, QR tangents to the QM. Join RM and OM. On
OM as diameter draw a 0 which will be the locus of S (Fig. 138).
R

FIGURE 138

Proof: In ASOQ, LSOQ + LSQO + LOSQ = 2 right angles.
RQ touches QN passing through AOSQ, .'. LRQS = LSOQ.
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/RQO + LOSQ = 2 right angles. Since LRQS = /RPS =
LPOS, .'. SPQR is a cyclic o. But PMQR is also cyclic. Then the

figure SPMQR is cyclic. Hence LMSQ = LMRQ.
LRQO
+ LMRQ + /MSO = 2 right angles.
LRQO + LMRQ
= right angle (RM L PQ), .'. LMSO = right angle. But 0, M are
two fixed points. Therefore, 0 drawn on OM as diameter is the
locus of S and is a fixed Q.
5.9. Given a fixed circle and two fixed points A, B. From A, a line AC is
drawn to intersect the circle in C. Produce AC to D so that AC = CD. E is
the middle point of AB. If CB intersects DE in M, find the locus of M.
CONSTRUCTION : Let 0 be the center of the fixed Q. Join DB, OB,
OC. Draw MN 11 CO to cut OB in N. Then the locus of M is a circle

with center N and radius MN (Fig. 139).

FIGURE 139

Proof: '.' C, E are the mid-points of AD, AB in AADB..'. M is the

centroid of AADB. .'. BM = -2 BC. '.' MN is 11 CO in ABOC,
BM/BC = MN/OC = 3. .'. MN = OC, the fixed radius of 00.
Hence MN is of fixed length. Again, BM/BC = BN/BO =
BN = s BO. '.' B and 0 are both fixed and BN is of fixed length..'.
3.

N is a fixed point on BO. Hence locus of M is a Q with center N and

radius MN = s radius OC.
Note: If, in general, E divides AB into EB/AE = given ratio p and
C divides AD into CD/AD = given ratio q,
in AABC : (CD/DA)
(AE/EB)(BM/MC) = 1 (Th. 5.13). .'. BM/MC = (DA/CD)
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(EB/AE) = p/q.

.'.

BM/BC = p/(p + q) = MN/CO. .'. MN =

CO (pl (p + q)) and N is also fixed on OB.

Locus of M is Q N with

MN as radius.
5.10. The vertices of a triangle are on three straight lines which diverge from
a point, and the sides are in fixed directions; find the locus of the center of the
circumscribed circle.

CONSTRUCTION: Let DEF, D'E'F' be two As with their vertices on

ODD', OEE', OFF'. Bisect DF in G and produce OG to meet DP in
G'. Let C, C' be the centers of the circumscribing Os on DEF, D'E'F'.
Then OC, OC' will be the locus of C (Fig. 140).

FIGURE 140

Proof: Since G is the mid-point of DF and D'F' is 11 DF, .'. G'
/DEF = /D'E'F',
/DCF = /D'C'F'.
bisects D'F'.

/ GCF = /G'C'F' and right angle CGF = right angle C'G'F'.
CG/C'G' = FG/F'G' = OG/OG' and /CGO = LC'G'O. .'. /GOC

_ /G'OC'.

0CC' is a straight line and is the required locus.
Note: This is an explicit proof of a relationship that can also be
developed by homothetic figures.
5.11. Find the locus of a point moving inside an equilateral triangle such that
the sum of the squares of its distancesfrom the vertices of the triangle is constant.

CONSTRUCTION : Let 0 be the center of the 0 circumscribing the
equilateral. AABC and P is a point which satisfies the condition. The
locus of P will be a 0 with center 0 and OP as radius (Fig. 141).
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FIGURE 141

Proof: Join AO, BO, CO and draw DOEF ,L OP. From A, B, C the

Ls AD, BE, CF are drawn on DOEF. Now, PB2 = B02 + OP2
- 2 PO BE. PA2 = A02 + OP2 + 2 PO AD. PC2 = C02 + OP2
+ 2 PO -CF. Since A0 = BO = CO = r, then by adding, PA2
+ PB2 + PC2 = 3r2 + 3 OP2 + 2 PO(AD + CF - BE) = constant.
AD + CF = BE (see Problem 1.29), .'. OP2 = } (construct
- 3r2) = constant. Hence, the locus of P is a circle with 0 as center
and OP as radius.
5.12. If a triangle ABC is similar to a given triangle and has one vertex A
fixed, while another vertex B moves along a given circle, prove that the locus of
the third vertex C is a circle.

CONSTRUCTION : Suppose that M is the center of the Q on which B

moves. Join MA and draw the lines MN, AN to make with MA
LNMA = LB and LNAM = LCAB. Then the locus ofCis the Q
with N as center and CN as radius (Fig. 142).
Proof: Join MB.
As AMN, ABC are similar,
AM/AB
=
AN/AC.... LMAB = LNAC,
As MAB, NACare also similar.
Hence MB/NC = AB/AC = given ratio. But, since MB is a given
radius, then NC is also given. Again, the AMNA has two of its
vertices M, A fixed, and its angles are fixed because it is similar to
AABC.

N is a fixed point. Therefore, QN with radius =

MB AC/AB is the required locus of C.
5.13. Two fixed straight lines AB, CD of given lengths meet, when produced, at a point 0. P is a point such that the sum or difference of the areas of
the triangles with P as vertex and AB, CD as bases is equal to the area of a
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FIGURE 142
given triangle. Prove that P lies on a fixed straight line and construct this line
for each case.
CONSTRUCTION : (i) For the case of a given sum of As PAB, PCD,
produce AB, CD to meet in 0. Take OQ = AB and OR = CD, and
join QR. Then the locus of P will be the line MPL drawn through

P 11 QR (Fig. 143).

FIGURE 143

Proof: Since AAPB = AQPO and APDC = APRO, adding
gives fig. QPRO = AAPB + APDC = constant. '.' The area of
AOQR is fixed (since AB, CD are fixed straight lines and 0 is fixed),
APQR is constant and since QR is fixed in direction, .'. the locus of
P is a line through it MPL 11 QR.
CONSTRUCTION : (ii) For the case of a given difference of As PAB,

PCD, produce ABO to Q so that OQ = AB and take OR on OC
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= CD and join QR. Then the locus of P is the line MPL 11 QR (Fig.
144).

FIGURE 144

Proof: Similar to the first case. LPCD - /APB = /PRO
- LPOQ = fig. PRQO - LOQR - APOQ = APQR - LOQR
APQR is constant and
= constant. But, since /OQR is fixed,
also QR is fixed in direction..'. The locus of P is a line MPL 11 QR.
5.14. From B, C the vertices of a triangle right-angled at A are drawn straight
lines BF, CE respectively parallel to AC, AB and proportional to AB, AC.
Find the locus of the intersection of BE and CF.

CONSTRUCTION: Let P be a point on the locus. Draw EG, FH, PK

I BC and FL, PM I AC. Let PM meet BF, BC in N, R (Fig. 145).

FIGURE 145
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Proof: As ABC, HFB are similar..', BH/BF = AC/BC. But BF/CE
= AB/AC (hypothesis). Hence BH/CE = AB/BC = CG/CE (since
As ABC, GCE are also similar).
BH = CG. Also, EG/CG =
BH/HF.... EG/HF = EG2/CG2 = AC2/AB2.

Again, PM/AB = CP/CF = PK/FH and AC/AM = BE/BP =
EG/PK. ... PM AC/AB AM = EG/FH = AC2/AB2. .'. PM/AM
= AC/AB. Hence As PAM, CBA are similar (Th.
/PAM

_ /ABC..'. The locus of P is a line through A making with CA or
CA produced (according as CE, BF lie on the same side or on opposite sides ofBC) an angle = /ABC and which coincides with I from
A to BC.
5.15. Four points A, B, A', B' are given in a plane with AB different from
A'B'. Prove that there are always two positions of a point C in the plane such
that the triangles CAB, CA'B' are similar, the equal angles being denoted by
corresponding letters.

CONSTRUCTION: Draw AA', BB' and divide them internally and

externally in the given ratio (AB/A'B') in P, Q and M, N respectively. On PQ, MNas diameters describe two Qs to intersect in C, C'
which are the required points (Fig. 146).

FIGURE 146

Proof: Join C, C' to the four corners A, B, A', B'. Since 0 on PQ as
diameter is the Apollonius 0 of C in QCAA', .'. AC/A'C = AP/A'P
= AB/A'B'. Similarly, BC/B'C = AB/A'B'. Hence AB/A'B' _
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AC/A'C = BC/B'C. Therefore, As ACB, A'CB' are similar. Similarly,
As AC'B, A'C'B' are similar..'. There are two positions of C.
5.16. The hypotenuse of a right-angled triangle is given. Find the locus of the

mid point of the line joining the outer vertices of the equilateral triangles
described externally on its sides.

CONSTRUCTION : Let BC be the hypotenuse of right-angled QABC.

On CA, AB construct equilateral As CAD, AEB. On the same side
as AABC, construct on BC equilateral ABFC. Bisect BC, CF, FB, DE
in G, H, K, P. Join GP, GH, GK, GD, GE, GA, GF. Therefore, the
required locus of P is the 0 described on HK as diameter (Fig. 147).

FIGURE 147

AC and .'. 11 AB.
Proof: ... GA = GC and AD = DC, .'. GD is
AC.... LGDC = LADC = LGFC,
Similarly, GE is L AB and II
GD is I AB
.'. D lies on OFGC whose center is H..'. HD = HG.
LEGD is right.
GP = PD and PH is
and GE 11 AC,
I

common to As GPH, DPH and GH = HD. .'. LGPH = LDPH.
Similarly, LGPK = LKPE. .'. LKPH is right. Since H, K are
fixed points, .'. locus of P is a 0 on diameter HK.
5.17. The base and the vertex angle opposite to it in a triangle are given. Find
the locus of the center of the circle which passes through the excenters of the
three circles touching the sides of the triangle externally.

CONSTRUCTION : Let 01, 02, 03 be the centers of the excircles

touching BC, CA, AB of AABC in which BC and LA are given.
Draw the sides of A01, 02, 03 and draw 0 circumscribing AABC
cutting 001 and 0203 in D, E (0 being the incenter of AABC).
Bisect DE in M, and produce OM to meet EP, which is 1 0203i in P

the center of 0 circumscribing 010203. Join A001, BO021 0003
(Fig. 148).
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FIGURE 148

Proof: Since BC and LA are given, .'. QABC is fixed. '.' AABC is

the pedal Q of A010203, the fixed QABC is the nine-point 0 of
A010203, and D, E will be the mid-points of 001, 0203. (0 is also
the orthocenter of A 010203.) Since LDAE = right angle, .'. DE is
a diameter of the fixed QABC, whose center M is also fixed. But D is
a fixed point (being the mid-point of the fixed arc BC)..'. E is also a
fixed point. '.' OM = MP (see Problem 1.32), As OMD, PME are
PE = OR But LBOC = right + J LA =
.'.
congruent.
fixed and BC is fixed. Then QBOC is fixed and since it passes through
01 (BOCO1 is a cyclic quadrilateral) its radius OD is fixed. .'. PE is
fixed in length. Therefore, the locus of P is a 0 with E as center and

PE as radius.
5.18. Find the locus of a point such that the sum of the squares on the tangents
from it to four given circles may be equal to a given square.
CONSTRUCTION: Let A, B, C, D be four given circles and G a mov-

ing point, such that the sum of the squares of the tangents GH, GJ,
GK, GL to these Qs is given. Draw AB, CD and bisect them in P, Q
respectively. Bisect PQ in R and join A, B, C, D to G (Fig. 149).
Proof: GA2 + GB2 + GC2 + GD2 = (GH2 + GJ2 + GK2 + GL2)

+ (AH2 + BJ2 + CK2 = DL2) = constant, since the radii are
(PB2
given. Hence 2( GP2 + PB2 + GQ2 + QC2) = constant.
+ QC2) is a fixed quantity, .'. GP2 + GQ2 = constant = 2 (GR2
+ PR2). But, since P, Q are two fixed points, .'. R is fixed and PR is
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G

FIGURE 149

of constant magnitude. Hence GR is constant. Therefore, the locus of

G is a 0 having R as center and RG as radius.
5.19. A line meets the sides BC, CA, AB of a triangle ABC at D, E, F. P, Q,
R bisect EF, FD, DE. AP, BQ, CR, produced if necessary, meet BC, CA, AB

at X, Y, Z. Show that X, Y, Z are collinear (Fig. 150).

FIGURE 150

Proof:

AABX

AX-AB sin BAX AX-AB
AAPF
AP AE/AC AX.
AAPF = AAPE (since PF
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= PE), hence AABX/ AACX = BX/XC = AB AE/AC AF. Similarly, CY/YA = BC-BF/BA-BD and AZ/ZB = CA-CD/CB-CE.
Multiplying yields

BXCYAZ
XC YA ZB
Therefore, X, Y, Z are collinear (converse, Menelaus' Th. 5.14).
5.20. If P, Q, R are the points of contact of the inscribed circle with the
sides BC, CA, AB of a triangle ABC and PQ, QR, RP produced meet AB,
BC, CA in G, H, K, show that GHK is a straight line. If X, Y, Z are the
mid points of RG, PH, QK, show also that these points are collinear (Fig.
151).

(i)

FIGURE 151

(ii)

1 (Th. 5.14). '.' CP = CQ,
AG/GB = QA/BP. Similarly, BH/HC = BRICQ and CK/AK
= CP/AR. Multiplying gives AG BH CK/GB HC KA = 1. .'. GHK
Proof: (i)

is a straight line.
(ii) Again, consider the line HYCPB alone. Draw a 0 on HP as
diameter. Since HC/BH = CQ/BR = CP/PB, .'. CP/HC = BP/BH
and CP/HC - CP = BP/BH - BP or CP/BP = YC/YP (1) (Y is
the mid-point of HP). '.' The 0 on HP as diameter is the Apollonius
Q of CB with respect to P, H, ,'. any point Eon this 0 will yield the
ratio EC/EB = CP/BP. '.' LPEH = right angle and EP, EH are the
internal and external bisectors of LE, .'. As YEC, YBE are similar.
.'. YE/YB = EC/EB = CP/BP (2). '.' YP = YE, hence from (1) and
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(2),

YC/YB = CP2/BP2. Similarly, XB/XA = BR2/AR2. AZ/ZC
YC XB AZ/YB : XA ZC = I.

= AQ2/CQ2. By multiplying,
Hence XYZ is also a straight line.

5.21. The sides BC, CA, AB of a triangle ABC are cut by two lines in the
points D, E, F and D', E', F'. Show that EF', FD', DE' cut BC, CA, AB in
three collinear points D", E", F" (Fig. 152).
A

FIGURE 152

Proof: Since EF'D" is a transversal of AABC,
1. Similarly with the other two transversals E"FD',
DEW":
BF-AE" -CD'

=1

and

AE'-CD -BF"

FA
But, DEF, D'E'F' are two transversals;
ratios from the other transversals yields

1.

multiplying and using the

CD" BF" AE"
= 1

Therefore, D", F", E" are collinear.
5.22. A transversal DEF cuts the sides BC, CA, AB of a triangle ABC in D,
E, F respectively. If AD, BE, CF arc joined and AG, BL, CH are drawn such

that /BAG = /CAD, /CBE _ /ABL, /ACF = /BCH, show
that GHL is a straight line (Fig. 153).
Proof :

QABC

AB AG sin BAG

AB AG

BG

AACD

sin CAD

AC-AD

DC

AACG/ LABD = AC AG/AB AD = CG/BD. Dividing
gives BD BG/DC CG = AB2/AC2. Similarly, CE CL/AE AL =
Likewise,
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FIGURE 153

BC2/AB2 and AF - AH/BF BH = AC2/BC2, since DEFis a transversal.
.'. Multiplying and using the ratios from the other transversals gives

1. Hence GHL is a straight line.
5.23. AB, CD, EF are three parallel straight lines. M, N, R are the
intersections of pairs of lines AD, BC; AF, BE; CF, DE respectively. If X,
Y, Z are the middle points of AB, CD, EF respectively, show that XR, YN,
ZM are concurrent.

CONSTRUCTION: Draw XR, YN, ZM, and also XY, YZ, ZX (Fig.
154).

FIGURE 154

Proof: '.' AB is 11 CD and X is the mid-point of AB, .'. XM produced bisects CD. Hence XMY is one straight line. Likewise, YRZ,

ZNX are also straight lines. By similarity, XM/MY = AX/DY,
YR/RZ = DY/ZE, and ZN/NX = ZF/AX. Multiplying gives
XM YR ZN/MY RZ NX = 1. Therefore, XR, YN, ZM are concurrent (Th. 5.12).
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5.24. On the sides BC, CA, AB of a triangle are taken the points X, Y, Z
such that BX = XC, CY = YA, AZ = 2 ZB. BY and CZ meet at P, AX
and CZ at Q, AP and BQ at R, BP and CR at S. Show that BY = 6 SP.
CONSTRUCTION: Produce AR, BQ, CS to meet BC, CA, AB in D, E,

F. Join DS, ZS (Fig. 155).

FIGURE 155

Proof: ...

1, and since CX = XB, .'.
1.
AE/EC = ZA/BZ = 2. In AACZ,
AY = CY, .. ZB/BA = PZ/CP = 1 : 3. Also,
YC DB ZA
CD/DB = ZA/BZ = 2. Similarly,

1.

1.

B F / F A = EC DB/AE C D = 1 : 4. Hence BF/AB = 1: 5 and '.'
BF/FZ = 3: 2. Therefore,
AB/BZ = 3,
BF/BZ = 3: 5.

ZP CD BF/PC DB FZ = 1. .'. BP, CF, D Z are concurrent at S.
SP/PY = ZP/PC = 1 : 3..'.
Hence ZSD is one straight line 11 AC.
SP/SY = 1 : 4.
SY/BY = AZ/AB = 2: 3,
SP/BY = 1 : 6.
5.25. If a transversal cuts the sides BC, CA, AB of a triangle ABC in P, Q,
R respectively and if P', Q', R' are the harmonic conjugates of P, Q, R with
respect to B, C; C, A; A, B respectively, then AP', BQ', CR' are concurrent.
If X, Y, Z be the points of bisection of PP', QQ', RR', then XYZ is a
straight line.

Note: Since P', Q', R' are the harmonic conjugates of P, Q, R with
respect to B, C; C, A and A, B, then P, P' divide BC in the same ratio;

i.e., BP/CP = BP'/CP', and so on.
CONSTRUCTION: Draw PR', R'Q', P'Q, R'Q, P'R, RQ' (Fig. 156).

Proof: CP BR AQ/PB RA QC = 1. Replacing equal ratios in the
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FIGURE 156

above quantity, CP' BR'- AQ'/P'B R'A Q'C = 1. Hence AP', BQ',

CR' are concurrent (Th. 5.12). Also,
1. Therefore, P'QR' is a straight line (Th. 5.14). Likewise,
PR'Q' and P'RQ' are straight lines. Now, in the complete quadrilateral QRQ'R', X, Y, Z are the mid-points of its diagonals PP', QQ',
RR'. Hence they are collinear (see Problem 2.16).
5.26. If AD, BE, CF are three concurrent lines drawn from the vertices of the
triangle ABC and terminated by the opposite sides, then the diameter of the
circle circumscribing triangle ABC will be equal to (AF-BD -CE) : ADEF.

CONSTRUCTION: Draw the Is BL, DR, CM to EF or produced;
BN, CH to DR and AG to BC (Fig. 157).

Proof: Let 2r be the diameter of the circumscribing QABC. '.'
BD/CD = ND/DH = (DR - LB)/(CM - DR),
CD -

BL = DR (BD + CD) =
Multiplying both sides by EF
yields .'. BD ACEF + CD ABEF = BC- ADEF. Hence ADEF
= (BD ACEF + CD ABEF) : BC. But ACEF/ LACF = CE/AC
and QACF/QABC = AF/AB. .'. ACEFIAABC = CE-AF/AC-AB.
Similarly, ABEF/QABC = BF AE/AB AC. Substituting gives

QDEF=
But
(Th. 5.11) and AB -AC =
4r QABC. There(Th. 4.100).
fore, ADEF = 2 AF-BD -CE - QABC/4r QABC or 2r = AF-BD -CE

/QDEF.
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FIGURE 157

5.27. D, E, F are the points of contact of the escribed circle opposite the
vertex A with the sides BC, CA, AB of a triangle ABC. X, Y, Z and L, M, N
are the similar points of contact of the other two escribed circles opposite to B, C
with the same order of sides. If BY, CN intersect in G and BE, CF in H, show

that A, G, D, H are collinear. If YN, ND, YD are also produced to meet
BC, AC, AB in P, Q, R, then PQR is a straight line (Fig. 158).

FIGURE 158
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Proof: Let the perimeter of AABC = 2s and a, b, c denote the
sides BC, CA, AB. BD = BF = AF - AB = s - c. But BD
DC- YA NB = (s - c) (s - a) (s - b)/(s - b) (s - c) (s - a) = 1.
Hence AD, BY, CN are concurrent or A, G, D are collinear. Also,
1.

Thus H lies on AGD produced. Since YNP is a transversal of AABC,
1. .'. BP/PC = (s - c)/(s - b). Similarly, CQ/QA = (s - a)l(s - c) and AR/RB = (s - b)l(s - a).

Hence BP CQ AR/PC QA RB = 1. Therefore, PQR is a straight
line.
5.28. In the triangle ABC, AD, BE, CF are the altitudes. If EF, FD, DE
produced meet BC, CA, AB respectively in X, Y, Z, show that the centers of
the circles ADX, BEY, CFZ are collinear.

CONSTRUCTION: Let G, H, J be the centers of the Qs ADX, BEY,

CFZ. Join XZ, YZ (Fig. 159).

FIGURE 159
1
and
hence BD/DC = BX/XC. Likewise, CY/YA =
CE/EA and AZ/ZB = AF/FB. Multiplying yields
XC YA ZB = 1. Therefore, XYZ is a straight line, since /ADX
= right.
G is the mid-point of AX the diameter of OADX.

Proof:

1,

Similarly, H, J are the mid-points of BY, CZ. But, since G, H, J are
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the mid-points of the diagonals of the complete quadrilateral ACXZ,
then they are collinear (see Problem 2.16).
5.29. On the sides BC, CA, AB of a triangle are taken points X, X' and
Y, Y' and Z, Z' such that X', Y, Z are collinear and also X, Y', Z and also
X, Y, Z'. If X'Z'.cuts BY in Q and X'Y' cuts CZ in R, show that QY' and
RZ' meet on BC (Fig. 160).

z

FIGURE 16o

Proof: Produce QY' to meet BC in P. Z'YX is a transversal to
1. Likewise, in AYQY'

and AYY'X', Y'P YC- QB/PQ CY' BY = 1, and X'R Y'C YZ/
RY' CY ZX' = 1. But, since in AYXX' YZ/ZX' = XB YZ'/
BX' Z'X, then, multiplying the first three quantities and substituting in the fourth gives

Z'X' PQ RY' X'B YQ Z'X
But

1

1.

in AYBX with Z'QX' as

transversal. Therefore, in AQY'X' the remainder QZ'
Z'X' PQ RY' = 1. Therefore, Z'RP is a straight line.
5.30. A circle meets the sides BC, CA, AB of a triangle ABC at A1i A2;
B1, B2; C1, C2. B1C1, B2C2 meet at X; C1A1, C2A2 at Y; and A1B1,
A2B2 at Z. Show that AX, BY, CZ are concurrent.
CONSTRUCTION: Join A1B2i B1C2, C1A2 and produce AX to meet
B1C1 in D (Fig. 161).
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FIGURE 161

Proof: Since AX, B1C1, B2C2 are concurrent, .'. DC2 B1B2 AC1/
DB1 AB2 C1C2 = 1, since
DC2

AADC2

AC2 AD sin C2AD

AC2 -sin C2AD

DB,

AADB,

AD AB sin DAB,

AB1 sin DAB,

and so on. Now substituting in the above quantity and simplifying,
sin C2AD sin B2B1C1 -sin B,C2B2
= 1.

sin DAB, sin C1B1C2 -sin B2C2C1

sin BAX

sin C1B1C2 -sin B2C2C1

sin XAC

sin B2B1C1 -sin B,C2B2

and so on. Hence
(sin BAX/sin XAC) (sin CBY/sin YBA) (sin ACZ/sin ZCB)

sinB2B,C1 sinB,C2B2 sinC2C1A, sinC1A2C2 sinA2A,B1 sinA1B2A 2

and this is unity, since / C1B1C2 = LC1A2C2i and so on. Hence AX,
BY, CZ are concurrent.
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Miscellaneous Exercises
1. Any straight line is drawn cutting two fixed intersecting straight
lines, and the two angles on the same side of it are bisected. Find the
locus of the point of intersection of the bisecting lines.
2. Find the locus of a point the difference of whose distances from two
given intersecting straight lines is equal to a given length.
3. P is a point inside a parallelogram ABCD such that the area of the
quadrilateral PBCD is twice that of the figure PBAD. Show that the
locus of P is a straight line.
4. Two given straight lines meeting in 0 are cut in P and Q by a variable
third line. If the sum of OP, OQ be constant, show that the locus of the

middle point of PQ is a straight line. [On OP, OQ take OA = OB
= half (OP + OQ). AB is the required locus.]
5. Two sides AB, AD of a quadrilateral are given in magnitude and
position and the area of the quadrilateral is given. Find the locus of the
middle point of AC.

6. Given the base and the sum of the sides of a triangle. Find the locus of
the feet of the perpendiculars let fall on the external bisector of the
vertex angle from the ends of the base.
7. BAC is a fixed angle of a triangle and (a) the sum; (b) the difference of
the sides AB, ACis given. Show that in either case the locus of the middle
point of BC is a straight line.
8. A straight line XY moves parallel to itself so that the sum of the squares
on the straight lines joining X and Y to a fixed point P is constant. Find
the locus of the middle point of XY.

9. Show that the locus of a point such that the sum of the squares on its
distances from three given points may be constant is a circle the center
of which lies at the centroid of the triangle formed by the three given
points.
10. Prove that the locus of a point such that the sum of the squares on its
distances from the vertices of a quadrilateral is constant is a circle the
center of which coincides with the intersection of the lines joining the
middle points of opposite sides of the quadrilateral.

11. Through one of the points of intersection of two fixed circles with
centers A and B, a chord is drawn meeting the first circle in P and the
other in Q. Find the locus of the point of intersection of PA and QB.
(The locus is an arc of a circle subtending the constant angle at the
intersection of PA, QB.)
12. ABC is a triangle inscribed in a circle, P any point in the circumference
of the circle, and Q is a point in PC such that the angle QBC is equal to
the angle PBA. Show that the locus of Q is a circle.
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13. ABC is a straight line, and any circle is described through A, B and
meeting in P, P' the straight line bisecting AB at right angles. Find the
locus of the points in which CP and CP' cut the circle.
14. Two circles intersect in A, B. Through A a chord PAQ is drawn to
meet both circles in P, Q. Find the locus of the center of the circle
inscribed in the triangle PBQ.
15. Find the locus of the center of the circle which bisects the circumferences of two circles given in position and magnitude. (The locus is the
perpendicular on the line of centers of the two circles.)
16. A is a fixed right angle. Two equal distances AB, AC are taken on the
sides of angle A. If C is joined to a fixed point D and BE is drawn perpendicular to CD, find the locus of E for all positions of B, C.
17. Two circles intersect in A and B and a variable point P on one circle is

joined to A and B. PA, PB, produced if necessary, meet the second
circle in Q and R. Prove that the locus of the center of the circle PQR
is a circle.
18. AB is a fixed chord of a given circle. P is any point on the circumference. Perpendiculars AC and BD are drawn to BP and AP respectively.
Find the locus of the middle point of CD.
19. Two circles touch and through the point of contact, a variable chord
AB is drawn cutting the circles in A, B. Show that the locus of the
middle point of AB is a circle. (Use the solution given in Problem 5.4.)
20. AB is a fixed chord of a circle and X any point on the circumference.
Find the locus of the intersection of the other tangents from A and B to
the circle drawn, with center X, to touch AB.
21. Two equal circles of given radius touch, each, one of two straight lines

which intersect at right angles and also touch each other. Find the
locus of their point of contact with each other.
22. Given a fixed straight line XY and a fixed point A. If B is a moving
point on XY and C is taken on AB such that the rectangle
is
constant, find the locus of C.
23. From a fixed point P, a straight line is drawn to meet the circumference

of a fixed circle in Q. If PQ is divided in R such that PR : PQ is
constant, find the locus of R.
24. From a point P inside a triangle ABC perpendiculars PD, PE, PF are
drawn to BC, CA, AB respectively. If the angle EDF is equal to A,
prove that the locus of P is an arc of the circle passing through B, C and
the center of the circle circumscribing ABC.
25. If the two circles do not intersect orthogonally in Problem 5.4, find the
locus of E the middle point of CD when (a) the circles are not equal;
(b) the circles are equal.

26. D is the middle point of a fixed arc AB of a given circle. From D any
chord DE is drawn in the circle cutting AB in F. Show that the locus
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of the center of the circle AEF is a straight line. (Join AD, DB. The
locus is the line joining A to the center of circle AEF.)
27. Find the locus of the centers of the circles which pass through a given
point and cut a given circle orthogonally.
28. If on each segment of a line, and on the same side of it, two equilateral
triangles be described and their vertices joined to the opposite extremities of the line, the locus of the intersections of these lines is the circle
circumscribing the equilateral triangle described on the other side of
the line.
29. Through a fixed point which is equidistant from two parallel straight
lines, a straight line is drawn terminated by the two fixed straight lines

and on it as base is described an equilateral triangle. Show that the
vertex of this triangle will lie on one of two straight lines.
30. A, B, C are three points not in the same line. D is any point on BC such
that if AD is produced to E then AD : AE = BD : BC. Find the locus of
E.
31. On the external bisector of the angle A of a triangle ABC, two points D,

E are taken such that AD AE = AB AC. Prove that the locus of the
point of intersection of DB and EC is an arc of a circle drawn on BC to

subtend an angle = half angle A.
32. ABC is a triangle and D, E are two points on AB, AC respectively such

that BD BA + CE CA = BC2. Show that the locus of the point of
intersection P of BE, CD is a circle. (Take point F in BC so that
and prove that ADPE is a cyclic quadrilateral, P
being the required point for locus, which is a circle on BC subtending
angle BPC.)
33. Given three points A, B, C on one straight line and D a moving point
such that the angles ADB, BDC are always equal, find the locus of D.
34. AOB is a fixed diameter in circle with center 0, and C is a moving point

along the circumference. If D is taken on BC, such that the ratio of
BD : DC is constant, show that the locus of the point of intersection of
OD, AC is a circle.

35. The middle points of all chords of a circle which subtend a right angle
at a fixed point lie on a circle.
36. ABCD is a square. From A, B two lines are drawn to meet CD or produced in E, F such that CF - DE = CD2 is always constant. What is the
locus of the point of intersection of AE, BF?

37. Two circles intersect in A, B. Through A a line is drawn to meet the
two circles in P, Q. If PQ is divided by R in a constant ratio, show that
the locus of R is a circle.
38. The base BC and the vertex angle of the triangle ABC are given. From
0 the middle point of the base, OA is drawn and produced to P so that
the ratio of OP : OA is constant. Find the locus of P.
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39. Find the locus of a point inside the vertex angle A of an isosceles triangle ABC, the distance of which from the base BC is a mean proportional between its distances from the equal sides. (This is the circle
drawn on BC as a chord and touching AB, AC at B, C respectively.)
40. OAB is a straight line rotating about its fixed end 0. A, B are two fixed
points on the line and D is another fixed point outside it. If the parallelogram DACB is completed, construct the locus of C.
41. P is a point in a segment of a circle described on a base AB, and the
angle APB is bisected by PQ of such length that PQ is equal to half the
sum of PA and PB. Prove that the locus of Q for different positions of
P is a circle. (Let PQ meet the circle in E. E the mid-point of arc AB is a

fixed point and AE = EB. Since PE : PA + PB = AE : AB, then
EQ : PQ = AE - AD : AD, a construction ratio. Hence the locus of Q
is a circle with center E.)
42. A triangle ABC is inscribed in a fixed circle, the vertex A being fixed
and the side BC given in magnitude. If G be the centroid of the triangle
ABC, show that the locus of G is a circle.
43. A square is described with one side always on a given line, and one
corner always on another. Find the locus of the corner which lies on
neither.
44. One end 0 of a straight line is fixed and the other P moves along a

given straight line. If PQ be drawn at right angles to OP such that
PQ/OP is constant, show that Q traces out a straight line. (Draw OA L
the line on which P moves. From AP cut off AB a fourth proportional
to OP, PQ, OA. Then the locus of Q is a line from B L OB.)
45. ABC is a triangle inscribed in a circle and its vertex A is fixed. A point
D is taken on BC such that the ratio AD2 : DB DC is constant. Show
that the locus of D is a circle that touches circle ABC at A.
46. M is the center of a circle in which AB is a fixed diameter. Any point P
is taken on AB produced and PQ is drawn tangent to the circle. If MD

is drawn perpendicular to the bisector of the angle BPQ, show that
when P moves along AB, D traces a straight line parallel to AB. (Join
MQ and produce MD to meet PQ in R. Drop RL, DF Ls AB.)
47. Two circles intersect in A, B and D, E are two points taken on their
circumferences, such that the angle DAE is constant. If F divides DE in
the fixed ratio of DF : FE, find the locus of F.

48. Two circles intersect in A and any straight line through A meets them
again in P, Q. Show that the locus of a point which divides PQ in a
constant ratio is a circle through the common points of the two circles.

49. Straight lines are drawn through the points B, C of a triangle ABC,
making with AB and AC produced angles equal to those made by BC
with AB and AC. These lines meet in A'. Prove that AA' passes through
the center of the circle ABC and that as A moves round the circle, the
locus of the orthocenter of A'BC is a circle.
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50. A is a fixed point inside a circle with center 0. Any chord BAC is
drawn through A and a semi-circle is constructed on BC as a diameter.
If AD is drawn perpendicular to BC meeting the semi-circle in D, show
that the locus of D is a circle which cuts circle 0 in H, G such that HG
always passes through the fixed point A.

51. Find the locus of a point such that the triangles formed by joining it
to the ends of two given straight lines are equal to each other.
52. Find the locus of the foot of the perpendicular from a fixed point on a
chord of a given circle which subtends a right angle at the fixed point.
(Let D be the fixed point and AB be the chord of the given circle with
center 0. Draw DE L AB and join OD. Bisect OD in F and it can be
proved that FE is constant and F is fixed. Hence the locus is a circle
with center F.)
53. Two circles are described one of which passes through a fixed point A
and has its center on a fixed line AB, and the other passes through a
fixed point C and has its center on a fixed line CD parallel to AB. If the
two circles touch, find the locus of their point of contact.

54. AB is a fixed chord of a circle subtending a right angle at the center.
PQ is a variable diameter. Prove that the locus of the intersection of
AP and BQ is a circle equal to the given circle.
55. A given straight line AB is trisected in C, D. Lines CP, DP are drawn
through C, D inclined at a given angle. CP, DP are produced to E, F
so that CP, DP are double of PE, PF respectively. Find the locus of the
intersection of AF, BE.
56. From a fixed point D in the base BC of a given triangle ABC, any line
DEF is drawn cutting AB, AC or produced in E, F respectively. The
circles around DEB, DFC intersect in P. Find the locus of P.
57. A point moves such that the sum of the squares on its distances from
the sides of a square is equal to twice the square. Show that the locus
of this point is a circle the radius of which bears a constant ratio to the
side of the square. What is the condition for the radius of this locus
circle to be equal to the side of the square?
58. AOB is a fixed diameter of a circle with center 0. AC is a variable
chord and AC is divided at D so that the ratio of AD : DC is constant.
Find the locus of the intersection of OD, BC.
59. The squares on the two sides of a triangle on a given base are together
equal to five times the area of the triangle. Prove that the locus of the
vertex of the triangle is a circle.
60. From a given external point A a secant AMN is drawn to a given circle.
Find the locus of the intersection of the circles which pass through A
and touch the given circle in M, N, one externally, the other internally.
61. ABC is a right-angled triangle at A. On the sides AB, AC two squares
ABFG, ACHK are described. IfFG, HK be produced to meet in P, show
that, as the right-angle changes its position, the hypotenuse BC being
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fixed, the locus of P will be a circle. (Draw BQ, CR L BC meeting FG

and HK or produced in Q, R. It can be proved that BQ = CR = BC.
Hence Q, R are fixed points. Therefore, the locus of P is a semi-circle
on diameter QR.)
62. In a triangle ABC, the base BC and the length of the line CD which
divides the side AB in a fixed ratio at D are given. Find the locus of the
vertex A of the triangle.
63. A, B, C, D are four points on a straight line. Find the locus of a point P
outside this line which will subtend equal angles with AB, CD.
64. Find the locus of a point the difference of the squares on the distances
of which from two opposite angular points of a square is equal to twice

the rectangle contained by its distances from the other two angular
points. (The locus is the circle circumscribing the square.)
65. A, B are the centers of two given circles of different diameters and M is
a point which moves such that, if the two tangents MC, MD are drawn

to circles A, B respectively, then 3 MC2 + MD2 is always constant.
Prove that the locus of M is a circle the center of which lies on AB.
66. Show that in Problem 2.16 the line joining the middle points of the
diagonals of a complete quadrilateral is the locus of the points which
make, with every two opposite sides of the quadrilateral, two triangles
(a) the sum of which equals half the area of the quadrilateral for the
portion of this line inside the quadrilateral; (b) the difference of which
equals half the area of the quadrilateral for that portion of the line
outside the quadrilateral.
67. From B, C the angular points of a triangle right-angled at A are drawn
straight lines BF, CE respectively parallel to AC, AB and proportional
to AB, AC. Find the locus of the intersection of BE and CF.
63. Given the inscribed and circumscribed circles of a triangle, prove that
the centers of the escribed circles in every position of the triangle lie on

a circle. (Let ABC be one position of the A, 01, 02j 03 the centers of
the escribed circles, 1, 0 the centers of the inscribed and circumscribed
circles. I is the orthocenter of A010203 and OABC is its nine-point

circle. If IO is produced to S so that OS = 01, S is the center of
O 010203 and I, 0 are fixed points. Hence S is fixed, and SO1 = 2 AO

= constant.)
69. ABC is a triangle inscribed in a circle. Show that the tangents to the
circle at A, B, C meet the opposite sides produced in three collinear
points.
70. The non-parallel sides of a trapezoid are produced to meet in P. Prove

that the line joining P to the intersection of the diagonals of the
trapezoid bisects the parallel sides.
71. (a) Prove that the lines joining the vertices of a triangle to the points of
contact of the inscribed circle are concurrent; (b) show that the lines
joining the vertices to the points of contact of the three escribed circles
are also concurrent.
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72. AD, BE, CF are any three concurrent lines drawn inside the triangle
ABC to meet the opposite sides in D, E, F. DE, EF, FD or produced
meet AB, BC, CA in G, H, J. Show that GHJ is a straight line.
73. P, Q are the centers of two circles intersecting in A, B. Through A two
perpendicular straight lines DAE, CAF are drawn meeting circle P in
C, D and circle Q in E, F and cutting PQ in G, H. Show that GD : GE
= CH : HF.
74. 0 is any point inside the triangle ABC. If the bisectors of the angles
BOC, COA, AOB meet the sides BC, CA, AB in D, E, F respectively,
prove that AD, BE, CF are concurrent.
75. ABCD is a trapezoid in which AB, CD are the parallel sides. AD, BC

when produced meet in E, and AC, BD intersect in F. From E a
straight line GEHis drawn parallel to AB meeting AC, BD produced in
G, H. Show that AH, BG, EF are concurrent.
76. ABCD, EBFG are two parallelograms having the same angle B. Show

that if E lies on AB, then AF, CE, GD are concurrent or parallel.
77. ABCD is a quadrilateral. If AB, CD meet in E and AD, BC in F and if
ED'B' cut AD, BC in D', B' and FA'C' cut AB, CD in A', C' respectively,
prove that
78. ABCD is a square and EF, GH are two lines drawn parallel to AB, BC,
meeting BC, AD in E, F and AB, CD in G, H. Show that BF, DG, CM
are concurrent, M being the point of intersection of EF, GH.
79. On the sides of a triangle ABC, equilateral triangles BCD, CAE, ABF
are constructed outside the triangle ABC. Prove that AD, BE, CF are
concurrent.
80. The escribed circle opposite to B touches BC at X and CA at Y; also
the inscribed circle touches AB at Z. If X, Y, Z are collinear, show that
A is a right angle.
81. AP, BQ, CR are three concurrent straight lines drawn from the vertices
of a triangle ABC to the opposite sides. If the circle circumscribing the
points P, Q, R cuts the sides BC, CA, AB again in X, Y, Z, show that
AX, BY, CZ meet in one point.
82. MNL is a right-angled triangle at M. A square MNPQ is described
outside the triangle, and LP cuts the perpendicular MT to NL in R.

Show that 1/MR = 1/MT + 1 /NL.
83. AD, BE, CF are the altitudes of the triangle ABC and P, Q, R, X, Y, Z
are the middle points of BC, CA, AB, AD, BE; CF. Show that PX, QY,
RZ are concurrent.
84. The interior angles A, B and the exterior angle C of a triangle ABC are
bisected by lines which meet the opposite sides in D, E, F. Prove that
D, E, F are collinear.
85. If the ends of three unequal parallel straight lines be joined, two and
two, toward the same parts, the joining lines intersect, two and two, in
three collinear points.
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86. Through a given point P in the side AB of a triangle ABC, draw a
straight line meeting BC, AC in Q, R respectively so that AR may be
equal to BQ.
87. The altitudes of a triangle meet the sides BC, CA, AB in D, E, F. G is
any point taken on AD and EG, FG produced meet FD, ED in P, Q
respectively. Show that EF, PQ, BC if produced will meet in one point.
88. Show that the middle points of the three diagonals of a complete quadrilateral are collinear.

89. C is a moving point on the circumference of a circle with center 0.
AB is a fixed diameter. If AC is produced to D such that AC = CD
and OD is joined cutting BC in F, find the locus of F. (See Problem
5.9.)

90. D, E, F are the middle points of the sides BC, CA, AB of a triangle
ABC. On the base BC, two points M, N are taken so that BM = CN. If

DE, AN intersect in X and ME, NF in Y, show that X, Y, B are
collinear.

91. Straight lines drawn from the vertices of a triangle ABC parallel
respectively to the sides of another triangle A'B'C' in the same plane

meet in a point 0. Prove that the straight lines drawn through the
vertices of the triangle A'B'C' parallel respectively to the sides of the
triangle ABC also meet in a point 0', and that the three triangles OBC,
OCA, OAB are to each other in the same ratios as the triangles O'B'C',
O'C'A', O'A'B'.
92. From any triangle ABC another triangle A'B'C' is formed by straight
lines drawn through A, B, C parallel to the opposite sides such that

A', B', C' are opposite to A, B, C respectively. If any straight line
through A' meets AB, AC in F, E respectively, prove that (a) B'F, C'E
intersect in a point Don BC; (b) the area of the triangle DEF is a mean
proportional between the areas of ABC, A'B'C'; (c) AD, BE, CF are
concurrent; (d) A'D, B'E, C'F are parallel.
93. ABC is a triangle inscribed in a circle. A transversal cuts the sides BC,
CA, AB externally in D, E, F. If the lengths of the tangents to the circle

from D, E, F be x, y, z, prove that x y z = DC EA FB.
94. 0 is a point inside the triangle ABC. OD, OE, OF are drawn each perpendicular to OA, OB, OC respectively to meet BC, CA, AB or produced in D, E, F. Show that DEF is a straight line. (Produce AO, BO,
CO to meet the opposite sides in G, H, J. Use Menelaus's Th. 5.13.)
95. The sides BC, CA, AB of a triangle ABC are bisected in D, E, F. A
transversal PQR cuts the sides DE, DF, EF of the triangle DEF and AR,
BQ, CP produced meet BC, AC, AB respectively in X, Y, Z. Show that
X, Y, Z are collinear.
96. A line meets BC, CA, AB of a triangle ABC at X, Y, Z and 0 is any
point. Show that sin BOX-sin COY-sin AOZ=sin
BOZ.
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97. If on the four sides AB, BC, CD, DA of a quadrilateral ABCD there
be taken four points L, M, N, R such that
ND RA, show that LM, NR meet on AC and LR, MN on BD. (Apply
Menelaus's theorem to ABC and LM also to CDA and NR. Multiply
and divide by the given relation.)
98. ABC, A'B'C' are two triangles and 0 is a point in their plane. Show
that if OA, OB, OC meet B'C', C'A', A'B' in collinear points, then OA',
OB', OC' meet BC, CA, AB in collinear points. (Apply the result
obtained in Exercise 96.)
99. The escribed circles touch the sides BC, CA, AB to which they are
escribed at X, Y, Z. If YZ, BC meet at P, ZX, CA at Q, and XY, AB at
R, show that P, Q, R are collinear.
or

(s - b) (s - c) CQ = (s - a) (s - b)-QA. Then CQ/QA = (s - a) /
(s - c) ; s, a, etc., being the semi-perimeter and sides, and so on. Now
multiply.)

100. L, M, N are the centers of the circles escribed to the sides BC, CA,
AB, of a triangle. Prove that the perpendiculars from L, M, N to BC,
CA, AB respectively are concurrent.

CHAPTER 6

GEOMETRY OF LINES AND RAYS
HARMONIC RANGES AND PENCILS

Definitions and Propositions
Definition. If the rays PA, PB, PC, PD cut a line in A, B, C, D respectively, then the ratio (AC/CB) / (AD/DB) = AC DB/CB AD is called the
cross ratio of these four points, and is denoted by (AB, CD). If this cross ratio

= 1, then AC is divided harmonically in B, D.
Definition. If a straight line AB is divided harmonically in C, D; C, D are
called harmonic conjugates with respect to A, B. Similarly, A, B are harmonic
conjugates with respect to C, D, as explained in the next proposition. ACBD is
called a harmonic range. AB is called the harmonic mean between AC, AD
and DC the harmonic mean between AD, BD.

Proposition 6.1. If a straight line AB is divided harmonically in C, D,
then CD is also divided harmonically in B and A (Fig. 162).
o

c

B

FIGURE 162

Since AD : BD = AC: BC (hypothesis), .'. BD : AD = BC : AC
and DB : BC = AD : AC. Therefore, DC is divided harmonically in B and
A.
Proposition 6.2. If C, D be harmonic conjugates with respect to A, B and
AB be bisected in 0, then OB2 is equal to OC-OD, and the converse.

1. Since AC: CB = AD : DB, .'. (AC - CB) : (AC + CB) = (AD
- BD) : (AD + BD) or OC: OB = OB : OD. Hence OB2 = OC: OD.
2. Let AB be bisected in 0 and let OB2 = OC OD, AB will be divided

harmonically in C, D. .' OB2 = OC- OD, .'. OC: OB = OB : OD and

(OB + OC) : (OB - OC) _ (OD + OB) : (OD - OB).

Therefore,

AC:BC=AD:BD.

Proposition 6.3. The geometric mean between two straight lines is a mean
proportional between their arithmetic and harmonic means.

Let AD, BD be the straight lines. Bisect AB in 0 and with center 0 and
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radius OA describe a semi-circle APB. Draw tangent DP, and PC I AB

(Fig. 163). Then 2 DO = AD + BD. .'. OD is the arithmetic mean

FIGURE 163

between AD, BD. Also AD DB = DP2. .'. AD : DP = DP : BD. .'.
DP is the geometric mean between AD, BD. Again in the right-angled
AOPD, OD. OC = OP2 = OB2. Therefore, ACBD is a harmonic range
(Prop. 6.2) and DC is the harmonic mean between AD, BD. And in the
right-angled AOPD, OD : PD = PD : DC.
COROLLARY : If from a point D in a produced diameter AB of a circle, a

tangent DP be drawn to the circle and PC be drawn perpendicular to AB,
(ACBD) is a harmonic range.
Definition. Any number of straight lines passing through a point P are said
to form a pencil; the point P is called the vertex of the pencil and each of the
lines is called a ray of the pencil.
Any straight line cutting the rays of a pencil is called a transversal.
In a pencil of four rays, if each ray passes through a point of a harmonic
range, it is called a harmonic pencil. The rays which pass through conjugate
points of the range are called conjugate rays.
denotes a pencil
whose vertex is P and whose rays pass through the points A, B, C, D.

Proposition 6.4. Any straight line drawn parallel to one of the rays of a
harmonic pencil is divided into two equal parts by the other three rays, and
conversely.

1. Let EFG be drawn II PD one of the rays of harmonic pencil (P ACBD). Through C draw MCN 11 EG or PD (Fig. 164). '.' As BCN,
PBD are similar, .'. CN : PD = CB : BD. Similarly, CM : PD = AC
AD. But AC: BC = AD : BD (hypothesis). .'. AC: AD = BC : BD.

CM : PD = CN : PD..'. CM = CN and EF = FG.
2. Let EFG drawn I I PD, one of the rays of the pencil (P ACBD) of four
rays, be divided into two equal parts by the other three rays PA, PC, PB.

will be a harmonic pencil. Draw any transversal ACBD;
through C draw MCN 11 EG or PD. .'. EF = FG. .'. MC = CN. .'.

MC : PD = NC : PD. Also, MC : PD = AC: AD and NC : PD
= CB : BD..'. AC: AD = BC : BD or AC: BC = AD : BD.
3. Likewise, if EG be divided into two equal parts by three rays PA, PC,
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PB of the harmonic pencil (P ACBD), then it is easy to prove that EG will be
II PD.

COROLLARY 1. Any transversal is cut harmonically by the rays of a
harmonic pencil.

FIGURE 164.
COROLLARY 2. If one of the outside rays DP be produced through P to D',

is a harmonic pencil and by producing the other rays in

then

succession four other harmonic pencils may be said to be formed.
COROLLARY 3. If three points of a harmonic range are given, the fourth
can be found.

(i) Let the required point be an outside one. Given A, C, B, find D. From

any point P draw PA, PC, PB. Draw EFG so as to be bisected in F and
PD II EG. D is the required point.
(ii) Let the required point be an inside one. Given A, C, D, find B. From
any point P draw PA, PC, PD. From any point E in PA draw EF II PD and
produce EF to G so that FG = EF. Join PG and produce it to meet AD in B. B
is the required point.

Proposition 6.5. If one ray of a harmonic pencil bisects the angle between
the other pair of rays, the ray conjugate to the first ray is at right angles to it,
and conversely.

1. Let (P ACBD) be a harmonic pencil and let PC bisect /APB.
Through C draw ECF L PC (Fig. 165). .*. EC = CF..'. EF is I J PD..'.
PD is
PC.
2. Conversely, if the conjugate rays PC, PD of the harmonic pencil
(P ACBD) be to each other, then it is easy to show that they will bisect the
/s between the other two rays PA, PB.
3. The internal and external bisectors of an angle form with the arms of
I

I

the angle a harmonic pencil.

Proposition 6.6. Any diagonal of a complete quadrilateral is divided
harmonically by the other two diagonals.
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FIGURE 165

Let EF be the third diagonal of the complete quadrilateral ABCDEF and
let it be divided by the other diagonals AC, BD in G, H. Through C draw

(KCLMN 11 AB (Fig. 166). In As FHB, AHB, KL : LN = FB : AB

FIGURE 166

and .'. in As FDB, ADB, CL : LM = FB : AB. .'. KC : MN = FB
AB. But in As FEB, ABE, KC : CM = FB : AB.
KC : MN
= KC : CM..'. MN = CM..'. (A FGEH) is a harmonic pencil (Prop.
6.4.2)..'. BD and FE are divided harmonically in 0, H and G, H respectively.

In the same way, by drawing through 0 a 11 to AD meeting AB in Q, it
may be proved that the pencil

is harmonic. Hence AC is divided

harmonically in 0, G.

Proposition 6.7. If four rays OA, OB, OC, OD of a pencil (0 ABCD)
are cut by two transversals ABCD, EFGH respectively, then (BC, AD)
_ (FG, EH) and this is true for any other transversals (Fig. 167).

BA DC
BD AC

(BC, AD) = - - =

AAOB ACOD
ABOD AAOC
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AO.OB sin AOB OD OC sin COD
OD OB sin BOD AO.OC sin AOC
sin AOB sin COD
sin BOD sin AOC

EF GH
FH GE

_ (FG, EH) = (F'G', E'H').

FIGURE 167

Since this cross ratio depends only on the pencil (0 ABCD) and not on any
particular transversal, we may denote the common cross ratio as O(AC, BD).

Solved Problems
6.1. D, E are two points on the straight line AX and F any point on another
line AY. FD, FE cut a third line AZ in B, C. If M is any point on AZ and
DM, EM meet AY in P, Q, show that PC, QB meet on AX.
CONSTRUCTION: Produce DC, EB to meet A Y in R, S. Let PC, QB

meet AX in N, N' (Fig. 168).
Proof:

(AN, DE) = C(AN, DE)
= (AP, RF)
(from Prop. 6.7)
= D(AP, RF) _ (AM, CB)
= E(AM, CB) _ (AQ, FS) = B(AQ, FS)
= (AN', DE).
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FIGURE 168

Hence N' should coincide with N. Therefore, PC, QB meet on AX.
This is one of Pascal's theorems.
6.2. In a triangle ABC, three concurrent lines AP, BQ, CR meet in S and
the opposite sides in P, Q, R respectively. PU meets QR in X, Q U meets RP in

Y, RU meets PQ in Z. Show that AX, BY, CZ are concurrent.
CONSTRUCTION: Produce AX, BY, CZ to meet BC, CA, AB in E, F,

G respectively (Fig. 169).

FIGURE 169

Proof: Let AP, BQ, CR meet QR, PR, PQ in H, K, L respectively.
AB, AE, AP, AC are rays cut by the two transversals RQ, BC. .'.
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(XH, RQ) = (EP, BC).
(HQ/RH) (RX/XQ) _ (PC/PB) (BE/CE)
(Prop. 6.7). Similarly, (YK, RP) = (FQ, AC)..'. (RK/KP)(PY/YR)
(PL/LQ)
= (AQ/QC)(CF/FA). Also, (ZL, PQ) = (GR, BA).
(QZ/ZP) = (BR/RA) (AG/GB), since (HQ/RH) (RK/KP) (PL/LQ)
= 1 (Ceva's Th. 5.11), and so on. Hence multiplying and simplifying give (BE/CE) (CF/FA) (AG/GB) = 1. Therefore AX, BY, CZ
meet in one point.
6.3. The straight lines joining the excenters of a triangle to the middle points
of the opposite sides are concurrent.

CONSTRUCTION: Let 01, 02, 03 be the three excenters of AABC

opposite to the vertices A, B, C respectively and A', B', C' be the
mid-points of BC, CA, AB. Join the excenters and produce the lines
01A', 02B', 03C' to meet 0203, 0103, 0102 in R, L, N (Fir. 170).

FIGURE 170

Proof: 0102 passes through C, 0203 through A, and 0301 through

B. 01A, 02B, 03B are also the altitudes of A010203; hence ABC
is the pedal of A010203. According to Prop. 6.7, (A'D, BC) = (RA,
0302) and (B'E, AC) = (LB, 0301). Also (C'F, AB) = (NC, 0201).
But, since A', B', C' are the mid-points of the sides, DC/BD =
(A02/A03) (R03/R02) and AE/CE = (03B/B01) (L01/L03) and
BF/AF = (01C/C02) (02N/01N). Since (DC/BD) (AE/CE) (BF/AF)
= 1 and (A021A03) (03B/B01) (01C/C02) = 1, .'. (R03/R02) (L01/
L03) (02N/01N) = 1. .'. 01A', 02B', 03C' are concurrent.
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6.4. ABC is a triangle and AD, BE, CF are the altitudes. If 01, 02, 03 are
the excenters opposite to A, B, C respectively, show that 01D, 02E, 03F are
concurrent.

CONSTRUCTION: Join 0102, 0203, 0301 passing through C, A, B
respectively. Let A 01, B021 CO3 and 01D, 02E, 03F cut BC, CA, AB,

0203, 0301, 0102 in G, H, J, L, M, N respectively (Fig. 171).

FIGURE 171

Proof: ABC is the pedal A of A010203. (GD, BC) _ (AL, 0302)

and (EH, AC) = (MB, 0301); also, (FJ, AB) _ (NC, 0201).
Multiplying the ratios, we get
DC BG EA CH FB AJ L02 03A M03 B01 01N 02C
BD GC EC AHFA JB L03 A02 M01 B03 02N C01
But
DC EA FB
03A B01 02C
BG CH AJ
BD EC FA
1'
A02 B03 COl
GCAH JB
1
Hence (L02/L03)(M03/M01)(01N/02N) = 1. Therefore, 01D,
02E, 03F are concurrent.
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6.5. From a point M inside or outside a triangle ABC, a transversal is drawn
to cut the sides BC, CA, AB in D, E, F respectively. If MA, MB, MC, EF,

DF, ED are bisected in A', B', C', D', E', F' respectively, show that A'D',
B'E', C'F' meet in one point.

CONSTRUCTION: Let DEF cut the sides of AA'B'C' in K, T, S.
Produce F'C', C'M to meet A'B' in R, Y, A'D', A'M to meet B'C' in
L, X and B'E', B'M to meet A'C' in N, Z (Fig. 172).

FIGURE 172

Proof: Since A', B', C' are the mid-points of AM, BM, CM, .'. S,

T, K are the mid-points of MF, ME, MD. But (MD', ST) =
(XL, B'C') or (MT/MS)(D'S/D'T) =
= i MF = MS, MT = D'S. MT2/MS2 = (XC'/B'X) (LB'/LC').
Similarly, MK2/MT2 = (B'Y/A'Y)(A'R/RB') and MS2/MK2 =
(A'Z/ZC')(C'N/NA').Butsince(XC'/B'X)(B'Y/A'Y) (A'Z/ZC') = 1
multiplying yields (LB'/LC') (A'R/RB') (C'N/NA')
(Th. 5.11),
= 1. Hence A'D', B'E', C'F' are concurrent.

(XC'/B'X)(LB'/LC').... D'T

ISOGONAL AND SYMMEDIAN LINES-BROCARD
POINTS

Definitions and Propositions
Definition. Two straight lines AP, AP' are said to be isogonal or conjugate
lines of the straight lines AB, AC if the angles PAP' and BAC have the same
bisectors.

Proposition 6.8. If P and P' are any points on the isogonal lines AP, AP'
of the lines AB, AC and if perpendiculars PN, P'N' are drawn to AB and

perpendiculars PM, P'M' to AC, then PN P'N' = PM-P'M' and,
conversely, if PN P'N' = PM-P'M', then AP, AP' are isogonal lines of
AB, AC (Fig. 173).
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FIGURE 173

Since the angles PAB, P'AC are equal, the As PAN, P'AM' are similar.

Hence AP/PN = AP'/P'M' or AP/AP' = PN/P'M'. So, from LPAC
= LP'AB, AP/AP' = PMIP'N'. Hence PN/P'M' = PMIP'N'; i.e.,
PM-P'M', AP and
PM-P'M'. Conversely, if
AP' are isogonal lines. For, if not, let a parallel to AC through P' cut the
isogonal line of AP at P". Then, by the first part,
PM.

P"M" = PM-P'M' (since P"M" = P''M') = PN-P'N' (by hypothesis). Hence P'N' = P"N" or P'P" is also parallel to AB. Hence P"
coincides with P'. Hence AP and AP' are isogonal lines.

Proposition 6.9. If AP, BP, CP meet in a point P, the isogonal lines of
AP with respect to AB, AC, of BP with respect to BC, BA and of CP with
respect to CA, CB meet in a point P' such that the product of the perpendiculars

from P and P' on each of the sides is the same (Fig. 174).

FIGURE 174
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Let the isogonals of AP and BP meet at F. Draw the Is PL, P'L' on BC,
and PM, P'M' on CA and PN, P'N' on AB. It is easily shown that CP' is the

isogonal of CP. Since AP, AP' are isogonal, PN-P'N' = PM-P'M'. So

from BP, BP', PN-P'N' = PL-P'L'. Hence PM-P'M'= PL-P'L'.
Therefore, CP' is the isogonal of CP. Hence the isogonals of AP, BP, CP
meet in a point P' such that
PM-P'M' = PN-P'N'.
Such points P, P' are said to be isogonal or conjugate points with respect to
the triangle ABC.
Definition. The isogonal point of the centroid G of a triangle ABC is called
the symmedian or Lemoine point and is denoted by K. The lines AK, BK, CK
isogonal to AG, BG, CG are called the symmedians.

Proposition 6.10. Show that the perpendiculars from K on the sides of
ABC are proportional to the sides.
Let the Ls from G on the sides BC, CA, AB denoted by a, b, c be a', b', c'.

Then since ABGC = ACGA = AAGB,
aa' = bb' = cc'. But
according to Proposition 6.9, if is from K on a, b, c be p, q, r, then a'p
= b'q = c'r. Hence p : q : r = a : b : c.
Obvious cases of isogonal points with respect to a triangle are the circumcenter and orthocenter. Also, there are four points, and only four, each of which is
isogonal to itself with respect to ABC and these are the incenter and the three
excenters.

Proposition 6.11. One and only one point 0 can be found such that
LBA J = /ACS2 = LCBS2. Also one and only one point n' can be
found such that LABS2' = LBCQ' = LCASl', where Q, n' are called
the Brocard points and are isogonal with respect to ABC. LBAS2 = LABS2'
is called the Brocard angle and is denoted by w.

If a point S2 exists such that LBAS2 = LACS2 = LCBS2, then the

FIGURE 175
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circle AS2C must touch BA at A, since LBAS2 = LACS2. So the circle
CUB must touch AC at C (Fig. 175). Hence S2 is determined as the second
intersection of the circles (1) through C and touching BA at A and (2) through
B and touching AC at C. Hence two points S2 cannot exist.
Again the second intersection S2 of the above circles is such that LBAS2

= LACS2 (from the first circle) = LCBS2 (from the second circle). Hence
one such point exists. Similarly for S2'.

Also S2 and n' are isogonal points. For, if not, let f2" be isogonal to Q.

Then LBA92 = LCAS2", LACS2 = LBCS2", LCBS2 = LABQ".
Hence, since LBAS2 = LACS2 = LCBS2, then LCAS2" = LBCS2"
= /ABS2". Hence n" has the property of S2' and therefore coincides with it,
since there is only one point S2'.

Solved Problems
6.6. Three lines are drawn through the vertices of a triangle meeting the
opposite sides in collinear points (Fig. 176). Show that their isogonal
conjugates with respect to the sides also meet the opposite sides in collinear
points.

FIGURE 176

Proof: Let D, E, F be the collinear points and AD', BE', CF the
isogonal conjugates. Then sin ACF sin BAD sin CBE = sin FCB

sin DAC sin EBA. But LACF = LF'CB, and so on. Hence
sin F'CB sin D'AC sin E'BA = sin ACF' sin BAD'- sin CBE'. Therefore, D', E', F are collinear (see Problem 5.30).
6.7. The sum of the squares of the perpendiculars from a point to the sides of a
triangle has its least value when the point is the symmedian point; evaluate its
magnitude.
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Proof: Let the sides BC, CA, AB be a, b, c and the 1s from the
symmedian point K be p, q, r. Then pa + qb + rc is constant, being
twice the area of the triangle. But (p2 + q2 + r2) (a2 + b2 + c2)

= (pa + qb + rc)2 + (pb - qa) 2 + (qc - rb2) + (ra - pc2). Hence
(p2 + q2 + r2) is minimum when pb = qa, qc = rb, ra = pc, i.e.,
when p/a = q/b = r/c or p : q : r = a : b : c, i.e., at the symmedian
point K (Prop. 6.10). In this case, the minimum value of the sum

(p2 + q2 + r2) = (pa + qb + rc)2/(a2 + b2 + c2) = 4(AABC)2/
(a2 +b 2 + c2).
6.8. If the symmedians AP, BQ, CR of a triangle ABC meet the opposite
sides BC, CA, AB in P, Q, R, show by applying Ceva's theorem that they
are concurrent at the symmedian or Lemoine point K (Fig. 177).

FIGURE 177

Proof: According to Prop. 6.10, if p, q, r be the 1s from K on BC,
CA, AB,

.'. p : q : r = a : b : c or p/a = q/b = r/c = k. BP/PC

= ABKA/ ACKA = r c/q b = kc c/kb b = c2/b2 and similarly
CQ/QA = a2/c2 and AR/RB = b2/a2. Hence multiplying yields
(BP/PC) (CQ/QA) (AR/RB) = 1. Therefore, AP, BQ, CR meet in one
point which is the symmedian or Lemoine point K (Ceva's Th. 5.11).
6.9. The external sides of squares described outwardly on the sides of the
triangle ABC meet at A', B', C'. Show that AA', BB', CC' are the symmedians of ABC.

CONSTRUCTION: Let AA', BY meet in K. Draw KL, KM, KN 1s
B'C', C'A', A'B' (Fig. 178).
Proof: From Prop. 6.10, if K is the symmedian point of AABC,,
p : q : r = a : b : c, where a, b, c denote BC, CA, AB. Hence (p + a)
(q + b) : (r + c) = a : b : c. Now in AA'B'C', KL : KN = BE : BH
=a:c.

.'.

(p+a)

:

( r + c ) =a:c.
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FIGURE 178

Hence BB' is the locus of points the distances of which from BC,
AB are in the ratio a : c. Similarly, AA', CC' are the loci of the points
the distances of which from AC, AB and BC, CA respectively have the
ratios b : c and a : b.

(p+a):(q+b):(r+c) = a: b: c. Hence AA', BB', CC'

meet at the symmedian point K.
6.10. In Prop. 6.11, show that if S2, S2' are the Brocard points of the triangle
ABC, then

Proof: In Fig. 175, LAS2C = [180 - w - (A - w)] = 180°
- A. Now in AAS2C, AS2/sin co = AC/sin AS1C or AS2 = AC sin w/

sin A, and so on; and AQ' = AB sin w/sin A, and so on. Hence
C=
CL Y.

Miscellaneous Exercises
1. (BC, XX'), (CA, YY'), (AB, ZZ') are harmonic ranges. Show that if
AX, BY, CZ are concurrent, then X', Y', Z' are collinear.
2. AS, BS, CS meet BC, CA, AB at P, Q, R. QR, RP, PQ meet BC, CA, AB at
X, Y, Z. Show that (BC, PX), (CA, QY), (AB, RZ) are harmonic ranges

and that X, Y, Z are collinear, also that AX, CZ, BQ are concurrent.
(From the quadrilateral ARSQA, (BC, PX) is harmonic. Hence BP : PC
= BX : CX. Now use Exercise 1.
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3. If (AB, CD) is a harmonic range and P any point collinear with AB,
show that 2 PB/AB = PC/AC + PD/AD.
4. If in Exercise 3, U and V bisect AB and CD, then PA PB + PC PD
=2
5. If (AB, CD) and (AB', C'D') are harmonic ranges, show that BB', CD'
and C'D meet in a point.
6. TA, TB are drawn touching a circle in A, B. From any point C in AB
produced, the straight line CDEF is drawn touching the circle in E
and cutting TA, TB in D, F. Prove that CE is cut harmonically in D and
F.

7. ABC is a triangle inscribed in a circle. The tangent at A meets BC
produced in D. Prove that the second tangent from D is cut harmonically by the sides AB, AC and its point of contact with the circle. [Let DE
be the second tangent. Then (A DCEB) is a harmonic pencil (Prop. 6.6),
etc.]

8. ABCD is a complete quadrilateral whose diagonals intersect in 0. BA,
CD meet in E and BC, AD meet in F. If AC, BD intersect EF in 0', 0",

show that each two of 0, 0', 0" are harmonic points with respect to
two corners of ABCD and that if a parallel is drawn through 0 to 0'0"
to meet AB, DC, AD, BC in G, H, I, J, then OG = OH and 01 = Of,
and similarly with 0' and 0".
9. The three triangles ABC, A'B'C', A"B"C" are such that (A'A", BC),
(B'B", CA), and (C'C", AB) are harmonic. Show that BC, B'C', B"C" are
concurrent and so are CA, C'A', C"A" and AB, A'B', A"B".
10. Through a given point 0 draw a line cutting the sides BC, CA, AB of a

triangle in points A', B', C' such that (OA', B'C') is harmonic.
11. A, B, C, D are four collinear points. Find the locus of P when the circles
ABP and CDP touch at P.

12. With any point on a given circle as center a second circle is described
cutting the first. Prove that any diameter of the second circle is divided
harmonically by the first circle and the common chord or chord produced.
13. The base BC of a triangle ABC is bisected in D and a point 0 is taken in

AD or AD produced. Show how to draw a straight line through D
terminated by the sides of the triangle such that the segments into
which it is divided at D may subtend equal angles at 0. (Draw OG
1 AD, AG II BC. Let GD meet AC, AB in E, F. EDF is the required line.
Use Prop. 6.4.2.)
14. Prove that if a straight line PQRS be drawn intersecting the sides of a

square in P, Q, R, S so that PQ RS = PS QR, PQRS will touch the
inscribed circle of the square.

15. Find the locus of a point from which the tangents to two given circles
have a given ratio to each other.
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16. Prove that the circles on the diagonals of a complete quadrilateral as

diameters cut orthogonally the circle circumscribing the triangle
formed by the diagonals. (Use Prop. 6.6.)
17. In Prop. 6.9, show that in the figure the points L, L', M, M', N, N' are
concyclic.

18. If AB is a diameter of a circle and P a point on the circumference, find
the position of P when l - PA + m-PB is greatest, l and m being given.
19. If AP, AQ are two isogonals of AB, AC which cut BC at P, Q show that
AP2 : AQ2 =
20. ABC is a triangle and AP, AQ are isogonal conjugate lines with respect to

AB and AC, P and Q being on the circle ABC. Show that the isogonal
conjugate point of P is the point at infinity on AQ. (Let P' be the point
at infinity on AQ. It is sufficient to prove that LABP' = LCBP. Now
BP' 11 AQ. Hence ABP' = BAQ = CAP = CBP.)
21. If P and P' are isogonal points of ABC, show that AP' : BP': CP' = AP-

PL : BP PM : CP PN, where PL, PM, PN are the perpendiculars on
the sides BC, CA, AB.

22. In a triangle right-angled at A, prove that K bisects the altitude AD, K
being the symmedian point.
23. Given the side BC and the angle CBA, show that the locus of one Brocard
point is a circle. (In Fig. 175, suppose BC is given and also the LBCA.
Then the locus of tl is the circle touching CA at C and passing through B.
So in the given case, the.locus of tl' is the circle touching BA at B and
passing through C.)
24. If a parallel to BC through A cuts at R the circle which passes through C

and touches BA at A, prove that BR cuts this circle again in fl.
25. All, B12, Cil meet the circle ABC again at P, Q, R. Show that the triangles ABC, PQR are congruent and have a common Brocard point.
26. If PQ is the tangent from P to a given circle and if any other line through
P meets the circle in R and R', show that the triangles PQR, PQR' have
the same Brocard angle and have one Brocard point in common.

CHAPTER 7

GEOMETRY OF THE CIRCLE
SIMSON LINE

Definitions and Propositions
Proposition 7.1. The projections of any point which lies on the circumcircle of a triangle on the sides of the triangle are collinear and conversely, if the

projections of a point on to the sides of a triangle are collinear, this point lies
on the circumcircle of the triangle. This line is called the pedal or Simson line
of the point with respect to the triangle and is equidistant from the given point
and the orthocenter of the triangle. Let L, M, N be the projections of P on
BC, CA, AB. Let also AK, G be an altitude and the orthocenter of L ABC.
Produce AK to meet the 0 in H. Join PH cutting BC, LN in F, J. Join FG,
PA, PC. Let also PG cut LN in Q (Fig. 179). Now, suppose that P lies on the

FIGURE 179

circumcircle of ABC. Then, L, M, N will be collinear, if PML + PMN

= 2 right angles, which is true, since LPMN = LPAN (PNAM is
cyclic), /PAN = LPCL (PABC is cyclic) and LPML + LPCL = 2
right angles (PMLC is cyclic). Conversely, if LMN is a straight line, it is

simple to show that PABC is cyclic. Again, /PLJ = LPCA = L PHA
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= LJPL (since All, PL are Ls BC)..'. JL = JP = JF. Since it can
be proved that GK = KH and GK is LBC, .'. LGFK = LHFK. But

LHFK = LJFL = LJLF. .'. LGFK = LJLF. .'. FG is

II LMN.
Q is the mid point of PG. Hence the Ls from P, G on LMN are equal.

Solved Problems
7.1. Find a point such that the feet of the four perpendiculars from it to the
sides of a given quadrilateral may be collinear.

ANALYSIS: Let ABCD be a quadrilateral. Produce BA, CD to meet
in E and BC, AD in F. Now, the two As ECB, FAB combine the four
sides of the quadrilateral ABCD and both As have the sides AB, BC

in common (Fig. 180). Hence the circumcircles on As ECB, FAB

FIGURE 18o

intersect in B, P such that the Simson lines of P with respect to As
ECB, FAB, which are LNQ, LMQ, coincide, since both have two
points in common.
SYNTHESIS: It is obvious that if the two circumcircles ECB, FAB
intersect in P, then P will be the required point.
7.2. If p and r are the pedal lines of P and R with respect to the same
triangle, then the angle between p and r is equal to the angle subtended by PR

at any point on the circumcircle of the triangle. For in Fig. 180, LMLB

= right angle - LPLM = right angle - LPCA. Hence L pr =
LMLB - LM'L'B = LRCA - LPCA = LRCP.
7.3. If the perpendiculars PL, PM, PNfrom any point P on the circumcircle
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of a triangle ABC to the sides BC, CA, AB are produced to meet the circle in

E, F, G, show that AE, BF, CG are parallel to the pedal line LMN.
Similarly, if P', another point on the circle, lies on the perpendicular from B to

AC, then the tangent at B, AE', CG' will be parallel to the pedal line of P'
with respect to ABC, where E', G' are the intersections of the perpendiculars
P'L', P'N' to BC, BA with the circle.
CONSTRUCTION: Join PA, PC. L'M'N' is the pedal line of P' with

respect to ABC (Fig. 181).

FIGURE 181

Proof: ... PMAN is cyclic,
CG is II MN. Also, /MPA =

/NPA = /NMA = /GCA. .'.

/MNA = /FBA.

BF is 11 MN.
/PLM = /PCM = /PEA. .'.
Again, since PMLC is cyclic,
AE is 11 LMN. Hence AE, BF, CG are LMN. Similarly, AE' is

L'M'. But /L'CM' = /L'P'M' _ /E'P'B = /E'AB.
/F'BA = /BCA or /L'CM' (since BF' is tangent to 0 at B), .'.
/E'AB = /F'BA..'. BF' is I! L'M'. Similar to AE', CG' is L'M'N'.
II

7.4. From a point P on the circumcircle of the triangle ABC, perpendiculars
PL, PM, PN are drawn to BC, CA, AB. Find the position of P in order that

ML = MN.
ANALYSIS: Assume that LMN is the required pedal line of P with
respect to AABC. Join PA, PC (Fig. 182). Now, PCLM is cyclic..'.

PM = PC sin PCM = PC sin PLM (since /PMC = right angle).
.'. PM/sin PLM = PC = ML/sin MPL = ML/sin C (law of sines
for APLM). Hence ML = PC sin C. Similarly, MN = AP sin A. If
AP/PC = sin C/sin A = AB/BC (law of
LM = MN as required,
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sines for AABC and can be proved also by dropping BE L AC).
Therefore, AP/PC = construction ratio of AB/BC, and P can be
determined by the intersection of the Apollonius 0 which divides
AC internally and externally into the fixed ratio of AB : BC at D, F,

with 0 ABC.

FIGURE 182

SYNTHESIS: Draw the Apollonius 0 on DF as diameter cutting
AP/PC = AD/DC = AB/BC = sin C/sin A..'.
PC sin C = AP sin A or ML = MN. Likewise, if it is required that
ML = k MN, where k is a fixed integer, then draw the Apollonius
Q that divides AC in the same way into the ratio AB : k BC.

Q ABC in B, P.

7.5. The orthocenters of the four triangles formed by four lines are collinear.
CONSTRUCTION: Let the four given lines be ABE, DCE meeting in E

and BCF, ADF meeting in F. Let also 01, 02, 03, 04 be the orthocenters of the As BCE, ABF, ADE, DCF. Draw the two circumcircles
BCE, DCF to intersect in P. From P draw PL, PM, PN, PQ Ls ABE,
DCE, BCF, ADF and join 01P, 02P, 03P, 04P (Fig. 183).
Proof: Since P is the point of intersection of the circumcircles BCE,
DCF, .'. LMNQ is one straight line, which is the Simson line of P

with respect to both As BCE and DCF (according to Prop. 7.1).
Again, it is easy to prove that ADPE, ABPF are cyclic quadrilaterals.
Hence in the same way as of Prop. 7.1, LMNQ can be proved to be

the Simson line of both As ADE, ABF. But, since 01P, 02P, 03P,
04P are bisected by LMNQ in the four As BCE, ABF, ADE, DFC
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(Prop. 7.1) and LMNQ is a straight line, .'. 01, 02, 03, 04 are collinear.

FIGURE 183

RADICAL AXIS-COAXAL CIRCLES

Definitions and Propositions
Proposition 7.2. Find the locus of a point, the tangents from which to
two given circles are equal. (i) If the circles intersect, it is clear that the
extension of their common chord is the required locus. (ii) If they touch one
another, the common tangent at their point of contact is the required locus. (iii)
If they do not meet, let C, C' be the centers of the Qs and suppose the circle C is

the greater. Let P be any point on the locus. Draw the tangents PT, PT' and

PO 1.CC'. Join PC, PC', CT, C'T' (Fig. 184). Hence OC2 -OC'2
P

FIGURE 184
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= CP2 - C'P2 = CT2 - C'T'2. -.- PT = PT', .'. the 1 PO divides
CC' into segments such that the difference of the squares on them = the difference of the squares on the corresponding radii. .'. 0 is a fixed point and PO
therefore a fixed straight line and hence the required locus.

Definition. The line PO is called the radical axis of the two circles. From
0 draw the tangents A0, OA'. These are equal. Take OL, OL' each equal to

OA or OA' and join PL, PL'. Hence PT2 = PC2 - CT2 = P02 +

OC2 - CA2 = P02 + OA2 = P02 + OL2 = PL2..'. PT = PL.
Similarly, PT' = PL'. .'. PT = PL = PL' = PT'.
COROLLARY: The circle described with any point on the radical
axis of two circles as center, and a tangent to one of the circles from
this point as radius, will cut both circles orthogonally and if the circles
do not meet will pass through two fixed points L, L' called the limiting
points.

Proposition 7.3. If there be three circles whose centers are not in the same
straight line, their radical axes taken two and two are concurrent. Let A, B, C
be the centers of the Os, r1, r2, r3 their radii. Let the radical axes of A, B; B,

C; C, A cut AB, BC, CA in E, F, G respectively (Fig. 185). If EM, EN

FIGURE 185

are the tangents from E to A, B, then EM = EN and hence AE2 - EB2

= r12 - r22 (Prop. 7.2), BF2 - FC2 = r22 - r32, CG2 - GA2 = r32
- r12. Adding gives (AE2 - EB2) + (BF2 - FC2) + (CG2 - GA2)
= 0. Therefore the Ls from E, F, G to AB, BC, CA respectively are concurrent (Problem 2.20).

COROLLARY 1. If three circles intersect, two and two, their common chords are concurrent and if three circles touch each other, two
and two, the three common tangents at their points of contact are
concurrent.
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Definition. The point of concurrence of the radical axes of three given
circles taken two and two is called the radical center of the circles.

COROLLARY 2. The circle described with the radical center of
three circles as center and a tangent from that point to any one of
them as radius cuts the three circles orthogonally.
COROLLARY 3. If a variable circle be described through two given
points to cut a given circle, the common chord passes through a fixed
point on the line which joins the given points.
Proposition 7.4. Find the radical axis of two given circles. (i) If the
circles intersect, the common chord extended is their radical axis. (ii) If the
circles touch, the common tangent at their point of contact is their radical axis.
(iii) If the circles do not intersect, describe a circle cutting each of the given
circles, with any point not in the line of the centers of the circles as center. Draw
the common chords. These produced intersect in the radical center of the three
circles. Therefore, the perpendicular drawn from this point to the line joining
the centers of the given circles is their radical axis. Note the relationship of this
proposition to Proposition 7.2.

Definition. If any number of circles, taken two and two, have the same
radical axis, they are called coaxal. These coaxal circles reduce to the points
L, L' (Prop. 7.2) called the limiting points of the family of the circles.

Proposition 7.5. If one coaxial system of circles has its centers on the
common chord of another system of intersecting circles, then the two common
points of intersection of the second system are the limiting points of the first.
It can be shown that if a system of circles has its centers collinear and has
also a common orthogonal circle, it is a coaxal system. Now in Fig. 186, one

FIGURE 186
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system consists of L (a point circle) and the circles a2, a3, ..., which increase
in size until eventually the radical axis i is reached. On the other side we get L',

a5, a6, ..., also approaching the radical axis as a limit. The orthogonal
system of bl on LL' as diameter (which is the smallest circle), b2, b3, .. .
and b4, b5, . . ., both series approaching the line LL' as a limit.

Solved Problems
7.6. If PN is the perpendicular from any point P to the radical axis of two
circles the centers of which are A, B, and PQ, PR are the tangents from P to

the circles, then PQ2 - PR2 = 2 PN AB.
CONSTRUCTION: Draw PM 1 AB, and join PA, AQ, PB, BR (Fig.
187).

FIGURE 187

Proof: Let a, b be the radii of Qs A, B.

PQ2 - PR2 = (PA2 - a2) - (PB2 - b2)
= (PA2 - PB2) - (a2 - b2)
= AM2 - MB2 + OB2 - A02
(since OA2 - a2
= OB2 - b2)
= (AM - MB) (AM + MB) + (OB - AO) (OB
+ AO)

= (AM - MB + OB - AO)AB
= (AM - AO + OB - MB) AB
=2
2
P lies on one of the circles, for instance B, then PR = 0 and PQ2
= 2 PN AB.
7.7. Given two circles, construct a system of circles coaxal with them.

CONSTRUCTION: (i) If the given Os intersect, any 0 through their
points of intersection will be coaxal with them.
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FIGURE 188

(ii) If the Qs touch, any 0 touching them at their point of contact
will be coaxal with them.

(iii) If the given Qs ABD, EFG do not meet, take C, C' their
centers, and draw their radical axis OL (Prop. 7.4). From 0 draw
tangent OA. With center 0 and radius OA describe OAEH; from
any point H on its circumference draw tangent HK meeting CC' in K

(Fig. 188). With center K and radius KH describe OHMN. OH
touches OHMN and OH = OA. .'. OL is radical axis of Qs BD,
HMN. Hence Os ABD, EFG, HMN are coaxal. Similarly, by drawing tangents from other points on the circumcircle of OAEH, any
number of Qs can be described coaxal with ABD, EFG.
7.8. Construct a circle which will pass through two given points and touch a
given circle.

CONSTRUCTION: Let A, B be the given points and CDE the given

0. Describe a Q passing through A, B and cutting a given Q in C,

FIGURE 189
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D. Let AB, CD meet in F. F is the radical center of Qs CDE, ABC,
and the required Q. Draw tangent FG to QCDE. FG is the radical
axis of QCDE and the required 0 (Fig. 189). Hence 0 through A, B,
G is the required Q. Describe this Q. Since FA FB = FC FD = FG2,

FG touches QABG. .'. QABG touches QCDE. If the other
tangent from F to QCDE meet that 0 in G', the 0 through A, B,
G' will also touch given QCDE.
7.9. AD, BE, CF are perpendiculars from A, B, C to the opposite sides of the

triangle ABC. EF, FD, DE meet BC, CA, AB respectively in L, M, N.
Show that L, M, N are collinear and that the straight line through them is
perpendicular to the line joining the orthocenter and the circumcenter.

CONSTRUCTION : Draw the nine-point circle of AABC with center S

the mid-point of OG, 0, G being the circumcenter and orthocenter
(Fig. 190).

FIGURE 190

Proof: Since the nine-point circle passes through D, E, F, then
QDEF is the nine-point circle of AABC. But BDEA is cyclic (since

/ADB = LAEB = right angle). .'. NA NB = NE ND. Hence
tangent from N to QABC = tangent from N to QDEF. Therefore,
Nlies on the radical axis of these two Qs. Similarly, L, M lie also on

the radical axis of these two Os. Hence LMN is one straight line
and is the radical axis of these two Os. .', The line of the centers
OSG is 1 the radical axis of the two Os LMN.
7.10. ABCD is a quadrilateral in which the angles B, D are equal. Two
points E, F are taken on BC, CD respectively, such that LAED, LAFB are
equal. Show that the radical axis of the two circles described on BF, DE as
diameters passes through A.
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CONSTRUCTION: Draw EP, FQ 11 AD, AB respectively meeting AB,

AD produced in P, Q. Join BD, PQ, DP, BQ. Let Os on BF, DE as
diameters cut AB, AD in G, H respectively and join EH, FG (Fig.
191).

D

FIGURE 191

AAED = QAPD. Also, FQ 11 AB. .'.
AAPD = AAQB.
Eliminating common AADB yields ABPD =
DB lI PQ.
AB : BP = AD : DQ (1). But As BEP, DFQ are similar,
BP : BE = DQ : DF (2). Multiplying (1) and (2) gives AB : BE
As ABE, ADF are similar.
= AD : DF. But LB = LD.
Proof:

EP 11 AD,

QAFB = QAQB. Since QAED = AAFB,

LBAE = LDAF. Adding LEAF to both,
LBAF = LDAE.
Since LBGF = LDHE = right angle, .'. As AGF, AHE are simiAAED = AAFB,
lar.
GF : AG = HE : AH.
AB : GF
= AD-HE. .', AG AB = AH AD,
Hence the tangent from A to QBFG = tangent from A to ODEH.
Therefore, A lies on the radical axis of these two Os, which, in this
case, is their common chord LK.

POLES AND POLARS

Definitions and Propositions
Definition. If the radius CA of a circle, C being the center, be divided
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internally and externally in P and D so that the rectangle
is equal to
the square on CA, the straight line drawn through either P or D perpendicular
to CA is called the polar of the other point with respect to the circle and that
other point is called the pole of the perpendicular. P and D are sometimes
called conjugate poles. Hence when the pole is inside the circle, the polar does
not meet the circle and when the pole is on the circumference of the circle its
polar is the tangent drawn at the pole.

Proposition 7.6. If a line cuts a circle, the point of intersection of the
tangents drawn at the points where the line cuts the circle is the pole of the
line.

Let TT' cut QATT' of center C. Draw tangents TP, T'P. Join CT,
CP cutting TT' in D (Fig. 192). Now, LCTP is right and TT' I CP.

FIGURE 192

CT2..'. P is the pole of TT'. Hence when the pole is outside
.'.
the circle, its polar cuts the circle and coincides with the chord of contact of
tangents to the circle drawn from the pole.

Proposition 7.7. If from every point in a given straight line pairs of
tangents be drawn to a given circle, all the chords of contact intersect in the
pole of the given line.
Let MN be the given line, P its pole with respect to the 0 with center C.

From any point M in MN draw tangents MA, MB and draw PE 1 CM
(Fig. 193).
Ls PDM, PEM are right, .'. DPEM is cyclic..'. CE- CM
= CP CD = square on radius.
PE is the polar of M. Hence AB
passes through P. This proposition may also be enunciated thus: the
polars of all points in a straight line intersect in the pole of the line.

COROLLARY 1. If the polar of P passes through Q, then the polar
of Q passes through P. Such points as P, Q are called conjugate points
with respect to circle.
COROLLARY 2. The polar of the intersection of two straight lines is
the line joining their poles.
COROLLARY 3. The poles of all straight lines meeting in a point

lie on the polar of that point.
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FIGURE 193

Proposition 7.8. The locus of the intersection of pairs of tangents to a
circle drawn at the extremities of a chord which passes through a given point is
the polar of the point.

Let P (Fig. 193) be the given point, C the center of given 0. Through P
draw any chord AB. Join CP and draw FPG _JCP. Draw also tangents
AM, BM, FD, GD. Let CM, AB intersect in E. Join MD.
DPEM is cyclic and LPEM is right.
square on radius =
LPDM is right.
Hence MD is the polar of P, and this is the locus of M.
This proposition may also be enunciated thus: the locus of the poles of all
secants to a given circle which pass through a given point is the polar of the
point.

COROLLARY: The pole of the straight line joining two points is the

point of intersection of the polars of the points.
Proposition 7.9. Any straight line drawn through a fixed point and cutting
a given circle is divided harmonically by the point, the circle, and the polar of
the point, and the converse.

FIGURE 194.
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(i) Let PCEF cut MN the polar of P in E. Draw PBDOA through the
center 0. Join OF, OM, OC, DF, DC, PM; produce FD to G (Fig. 194).

l_PMO is right,
PO PD = PM2 = PC- PF.
CDOF is
.'. /PDC = LOFC = LOCF = LODF in some segment. .'.

cyclic.

DM bisects LFDC.

DP bisects the adjacent LCDG.

PCEF is a

harmonic range. A similar proof holds when P lies inside the 0.
(ii) If the chord CF be divided harmonically in E and P, then the polar of P
passes through E. This is easily proved indirectly.

Solved Problems
7.11. The distances of two points from the center of a circle are proportional
to the distance of each point from the polar of the other.

CONSTRUCTION: Let DN be the polar of P and EM the polar of Q

with respect to a circle whose center is C. Draw PF L CQ, PM
L EM, QG L PC, and QN L DN (Fig. 195).

FIGURE 195

Proof. Since QGP, QFP are right angles,
QGFP is cyclic. .'.
square on radius =
QC-CF. Also,
QC- CE or
Hence
PC : QG = EF : GD = PM : QN. This is called Salmon's theorem.
7.12. (1) Parallel tangents to a circle at P, Q meet the tangent at the point R
in S, T. PQ meets this tangent in U. Show that RV is the polar of U, V being
the intersection of PT and QS (Fig. 196).

Proof: Let a line 11 to PS through V cut PQ at M..'. VM is LPQ.
Again the harmonic points of the quadrangle PSTQ are U, V and
the point I at infinity on PS. Hence V(PQ, UI) is harmonic..'. (PQ,
UM) is harmonic. Hence the polar of U passes through M and it is
LPQ. .'. It is VM which also passes through R.
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FIGURE 196

(ii) M, N are the projections of a point R on a circle on two perpendicular diameters. G is the pole of MN and U, L are the projections of G on the diameters. Show that UL touches the circle at R.

Proof: Since the polar of G passes through M, the polar of M
passes through G and, being 1 the radius CM, is GU, .'. passes
through U. Hence the polar of U passes through M and therefore
RM. So the polar of L is RN. Hence the polar of R (on RM and RN)
is UL. Hence UL is the tangent at R.
7.13. ABCD is a quadrilateral inscribed in a circle. AD, BC produced
meet in E and AB, DC meet in F. 0 is the point of intersection of AC, BD.
Show that each vertex of the triangle OEF is the pole of the opposite side (Fig.

197).

z 7C
FIGURE 197
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Proof: Let BD, FE produced meet in H and let FO, BE meet in K.

AC is cut harmonically in 0, G (Prop. 6.6), .'. the polar of 0
passes through G (Prop. 7.9) and '.' BD is cut harmonically in 0, H,
.'. the polar of 0 passes through H..'. EF is the polar of 0. Again, -.the polar of 0 passes through E, .'. the polar of E passes through 0
(Prop. 7.7, Cor. 1). '.' F(BODH) is a harmonic pencil, ,'. BC is cut
harmonically in K, E..'. The polar of E passes through K..'. FO is
the polar of E and similarly EO is the polar of F.
7.14. If a quadrilateral be inscribed in a circle and tangents be drawn at its
angular points forming a circumscribed quadrilateral, the interior diagonals of
the two quadrilaterals are concurrent and their third diagonals coincident (Fig.
198).

FIGURE 198

Proof: Let the tangents at A, C meet in N. '.' G is the pole of AD
and K the pole of BC, .'. E is the pole of GK.
Similarly, F is the pole of HL..'. The intersection of GK, HL is the
pole of EF. But the intersection of AC, BD is the pole of EF..'. The
four diagonals AC, BD, GK, HL intersect in 0. Again, '.' M is the
pole of BD and N is the pole of AC, .'. MN is the polar of 0..'. EF,
MN coincide. It can be deduced also that:
1. E is the pole of GK, but E is also the pole of FO. Therefore, GK
passes through F. Similarly, HL passes through E.
2. HL is the polar of F, therefore H(AOBF) is a harmonic pencil.
Hence FMEN is a harmonic range; i.e., the extremities of the third

diagonal of one quadrilateral are harmonic conjugates to the
extremities of the other.
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3. Also O(AHBF) is a harmonic pencil; i.e., the diagonals of the
two quadrilaterals form a harmonic pencil.
7.15. Construct a cyclic quadrilateral given the circumscribing circle and the
three diagonals.

ANALYSIS: Let ABCD be the required quadrilateral inscribed in
01. Let the tangents to the 0 at A, B, C, D meet in H, K, L, G. HK,
GL produced meet in M and GH, LK produced meet in N. Also AD,
BC meet in E and AB, DC in F..'. MN coincides with EF (Problem
7.14). Join IM, IN cutting BD, AC at right angles in Q, P (Fig. 199).
a

FIGURE 199

Hence Q, P are the mid-points of BD, AC. Produce PQ to meet EF in
R. Since the mid-points of the diagonals of a complete quadrilateral

are collinear (Problem 2.16), .'. R is the mid-point of EF. '.' M, N
are the poles of BD, AC..'. IP- IN = IQ IM = square on radius of
QI. '.' AC, BD are given,
their distances IP, IQ from the center I
are known. Therefore, IN, IM are known. But JR2 = tangent2
from R to I + radius2 of I, and since the tangent from R to 01 =
half the third diagonal EF (Problem 3.23), .'. IR2 = RE2 + radius2
of I and hence is known.

But since the transversal PQR cuts the sides of AIMN, .'
(RM/RN) (IQ/QM) (NP/IP) = 1 (Menelaus' Th. 5.13). ,'. RM/RN
= (QM/IQ) (IP/NP), and since QM = IM - IQ = known, so also
NP is a known quantity. Hence RM : RN is a known ratio. This
reduces the problem to drawing the AIMN given IM, IN and the
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length of the line IR which divides MN into a known ratio RM : RN.
Draw MS 11 IN. .'. MS : IN = RM : RN. .'. MS = IN(RM : RN)

and is known and IS : IR = MN : RN.

IS = IR(MN : RN)
= IR[ 1 - (RM/RN)] and is also known, and since IM is known, the
triangle IMS can be constructed knowing the three sides.
SYNTHESIS: Take the known length IR on IS produced and join
RM and produce it to meet the to MS from I in N. On IN, IM, take

P, Q with the known lengths IF, IQ. Describe the given 0 with
center I and from P, Q draw AC, BD

I

IN, IM. ABCD is the requir-

ed quadrilateral.

SIMILITUDE AND INVERSION

Definitions and Propositions
Definition. If the straight line joining the centers of two circles be divided
internally and externally in the points S', S in the ratio of the radii of the
circles, S' is called the internal center and S the external center of similitude of

the circles. The circle described on SS' as diameter is called the circle of
similitude.
It follows from the definition that f two circles touch each other, the point of

contact is their internal center of similitude if the contact is external, their
external center of similitude if the contact is internal (Fig. 200). If 0, 0' are

FIGURE 200

the centers of the circles, SOS'O' is a harmonic range.

Proposition 7.10. The straight line joining the extremities of parallel
radii of two circles passes through their external center of similitude, if they are
turned in the same direction; through their internal center, if they are turned in
opposite directions. And the converse.

(i) Let 0, 0' be the centers of the Os; let OX be 11 ZO'X' and let XX'
and ZX meet 00' in S and S' (Fig. 201). In As SO'X', SOX, SO'/SO
= 0'X'/OX. .', S is the external center of similitude of the Os. In As
S' is the internal center of
S'O'Z, S'OX, S'0'/S'0 = O'7./OX.
similitude.
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(ii) Let SXYX'Y' drawn through S the external center of similitude of the

Qs cut the Qs in X, Y, X', Y'. Then OX will be I I O'X' and OY II 0'Y'.
Since each of the /s OXY, O'X'Y' is acute, each of the /s OXS, O'X'S
is obtuse and /OSX is common to As OSX, O'SX' and SO : OX = SO'
:

/SOX = /SO'X'..'. OX is II O'X'. Similarly, OYis ii 0'Y'.

Similarly for the internal center of similitude.

FIGURE 201
COROLLARY

1. From similar triangles SX : SX' = OX: O'X'

= SY : SY'. Therefore, the ratio of SX : SX' is constant, as also the
ratio of SY : SY'.
COROLLARY 2. If a variable circle touch two fixed circles both
externally or both internally, the straight line joining the points of
contact passes through the external center of similitude of the fixed
circles.
COROLLARY 3. If a variable touches two fixed circles, one intern-

ally, the other externally, the straight line joining the points of
contact passes through the internal center of similitude of the fixed
circles.
COROLLARY 4. The direct common tangent of two circles passes

through their external center of similitude, the transverse common
tangent through their internal center of similitude.
Definition. Given a fixed point 0 called the center of inversion. If on OP a
point P' is taken such that OP- OP' = k, where k is a constant called the
constant of inversion, then the points P and P' are said to be inverse points
with respect to 0.
If the constant k is positive, the two points P, P' lie on the same side of 0
and if k is negative, they lie on opposite sides of 0. If P, P' are on the same
side of 0 so that OP - OP' = c2, then P, P' are inverse points with respect to
the circle with center 0 and radius c. This circle is called the circle of inversion.

The inverse of a point on the circle of inversion is the point itself; for in

op. OP' = c2, if OP = c, then OP' = c and therefore P' coincides with
P. If P describes a curve or a figure of any kind, then P' describes another
figure and the two figures are said to be inverse figures.
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Notice that an intersection of two curves inverts into an intersection of the
two inverse curves. Also, that if 0 T touches the given curve at T, then 0 T also
touches the inverse curve at T', the inverse of T. For, if P and Q coincide at

T, P' and Q' coincide at T'.
Proposition 7.11. Two curves intersect at the same angle as the inverse
curves. For this reason inversion is said to be a conformal transformation.

Proposition 7.12. If P, P' and Q, Q' are pairs of inverse points with
k is the constant of inverrespect to 0, then P'Q' =
sion.

For since OP : OQ = OQ' : OP', the As OPQ and OP'Q' are similar.
Hence, P'Q' : PQ = OQ': OP = OP'- OQ' : OP- OP' = OP'- OQ' : k.
So PQ = k P'Q'/OP' OQ'. If, however, P, Q are collinear with 0, then

P'Q' = OQ' - OP' = k/OQ - k/OP = k(OP k PQ/OP OQ.
Proposition 7.13. The inverse of a straight line is a circle through the
center of inversion 0, and, conversely, the inverse of a circle through 0 is a
straight line.
the line and take any point P upon the line. Let A', P' be
(i) Draw OA
I

the inverses of A, P (Fig. 202). Then OA OA' = OP - OP'. Hence, A,
A', P', P are concyclic. Hence LOP'A' = LOAP = right angle. Therefore, the inverse of the line AP (i.e., the locus of P') is the 0 on OA' as
diameter, OA' being

I

the line.

FIGURE 202

(ii) Take the inverse A, P of A', P'; OA' being a diameter of the given 0.

Then, as before, LOAP = LOP'A' = right angle. Hence the inverse
with respect to 0 of the circle on OA' as diameter (i.e., the locus of P) is the

straight line -LOA' through A. Therefore, OC' = j OA' = j k/OA.
Hence the center C' and the radius OC' of the inverse to a given line are known.
An exceptional case is when the straight line passes through 0, e.g., OP in

the above figure. Then P' lies also on the line OP. Hence the inverse of a
straight line through 0 is the straight line itself. Notice that the inverse of a
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circle with respect to a point 0 on it is a straight line. This property can be
used mechanically to convert circular to linear motion.
It is obvious that we can invert any two circles which intersect into straight
lines by taking 0 at one of the intersections. If the circles touch, their inverses
would then be parallel straight lines.

Proposition 7.14. The inverse of a circle with respect to a point 0 not on
it is a circle.
Let P' be the inverse of P, a point on the given circle whose center is C. Let

OP cut this 0 again at Q. Draw P'D' II QC cutting OC at D' (Fig. 203).
The OP OQ is constant and OP OP' is constant. Hence OP' : OQ is
constant. But OD' : OC = OP' : OQ. Hence OD' is constant and hence D'

is fixed. Also, P'D': QC = OP': OQ. Hence D'P' is fixed in length.
Therefore, the locus of P' is a circle; i.e., the inverse of the given 0 is a 0.
In exactly the same way, it can be shown that the inverse of a sphere with
respect to a point 0 not on it is a sphere.

FIGURE 203

Proposition 7.15. Find the center and radius of the inverse circle.
In the above figure, it can be seen that OD'/OC = P'D'/QC = OP'/OQ

=

k/(OC2 - CP2).
Hence OD' = k OC/(OC2 - CP2) and P'D' = k QC/(OC2 - CP2)

or D' is the center of the inverse 0 whose radius is P'D'.
Proposition 7.16. Inverse circles and the circle of inversion are coaxal.

For let the circle of inversion cut the given circle at E and F. Then the
inverse of E is E. Hence the inverse circle passes also through E and similarly
through F.
As a particular case, a straight line is the radical axis of its inverse circle
and the circle of inversion.

Proposition 7.17. The inverse of a circle with respect to an orthogonal
circle is the circle itself.
For if 0 is the center and c the radius of the orthogonal circle and OPP' a

chord (through 0) of the given circle, then OP. OP' = c2, since a radius of
one circle touches the other.
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Proposition 7.18. Any two circles are inverse with respect to either center
of similitude and with respect to no other point.

(i) In Fig. 203, let 0 be a center of similitude of the circles, then OP'

OQ = r' : r. Also OP- OQ is constant. Hence, OP- OP' is constant.
Hence the circles are inverse with respect to 0.

(ii) Let the circles be inverse with respect to 0. Then it is proved in
Prop. 7.14 that OC : OD' = r : r'. Hence, 0 is the center of similitude.
Notice that the radius of inversion is OE, E being one of the intersections of
the given circles.

If in the limiting case one circle becomes a straight line, then we can still
speak of the centers of similitude of this circle and this line. Hence, the centers
of similitude of a circle and a line are the ends of the diameter perpendicular
to the line, for these are the only possible centers of inversion.

Proposition 7.19. If a circle touches two given circles the points of contact
are inverse points with respect to the external center of similitude.
For let the line joining the points of contact P, Q cut the line of centers of the
given circles a, b at 0. Invert with respect to 0, taking P, Q as inverse points.
Then the touching circle c inverts into itself. Also a which touches c at P inverts
into a circle touching c at Q and having, by symmetry, its center on the line of
centers, i.e., into b. Hence P and Q are inverse points on the circles.

Solved Problems
7.16. If through the external center of similitude S of two circles any straight

line SXYX'Y' cutting the first circle in X, Y and the other in X', Y' be
described, and also the common tangent SDD', then each of the rectangles
SX, SY' and SY, SX' is constant and equal to the rectangle SD, SD'.
CONSTRUCTION: Join XD, YD, X'D', Y'D' (Fig. 204).

FIGURE 204

Proof: ... SX : SX' = OD : O'D' = SD : SD', .'. XD is II X'D'.

LSDX = LSD'X' = LD'Y'X'. .'.
Similarly, YD is
Y'D'.
SX SY' = SD-SD'. Similarly, DD'X'Y is
DD'Y'X is cyclic.
11
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cyclic. .'. SY SX' = SD-SD'. Similar results can be proved in a

similar way for the internal center of similitude.
COROLLARY: XD, Y'D' intersect in the radical axis of the two
circles.
For since a circle goes through XDD'Y', therefore XD is the radical
axis of this circle and the circle 0 and Y'D' is the radical axis of this

circle and the circle 0'. Therefore, the point of intersection of XD,
Y'D' is the radical center of the three circles and hence a point in the
radical axis of the circles 0, 0'.
7.17. If two circles touch two others, so that the contacts of the two circles
with the two others are both internally or externally or even one internally and
the other externally, the radical axis of each pair passes through the center of

similitude of the other pair (Fig. 205).

FIGURE 205

Proof: Let Qs M, M' touch Os 0, 0' externally in X, Y and X', Y'.
YX and Y'X' both pass through S the external center of similitude of

0, 0' (Prop. 7.10, Cor. 2). .'. SX SY = SX' SY'. Hence tangents
from S to M and M' are equal..'. S is on the radical axis of M, M'.
Similarly with S'.
7.18. A straight line drawn through a center of similitude S of two circles
meets them in P, Q and P', Q' respectively. If PQ' is divided in R in the
ratio of the radii of the circles, prove that the locus of R is a circle.

CONSTRUCTION : Let PQP'Q' be drawn from the external center of

similitude of the two Os 0, 0' and let S' be the internal center of
similitude. Then the locus of R is the 0 on SS' as diameter (Fig.
206).
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FIGURE 2o6

Proof: Join OP, OQ, OR, O'P', O'Q', O'R, S'R and draw SDD',
SEE' common external tangents of the Qs. '.' OP is 11 O'P', ,', LOPR

= LO'P'Q' = /O'Q'P'.

PR : RQ' = OP : O'Q' (hypothesis),
PR : OP = RQ' : O'Q', and since /OPR = LO'Q'P' or /O'Q'R,
As OPR, O'Q'R are similar..'. /ORP = /O'RQ' and OR : O'R
= OP : O'Q'. ',' S' is the internal center of similitude of Qs, .'.
OS': 0'S' = OP : O'Q' = OR : O'R.
LORS' = /O'RS', i.e.,
RS' bisects LORO'. Hence LORP + LORS' = right angle; i.e.,
/SRS' is right. Since SS' is fixed for the two Qs, then the locus
of R is a 0 on SS' as diameter. Notice that this locus 0 also cuts
SDD', SEE' in F, Gin the ratio of the radii.
7.19. Peaucellier's Cell. OB, OD, AB, AD, BC, CD, EA are rigid, very
thin, straight rods, freely jointed at their ends as in the figure. 0 and E are

fixed points. Also, OB = OD, OE = AE, and AB = BC = CD = DA.
Show that as the rods move, C describes a straight line (Fig. 207).

FIGURE 207
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Proof: Since EA = EO, the locus of A is a 0 through 0 with E as
center. Hence it is sufficient to prove that A and C are inverse points
with respect to 0, i.e., that OA OC is constant. But OA OC = (OM

- MA) (OM + MA) = OM2 - MA2 = OB2 - AB2 = constant.
Therefore, A, C are inverse points in the inversion whose 0 of
(OB2 - AB2). Thus if
A describes a 0, C will describe the inverse of this 0 which is a
inversion has 0 as center and radius equals

straight line I OE from C (Prop. 7.13). This mechanism, known as
Peaucellier's cell, is useful in converting circular motion into straightline motion. If we remove links OE and OA, then as A traverses any
curve, C will traverse its inverse curve. This cell, however, is sometimes called an inverter and is also used in the design of compound
compasses for drawing arcs of circles with large radii.
7.20. Invert any triangle into a triangle of given shape.
ANALYSIS :

A'B'/B'C' = (k AB/ 0A 0B) (0B 0C/k BC) (Prop.

7.12), .'. A'B'/B'C' _ (AB/BC) (OC/OA).
A'B/B'C' and AB/BC are
given from shape of A, .'. OC/OA is a given ratio. Similarly, OB/OA
is also a given ratio. Hence 0 is either one of intersections of two Os
of Apollonius (Th. 5.10) drawn on M'N' (on AC), and MN (on AB)

as diameters such that OC/OA = M'C/M'A = N'C/N'A = given
and so on (0, 0' are two inversion centers).
SYNTHESIS: Draw a 0 with AB as chord cutting OA, OB in A', B'

such that OA OA' = OB OB' = k. Draw another 0 around
AACA' cutting OC in C' such that OA OA' = OC OC' = k (Fig.
208). Hence A'B'C' is one of the two inverted As.

FIGURE 208
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Miscellaneous Exercises
1. If PL, PM, PN, the perpendiculars from any point P on the circumference of a circle to the sides BC, CA, AB of an inscribed triangle ABC,

be turned through the same angle about P in the same direction and
thus cut BC, CA, AB in L', M', N' then L', M', N' are collinear. (They

lie on a parallel to the pedal line turned through this angle, for

PL' :PL - PM': PM=PN':PN.)

2. P, Q are diametrically opposite points on a circle circumscribing a
triangle. Perpendiculars from P and Q on their pedal lines with respect
to the triangle meet at R. Show that R is on the circle.
3. In Problem 7.1, prove that the circles ECB, EDA, FAB, FDC meet in a
point (i.e., the point P of Problem 7.1.)
4. If 0, A, B, C, D are any concyclic points, show that the projections of 0
on the pedal lines of 0 with respect to the triangles BCD, CDA, ABD,
ABC are collinear.

5. A, B, C, D are fixed points on a circle on which moves the variable
point P. The pedal lines of C and D with respect to ABP meet at Q.
Find the locus of Q. (The pedal x of C with respect to ABP passes
through a fixed point, i.e., the projection of Con AB, so the pedal y of
D passes through a fixed point on AB. Also x, y meet at an angle equal
to DAC. Hence the locus of Q is a circle.)
6. A, B, C, D are concyclic points. Show that the angle between the pedal
lines of A with respect to BCD and of B with respect to ACD is the angle
subtended by A and B at the center of the circle.

7. Given the direction of the pedal line of P with respect to a given triangle, find the position of P.
8. Prove the following construction for the pedal line p of P: Bisect PG, G

being the orthocenter, in P' and draw p through P' perpendicular to
the line AQ which is the reflection of AP in the internal bisector of
BAC.

9. Prove that the pedal lines of three points P, Q, R on the circumference
of ABC with respect to ABC form a triangle similar to PQR.
10. Lines drawn through a point P on the circle ABC parallel to BC, CA,
AB are turned about P through a given angle in the same direction to

cut BC, CA, AB at L, M, N. L', M', N' are formed in the same way
from P'. Show that LMN, L'M'N' are perpendicular lines if PP' is a
diameter of the circle. (By Exercise 1, LMN, L'M'N' are 11 to the lines

obtained by turning the pedal lines of P, P' through a given angle.
Hence the angle between them is right by Problem 7.2.
11. P is a variable point on a given circle. L, M, N are the projections of P
on the sides of a fixed inscribed triangle. O1, 02i 03 are the centers of
the circles PMN, PNL, PLM. Show that the circle 010203 is of fixed
size.
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12. ABCD is a quadrilateral inscribed in a circle. Show that the pedal lines
of A with respect to BCD, of B with respect to CDA, of C with respect to
DAB, and of D with respect to ABC meet in one point, and are equal to
one another.
13. P is a point on the circumcircle of the triangle ABC and the perpendiculars from P to BC, CA, AB meet the circle again in X, Y, Z. Show

that the perpendiculars from A, B, C to the sides of XYZ meet in a
point Q on the circle such that the pedal lines of P and Q with respect
to ABC and XYZ respectively are coincident.
14. P is any point on the circumscribed circle of a triangle ABC. PL, PM,
PN are the perpendiculars from P to BC, CA, AB. If PL, PM, PN are
produced to L', M', N' respectively, such that PL = LL', PM = MM'

and PN = NN', show that L', M', N' are collinear and pass through
the orthocenter of the triangle ABC.

15. Find the locus of a point, given (a) the sum; (b) the difference of the
squares on its tangents to two given circles.
16. In the triangle ABC, AD, BE, CF are the altitudes on BC, CA, AB. BC,
EF meet at P, CA, FD at Q and AB, DE at R. Show that P, Q, R lie on
the radical axis of the circumcircle and the nine-point circle.
17. If A', B', C' bisect BC, CA, AB, show that each bisector of the angles of
the triangle A'B'C' is a radical axis of two of the circles touching the
sides of ABC. (For a bisector of A' is perpendicular to that bisector of A
which passes through the centers of two of the circles and A' has equal
tangents to these circles.)
18. A variable circle passes through two fixed points and cuts a fixed circle
in the points P and Q. Show that PQ passes through a fixed point.
19. Pairs of points are taken on the sides of a triangle such that each two

pairs are concyclic. Show that all six points lie on the same circle.
(Otherwise the radical axes form a triangle.)
20. Prove that six radical axes of four circles, taken in pairs, form the six
sides of a complete quadrangle. (For they meet, three by three, in four
points.)

21. In the triangle ABC, prove that the orthocenter is the radical center of
the circles on BC, CA, AB as diameters.
22. The radical axes of a given circle and the circles of a coaxal system are
concurrent. (Compare with Exercise 27.)

23. If A, B, C are the centers and a, b, c the radii of three coaxal circles,
then a2 -BC + b2 -CA + c2 -AB = BC-CA -AB.

24. Through one of the limiting points of a system of coaxal circles is
drawn a chord PQ of a fixed circle of the system. Show that the product
of the perpendiculars from P and Q on the radical axis is the same for
all such chords. (Use Problem 7.6.)
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25. If a line cuts one circle at P, P' and another at Q, Q', show that PQ and

P'Q' subtend, at either limiting point of their coaxal family, angles
which are equal or supplementary. (For, if the line cuts the radical axis

at X, XL touches the circles PLP' and QLQ', since XL2 = XP. XP'
= XQ XQ'. Hence in the case in which PP' and QQ' are on the same
side of the radical axis, LXLQ = LQ'P and LXLP = LP'P. Hence,
LQLP = Q'LP'. So also for the other case.)
26. If PQ is a common tangent of two circles, then PQ subtends a right
angle at L and L', their limiting points. (For XP = XQ = XL = XL'.)
27. If two lines AP and AP' are divided at Q, R, ... and Q', R', ... so

that PQ : QR :... = P'Q' : Q'R' :..., then the circles APP', ARR',
... are coaxal.
28. Three circles 1, 2, 3 are such that the radical axes of 1, 2 and 2, 3 pass
respectively through the centers of 3 and 1. Show that the radical axis
of 3, 1 passes through the center of 2.
29. If the radical center of three circles is an internal point, show that a
circle can be drawn which is cut by each of the three circles at the ends
of a diameter of the circle.

30. If from any point in the radical axis of two circles a line be drawn to
each circle, the four points of intersection lie on the circumference of a
circle.

31. Prove that the orthocenter of a triangle is the radical center of the three
circles described on the sides of the triangle as diameters.
32. Give a circle and a straight line MN. Describe a circle with given radius
such that MN shall be the radical axis of it and the given circle. (If MN
cuts the given circle, the two circles described with given radius through
the points of intersection will be the required circles. If MN touches the
circle, the two circles described with given radius touching the given
circle at the point of contact will be the required circles.)

33. Given a circle, a straight line MN and a point P. Describe a circle
passing through P such that MN shall be the radical axis of it and the
given circle.
34. A, B, C, D are four points in order in a straight line. Find a point P in
that line such that
PC -PD. (This is the intersection of the
radical axis of any two circles through A, B and C, D with the straight
line ABCD.)

35. Prove that the radical axis of two circles is farther from the center of
the larger circle than from the center of the smaller, but nearer its
circumference.
36. Prove that if a circle be described with its center on a fixed circle and
passing through a fixed point, the perpendicular from the fixed point
on the common chord of the two circles will be of constant length.
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37. From A two tangents AB, AB' are drawn to two circles. AB, AB' are
bisected in D, D' and DE, D'E drawn perpendicular to the lines joining
A and the centers of the circles intersect in E. Show that E is on the
radical axis of the circles.
38. A is a fixed point on a given circle of a coaxal system whose limiting
points are L and M, and P is any point on the tangent at A. Show that

AP2 - PL2 : AP2 - PM2 = AL' : AM'.
39. With given radius, describe a circle orthogonal to two given circles, a,
b with centers A, B. (Let the center of the required 0 of radius x be X;
then X lies on the radical axis of the given circles a, b. Let XP be the
radius ofx which touches a; then x2 = XP2 = XA2 - a2 = X02 + OA2

- a2. But OA2 - a2 is known and x is given. Hence OX and X are
known.)
40. Two variable circles pass through the fixed points A and B. Through A
is drawn the line PAQ to meet one circle at P and the other at Q. Given

that the angles ABP and ABQ are equal, find the locus of the intersection of the tangents at P and Q.
41. ABC is a triangle. I, 1 , 12, 13 are the centers of its inscribed and
escribed circles. a, S, y, 8 are the radical centers of these four circles, 8
being that of the escribed circles. Show that the triangle asy is similar
to the triangle 111213 and that 8, a, S, y are the centers of the inscribed
and escribed circles of the triangles formed by joining the middle points
of the sides of ABC.

42. Construct a circle to pass through two given points A, B so that its
chord of intersection with a given circle shall pass through a given
point C. (On the given circle take any point P and let the OABP cut
the given circle again at Q. Let PQ, AB meet at R, and let RC cut the
given circle at X, Y. Then ABX is the required circle.)
43. If tangents from a variable point to two given circles have a given ratio,
the locus of the point is a circle coaxal with the given circles. (Through

any position P of the point draw a circle z with center Z coaxal with
the given circles x, y (centers X, 1'). Drop PN .L the radical axis of x
andy. Draw the tangents PQ and PR to x andy. Then PQ2 = 2 PN XZ
But PQ : PR is constant. Hence XZ : YZ is
and PR2 = 2
constant. Hence Z is fixed. Therefore the coaxal through P is fixed;
i.e., the locus of P is a circle coaxal with x and y.)
44. A straight line meets two circles in four points. Show that the tangents
at these points intersect in four points, two of which lie on a circle
coaxal with the two given circles. (Use Exercise 43.)
45. A, B are points on two circles ACD, BEF. It is required to find on the
radical axis of these circles a point P such that if the secants PAC, PBE
be drawn, CE will be perpendicular to the radical axis.

46. From a point P outside a given circle two straight lines PAB, PCD are
drawn, making equal angles with the diameter through P and cutting
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the circle in A, B and C, D respectively. Prove that AD, BC intersect in
a fixed point. [Use Prop. 7.9(ii).]
47. Two fixed circles intersect and their common tangents intersect in F.

Prove that all circles which touch these given circles are intersected
orthogonally by a circle of which F is the center. (Use Problem 7.14.)
48. Prove that the poles of the four rays of a harmonic pencil with respect
to a given circle are collinear and form a harmonic range.
49. Prove that the polars of any point on a circle which cuts three circles
orthogonally with respect to these circles are concurrent.
50. If A, B, C, D form a harmonic range, their polars a, b, c, d with respect
to a given circle form a harmonic pencil. [For if AB is 1, a is the line
through L, the pole of AB, L OA. Hence, (a, b, c, d) is superposable to
O(ABCD), 0 being the center of the circle.]
51. A circle touches the sides BC, CA, AB of a triangle at P, Q, R and RQ
cuts BC at S. Show that (BPCS) is harmonic. (For the polar of S passes
through P and also through A, since S is on the polar of A.)
52. If P, Q are conjugate points with respect to a circle (see Prop. 7.7, Cor.
1), show that the circle on PQ as diameter is orthogonal to the given
circle.
53. If P, Q are conjugate points with respect to a circle and t1 and t2 are
the tangents from P, Q to the circle, show that the circles with centers

P, Q and radii t1, t2 are orthogonal. (For PQ2 = P'P2 + P'Q2 = t12
-P'R2 + P'Q2 = t12 + QR QR' = t12 + t22, where RP'R' is the chord
of contact of P.)
54. P, Q are conjugate points of a circle. U is the projection of the center of

the circle on PQ. Show that PU UQ is equal to the square of the
tangent to the circle from U.
55. The chord PQ is the polar of R with respect to a circle. S bisects any
chord through R. Show that SR bisects the angle PSQ.
56. Two circles cut each other orthogonally. Show that the distances of
any point from their centers have the same ratio as the distances of the
centers each from the polar of the point with respect to the circle of
which the other is the center.
57. The line joining any two of the six centers of similitude of three circles
taken in pairs passes through a third center of similitude.
58. The internal and external centers of similitude of the circumcircle and
the nine-point circle of a triangle are the centroid and the orthocenter.
59. Given two circles centers A, B and their circle of similitude described
on the line joining their centers of similitude as diameter. Prove that if
P is any point on the circle of similitude, then PA : PB is constant.
60. The circles of similitude of three circles taken in pairs are coaxal. (Let

the centers be A, B, C and radii a, b, c. Then if P is a point on the
circles of similitude of the circles a, 6 and 6, c, then PA : PB = a : b
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and PB : PC = b : c .'. PA : PC = a : c. Hence P is on the other circle
of similitude.)
61. PQ, P'Q' are parallel chords of two circles the lengths of which are in

the ratio of the radii. Show that PP', QQ' or PQ', P'Q meet at a center
of similitude.

62. A common tangent to the circles the centers of which are A and B
touches the circles at P and Q. Show that PB and QA meet at a point
which bisects the perpendicular from one of the centers of similitude to
PQ.
63. If the line joining the centers of two circles cuts the circles at B, C and

B', C', show that the squares of the common tangents are equal to
BB' CC' and BC' B'C. [Draw 1 from center of smaller circles to radius
of large circles at point of contact of a common tangent of length t. If
d, a, b are the distances between the centers and the radii, then t2 = d2

- (a ± b)2.]
64. tl and t2 are the common tangents of two circles. Show that t12 - t22
= d1d2, where d1 and d2 are the diameters. (Use Exercise 63.)
65. The circles of similitude of three circles taken in pairs cut orthogonally
the circle through the centers of the given circles.
66. AA', BY, CC' are the pairs of opposite vertices of a complete quadrilateral circumscribing a circle c, A', B', C' being collinear. Show that
half of the centers of similitude of the four circles ABC, AB'C', A'BC',
A'B'C, taken in pairs, lie on a line which bisects at right angles the line
joining the center of c to the point through which the four circles pass.
67. Prove Problem 7.17 using inversion. (Invert with respect to S taking X,
k,
X, Y' are also
Y as inverse points.
inverse points, and O S M, M' invert into themselves. Also 0 0 inverts
into 00'... S is center of inversion and center of similitude of circles

0, 0'.)
68. Two circles intersect at A and touch one line at P, Q and another line
at R, S. Show that the circles PAQ and RAS touch at A. (Inverting with

respect to A, we get the parallel lines P'Q', R'S'.)
69. The inverse C' of the center C of a circle is the inverse point of 0 with
respect to the inverse circle. (See Prop. 7.14.)
70. Two circles are drawn to touch each of two given circles and also one
another. Show that the locus of the point of contact of these two circles
consists of the given circles when these do not intersect and the two
coaxal circles which bisect the angles between the given circles when
these intersect.
71. If tangents are drawn at A, B, C to the circumcircle forming the triangle LMN, then the circumcircle of LMN belongs to the above system
of coaxals. (Let OL cut BC in A'. Then A' bisects BC and is the inverse
of L with respect to the circumcircle.)
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72. A circle orthogonal to two given circles cuts them in A', B' and C', D'
and the line of centers cuts them in A, B and C, D. Show that the lines
AA', BB', CC', DD' are concurrent for two locations of the points A, B,
C, D, A', B', C', D'. (Invert the circles into themselves with respect to
either intersection of the orthogonal circle and the radical axis.)
73. If three circles c1, c2, c3 are such that c3 is the inverse of c1 with respect
to c2 and cl of c2 with respect to c3, then c2 is the inverse of c3 with respect
to C1.

74. A line is drawn through the fixed point 0 to touch two circles of a given
coaxal system at P and Q. Find the locus of R, given that (OR, PQ) is
harmonic.

75. Two fixed circles touch internally at A. Show that the locus of the
inverse point of A, with respect to a variable circle touching the given
circles, is a circle whose radius is the harmonic mean between the radii
of the given circles.

CHAPTER 8

SPACE GEOMETRY
Theorems and Corollaries
8.1. One part of a straight line cannot be in a plane and another part without.

8.2. Two straight lines which intersect are in one plane and three straight
lines each of which cuts the other two are in the same plane.

COROLLARY 1. If three straight lines not in one plane intersect,
two and two, they intersect in the same point.
COROLLARY 2. Similarly if four straight lines, no three of which
are in the same plane, are such that each meets two of the others,
they all meet in the same point.
8.3. If two planes intersect, their common section is a straight line.
8.4. If a straight line be perpendicular to each of two intersecting straight
lines at their point of intersection, it is perpendicular to the plane in which they
lie.

8.5. If three straight lines meet in a point and a straight line be perpendicular
to each of them at that point, the three lines are in one plane.

8.6. Two straight lines which are perpendicular to the same plane are
parallel.
8.7. If two straight lines are parallel, the straight line joining any point in the
one to any point in the other is in the same plane with the parallels.

8.8. If two straight lines be parallel and one of them be perpendicular to a
plane, the other is perpendicular to that plane.
8.9. Straight lines which are parallel to the same straight line, even though
not in the same plane with it, are parallel to each other.
8.10. If two intersecting straight lines be respectively parallel to two other
intersecting straight lines, though not in the same plane with them, the first two
and the second two contain equal angles.

8.11. It is possible to draw a straight line perpendicular to a given plane from
a given point outside the plane.
8.12. It is also possible to draw a straight line perpendicular to a given plane,
from a given point in it.
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8.13. Only one perpendicular can be drawn to a given plane from a given
point, whether the point be in or outside the plane.
8.14. Planes to which the same straight line is perpendicular are parallel to
each other.

8.15. If two intersecting straight lines in one plane be respectively parallel to
two intersecting straight lines in another plane, the planes are parallel.
8.16. If two parallel planes be cut by any plane, their common sections with it
are parallel.
8.17. If two straight lines be cut by parallel planes, they are cut in the same
ratio.
8.18. If a straight line be perpendicular to a plane, every plane which passes
through it is perpendicular to that plane.
8.19. If two planes which intersect be each of them perpendicular to a plane,
their common section is perpendicular to that plane.
8.20. If a solid angle be contained by three plane angles, any two of them are
together greater than the third.
8.21. Every solid angle is contained by plane angles which are together less
than four right angles.

COROLLARY: There can be only five regular polyhedra.

(i) Three faces at least must meet to form each solid angle of a
regular polyhedron.
(ii) The sum of the plane angles forming each of the solid angles is
less than four right angles.
Now three angles of a regular hexagon are together equal to four

right angles and three angles of any regular polygon of a greater
number of sides are together greater than four right angles. Hence
the faces of a regular polyhedron must be either equilateral triangles,
squares, or regular pentagons.
8.21.1. If the faces are equilateral triangles, each solid angle of the polyhedron
may be formed by: (i) Three equilateral triangles. The solid thus formed is a
tetrahedron. (ii) Four equilateral triangles. The solid thus formed is an
octahedron. (iii) Five equilateral triangles. The solid thus formed is an icosa-

hedron. The angles of six equilateral triangles are together equal to four
right angles and therefore cannot form a solid angle.

8.21.2. If the faces are squares, each solid angle will be formed by three
squares. The solid thus formed is a cube. The angles of four squares are
together equal to four right angles and cannot form a solid angle.
8.21.3. Similarly, if the faces are regular pentagons, each solid angle will be
formed by three such pentagons. The solid thus formed is a dodecahedron.
8.22. The section of a sphere by a plane is a circle.
8.23. The curve of intersection of two spheres is a circle.
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8.24. The properties of the radical plane, coaxal spheres, and the centers of
similitude of two spheres follow by natural generalization from the corresponding concepts with circles in a plane.

8.25. If the radius of a sphere is r, then the surface area and volume of the
sphere are 4rrr2 and 37rr3 respectively.

8.26. Only one sphere can be drawn through four points which do not lie in a
plane and no three of which lie on a line.

8.27. Eight spheres can, in general, be drawn to touch the faces of a tetrahedron.

8.28. If the vertices A, B, C, D of a tetrahedron are joined to the centroids
A', B' ,C', D' of the opposite faces, the lines AA', BB', CC', bD' meet at a
point G called the centroid of the tetrahedron such that AG = 3 GA', and so
on.

8.29. If the radius of the base circle of a cone is r and its generator and altitude

from the vertex to the base circle are l and h, then the side surface area and
volume of cone are Irrl and (Irl3)r2h respectively.

8.30. Any surface area and volume of revolution of a plane figure are equal to
the perimeter and area of that figure times the path of the center of area of the
figure respectively: Pappus' theorem.

Solved Problems
8.1. AD and BC are two perpendiculars from the points A, B on a given
plane. If a plane through A is drawn perpendicular to AB to cut the given

plane in EF, show that CD is I EF.
CONSTRUCTION : Let DC and EF in the given plane intersect in G.

Join AG, AE (Fig. 209).

FIGURE 209
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Proof: Since AD, BC are L given plane, .'. they are 11 (Th. 8.6).
Hence A, B, C, D lie in one plane (Th. 8.7). '.' AB is L plane AGE,
plane ABCD is L plane AGE (Th. 8.18) or plane AGD is L plane
AGE. But since AD is L plane GDE, .. plane AGD is L plane GDE
both planes AGE and GDE.
(Th. 8.18). Therefore, plane AGD is
plane AGD (Th. 8.19)..'. GE is L any line in plane AGD
.'. GE is
I

or GE is LCD; i.e., CD is L EF.
8.2. CEDF is a plane and A is a point outside it. AC is perpendicular to the
plane and CD is perpendicular to EF in the plane. Show that AD is I EF.
CONSTRUCTION: join AE, CE (Fig. 210).

A

FIGURE 210

Proof: Since AC is L plane CEDF, .'. AC is
CD and CE (converse, Th. 8.4). Hence AD2 = AC2 + CD2 and AE2 = AC2 + CE2.
CD is
Subtraction gives AE2 - AD2 = CE2 - CD2. But
I

L EF, .'. CE2 - CD2 = DE2.... AE2 - AD2 = DE2... LADE is
right or AD is

EF.

8.3. Draw a straight line perpendicular to each of two straight lines not in the
same plane. Prove that this common perpendicular is the shortest distance
between the lines.
CONSTRUCTION : (i) Let AB, CD be the given straight lines. Through

any point A in AB draw AE Ii CD. Draw DF L plane ABE and
FG 11 AE meeting AB in G. Make DC equal to FG and join CG (Fig.
211).
Proof: '. CD, FG are each 11 AE, .'. CD is 11 FG and CD = FG
(construct)..'. CG is 11 DF and DF is L plane ABE..', CG is L plane
ABE. .'. CG is L AB and GF and GF is 11 CD.
CG is L both AD
and CD.
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D

C

E

F

FIGURE 211

(ii) Draw any other straight line DH between AB and CD. Since
DF is L plane ABE, .'. DF is 1 FH. .'. DH is > DF, i.e., CG.
8.4. Two parallel planes are cut by a straight line ABCD in B, C such that
AB = CD. Two more trdnsversals are drawn from A and D to cut the planes
with B and C in E, F and G, H. Show that BEG and CFH are two equal
triangles (Fig. 212).

FIGURE 212

Proof: Plane ACF cuts the two j planes..'. BE is 11 CF (Th. 8.16).
Similarly, BG is 11 CH. Hence LEBG = LFCH. Again, AB/AC
= BE/CF = CD/BD = CH/BG..'. BE/CF = CH/BG. Therefore, the
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As EBG, FCH have both /s EBG, FCH equal and the sides about
these equal Ls inversely proportional. .'. They are equal (Th.
4.94).
8.5. DABC is a tetrahedron with D as vertex and ABC as base. E, F, G are
the middle points of BC, CA, AB respectively. If DF, DG are perpendiculars
to AC, AB and BAC is a right angle, show that DE is perpendicular to the
base ABC.
CONSTRUCTION: Join AE, EG (Fig. 213).

FIGURE 213

Proof: Since F, G are the mid-points of AC, AB and DF, DG are Is
AC, AB, then As ADC, ADB are isosceles. Hence the edges DA, DB,

DC of the tetrahedron are equal. '.' LCAB = right angle and E is
mid-point of CB,
AE = EB. Therefore, As DEB, DEA are
congruent..'. /DEB = LDEA = right angle. Hence DE is L the
base plane ABC (Th. 8.4).
8.6. ABCD is a square and a is the length of its side. From A, C two perpendiculars AE, CF are drawn to the plane ABCD such that AE = AC and
CF = z AC. Find the length of BE, EF, BF in terms of a. Then show that
the triangle BEF is right-angled at E and that FE is perpendicular to the plane

BDE.
CONSTRUCTION: Join AC, FD and draw EG L FC (Fig. 214).
Proof: Since EA is J. plane ABCD, .'. EA is LAB. .'. BE2 = AE2

+ AB2. But AE2 = AC2 = 2 a2..'. BE2 = 3 a2. Hence BE = s/3 a.

Again, CF is L plane ABCD, i.e., L CA and '.' EG is L FC, .'
EGCA is a square..'. EG = and 1I AC.

CF = ZAC, .'. GF = 4 AC.

EF2=FG2+GE2=4AC2+AC2= 4AC2= 2a2. .'.EF

_ VT a. Similarly, FC is L.BC..'. BF2 = 4.2 a2 + a2 = sl a2..'. BF

= 1/iz a. Again, '.' BE2 + EF2 = 3 a2 + 2 a2 = i2 a2 = BF2.
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FIGURE 214

Therefore, ABEF is right-angled at E. Also, As EAB, EAD and
FCB, FCD are congruent..'. EB = ED and FB = FD.
As EBF,
EDF are both congruent.
LBEF = LDEF = right.
FE I ED and also L EB..'. FE ,L plane BDE (Th. 8.4).
8.7. ABCD is a tetrahedron in which the angles ABC, ADC are right. If M,
N are the middle points of BD and AC respectively and AM = MC, show
that MN is the shortest distance between AC and BD.
CONSTRUCTION: Join NB, ND (Fig. 215).
A

FIGURE 215

As AMN, CMN are
Proof: Since AM = MC (hypothesis),
LANM = LCNM = right angle or MN is J. AC.
congruent.
Again, since LABC = LADC = right angle and N is the mid-point
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of AC (hypothesis), .'. BN = DN = j AC. But M is the mid-point of
BD. .'. As BNM, DNM are congruent.

.'. LNMB = LNMD

= right angle. Hence MN is also J_ BD..'. It is the shortest distance
between AC, BD.
8.8. From D, a fixed point outside plane P, a straight line DE is drawn to
cut the plane in E. F is a point taken in DE such that DE DF is constant.
Find the locus of F.
CONSTRUCTION : Draw DA L plane P. Join EA. In the plane DAE,

draw FB L DE to meet DA in B. The locus ofF is a sphere on DB as
diameter (Fig. 216).

FIGURE 216

Proof:

'.' LDAE = LDFB = right angle, .'. BAEF is cyclic.

Hence
D is a fixed point and
P is a given plane, .'. the perpendicular DA is fixed..'. DB is fixed in
position and magnitude. But
LDFB = right, the locus of F is a
sphere on DB as diameter.
8.9. ABCD is a parallelogram of plane paper in which AD = 2 AB = 20
inches and the LA = 60°. E, F, G are the middle points of AD, BC, DC
respectively and AF, BE intersect in M; paper is folded about BE so
that the plane ABE is perpendicular to the plane BCDE (Fig. 217).
Find the area of AAMG.
Proof: Before paper is folded, ABFE is a rhombus and AF is L BE

at M; i.e., AM is L to the line of intersection of the perpendicular

planes. Hence AM is L the plane BCDE. .'. AM is L MG. .'.
LAMG = right angle. Since AABE is isosceles and LA = 60°, .'.
AM = 10 - 52 = 5V3 inches. But
AABE is equilateral.
MG = j (DE + BC) = 15 inches. .'. AAMG = (5A/13-15) _

37.5/ inches2.
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FIGURE 217

8.10. Find the total surface and volume of a regular tetrahedron and if these

are . ft2 and 2//3 ft3 respectively, find the corresponding lengths of the
side.

CONSTRUCTION: Let SABC be any regular tetrahedron having S as

vertex and ABC as base. Draw SH I CB in the face ACSB. Draw
also SD the altitude on the base ABC, then join CD and produce it to

Eon AB (Fig. 218).

FIGURE 218

Proof: Total surface of tetrahedron = 2
2 BC(//2
ft2, .'. BC = "/3 ft.
BC) = 11 BC2. If this surface area =
Volume of tetrahedron = } AABC x SD. Similar to Th. 8.29, ..*
all sides are equal and CE is ,1 AB, .'. QABC = 4 AB CE = a2 s/4
(a being the side of tetrahedron). But D is the centroid of QABC..'.
CD = ICE = I a,./3/2 = a/ /. Again, SD2 = SC2 - CD2 = ?I a2..'.

SD = a/3. Hence volume of tetrahedron = a2/4 a//3
= a//12. If this volume = 20/3 ft2, a = 2 ft.
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8.11. ABC is a right-angled triangle at A. AD is drawn perpendicular to the
hypotenuse BC. The triangle ADC is folded around AD to ADC' such that the
angle between the planes C'AD and BAD is 60°. Show that the volume of the

tetrahedron C'BAD = // 12 the volume of the cube with AD as side.
CONSTRUCTION : Let C be C' in the folded triangle C'AD. Draw C'E

I_ plane ABD, to meet BD in E (Fig. 219).
C'

FIGURE 219

Proof: Before folding AADC, AD2 = CD DB. After folding, C'E
DE..,. LADB = right angle, .'. E is
is L plane ABD, .'. C'E is L
on DB. '.' The angle between planes C'AD, ABD = 60°, .'. LC'DE
/2 CD.
= 60°..'. C'E = CD sin 60 =
Volume of terahedron C'BAD = LDAB x C'E = }

(0/2) CD= \/12 AD3.

8.12. AB, BC, CD are three sides of a cube the diagonal of which is AD.
Show that the angle between the planes ABD, ACD is I of a right angle.
CONSTRUCTION: Draw BE, BF Is to AD, AC. Join EF, BD (Fig.
220).

FIGURE 220
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plane ADC is L plane ABC..'. BF is L
Proof: ... DC is L CB,
plane ADC..'. BF is IFE (Th. 8.4). Let a be the side of the cube.
AB, BD, AD are equal to a, 17 a, NA a respectively. '.' AB is

L BD, .. BE AD = AB BD = a2..'. BE = a. Again, BF
= a/\/7..'. sin FEB = BF/BE = (a/ 1/2) (

) (l /a) = //2. '

LFEB = 60°, which is the angle between the planes ABD, ACD.
8.13. If in a tetrahedron ABCD the directions of AB, CD be at right angles
and'also those of AC, BD, so also will the directions of BC, AD be at right
angles. Also the sum of the squares of each pair of opposite edges is the same
and the four altitudes and the three shortest distances between opposite edges
meet in the same point.

CONSTRUCTION: Draw AO J. plane BCD. Join BO, CO, DO and
produce them to meet CD, DB, BC in E, F, G. Join AE, AF, AG (Fig.
221).

FIGURE 221

Proof: ... BD is L AC and AO in the plane ACF, .'. BD is L AF,

AE, EB in that plane..'. 0
CF. Similarly, CD is L plane ABE and
is the orthocenter of ABCD..'. CB is L DG and CB is also L AO..'. CB
is L plane AGD..'. CB is _LAD. Since BD is L AF, CF, .'. AD2 - AB2
I

= DF2 - BF2 = CD2 - CB2..'. AD2 + BC2 = AB2 + CD2; also
= AC2 + DB2. Draw BK L plane ACD. Then, as before, K is the
orthocenter of AACD and .'. lies in AE, which is L CD, as proved.
BK meets AO in M the orthocenter of AAEB. Similarly, the Is
from C, D meet A 0, and hence it can be proven that any three of the
four perpendiculars meet the other one. Hence they all intersect in
the same point M. Also the shortest distance between CD, AB is the
I EH from E on AB, for this is also L CD. '.' CD is L plane AEB,
.'. EH passes through M, the orthocenter of AAEB. Similarly, the
other shortest distances pass through M.
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8.14. M is the vertex of a pyramid with the parallelogram ABCD as its base.
In the face MBC, a line EF is drawn parallel to BC and cuts MB, MC in E,
F. Show that AE, DF if produced will meet in a point the locus of which is a
straight line parallel to the base ABCD (Fig. 222).

FIGURE 222

EF is II AD.
Proof: EF is II CB (hypothesis) and ABCD is a0.
EF is <BC, .', also <AD. Hence EF and AD form a plane of a
trapezoid AEFD. .', If AE, DF are produced they will meet in a
point N. In AAND, NF/ND = FE/DA.
NF/ND = FE/CB

= MF/MC..'. NF/FD = MF/FC. .' LMFN = LCFD, As MFN,
CFD are similar and MN is 11 CD and hence to its plane ABCD.
Since M is a fixed point and MN is 11 a fixed plane ABCD, ,'. the
locus of N is a straight line through the vertex M and II plane ABCD.
8.15. A straight line AD cuts two parallel planes X, Y in B, C respectively
such that AB : BC : CD = p : q : r. From A, D two other straight lines are

drawn cutting planes X, Y in E, F and P, Q respectively. Show that
(Fig. 223).
(rp +
(rp +
Planes X, Y are
Proof: AB/BC = p/q. ,'. AB/AC = p(p + q).
parallel, ,'. BE is I I CF (Th. 8.16). ,'. AB/AC = BE/CF = p (p + q).
CF = ((p + q)/p)BE. Similarly, BPis IJCQ and DC/DB = r(r + q)

= CQ/BP. .'. CQ = (r(r + q))BP. Hence

`p p q) (r

!rp + rq
rp + pq/

+r

BE-BP
q)
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FIGURE 223

8.16. A, B, C, D are four points in space. The straight lines AB, DC;
EF, GH are divided by points E, F; G, H such that AE:BE = DF:CF;
AG:DG = BH:CH. Prove that the straight lines EF, GH lie in one plane.
CONSTRUCTION: From E draw the line C'ED' 11 CD and from C, D

the lines CC', DD' 11 EF. Divide EF in M such that EM : MF
= AG: GD = BH : CH. From G, H draw GG', HH' 11 EF also meeting AD', BC' in G', H'. Join G'E, H'E, GM, HM (Fig. 224).

FIGURE 224

Proof: '.' EM/MF = AG/GD, .'. EF/EM = AD/AG = DD'/GG'.
But EF = DD'..'. EM = GG'. They are 11 lines, .'. EG' is 11 MG.
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DD', EF, CC' are 11,
ED'/EC'=
DF/CF = AE/BE and LD'EA = LBEC'. .'. As YEA, C'EB are
AE/EB.... AG'/AD'
similar..'. LD'AE = LC'BE and AD'/BC' =

Similarly, EH' is = and 11 MH.

AG'/BH' = AD'/BC' = AE/EB.
As AEG', BEH' are similar..'. LAEG'
= LBEH'. .' AB is a straight line, G'EH' is a straight line. Since
= AG/AD = BH/BC = BH'/BC',

LEAG' = LEBH',

MG is 1 EG' and MH is EH', .'. GMH is also a straight line. ThereI

fore, EF, GH intersect in M..'. They lie in one plane.
8.17. A prism has two equal and parallel base quadrilaterals ABCD,
A'B'C'D'. A point E is taken on AD such that DE = I AD and D'C' is
produced to F such that C'F = I D'C'. Show that A'C, EF intersect in a
point and find the ratio in which A'C is divided by this point.

CONSTRUCTION: Take E' on A'D' such that D'E' = I A'D'. Join
A'F, CE, C'E' (Fig. 225).

FIGURE 225

Proof: Since DE = I DA, also D'E' = I A'D'. .'. CE is = and 11
C'E' (since the bases of prisfn are equal and parallel). '.' D'C'
C'E' is 11 AT 11 CE..'. A'C
D'C'/D'F = =
=2
intersects EF in G. In AD'A'F, D'C'/D'F = C'E'/A'F = 1. '.' C'E'
= CE,

CE/A'F = 1. .' CE is 11 AT, .'. CG/GA' = CE/A'F = 1.

8.18. ABCD is a tetrahedron with A as vertex and AD is perpendicular to
the base BCD. If PQ is the shortest distance between the edges AC, DB and
CR is drawn perpendicular to DB, show that CP : PA = CR2 : DA2.
CONSTRUCTION: From R draw RS equal and 11 AD. Join AS, CS and

draw PT AS to cut CS in T. Join RT (Fig. 226).
Proof: '.' QP is L AC at P (hypothesis) and . ASRD is a paralleloPQ is also
gram, i.e., AS is 11 DR 11 PT and also PQ is L BR at Q,

L PT..'. PQ is L plane PTC (Th. 8.4). But BR is L RS and RC,
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C

FIGURE 226

hence L plane SRC..'. BR is L R

T.... BR is

PT, .'. PT is L R T.

.'. PQR Tis a rectangle. Hence PQ is 11 R T. '.' PQ is L plane PTC,.'.

also RTis L planePTC..'. RTis L TC. '.' SR is 11 AD and hence L
plane BRC or L RC. .'. LSRC is right-angled at R and R T is L
hypotenuse SC or TC. .'. CR2 = CT- CS and SR2 = ST- CS = AD2.
CR2/AD2 = CT/ST = CP/PA.
8.19. A cube is constructed inside a right circular cone with vertex A such that
four of its vertices lie on the cone surface and the other four vertices on the base
of the cone. If the ratio between the altitude of the cone and its base radius is
: 1, show that the side of the cube = J the cone altitude.
'

CONSTRUCTION : Let the cube be DEFGHLMN of side a. Draw the
altitude AO of the cone on the base cutting the upper face of the cube
in 0'. Join LNand produce it to meet the base circumference in B, C
(Fig. 227).
A

FIGURE 227
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Proof: Since the cone is right and cube vertices lie on its surface
and base, then 0, 0' are the centers of the faces DEFG, HLMN of the

cube and hence E0'G, LON are diameters of the upper circular
section and respectively 11 and coplanar to the base. '.' AO : BO
_ 0 : 1 and EG is 11 BC, A0/B0 = A0'/EO' = VT A0'

= / EO'. But A0' = A0 - 00' = A0 - a and E0' = J EG

_ //2 a.

=VT E0'=a=A0-a. .'.a=JA0.

8.20. ABCD is a tetrahedron and M, L, R are three points on the edges AB,
AC, AD. If the lines MR, ML, LR are produced to meet the sides of the base

BD, BC, CD or produced in X, Y, Z, show that XYZ is a straight line:
Desargue's theorem (Fig. 228).

FIGURE 228

Proof: In AABD, (BX/XD) (DR/RA) (AM/MB) = 1. Also in
AABC, (CY/YB) (BM/MA) (AL/LC) = 1. Also in AADC, (DZ/ZC)
(CL/LA)(AR/RD) = 1 (Menelaus' Th. 5.13). Multiplying yields
(BX/DX) (YC/YB) (DZ/ZC) = 1. Hence in the base triangle BCD,
X, Y, Z are collinear.
8.21. MA, MB, MC are three edges of a cube meeting in the vertex M. If a
denotes the side of the cube, show that (i) volume of tetrahedron MABC

= a3/6; (ii) area of triangle ABC = a2\/2; (iii) the perpendicular from

M on plane ABC = a//3.
CONSTRUCTION: Draw MD L AB and join DC (Fig. 229).

Proof: (i) Volume of tetrahedron MABC is the same as volume of

tetrahedron. CMBA = I MC AAMB = (a/3) (a2/2) = a3/6.
(ii) , MD is LAB, .'. it bisects AB in D. Again BC = AC = face
diagonal. Hence ABC is an equilateral A..', CD is L AB (since D is
AB = a, MD = a/, and CM is
the mid-point of AB).
CD2 = MC2 + MD2 = a2 + (a2/2) = 3 a2.
CD
MD,
I
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FIGURE 229

= a().Hence area of AABC = j

(a//2)(a\/)

= a2N/3T2.
(iii) '.' Volume of tetrahedron MABC = } ME AABC (ME is 1

plane ABC), .'. a316 = I ME(a20/2). .'. ME = a/\ = a//3.

8.22. If the area of the side surface of a right circular cone is equal to I of the
area of the circle having as radius the generator of the cone, show that the
ratio between the volume of the cone and that of a sphere which passes through
the vertex and base circle of the cone is 225 : 2048.
CONSTRUCTION : Let ABC be the right circular cone with A as vertex

and BC a diameter in its base. Draw its altitude AD and produce it to

meet the sphere in E. Join CD, CE (Fig. 230).
A

FIGURE 230
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Proof: Let the altitude AD = h, generator AB = 1, radius of base

Q = r and radius of sphere = R.
Area of cone side surface
= rrrl = 112 (hypothesis), .'. I = 4r. '.' AD L base Q, .'. L CD.
volume of cone

AC2 = AD2 + CD2 or 12 = h2 + r2. .'. h = r v"-15,

_ (7r/3)r2h = (7r/3)r3. Since AE is a diameter of the sphere,
LACE = right.

CD is L AE,

AE

12 = AD AE.

= 12/h = 16r1V.
R = 8r/ 15. Volume if sphere = 3TrR3
= 37T (512 r3/15) = 2048 irr3/45. .'. Volume of cone : volume of sphere = (7r/3)r3N/'1-5 :20487Trl/45VIF5 = 225 : 2048.
8.23. MA, MB, MC are three straight lines in space; each is perpendicular to
the other two lines. If x, y, z are the lengths of these lines respectively, show

that (i) volume of tetrahedron MABC = gxyz; (ii) area of the triangle
ABC =
x2y2 + 2z2 + z2x ; (iii) the altitude from M on the plane

ABC=xyz/ xy +yz'+zx.

CONSTRUCTION: Draw MD L BC then join AD. Let MN the
altitude from M on ABC be denoted l (Fig. 231).

FIGURE 231

Proof: (i) Volume of tetrahedron = AM- AMBC = s AM-MB
MC = s xyz.
BC also
(ii)
AM is
plane MBC and MD L BC, AD is
.'.
2 AMBC
(Th. 8.4). In AMBC, LM is right.
AD2 = AM2
= MD BC. . . MD = MB MC/BC = z BC.
AD = VA-M-2 + MD = x + (y2z2 BCZ = 1 BC)
+ MD2,
I

x BC +y2z2. But AABC = AD BC =

BC2 = y2 + z2,
(iii)

AABC =

x2

BC +y 2z2 .

.

x2y2 + x222 + y2z2.

Volume of tetrahedron = (l 3 AABC,

xyz =

l/6 x2y2 +y2z2 + 22x2... l =xyz/ x y + y z + z2x2.
Also 1/12 = (x2y2 +y2z2 + z2x2)/x2y2z2 = 1/x2 + l/y2 + 1/z2.
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This result is also true in a two-dimensional problem. If l is the
length of the altitude from the right vertex on the hypotenuse C and
x, y are the lengths of the sides surrounding the right angle in any
x2y2 = c212 = (x2 +y2)12.
right-angled triangle, then xy = cl.
1/12 = (x2 +y2)Ix2y2 = 1/x2 + 1/y2.
8.24. If V denotes the volume formed by the rotation of a right-angled triangle around its hypotenuse and V1, V2 the volumes formed by the rotation of

the triangle around the sides of the right angle, show that 1 /V2 = 1 / V12

+

1/V22.

CONSTRUCTION: Draw from the right vertex B of AABC, BD
1 AC. Let a, b, c be the lengths of the sides BC, CA, AB, and BD
= h (Fig. 232).

FIGURE 232

Proof: V = the volume of the two cones formed by the rotation of
As ADB, CDB around AD, CD = (ir/3)h2 b and V1 = volume of
cone formed by rotation around AB = (1x/3) a2 c. Also, V2 = volume
of cone around BC = (1r/3)c2 a. It is required to show that V12 V22
= V2(V12 + V22) or
a6c6 = h4b2(a4c2 + C4a2). But
h4b2(h2b2a2 + h2b2C2) = h6b4(a2 + c2) = h6b6 = arcs.
8.25. On the same circular base of a hemisphere with center 0, a frustum of
a cone is constructed inside the hemisphere, the bases of which are parallel. If
the ratio between the radii of the cone bases is 1 : 2, show that the ratio of the
side surface area of the cone to the hemispherical surface area is 3 : 4.
CONSTRUCTION: Let AB, CD be two 11 diameters in the bases of the

frustum, AB being the common diameter with the hemisphere. Join

DO and draw CE I AB. Let OB = r (Fig. 233).
Proof: '.' CD = j AB = BO = OD (hypothesis) and CD is 11 BO,
OBCD is a rhombus in which CO = CB. .'. CE bisects BO in E.
Since side surface area of cone frustum = BC(1r AB + 1r CD)
= 3 7rr2/2 and hemispherical surface area = 2 irr2, the ratio between
their surface areas = 3 : 4.
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FIGURE 233

8.26. If a sphere with radius r touches internally a right circular cone whose

altitude and base radius are h, R, show that 1/r2 = 1/R2 + 2/rh. If V, S
and V1, S1 are the volume and surface of sphere and cone respectively, show

also that V : V1 = S : S1.
CONSTRUCTION : Let BC be a diameter in the base of that cone and

A be the vertex. Draw AO L BC, 0 being the base center. If M is
the center of the sphere which touches the cone at E, join ME (Fig.
234).
A

FIGURE 234

Proof:

AE2=AM2-ME2=AM2-M02=A02-

2 AO-MO = h2 - 2 hr and '.' Ls AME, ACO are similar, .'. AE/AO
= EM/CO.
(h2 - 2 hr)/h2 = r2/R2 or 1 - (2r/h) = r2/R2.
Dividing by r2 and rearranging, .'. 1 /r2 = I /R2 + 2/rh. Join MC.
Since MC bisects LACB in plane ACB, .'. C0/AC = MO/AM. Let
the generator AC = 1. .'. R/l = r(h - r). .'. R(h - r) =
Rh
= r(l + R)..'. V: V1 = 3irr3: (ir/3)R2h = 4irr2 : irR(1 + R)..'. S: S1
= 4 irr2 : irR(l + R) = V : V1.
8.27. If the inclined generator of a frustum of a cone is equal to the sum of the
radii of the bases, show that the altitude = twice the geometric mean of these
radii, and the volume = the entire surface of the frustum times a its altitude.
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CONSTRUCTION: Take a projection of the cone frustum ABCD in

which AB = 2 R and CD = 2 r. Draw CM I AB and let the
generator AD = CB = 1, and the altitude = h (Fig. 235).

FIGURE 235

Proof: In ACBM, CM = h. .'. CB2 = CM2 + BM2 or h2 = 12
l = R + r (hypothesis), .'. h2 = (R + r)2 - (R
- r)2 = 4 Rr. Therefore, h = 2. Again, entire surface of

- (R - r)2.

frustum = (1/2) (2 7rR + 2 77r) + 7rR2 + 77r2. Entire surface x (h/6)

_ (h/6)7r[(R + r)2 + R2 + r2] = (7rh/3) (R2 + r2 + Rr ..'. The vol7rR 7rr) _ (7Th/3)
(R2 + r2 + Rr) = entire surface x (h/6).

ume of this frustum = (h/3)(7rR2 + 77-r2 +

8.28. On AOB as diameter and 0 as center a circle is described and two
points D, E are taken on AB such that OD OE = OB2. On DE as diameter a semi-circle is described such that its plane is perpendicular to the plane
of the circle 0. If any points R, L are taken on the circle 0 and X, Y on the

semi-circle DE, show that RX : RY = LX : LY.
CONSTRUCTION : Draw RP, LQ, XF, YS L ABE. Join LS. Let M be

center of the semi-circle (Fig. 236).

FIGURE 236

Proof: Since OD OE = OB2, then, if the semi-circle plane is
rotated a right angle to coincide with the plant of 00, they will cut
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orthogonally. If the radii of 00 and semi-circle are r, r1, then
0M2 = r2 + r12. '.' YS is ,L AB, and planes of Qs are .L each other.
.'. YS is ,L plane OAOB. .'. YS is L SL which lies in the plane of

00. But LY2 = YS2 + SL2 = LQ2 + QS2 + YS2 = r2 - Q02
+ QS2 + r12 - MS2 = 0M2 - Q02 + QS2 - MS2 = 2 QM- OS

and LX 2 = 2 QM- OF.
LX 2 : LY2 = OF : OS. Similarly, RX2
: RY2 = OF : OS. Hence RX : RY = LX : LY.
8.29. ABCDA1B1C1D1 is a given regular prism, the faces of which are
parallelograms and P is a fixed plane. Find the locus of the point E in the
plane P such that the sum of the squares on its distances from the vertices of the

prism is constant.
CONSTRUCTION : Join the diagonals AC1, A1C, BD1, B1D, which

intersect in one point M (since the figure is a regular prism). Draw

MO I plane P and join ME, OE (Fig. 237).

FIGURE 237

Proof: Since M is the middle point of all the diagonals of prism,
EA2 + EC12 = 2 EM2 + 2 MA2. Similarly with the other three
pairs of diagonally opposite vertices. Adding up gives 8 EM2 = EA2

+EB2 +EC2+ED2 + EA12 +EB12+EC12 +ED12 - 2 (MA2
+ MA12 + MB2 + MB12). Assuming that the sum of the squares of

the distances from E to the vertices = S and since EM2 = M02

+ OE2, ... 8 (M02 + OE2) = S2 - 2 (MA2 + MA12 + MB2
+ MB12). .'. OE2 = $ {S2 - 2 (MA2 + MA12 + MB2 + MB12
+4 M02)} = constant.
The projection 0 of the fixed point M
on the fixed plane P is fixed, the locus of E is a 0 in plane P with OE
as radius.
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8.30. The total surface area of a cylinder whose diameter is equal to its
altitude' and which is constructed outside (inside) a sphere is the mean proportional between the surface area of this sphere and the total surface area of the

right circular cone whose generator is equal to the diameter of its base and
which is also constructed outside (inside) the same sphere. Prove that this is
also the case with their volumes.

FIGURE 238

CONSTRUCTION: Let the cylinder and cone be described outside
the sphere with center M. Let the sphere touch the base and surface
of cone in D, E. Join AD, ME. R, r denote the radii of cone base and
sphere (Fig. 238). Let the shown projection represent the solids in
question. Total area of cone = 7rRl + 7rR2. But generator l = 2 R.
So, total area of cone = 3 7rR2. Area of sphere = 47r r2. Since cone

ABC has LA = 60°, .'. ME/AE = r/R = tan
r=
Area of sphere = a 7rR2. If cylinder altitude = h, total area of
cylinder = 2 7rrh + 2 7rr2. But h = 2 r. So total area of cylinder
= 6 7rr2 = 2 7rR2. Therefore area of sphere x total area of cone
= 3 7TR2 . s 7rR2 = 4 7r2R4 = (total area of cylinder)2. Again, volume

of cone = 17rR2H. But H the altitude of cone = R\/3. So, volume of

cone = (\/3)7rR3. Volume of sphere = 3 rrr3 = 4 TrR3/90. Volume of cylinder = 7rr2h = 2 7rr3 = 2 7rR3/3\/3. Hence volume of
sphere x volume of cone = 4 7r2R6/27 = (volume of cylinder)2.
Similarly for the case when the cylinder and cone are described inside
the sphere.

Miscellaneous Exercises
1. Given three non-intersecting straight lines in space, draw from any
point in one a straight line intersecting both the others. Examine the
cases in which more than one line can be so drawn, also the cases in
which no line can be so drawn.
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2. Draw a plane perpendicular to a given straight line through a given
point either in the line or without it.
3. If a pyramid stands on a square base and has equilateral triangles for
its faces, prove that the perpendicular from the vertex to the base is
equal to half the diagonal of the base.
4. A piece of wire is bent into three parts, such that each of its exterior
parts is double the middle one and perpendicular to the plane containing the other two of which the middle part is one. Show that the line
joining the ends of the wire = three times the middle part.
5. Of all the straight lines which can be drawn to meet a given plane from
a given point outside it, the least is the straight line perpendicular to

the plane, and those which meet the plane in points equally distant
from the foot of the perpendicular are equal, and of two straight lines
the one which meets the plane at a point farther from the foot of the
perpendicular than another is the greater and conversely.
6. AB is a straight line. From any point A on the line, AC, AD are drawn
perpendicular to AB, and from another point B in the line BE, BF are

drawn perpendicular to AB. Show that the planes ACD, BEF are
parallel.

7. AB, CD are two parallel lines and from any point E outside their
plane, EF is drawn perpendicular to AB meeting AB in F and FR
drawn perpendicular to CD meeting CD in R. Show that ER is perpendicular to CD.
8. MA, MB are two straight lines intersecting in M and MC is another
straight line not in their plane such that L AMC = LBMC. From any
point C in MC, CD is drawn perpendicular to the plane MAB. Show
that DM bisects the angle AMB. (From C draw CE, CF perpendiculars
to MA, MB and join DE, DF.)
9. From the point P outside two intersecting planes in AB, two perpendiculars PQ, PR are drawn to the planes. If QS is also drawn perpendicular to the plane where R lies, then prove that RS is perpendicular to
AB.

10. Find the locus of points equally distant from two given points.
11. AB, AC are two perpendiculars from any point A on two intersecting
planes in DE. Show that BC is perpendicular to the parallel from C to
DE.
12. ABC is a triangle and M is the orthocenter. If MP is drawn perpendicular to the plane of the triangle, show that the line joining P to any
one of the vertices of the triangle will be perpendicular to the parallel
from that vertex to the opposite side.
13. Find the locus of points equally distant from three given points.

14. Given a straight line and any two points, find a point in the straight
line equally distant from the two points.
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15. Prove that the sides of an isosceles triangle are equally inclined to any
plane through the base.

16. A given line l is parallel to a given plane. x is a variable line in this
plane. Show that unless x is parallel to 1, the shortest distance between
x and I is constant.
17. Draw a straight line to meet three given straight lines and be parallel
to a given plane. (Let the lines be AB, CD, EF. Draw through CD a
plane II to given plane. Let AB, EF cut this plane in P, Q. Then PQ is
such a line.)
18. Find the locus of the foot of the perpendicular from a given point on a
plane which passes through a given straight line.
19. From a point P, PA is drawn perpendicular to a given plane, and from
A, AB is drawn perpendicular to a line in that plane. Prove that PB is
also perpendicular to that line.

20. OA, OB, OC are three straight lines mutually perpendicular. From 0
perpendiculars OP, OQ, OR are let fall on BC, CA, AB. Prove that BC
bisects the angle QPR externally.
21. OP is at right angles to the lines OA, OB, which are also at right angles
to each other. OC, OD are drawn bisecting the angles POA, POB. Prove
that COD is 60°. (Make OC = OD, and draw CA, DB L OA, OB.)

22. From a point P. PA, PB are drawn perpendicular to two planes which
intersect in CD meeting them in A and B. From A, AE is drawn perpendicular to CD. Prove that BE is also perpendicular to CD.
23. Prove that the intersection of two planes, each of which contains one of
two parallel straight lines, is parallel to those lines.

24. Planes are drawn through a given point each containing one of a
series of parallel straight lines. Prove that they intersect any plane
which intersects their common line through the given point in three
concurrent lines.

25. Given a plane and two points on the same side of it. Find the point in
the plane the sum of the distances of which from the given points is a
minimum. (Similar to Problem 1.16.)
26. If a straight line is equally inclined to each of three straight lines in a
plane, it is perpendicular to the plane in which they lie.
27. Draw two parallel planes, one through each of two straight lines which

do not meet and are not parallel. (Let AB, CD be the lines. Draw
AE jj CD, CF Ij AB. Hence plane AEB is 11 plane CFD.)

28. If two straight lines are parallel, each is parallel to every plane passing
through the other.

29. Draw a line which will be parallel to one given line and intersect two
other given lines, no two of the given lines meeting.
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30. In a tetrahedron in which each. edge is equal to the opposite edge
(called an isosceles tetrahedron) prove that (a) the faces are congruent;
(b) the lines joining the mid-points of opposite edges are perpendicular
to the edges which they bisect and to one another. [(a) Each face has
sides a, b, c. (b) Let L, L', M, M', N, N' bisect AB, CD, AC, BD, AD, BC

of tetrahedron ABCD. Then LM = BC = M'L' and LM' _ AD
= ML'. Hence LML'M' is a rhombus.z Hence LL', MM' are perpendicular, so MM', NN' and NN', LL'. Now NN' is perpendicular to LL'
and MM' and therefore to LM and L'M, i.e., to BC and AD.]
31. Prove that a sphere can be inscribed in an isosceles tetrahedron and
that the lines joining its corners with the centroids of the faces meet at
the center of this sphere.

32. The six planes bisecting the edges of a tetrahedron perpendicularly
meet in a point, which is the center of the circumscribing sphere.
33. If a pair of points is taken on each edge of a tetrahedron such that the
pairs on any two adjacent edges are concyclic, show that the twelve
points lie on the same sphere.
34. The section of a tetrahedron by a plane is a parallelogram if and only if
the plane is parallel to a pair of opposite edges. (Let the parallelogram
be LML'M', where L, L', M, Mare on AB, CD, AC, BD of a tetrahedron ABCD. Then the three planes LML', ABC, DBC meet at a point;
and this is at infinity since LM, M'L' are (. Hence LM is 11 BC and so
LM' to AD.)
35. In a tetrahedron the lines (called the medians) joining the mid-points of
opposite edges bisect one another at the centroid.
36. In Theorem 8.28 of a tetrahedron ABCD, the volumes subtended by
the faces at G are equal, G being the centroid of the tetrahedron. (For
ABCD : GBCD = AA' : GA' = 4 : 1, and so on.)

37. Show that the shortest distance between two opposite edges of a regular tetrahedron is equal to half the diagonal of the square described on
the edge.

38. Two planes which are not parallel are cut by two parallel planes.
Prove that the lines of section of the first two with the last two contain
equal angles.

39. If two parallel planes are cut by three other planes which have no line
common to all three, and no two of which are parallel, the triangles
formed by the intersections of the parallel planes with the three other
planes are similar to each other.
40. Two straight lines do not intersect and are not parallel. Find a plane
upon which their projections will be parallel. (Refer to Exercise 27.)

41. Two similar polygons, not in the same plane, are placed with their
homologous sides parallel. Prove that the straight lines which join
corresponding vertices are either parallel or concurrent.
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42. Show that a tetrahedron can be formed of any four equal congruent
triangles, provided the triangles are acute-angled.
43. Of parallelograms which are parallel to two opposite edges of a tetrahedron, the one of greatest area bisects each edge. (For in a tetrahedron

ABCD; AL : AB = LM : BC, i.e., LM a AL. So LM' a BL. See
Exercise 34 for the parallelogram LML'M' on AB, CD, AC, BD. Also

the angle MLM' is constant, being the angle between BC and AD.
Hence the area varies as AL - LB.)
44. If a solid angle at 0 is contained by three plane angles AOB, BOC, COA

and D is any point in the plane ABC, prove that the angles AOB,
BOC, COA are together less than twice the angles AOD, BOD, COD.
45. Divide a straight line similarly to a given divided straight line lying in a
different plane.
46. Two straight lines which intersect are inclined to each other at an angle
equal to f of a right angle and to a given plane, each at an angle equal

to half a right angle. Prove that their projections on this plane are at
right angles to each other.

47. If perpendiculars to two faces of a tetrahedron from the opposite
vertices intersect, prove that the edge in which the faces intersect is
perpendicular to the opposite edge. (Refer to Problem 8.13.)
48. A pyramid is described with a parallelogram as base. Show that if its
four triangular faces are equal in area, their projections on the base
are the triangles into which the parallelogram is divided by its diagonals; and the parallelogram is a rhombus.
49. Through one of the diagonals of a parallelogram a plane is drawn.
Prove that the perpendiculars let fall from the end of the other diagonal
on this plane are equal.
50. Prove that the greatest tetrahedron which can be inscribed in a given
sphere is equilateral. (Take B, C, D fixed in a tetrahedron ABCD. Then
the perpendicular from A on BCD must be greatest; i.e., A must be on

the diameter of the sphere through the circumcenter of BCD. Hence
AB = AC = AD.)
51. Prove that a sphere can be described through two circles in different
planes, provided these circles have two common points (i.e., through
the common points and a point on each circle).
52. Prove that a circle PQR and its inverse with respect to a point, not in its
plane, lie on the same sphere (i.e., the sphere PQRP').
53. A and B are two given points on two given planes which intersect in the

line 1. Find a point P on I such that AP + PB may be least.
54. The points X and Y move on given lines which are not in the same
plane. Show that the center of XY moves on a plane.
55. Draw a plane to cut the given lines OA, OB, OC, OD, no three of
which are in the same plane, in the parallelogram ABCD.
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56. Prove that in the tetrahedron of Problem 8.13, each altitude meets
the opposite face at its orthocenter.
57. Prove that in the tetrahedron of Problem 8.13, a sphere can be drawn
through the centers of its edges and the feet of the shortest distances
between opposite edges.
58. If a plane cuts a sphere and the area of the circle of intersection is -112- of

the surface area of the sphere, find the distance of this plane from the
center of the sphere in terms of its radius.
59. Prove that in an isosceles tetrahedron, where every two opposite edges
are equal, the three angles at any vertex are together equal to two right
angles.

60. In an isosceles tetrahedron, prove that the centers of the inscribed and
escribed spheres coincide. (Refer to Exercise 31.)
61. In an isosceles tetrahedron, show that each plane angle of every face is
acute.

62. In an equilateral tetrahedron ABCD, E bisects the perpendicular from
A on BCD. Show that EB, EC, ED are mutually perpendicular. [Let
AG be the L from A on BCD. Then, by symmetry, G is the centroid of

the equilateral LBCD and AG 1 BG. .. 4 BE2 = 4 BG2 + 4 GE2.
But, BG = I BL (if BL 1 CD)
I BC(/12)..'. BG = BC/N/3 and,
4 GE2 = AG2 = AB2 - BG2.

4 BE2 = (4 BC2/3) + AB2 - (BC21

3) = AB2 + BC2 = 2 BC2 = 4 CE2 = 4 DE2. Hence BE2 + CE2
= 2 BE2 = BC2. Hence BE 1 CE, so CE 1 DE and DE 1 BE.]
63. Show that all parallel sections of an isosceles tetrahedron which are
parallelograms have the same perimeter.
64. A plane is drawn through an edge of a tetrahedron and the center of the
opposite edge. Show that the six planes so drawn meet in a point.
65. Prove that the sum of the squares of the edges of a tetrahedron is equal
to four times the sum of the squares of the lines joining the mid-points
of opposite edges.
66. If the lines joining corresponding vertices of two tetrahedrons meet in a
point, the intersections of corresponding edges lie on a plane.

67. If a sphere can be drawn to touch the six edges of a tetrahedron, the
sum of each two opposite edges is the same.

68. If the section of a tetrahedron by a plane is a square, show that two
opposite edges must be perpendicular and, in that case, show how to
construct the square. (With the figure of Exercise 34, LM is 11 BC and

LM' AD. Hence, if LML'M' is a square so that LM L LM', then
BC 1 AD. Again, if LML'M' is a square LM = LM'. But, LM : BC
= AL : AB and LM' : AD = BL : AB. Hence BC-AL = AD-BL.
Hence to get L we divide AB so that AL : BL = AD : BC. Then, draw
LM 11 BC, ML' 11 AD, andL'M'11 BC.)
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69. Prove that the three lines joining the middle points of opposite edges of

a tetrahedron are concurrent and that they form, two and two, the
diagonals of three parallelograms, such that the angles between their
sides are the angles between the opposite edges of the tetrahedron.
70. A pyramid stands on a quadrilateral base. Draw a plane such that its
lines of intersection with the faces of the pyramid may form a parallelogram in which one angle is given.

71. Prove that the sections of a tetrahedron made by planes parallel to a
pair of opposite edges are rectangles if the opposite edges are at right
angles.

72. Prove that if the line joining one vertex of a tetrahedron to the orthocenter of the opposite face be perpendicular to that face, the same is
true with regard to the other vertices.

73. Three planes intersect in a point, and a plane is drawn through the
common section of each pair perpendicular to the third plane. Show
that these three planes intersect in a straight line.
74. If through the edges AB, AC, AD of a tetrahedron ABCD planes are
drawn such that their intersections with the planes CAD, DAB, BAC
respectively bisect the angles at A in those planes, these planes have a
common line of intersection.

75. If BAC, CAD, DAB are three plane angles containing a solid angle,
prove that the angle between AD and the straight line bisecting the
angle BAC is less than half the sum of the angles BAD, CAD.
76. A solid angle is contained by three plane angles BOC, COA, AOB. If
BOC, COA are together equal to two right angles, prove that CO is
perpendicular to the line which bisects the angle AOB.

77. ABCD is a tetrahedron; AD, BD, CD are cut in L, M, N by a plane
parallel to ABC. BN, CM meet in P; CL, AN meet in Q; AM, BL meet
in R. Show that the triangles LMN, PQR are similar.
78. ABCD is a face and AE a diagonal of a cube. BG is drawn perpendicular

to AE and DG is joined. Prove that DG is perpendicular to AE.
79. Given three straight lines not in the same plane. Draw through a given

point a straight line equally inclined to the three. (Through given
point 0 draw OA, OB, OC 11 to the given skew lines. Bisect Ls AOB,
BOC by OD, OE; through OD, OE draw planes ODF, OEF I planes
AOB, BOC. Hence any line through 0 in plane ODFinakes equal angles
with OA, OB and any line through 0 in plane OEF makes equal angles
with OB, OC. Hence OF is equally inclined to given lines.)
80. On the same side of the plane of a parallelogram ABCD, three straight
lines Bb, Cc, Dd are drawn in parallel directions, and such that Cc is
equal to Bb and Dd together. Prove that the points A, b, c, d lie in one
plane.
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81. In the tetrahedron OABC, OA, OB, OC are equal. Prove that each of
them is greater than the radius of the circle circumscribing the triangle
ABC.

82. Prove that in any tetrahedron, the plane bisecting any dihedral angle
divides the opposite edge into segments which are in the ratio of the
areas of the adjacent faces. If each edge of a tetrahedron is equal to the
opposite edge, the plane bisecting any dihedral angle bisects the opposite edge.
83. A pyramid stands on a triangular base. Show that if the circles inscribed in three of the faces touch each other, the circle inscribed in the
fourth face will touch all the others.
84. If ABCD be a tetrahedron and G the intersection of lines drawn from
A, B, C to the middle points of BC, CA, AB respectively, prove that the
squares on AD, BD, CD are together equal to the squares on AG, BG,
CG with three times the square on DG.
85. In a tetrahedron the straight line joining the middle points of one pair

of opposite edges is at right angles to both edges. Prove that of the
other four edges any one is equal in length to the opposite one.
86. AB, AF, CB, CD are edges of a cube, AF, CD being opposite edges. Find

the angles between the planes ABD, AFD, ABF. (Let ABEF be a face

of the cube. BD, BE are both 1 AB. .'. EBD is the angle between
planes ABD, ABF and LEBD = I right angle. Similarly, the angle
between planes AFD, ABF = I right angle. Draw BG L AD..'. DA
AD and BG = GF. Draw GH 1 BF.
AG = AB2 = AF2..'. FG is
BH = HF. .'. H is the intersection of AE, BF. Again, GH : AH
= DE : AD = AB : AD = BG : BD and BD = AE = 2 AH..'. BG.
= 2 GH. .'. LBGH = 2 right angle. .'. LBGF = s right angle.)
I

87. If P be a point equally distant from the vertices A, B, C of a right-angled
triangle, of which A is the right angle and D the middle point of BC,
prove that PD is at right angles to the plane ABC. Prove also that the
angle between the planes PAC, PBC and the angle between the planes

PAB, PBC are together equal to the angle between the planes PAC,
PAB.

88. ABCD is a tetrahedron, EFGH a plane section cutting AC in F. Prove
that if the section is a rhombus in a plane parallel to BC and AD, then

BC: AD =CF:AF.
89. Under what circumstances is it possible to draw a plane so as to cut the
faces of a tetrahedron in four lines forming a square?
90. Prove that if each solid angle at the base of a tetrahedron is contained
by three plane angles which make up two right angles, the tetrahedron
will have all its faces equal and similar.

91. Prove that in an isosceles tetrahedron where every pair of opposite
edges are equal, the inscribed and circumscribed spheres are concentric.
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92. If a cone in which the generator equals the diameter of the base
touches a sphere along the contour of the circle of the base, and a
cylinder envelops the sphere and the cone so that the vertex of the
cone lies in the upper face of cylinder, find the ratio of the total surface
areas and the ratio of the volumes of these three sides.
93. 01, 02, 03f 04 are the centers of the circles inscribed in the faces BCD,
ACD, ABD, ABC respectively of the tetrahedron ABCD. Prove that

A01, BO2, CO,, DO4 will meet in a point if the rectangles AB-CD,
AC BD and AD BC are all equal.
94. Prove that a sphere can be described through two circles which touch
one another but are not in the same plane. (This is the limit of Exercise 51, when the two points coincide.)
95. Prove that the cone joining any point to a circular section of a sphere
cuts the sphere again in a circle.
96. Prove that four planes can be drawn through the center of a cube, each
of which cuts six edges of the cube in the corners of a regular hexagon
and the other six edges produced in the corners of another regular
hexagon. The area of the second hexagon is three times that of the
first and the sides of the second are perpendicular to the central radii
drawn to the corners of the first.
97. A cone is described such that its base circle touches internally the sides
of a square base of a regular pyramid which has the same vertex as the

cone. If the common altitude of cone and pyramid is //2, the side of
the square base, find the ratio of the volume of the sphere inscribed in
the cone to the volume of solid between pyramid and cone.
98. Prove that every two circular sections of a cone are either parallel or
inverse with respect to the vertex.
99. Find the locus of a point in a given plane whose distances from the
given points, which are not in the plane, are in a given ratio. (Let A, B

be the given points and P the variable point. Then since PA : PB is
given, the locus of P is a sphere. The required locus is the circle which
is the section of this sphere by the given plane.)

100. Draw a plane to touch three given spheres. (Let S be a center of
similitude of the spheres 1, 2, and S' of 1, 3. Then a tangent plane
through the line SS' to 1 will touch 2, 3.)
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